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Prólogo SISTEDES

La Sociedad de Ingeniería del Software y TEcnologías de DEsarrollo del Software (SISTEDES) ha auspiciado, una vez más, la organización de las Jornadas de
Ingeniería del Software y Bases de Datos (JISBD) y las Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes (PROLE). Además, por primera vez este año, la comunidad
de Ciencia e Ingeniería de Servicios, vinculada a SISTEDES desde el CEDI 2010,
ha celebrado sus jornadas JCIS en unión a JISBD y PROLE. De este modo, este
libro de actas se divide en 3 secciones claramente diferenciadas que incluyen los
trabajos aceptados en estas tres jornadas.
Así, esta edición de las jornadas JISBD/PROLE/JCIS, celebradas en la Universidade da Coruña, adquiere un especial significado en el panorama de investigación en tecnologías del software, y se constituye en un foro imprescindible,
ya que todos los grupos relevantes del estado están vinculados a alguna de estas subcomunidades de SISTEDES. Creemos que la celebración conjunta de los
tres eventos facilitará sinergias entre grupos y colaboraciones, y le dará a nuestra
investigación una mayor visibilidad social potenciando nuestras posibilidades de
transferencia tecnológica a la industria.
Por otro lado, estas jornadas han tenido un carácter de conmemoración de las
Primeras Jornadas de Investigación y Docencia en Bases de Datos (JIDBD),
celebradas también en A Coruña precisamente hace 15 años (en 1996). Las JIDBD,
unidas a las Jornadas de Ingeniería del software, dieron lugar a las JISBD, que celebraron de modo conjunto su primera edición en Cáceres en 1999.

Desde la organización de estas nuevas y más amplias jornadas SISTEDES,
esperamos que este libro de actas os sea de utilidad en vuestro trabajo futuro.

A Coruña, septiembre de 2011.
Nieves R. Brisaboa
Víctor M. Gulías
Miguel R. Luaces
Ángeles Saavedra Places

Prólogo PROLE/TPF

Las Jornadas de PROgramación y LEnguajes (PROLE) se han convertido en
los últimos años en un marco propicio de reunión, debate y divulgación para los
grupos españoles que investigan en temas relacionados con la programación y los
lenguajes de programación.
La XI edición de estas Jornadas (PROLE’11) tiene lugar en A Coruña del 5
al 7 de septiembre de 2011, en paralelo con las XVI Jornadas de Ingeniería del
Software y Bases de Datos (JISBD’11) y las VII Jornadas de Ciencia e Ingeniería
de Servicios (JCIS’11), auspiciadas por la Sociedad de Ingeniería del Software y
Tecnologías de Desarrollo de Software (SISTEDES). Continua así la tradición de
las ediciones anteriores celebradas en Almagro (2001), El Escorial (2002), Alicante
(2003), Málaga (2004), Granada (2005), Sitges (2006), Zaragoza (2007), Gijón
(2008), San Sebastián (2009) y Valencia (2010). PROLE’11 va precedido el día 5
de Septiembre por el III Taller de Programación Funcional (TPF’11), que cuenta
con su propio comité de programa.
Queremos agradecer tanto a los organizadores locales como a SISTEDES el
soporte, infraestructura y apoyo prestados. Estas actas recopilan un total de 26
trabajos aceptados que fueron rigurosamente revisados cada uno de ellos por, al
menos, 3 miembros de los respectivos comités de programa de PROLE/TPF y/o
revisores adicionales, a los cuales agradecemos su excelente colaboración y sugerencias para la mejora de los trabajos.

Para PROLE’11 se han seleccionado 24 trabajos que cubren aspectos teóricos
y prácticos relativos a la especificación, diseño, implementación, análisis, verificación, validación y aplicación de programas y lenguajes de programación. Por su
parte, TPF’11 ha seleccionado 2 trabajos directamente relacionados con el paradigma de programación funcional.
Además de todas las actividades vinculadas el evento, el programa de PROLE’11 cuenta con una conferencia invitada que, bajo el título “Programming with
Boolean Satisfaction” será impartida por Mike Codish, Department of Computer
Science (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev).
El programa de TPF’11 cuenta este año con tres seminarios sobre programación funcional impartidos por Raúl Gutiérrez, Aleksandar Nanevski y Alejandro Serrano. A todos ellos queremos agradecerles el haber aceptado nuestra invitación.
Por último, queremos agradecer al comité permanente de PROLE la confianza depositada tanto en PROLE’11 como en TPF’11.

A Coruña, septiembre de 2011.
Puri Arenas
Víctor M. Gulías
Pablo Nogueira
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Programming with Boolean Satisfaction
(invited talk)
1

Michael Codish
Department of Computer Science
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

Abstract
In recent years, research on Boolean satisfiability (SAT) is generating remarkably powerful SAT
solvers capable of handling larger and larger SAT instances. With the availability of progressively stronger SAT solvers, an accumulating number of applications have been developed which
demonstrate that real world problems can often be solved by encoding them into SAT.
Tailgating the success of SAT technology are a variety of tools which can be applied to help specify
and then compile problem instances to corresponding SAT instances. Typically, a constraint based
modeling language is introduced and used to model instances. Then encoding techniques are applied
to compile constraints to the language of an underlying solver such as SAT, SMT, or others.
In this talk I introduce the need for ”optimizing compilers” for SAT encoding. I present a new
technique called ”equi-propagation” and describe how it is applied to improve SAT encodings. I
survey recent applications to demonstrate the power of this optimization technique.

1

Email: mcodish@cs.bgu.ac.il
This paper is electronically published in
Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
URL: www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs
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PROLE 2011

Fuzzy Logic Programming for Implementing
a Flexible XPath-based Query Language 1
Jesús M. Almendros-Jiménez

2

Dep. of Languages and Computation,
University of Almería, Spain

Alejandro Luna and Ginés Moreno

3

Dep. of Computing Systems,
University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain

Abstract
FLOPER is the “Fuzzy LOgic Programming Environment for Research” designed in our research
group for assisting the development of real-world applications where fuzzy logic might play an
important role. This is the case of our recently proposed extension for the popular XPath query
language in order to handle flexible queries which provide ranked answers, fuzzy variants of operators and, or and avg for XPath conditions, as well as two structural constraints, called down and
deep, for which a certain degree of relevance can be associated.
Keywords: Fuzzy Logic Programming, XPath Query Language, Software Tools

1

Introduction

The XPath language [7] has been proposed as a standard for XML querying
and it is based on the description of the path in the XML tree to be retrieved.
XPath allows to specify the name of nodes (i.e., tags) and attributes to be
present in the XML tree together with boolean conditions about the content of
1

This work has been partially supported by the EU, under FEDER, and the Spanish
Science and Innovation Ministry (MICINN) under grants TIN2008-06622-C03-03, TIN 200765749 and TIN2011-25846, as well as by the Castilla-La Mancha Administration under grant
PII1I09-0117-4481.
2
Email: jalmen@ual.es
3
Email: {gines.moreno,alejandro.luna}@uclm.es
This paper is electronically published in
Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
URL: www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs
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nodes and attributes. XPath querying mechanism is based on a boolean logic:
the nodes retrieved from an XPath expression are those matching the path of
the XML tree. Therefore, the user should know the XML schema in order to
specify queries. However, even when the XML schema exists, it can not be
available for users. Moreover, XML documents with the same XML schema
can be very different in structure. Let us suppose the case of XML documents
containing the curriculum vitae of a certain group of persons. Although they
can share the same schema, each one can decide to include studies, jobs,
training, etc. organized in several ways: by year, by relevance, and with
different nesting degree.
Therefore, in the context of semi-structured databases, the need for flexible
query languages arises, in which the user can formulate queries without taking
into account a rigid schema database. In addition, they should be equipped
with a mechanism for obtaining a certain ranked list of answers. The ranking
of answers can provide satisfaction degree depending on several factors. In a
structural XPath-based query, the main criteria to provide a certain degree of
satisfaction depends on the hierarchical deepness and document order. Therefore the query language should provide mechanisms for assigning priority to
answers when they occur in different parts of the document.
In this paper we focus on implementation issues based on fuzzy logic programming regarding our extension of the XPath query language initially presented in [5] for the handling of flexible queries. Our approach proposes two
structural constraints called down and deep for which a certain degree of relevance can be associated. So, whereas down provides a ranked set of answers
depending on the path they are found from “top to down” in the XML document, deep provides a set of answers depending on the path they are found
from “left to right” in the XML document. Both structural constraints can be
combined. In addition, we provide fuzzy operators and, or and avg for XPath
conditions. In this way, users can express the priority they give to answers.
Such fuzzy operators can be combined to provide ranked answers. Our approach has been implemented by means of multi-adjoint logic programming
and the FLOPER tool [16,17,18].
The need for providing flexibility to XPath has recently motivated the
investigation of extensions of the XPath language. The most relevant ones
are [8,9] in which authors introduce in XPath flexible matching by means
of fuzzy constraints called close and similar for node content, together with
below and near for path structure. In addition, they have studied deep-similar
notion for tree matching. In order to provide ranked answers they adopt
a Fuzzy set theory-based approach in which each answer has an associated
numeric value (the membership degree). The numeric value represents the
Retrieval Status Value (RSV) of the associated item. In the work of [11], they
propose a satisfaction degree for XPath expressions based on associating a
2
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degree of importance to XPath nodes, and they study how to compute the
best k answers. In both cases, authors allow the user to specify in the query
the degree to which the answers will be penalized. On the other hand, in
[10], they have studied how to relax XPath queries by means of rewriting in
order to improve information retrieval in the presence of heterogeneous data
resources.
Our work is similar to the proposed by [8,9]. The below operator of [8,9]
is equivalent to our proposed down: both extract elements that are direct
descendants of the current node, and the penalization is proportional to the
distance. The near operator of [8,9], which is defined as a generalization of
below, ranks answers depending of the distance to the required node, in any
XPath axis. Our proposed deep ranks answers depending of the distance to the
current node, but the nodes considered can be direct and non direct descendants. Therefore our proposed deep combined with down is a particular case
of near. However, our aim is to extend the number of constraints and fuzzy
operators of our approach thanks to the expressivity power of our framework
based on fuzzy logic programming. The so-called multi-adjoint logic programming approach, MALP in brief [15], is an extension of logic programming to
support fuzzy logic. Such framework provides theoretical basis for defining
flexibility to XPath in many directions. In addition, the framework provides a
mechanism for customizing ranked answers by assigning priorities to solutions
independently of their occurrences.
With respect to similar and close operators proposed in [8,9], our framework lacks similarity relations and rather focuses on structural (i.e. pathbased) flexibility. With regard to tree matching, the operator deep-similar
defined in [8,9] can be simulated by means of deep and down operators. We
believe that we could also work in the future in adapting our framework for
working with degree of importance to XPath nodes along the lines of [11],
and relaxing XPath expressions by rewriting in the line [10]. In both cases,
our framework could provide ranked answers w.r.t. the degree of importance,
and degree of matching. Our proposal makes use of the multi-adjoint logic
programming framework for defining new fuzzy operators for XPath: and, or
and avg. Such operators are used in XPath conditions on nodes and attribute
values. They provide fuzzy combinations for ranking answers.
Finally, let us remark that our work is an extension of previous works about
the implementation of XPath by means of logic programming [4], which has
been extended to XQuery in [1]. The proposed extension follows the same
encoding proposed in [1] in which a predicate called xpath is defined by means
of Prolog rules, which basically traverse the Prolog representation of the XML
tree by means of a Prolog list. In order to implement the flexible extension
of XPath by means of the «Fuzzy LOgic Programming Environment for Research» FLOPER (which is devoted to the management of MALP programs
3
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[16,17,18]), we proceed similarly to the Prolog implementation of XPath, but
proposing a new (fuzzy) predicate called fuzzyXPath implemented in MALP.
The new query language returns a set of ranked answers each one with an
associated RSV. Such RSV is computed by easily using MALP rules (thus
exploiting the correspondences between the languages for-being and to-be implemented), where the notion of RSV is modeled inside a multi-adjoint lattice,
and usual fuzzy connectives of the MALP language act as ideal resources to
represent new flexible XPath operators. For instance, as we will detail in
Section 4, the implementation of the main predicate fuzzyXPath in our application uses as parameters the user-proposed values for deep and down to
filter/rank the set of desired answers, whereas new operators to model flexible XPath conditions admit a natural, elegant and direct representation via
standard fuzzy connectives of MALP.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Whereas in Section 2 we present
our fuzzy extension of XPath, Section 3 is devoted to the formal/practical
description of the multi-adjoint logic programming framework as well as the
FLOPER environment. Next, Section 4 discusses the implementation details
of our approach and finally, Section 5 concludes planning future work.

2

Flexible XPath

Our flexible XPath is defined by means of the following rules:
xpath :=
path :=

[deepdown]path
literal | text() | node | @att |
node/path | node//path

node :=

QName | QName[cond]

cond :=

path op path

deepdown :=
op :=

DEEP=degree,DOWN=degree
> | = | < | and | or | avg

Basically, our proposal extends XPath as follows:
• A given XPath expression can be adorned with «[DEEP = r1 , DOWN = r2 ]»
which means that the deepness of elements is penalized by r1 and that the
order of elements is penalized by r2 , and such penalization is proportional
to the distance. In particular, «[DEEP = 1, DOWN = r2 ]» can be used for
penalizing only w.r.t. document order. DEEP works for //, and DOW N
works for / and //.
• Moreover, the classical and and or connectives admit here a fuzzy behavior
4
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Fig. 1. Input XML document in our examples

<bib>
<book year="2001" price="45.95">
<title>Don Quijote de la Mancha</title>
<author>Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra</author>
<publications> <book year="1997" price="35.99">
<title>La Galatea</title>
<author>Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra</author>
<publications>
<book year="1994" price="25.99">
<title>Los trabajos de Persiles y Segismunda</title>
<author>Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra</author></book>
</publications></book>
</publications></book>
<book year="1999" price="25.65">
<title>La Celestina</title>
<author>Fernando de Rojas</author></book>
<book year="2005" price="29.95">
<title>Hamlet</title>
<author>William Shakespeare</author>
<publications>
<book year="2000" price="22.5">
<title>Romeo y Julieta</title>
<author>William Shakespeare</author></book>
</publications></book>
<book year="2007" price="22.95">
<title>Las ferias de Madrid</title>
<author>Felix Lope de Vega y Carpio</author>
<publications>
<book year="1996" price="27.5">
<title>El remedio en la desdicha</title>
<author>Felix Lope de Vega y Carpio</author> </book>
<book year="1998" price="12.5">
<title>La Dragontea</title>
<author>Felix Lope de Vega y Carpio</author></book>
</publications></book>
</bib>

based on fuzzy logic, i.e., assuming two given RSV’s r1 and r2 , operator and
is defined as r3 = r1 ∗ r2 and operator or returns r3 = r1 + r2 − (r1 ∗ r2 ). In
addition, the avg operator is defined as r3 = (r1 + r2 )/2.
In general, an extended XPath expression defines, w.r.t. an XML document, a
sequence of subtrees of the XML document where each subtree has an associated RSV. XPath conditions, which are defined as fuzzy operators applied to
XPath expressions, compute a new RSV from the RSVs of the involved XPath
expressions, which at the same time, provides a RSV to the node. In order to
illustrate these explanations, let us see some examples of our proposed fuzzy
version of XPath according to the XML document shown of Figure 1, whose
skeleton is depicted in Figure 2.
Example 2.1 Consider the XPath query: « [DEEP=0.9,DOWN=0.8]//title
», that requests title’s penalizing the occurrences from the document root
5
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Fig. 2. XML skeleton represented as a tree

Fig. 3. Output of a query using DEEP/DOW N
Document

RSV computation
0.81 = 0.92

<result>
<title rsv="0.81">Don Quijote de la Mancha</title>
<title rsv="0.52488">La Galatea</title>
<title rsv="0.340122">Los trabajos de Persiles ...</title>
<title rsv="0.648">La Celestina</title>
<title rsv="0.5184">Hamlet</title>
<title rsv="0.335923">Romeo y Julieta</title>
<title rsv="0.41472">Las ferias de Madrid</title>
<title rsv="0.268739">El remedio en la desdicha</title>
<title rsv="0.214991">La Dragontea</title>
</result>

0.52488 = 0.94 ∗ 0.8

0.340122 = 0.96 ∗ 0.82
0.648 = 0.92 ∗ 0.8

0.5184 = 0.92 ∗ 0.82

0.335923 = 0.94 ∗ 0.83
0.41472 = 0.92 ∗ 0.83

0.268739 = 0.94 ∗ 0.84

0.214991 = 0.94 ∗ 0.85

Fig. 4. Output of a query using the average operator AV G
Document

RSV computation

<result>
<book rsv="0.5" ...> <title>Don Quijote ...</title> ...</book>
<book rsv="1.0"...><title>La Celestina</title> ...</book>
<book rsv="1.0" ...><title>Hamlet</title> ...</book>
<book rsv="0.5" ...><title>Las ferias de Madrid</title> ...</book>
</result>
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Fig. 5. Output of a query using all operators
Document

RSV computation

<result>
<title rsv="0.3645">La Galatea</title>
<title rsv="0.59049">Los trabajos de Persiles ...</title>
<title rsv="0.72">La Celestina</title>
<title rsv="0.288">Hamlet</title>
<title rsv="0.2304">Las ferias de Madrid</title>
<title rsv="0.373248">El remedio en la desdicha</title>
<title rsv="0.149299">La Dragontea</title>
</result>

0.3645 = 0.93 ∗ 1/2
0.59049 = 0.95 ∗ 1

0.72 = 0.9 ∗ 0.8 ∗ 1

0.288 = 0.9 ∗ 0.82 ∗ 1/2

0.2304 = 0.9 ∗ 0.83 ∗ 1/2

0.373248 = 0.93 ∗ 0.83 ∗ 1

0.149299 = 0.93 ∗ 0.84 ∗ 1/2

by a proportion of 0.9 and 0.8 by nesting and ordering, respectively, and
for which we obtain the file listed in Figure 3. In such document we have
included as attribute of each subtree, its corresponding RSV. The highest
RSVs correspond to the main books of the document, and the lowest RSVs
represent the books occurring in nested positions (those annotated as related
publication’s).
Example 2.2 Figure 4 shows the answer associated to the XPath expression:
« /bib/book[@price<30 avg @year<2006] ». Here we show that books
satisfying a price under 30 and a year before 2006 have the highest RSV.
Example 2.3 Finally, in Figure 5 we combine all operators (thus obtaining more scattered RSV values) in query: «[DEEP=0.9,DOWN=0.8] //book
[(@price>25 and @price<30) avg (@year<2000 or @year>2006)]/title».

3

Multi-Adjoint Logic Programming and FLOPER

Logic Programming (LP) [14] has been widely used as a formal method for
problem solving and knowledge representation in the past. Nevertheless, traditional LP languages do not incorporate techniques or constructs to deal
explicitly with uncertainty and approximated reasoning. To overcome this situation, during the last decades several fuzzy logic programming systems have
been developed where the classical inference mechanism of SLD–Resolution
have been replaced with a fuzzy variant able to handle partial truth and to
reason with uncertainty. Most of these systems implement the fuzzy resolution principle introduced by Lee in [13], such as languages Prolog-Elf [12], Fril
[6], the QLP scheme of [19], the many-valued logic programming language of
[21,20] and MALP [15]. In this paper we are mainly concerned with this last
framework, which uses a syntax near to Prolog but enjoys higher levels of
flexibility and for which we are developing the FLOPER tool (see [16,17,18]
and visit http://dectau.uclm.es/floper). In what follows, we present a
short summary of the main features of MALP (we refer the reader to [15] for
a complete formulation).
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We work with a first order language, L, containing variables, function
symbols, predicate symbols, constants, quantifiers (∀ and ∃), and several
arbitrary connectives such as implications (←1 , ←2 , . . . , ←m ), conjunctions
(&1 , &2 , . . . , &k ), disjunctions (∨1 , ∨2 , . . . , ∨l ), and general hybrid operators
(“aggregators” @1 , @2 , . . . , @n ), used for combining/propagating truth values
through the rules, and thus increasing the language expressiveness. Additionally, our language L contains the values of a multi-adjoint lattice, hL, 
, ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n i, equipped with a collection of adjoint pairs h←i , &i i
where each &i is a conjunctor intended to the evaluation of modus ponens.
A rule is a formula “A ←i B with α”, where A is an atomic formula (usually
called the head), B (which is called the body) is a formula built from atomic
formulas B1 , . . . , Bn (n ≥ 0 ), truth values of L and conjunctions, disjunctions
and general aggregations, and finally α ∈ L is the “weight” or truth degree
of the rule. The set of truth values L may be the carrier of any complete
bounded lattice, as for instance occurs with the set of real numbers in the
interval [0, 1] with their corresponding ordering ≤. Consider, for instance, the
following program P composed of three rules with associated multi-adjoint
lattice h[0, 1], ≤, ←P , &P i, where label P mean for Product logic with the
following connective definitions (for implication, conjunction and disjunction
symbols, respectively): “←P (x, y) = min(1, x/y)”, “&P (x, y) = x ∗ y” and
“|P (x, y) = x + y − x ∗ y”.
R1 :

p(X)

←P

R2 :

q(a, Y )

R3 :

r(b)

q(X, Y ) |P r(Y )

with

0.8

←

with

0.9

←

with

0.7

In order to describe the procedural semantics of the multi–adjoint logic
language, in the following we denote by C[A] a formula where A is a subexpression (usually an atom) which occurs in the –possibly empty– one hole
context C[] whereas C[A/A0 ] means the replacement of A by A0 in context
C[], and mgu(E) is the most general unifier of an equation set E. The pair
hQ; σi composed of a goal and a substitution is called a state. So, given
a program P, an admissible computation is formalized as a state transition
system, whose transition relation
following admissible rules:

AS

;

is the smallest relation satisfying the

AS

1) hQ[A]; σi ; h(Q[A/v&i B])θ; σθi if A is the selected atom in goal Q,
hA0 ←i B with vi in P, where B is not empty, and θ = mgu({A0 = A}).
AS

2) hQ[A]; σi ; h(Q[A/v])θ; σθi if hA0 ← with vi in P, θ = mgu({A0 = A}).
The following derivation illustrates our definition (note that the exact
program rule used -after being renamed- in the corresponding step is annotated as a super–index symbol, whereas exploited atoms appear underlined):
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hp(X); {}i

AS

;

R1

h0.8 &P (q(X1 , Y1 ) |P r(Y1 )); {X/X1 }i

AS

;

R2

h0.8 &P (0.9 |P r(Y2 )); {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /Y2 }i

AS

;

R3

h0.8 &P (0.9 |P 0.7); {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b}i
The final formula can be directly interpreted in the lattice L to obtain the
final fuzzy computed answer. So, since 0.8 &P (0.9 |P 0.7) = 0.8 ∗ (0.9 + 0.7 −
(0.9 ∗ 0.7)) = 0.776, we say that goal p(X) is true at a 77.6 % when X is a.
The parser of our FLOPER tool [16,17,18] has been implemented by
using the classical DCG’s (Definite Clause Grammars) resource of the
Prolog language, since it is a convenient notation for expressing grammar
rules. Once the application is loaded inside a Prolog interpreter, it shows
a menu which includes options for loading/compiling, parsing, listing and
saving fuzzy programs, as well as for executing/debugging fuzzy goals.
All these actions are based on the compilation of the fuzzy code into
standard Prolog code. The key point is to extend each atom with an extra
argument, called truth variable of the form “_TVi ”, which is intended to
contain the truth degree obtained after the subsequent evaluation of the
atom. For instance, the first clause in our target program is translated into:
“p(X, _TV0) : − q(X, Y, _TV1), r(Y, _TV2), or_prod(_TV1, _TV2, _TV3),
and_prod(0.8, _TV3, _TV0)”. Moreover, the remaining rules in our fuzzy
program, become the pure Prolog facts “q(a,Y,0.9)” and “r(b,0.7)”,
whereas the corresponding lattice is expressed by these clauses (the meaning
of the mandatory predicates member, top, bot and leq is obvious):
member(X) :- number(X),0=<X,X=<1.
bot(0). top(1). leq(X,Y) :- X=<Y.
or_prod(X,Y,Z) :- pri_prod(X,Y,U1),pri_add(X,Y,U2),pri_sub(U2,U1,Z).
and_prod(X,Y,Z) :- pri_prod(X,Y,Z).
pri_prod(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X * Y.
pri_add(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X+Y.
pri_sub(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X-Y.

Finally, a fuzzy goal like “p(X)”, is translated into the pure Prolog goal: “p(X,
Truth_degree)” (note that the last truth degree variable is not anonymous
now) for which, after choosing option “run”, the Prolog interpreter returns the
desired fuzzy computed answer [Truth_degree = 0.776, X = a]. Note that all
internal computations (including compiling and executing) are pure Prolog
derivations, whereas inputs (fuzzy programs and goals) and outputs (fuzzy
computed answers) have always a fuzzy taste, thus producing the illusion on
the final user of being working with a purely fuzzy logic programming tool.
By using option “lat” (“show”) of FLOPER, we can associate (visualize) a
new lattice to a given program. As seen before, such lattices must be expressed
by means of a set of Prolog clauses (defining predicates member, top, bot,
leq and the ones associated to fuzzy connectives) in order to be loaded into
FLOPER.
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member(tv(N,L)):-number(N),0=<N,N=<1,(L=[];L=[_|_]).
bot(tv(0,_)).

top(tv(1,_)).

leq(tv(X1,_),tv(X2,_)):- X1 =< X2.

and_prod(tv(X1,X2),tv(Y1,Y2),tv(Z1,Z2)):-

pri_prod(X1,Y1,Z1),pri_app(X2,Y2,Z2).

or_prod(tv(X1,X2),tv(Y1,Y2),tv(Z1,Z2)):-

pri_prod(X1,Y1,U1),pri_add(X1,Y1,U2),
pri_sub(U2,U1,Z1),pri_app(X2,Y2,Z2).

agr_aver(tv(X1,X2),tv(Y1,Y2),tv(Z1,Z2)):-

pri_add(X1,Y1,Aux),pri_div(Aux,2,Z1),
pri_app(X2,Y2,Z2).

pri_add(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X+Y.
pri_prod(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X * Y.
pri_app([],X,X).

pri_sub(X,Y,Z) :-Z is X-Y.
pri_div(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X/Y.
pri_app([A|B],C,[A|D]):-pri_app(B,C,D).

Fig. 6. Multi-adjoint lattice for “fuzzyXPath” (file “tv.pl”)

3.1 MALP and XPath
MALP can be used as basis for our proposed flexible extension of XPath as
follows. The idea is to implement XPath by means of MALP rules. With
this aim, firstly, we have to consider a complete lattice Ltv to be used for
representing RSVs associated to elements of an XML tree. Ltv contains trees,
which we will call tv trees, of the form: “tv(rsv, [root, tvch, tvsib])”, where rsv is
a value taken from [0, 1], root is the root of the tree to which rsv is associated,
and tvch, tvsib are the tv trees of the children and sibling nodes. Such tv
trees are the answer of the MALP program to a XPath expression. In this
way, MALP is able to compute the RSVs associated to each node of the input
XML tree.
For such a lattice Ltv 4 we can define the partial ordering  induced from
the the partial order of [0, 1]: tv(r1 , tree1 )  tv(r2 , tree2 ) iff r1  r2 . Using
such lattice, the MALP rules have the form “A ← B with tvtree”. In addition,
the XPath fuzzy operators and and or and avg can be mapped to MALP
connectives in lattice Ltv . Finally, we have to consider an auxiliary aggregator
in Ltv called @fuse, which builds the tv tree of a certain node from the tv trees
of the sibling and children nodes. In Figure 6, we can see the lattice defined by
means of Prolog syntax (to be loaded into FLOPER), where and_pro, or_prod
and agr_aver represent the XPath operators and, or and avg, respectively.
Let us remark that they are defined for tv trees and use in their definitions
the operators and, or and avg of the lattice [0, 1].

4

Elements of Ltv must be considered as “equivalence classes” where the first component
of each tree (which is a real number in [0, 1]) establishes its behaviour. For instance, the
supremum in our case is represented in Figure 6 by the Prolog fact “top(tv(1,_))”, where
the anonymous variable in the second argument of predicate “top” indicates no dependence
of such value (i.e., it only suffices that the first component be 1) when defining the ordering.
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4

Implementation

Although the core of our application is written with (fuzzy) MALP rules,
we have reused/adapted several modules of our previous Prolog-based implementation of (crisp) XPath described in [1,2,3,4], which make use of the
SWI-Prolog library for loading XML files in order to store each XML document by means of a Prolog term 5 representing a tree. The clever idea is that
each tag is represented as a data-term of the form
element(Tag, Attributes, Subelements)
where Tag is the name of the XML tag, Attributes is a list containing the
attributes, and Subelements is a list containing the subelements (i.e. subtrees) of the tag. For instance, let us consider the XML document of Figure 1,
represented in SWI-Prolog like in Figure 7. Moreover, for loading XML documents in our prototype we can use the predicate load_xml(+File,-Term)
defined as follows:
load_xml(File,Term):-load_structure(File,Term,[dialect(sgml)])
where load_structure(+File,-Term,+Options) is the SWI-Prolog predicate of the XML library for loading XML documents. Similarly, we have
implemented a predicate called write_xml(+File,+Term) for writing dataterms representing an XML document into a file. And, of course, the parser
of our application has been extended to recognize the new keywords deep,
down, avg, etc... with their proper arguments.
Fig. 7. A data-term representing an XML document
[ element(bib, [],
[ element(book, [year=’2001’,price=’45.95’],
[ element(title,[],[’Don␣Quijote␣de␣la␣Mancha’]),
element(author, [], [’Miguel␣de␣Cervantes␣Saavedra’]),
element(publications, [],
[ element(book, [year=’1997’,price=’35.99’],
[ element(title, [], [’La␣Galatea’]),
element(author, [], [ ’Miguel␣de␣Cervantes␣Saavedra’]),
element(publications, [],
...])
...]),
])])

Now, we are going to present how the new «fuzzyXPath» predicate admits an elegant definition by means of fuzzy MALP rules which, after being
compiled into clauses using FLOPER, can be safely executed in any standard
Prolog platform. Each rule defining predicate
fuzzyXPath(ListXPath, Tree, Deep, Down)
5

The notion of term (i.e., data structure) is just the same in MALP and Prolog.
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Fig. 8. Example of a tv structure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

tv(1.0,[[],
tv(0.9,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [Don Quijote de la Mancha]), [],
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [La Galatea]), [],
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [Los trabajos de Persiles ...]), [], []]),
[]]),
[]])]),
[]]),
[]])]),
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [La Celestina]), [], []]),
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [Hamlet]), [],
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [Romeo y Julieta]), [], []]),
[]]),
[]])]),
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [Las ferias de Madrid]), [],
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [El remedio en la desdicha]), [], []]),
tv(0.8,[[],
tv(0.9,[element(title, [], [La Dragontea]), [], []]),
[]])]),
[]])]),
[]])])])]),
[]])

receives four arguments: (1) ListXPath is the Prolog representation of an
XPath expression, (2) Tree is the term representing an input XML document
and (3) Deep/Down which have the obvious meaning -their default values are
tv(1,[])- 6 . A call to this predicate, returns after being executed a truthvalue (i.e., a tv tree) like the one depicted in Figure 8.
For instance, the query «[DEEP=0.9,DOWN=0.8]/Path » on a given XML
term, would generate a call of the form
fuzzyXPath(Path, XML, tv(0.9, []), tv(0.8, []))
whose further execution will return the resulting tv tree.
Basically, the fuzzyXPath predicate traverses the Prolog tree representing
an XML document and extracts in the returned tv tree the subtrees occurring
6

These parameters could be avoided if we declare deep and down as constants in the lattice
(in a similar way as done, for instance, with bot and top in Figure 6) but in that case we
would need to redefine them at the beginning of each query evaluation. So, we prefer our
present option which is easy to understand and safe, in the sense that in the Prolog code
generated by FLOPER when compiling MALP programs, the notions of truth-degree and
fuzzy connectives are assimilated to data-terms and predicates, respectively.
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in the given path, also annotating into the nested tv trees the corresponding
deep/down values according to the movements performed (in the horizontal
and vertical axis, respectively) when navigating on the XML tree.
The definition of such predicate includes several rules for distinguishing
cases in the form of the input document and the XPath expression. As an
example, we can see the rule of Figure 9, whose translation to Prolog is shown
in Figure 10.
Fig. 9. MALP rule for traversing element structures representing XML documents
1
2
3
4
5
6

fuzzyXPath([Label|LabelRest], [element(Label,_,Children)|Siblings],Deep, Down) <prod
@fuse(
tv(1,[element(Label, Attr, Children), [], []]),
&prod(Deep, fuzzyXPath(LabelRest, Children, Deep, Down))
&prod(Down, fuzzyXPath([Label|LabelRest], Siblings, Deep, Down))
) with tv(1,[])

Let us remark that the parameters Deep and Down are tv trees of the
form tv(r1 , []) and tv(r2 , []) whenever the XPath expression is of the form
[DEEP = r1 , DOW N = r2 ]/path.... They are passed as arguments in order
to be used for penalizing nesting and order.
Fig. 10. Prolog clause obtained by FLOPER after compiling a MALP rule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

fuzzyXPath([Label|LabelRest], [element(Label,_,Children)|Siblings],Deep, Down, TV_Iam):−
fuzzyXPath(LabelRest, Children, Deep, Down, TV_Son),
and_prod(Deep, TV_Son, TV_Son0),
fuzzyXPath([Label|LabelRest], Siblings, Deep, Down, TV_Bro),
and_prod(Down, TV_Bro, TV_Bro0),
agr_fuse(tv(1,[element(Label, Attr, Children), [], []]), TV_Son0, TV_Bro0, TV_body),
and_prod(tv(1,[]), TV_body, TV_Iam).

Let us explain in detail the fuzzy code of Figure 9. After performing a recursive call to compute the solutions associated to the Children of a given node
(i.e., fuzzyXPath(LabelRest, Children, Deep,Down)), we use connective
&prod to muffle the resulting tv tree according to Deep, which is represented
by sentence &prod(Deep,fuzzyXPath(LabelRest,Children,Deep,Down)).
A similar operation is next performed on the siblings of the node,
whose result is penalized now according Down, that is, &prod(Down,
fuzzyXPath([Label|LabelRest], Siblings, Deep, Down)). Finally, both
tv trees are combined (fused) with the content of the current node.
On the other hand, when considering queries containing expressions with
conditions, the fuzzyXPath predicate evolves as shown in the MALP rule
listed in Figure 11. Here it is remarkable the direct use of connective avg
when defining the recursive execute_fcond predicate.
Finally, we have defined a predicate tv_to_elem to show the result in a
pretty way (see Figures 3 and 4), which transforms the returned tv tree to an
XML tree.
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Fig. 11. Schema of MALP rules for evaluating conditions (with avg)
1
2
3
4
5

fuzzyXPath([Label,tree(A,B,C)],[element(Label,Attr,Children)|Siblings], Deep, Down) <prod
@fuse(
execute_fcond(Label, tree(A,B,C), element(Label,Attr,Children)),
&prod(Down, fuzzyXPath([Label, tree(A,B,C)], Siblings, Deep, Down))
) with tv(1,[])

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

5

execute_fcond(Label, tree(avg, T1, T2), element(Label,Attr,Children)) <prod
@avg(
execute_fcond(Label, T1, element(Label,Attr,Children)),
execute_fcond(Label, T2, element(Label,Attr,Children)),
) with tv(1,[])

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have completed the preliminary description of our flexible
extension of XPath we initially presented in [5], but focusing now on implementation issues which were omitted in this last work (our prototype can be
found in: http://dectau.uclm.es/fuzzyXPath/). The material presented
here represents the first real-world application developed with the fuzzy logic
language MALP (using too our FLOPER tool), by showing its capabilities
for easily modeling scenarios where concepts somehow based on fuzzy logic
play a crucial role. In particular, we have shown the ability of the MALP language for easily coding the new constructs (both structural -deep and downand constraints -avg and fuzzy versions of classical or/and operators-) of the
enriched dialect of XPath, in order to flexibly query XML documents.
We are currently working on some extensions suggested by the power of
MALP regarding two main implementation lines: a) defining commands for
“reverse axes” such as up, i.e. the counterpart of down (sometimes the more
nested information is the more basic and should receive a better relevance),
thus connecting with the classical near operator and b) using a whole family of fuzzy connectives (belonging, for instance, to the well known Gödel
and Łukasiewicz fuzzy logics for describing scenarios with a somehow optimistic/pesimistic taste) in order to express more flexible conditions on fuzzyXPath queries. We think that this research line promises fruitful developments
in the near future by reinforcing the power of fuzzy XPath commands, extensions to cope with XQuery and the semantic web, etc.
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Abstract
XQuery has become the standard query language for XML. The efforts put on this language have
produced mature and efficient implementations of XQuery processors. However, in practice the
efficiency of XQuery programs is strongly dependent on the ability of the programmer to combine
different queries which often affect several XML sources that in turn can be distributed in different
branches of the organization. Therefore, techniques to reduce the amount of data loaded and also
to reduce the intermediate structures computed by queries is a necessity. In this work we propose
a novel technique that allows the programmer to optimize a query in such a way that unnecessary
intermediate structures are not computed anymore, and, in addition, it identifies the paths in the
source XML documents that are really required to resolve the query.
Keywords: XQuery, Program Slicing

1

Introduction

XQuery has evolved into a widely accepted query language for XML processing and many XQuery engines have been developed [10,6,2,12,8,14]. However, memory consumption and execution time remains a crucial bottleneck
in query evaluation. Queries against large data sources require the improving
of data loading and buffering together with XQuery optimization. Sometimes
the refactoring of the XQuery or the pre-filtering of the source XML files is
mandatory to be able to process large XML documents. As a matter of fact,
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standard XML processors have a maximum size in the XML documents they
can process. Nevertheless, some XML documents such as the XML version of
DBLP are very large and could require pre-processing and query optimization
to be handled.
In this work we introduce a novel technique able to automatically project
the portion of the input XML document that is needed to resolve a given
XQuery expression (thus the remaining parts of the document are not loaded),
and at the same time, it also allows us to optimize the XQuery itself with a
refactoring process based on program slicing. Program slicing is a general
technique of program analysis and transformation whose main aim is to extract the part of a program (called slice) that influences or is influenced by a
given point of interest [19,18]. Program slicing has been traditionally based on
a data structure called program dependence graph (PDG) [7] that represents
all statements in a program with nodes and their control and data dependences with edges. Once the PDG is computed, slicing is reduced to a graph
reachability problem, and slices can be computed in linear time.
Our slicing-based technique aims to provide an optimization method for
XQuery. Given a (composed) query, we are able to detect those parts of the
XQuery code which are not relevant for the output of the query. In addition,
we are able to rewrite the query into a new one in which the irrelevant parts
have been removed. Unfortunately, the PDG cannot be used with XQuery
because the notion of statement is not applicable to functional languages.
Therefore, firstly, we will define a notion of XQuery Dependence Graph (XDG)
which is a labelled graph able to represent XQuery expressions. Secondly,
we will describe how to transform an XDG in order to optimize an XQuery
expression in such a way that only those expressions that contribute to the
final result remain in the graph. The transformation consists on forward and
backward propagation of data dependences together with an slicing procedure
in order to detect the required paths in an XQuery expression. From the
transformed XDG we extract a new optimized XQuery and, additionally, we
deduce the parts of the documents used by the XQuery expression.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 introduces some preliminaries. The XDG is introduced in
Section 4, and the slicing algorithms are presented in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes and presents future work.

2

Related work

There exist two major research lines concerning the optimization of XQuery.
The first line tries to improve the processing of the XML input data. The
second line operates over the source XQuery expressions transforming them
to improve efficiency. On one hand, XML document loading and buffering
techniques have been studied in [15,1,3,17]. The static projection technique
of [15] of input XML documents implemented in the Galax [6] processor and
17
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refined in [1,3] proposes that only the parts of the input documents relevant
to query evaluation are loaded into memory. The projected documents are
computed before query evaluation starts. In the case of [17], they distinguish
bulk input data only used to generate the output from input data which are
traversed in query evaluation, improving XML projection. On the other hand,
XQuery optimization techniques have been proposed. In [11], they describe a
technique for pruning XQuery in order to improve composition based queries.
Rather than projecting XML documents, they project XQuery sub-expressions
with respect to other sub-expressions querying them. In other words, they
propose the pruning of queries in which an (intermediate) result computed by
means of a query is used as input of another query.
Our work follows the same line as [11] and [15], providing a query optimization technique based on query transformation which combines prunning
and projection. However, our technique is much more precise because it uses
a data dependence analysis that is performed bottom-up and top-down in the
XQuery expression. Contrarily, their pruning technique is a bottom-up analysis that fails to prune many useless expressions as shown in the following
XQuery expression:
for $j in (for $i in <A><B>...</B><C>...</C></A> return $i) return $j/B

Clearly, in this expression, the C elements are not necessary and can be removed. However, this simplification cannot be detected by their pruning technique (that would leave the query unchanged). The reason is that they only
use a bottom-up analysis. Hence, when some inner subexpression is pruned,
they do not have information about the outer subexpressions, thus missing
pruning opportunities.
Example 2.1 The following query presented in [11] requests the
close auction elements obtained from a nested query in which the elements computed are open auction elements enclosed by means of the label
site.
for $j in <site>{for $i in (doc(‘File1’)/site) return
$i/open_auctions/open_auction}</site> return
for $k in (doc(‘File2’)/site) where $j/person = $k/people/person
return <common_auction>{$j/closed_auction} </common_auction>

The pruning technique in [11] would produce the following simplified query:
for $j in <site>{()}</site> return for $k in (doc(‘File2’)/site)
where $j/person = $k/people/person
return <common-auction>{()}</common-auction>

However, this simplification is suboptimal and it can be further optimized
in our approach: the nested query does not compute close auction nor
person elements and therefore the query can be completely pruned because
the where clause cannot be satisfied (i.e., the final query should be the empty
sequence ()).
In our technique, the same analysis performed to prune XQuery expressions
provides the information needed to project the source XML documents. This
means that with the XDG we can also project the XML documents that
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participate in the XQuery expression as it is done in [15]. Let us remark that
the projecting technique of [15] is also improved here by means of our query
optimization technique.
There has been previous attempts to define a PDG-like data structure for
functional languages. The first attempt to adapt the PDG to the functional
paradigm was [16] where they introduced the functional dependence graph
(FDG). Unfortunately, FDGs are useful at a high abstraction level (i.e., they
can slice modules or functions), but they cannot slice expressions and thus they
are useless for XQuery. Another approach is based on the term dependence
graphs (TDG) [5]. However, these graphs only consider term rewriting systems
with function calls and data constructors (i.e., no complex structures such as
let-expressions, for-expressions, if-then-else, etc. are considered). Finally,
another use of program slicing has been done in [4] for Haskell. But in this
case, no new data structure was defined and the abstract syntax tree of Haskell
was used with extra annotations about data dependences.

3

Preliminaries

Expr ::= Literal | (Expr1 , . . . , Exprn ) | V ar | doc(Literal) | P ath
| for Var in Expr (where Expr)? return Expr
| if (Expr) then Expr else Expr

| let Var := Expr (where Expr)? return Expr

| Expr Op Expr | Label

Label ::= < QN ame > LExpr1 . . . LExprn < \QN ame >
P ath ::= Expr

(/QN ame)+

V ar ::= $V arN ame

LExpr ::= {Expr} | Literal | Label

Op ::=< | > | = | + | − | ∗ | / | and | or

Fig. 1. Syntax of XQuery expressions

For the sake of concreteness, in the rest of the paper we will consider the
subset of the XQuery core language shown in Figure 1. We need to introduce
a normalization process for XQuery expressions. This process ensures that (1)
all variables defined in both let and for expressions are pairwise different, that
is, they are renamed when they coincide; and (2) all P ath expressions start
with a variable. The normalization substitutes e (/QN ame)+ by let $x :=
e return $x (/QN ame)+ , whenever e is not a V ar expression, where $x is a
new variable, and e is recursively normalized.
Example 3.1 The following query:
for $j in for $i in (doc(‘File’)/company)
return <sales>{($i/customer, if ($i/provider=‘X’)
then () else $i/provider)}</sales>
return $j/customer

is normalized as follows:
for $j in for $i in let $v := doc(‘File’) return $v/company
return <sales>{($i/customer, if ($i/provider=‘X’)
then () else $i/provider)}</sales>
return $j/customer

We define functions f irst, suffix and last to extract a portion of a normalized path as follows: f irst($x (/QN ame)+ ) = $x, suffix ($x (/QN ame)+ ) =
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(/QN ame)+ and last($x /QN ame1 . . . /QN amen ) = QN amen .

4

XQuery Dependence Graphs

In this section we define the XQuery dependence graph (XDG). Such data
structure is one of the main contributions of this work. It allows us to graphically represent XQuery expressions establishing data and control relations
between subexpressions. Therefore, it is very useful for refactoring and, in
particular, it is the basis of our slicing algorithms for XQuery. First, we define
the graph representation of a XQuery expression.

Fig. 2. Graph Representation of XQuery Expressions

Definition 4.1 [Graph Representation] Given a normalized XQuery expression e, we represent e with a labelled graph (N , E, F) where N are the
nodes, E = (C, S) are edges of two types: C the control edges, and S
the structural edges, and F is a set of partial functions: type : N → T ,
literal : N → Literal, children : N → P(N at × N ), var : N → V ar,
path : N → P ath, op : N → Op and tag : N → T ag.
The set F of partial functions define the labels of each node in the graph.
Function type returns the type of a node. T is the set of node types: literal,
seq, var, doc, path, letBinding, forBinding, where, return, if, then, else, op
and tag. Type seq represents a sequence of elements in a tuple or in a Tag
element. Function literal is defined for nodes of type literal including elements
doc(literal). The partial function children is defined for nodes of type seq and
op. It returns a set of pairs of the form (pos, n) where pos is the position in the
sequence or operation of the expression represented by node n. Function var,
is defined for binding nodes (i.e, forBinding and letBinding) and represents
the bound variable. The other functions are defined for nodes of type path, op
and tag, respectively, and their results are straightforward. We denote by f F
the meaning that F assigns to the function f .
The graph representation of a XQuery expression is constructed compositionally according to the cases of Figure 1. In such representation, each graph
has a final node (which has been graphically distinguished with a bold line)
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except if-then-else that has two final nodes. The nodes with a dashed line represent the graph associated to their subexpression, and all nodes connected
to a dashed node are linked to the final nodes of the graph represented by
the dashed node. We have graphically distinguished the two kinds of edges:
control edges with a solid line, and structural edges with a dashed line. In addition, nodes are graphically represented including the information provided
by means of the associated partial functions.
We are now in a position to define our main data structure called XQuery
Dependence Graph (XDG). Essentially, the XDG augments the graph representation of a XQuery expression with the standard notion of data dependence
of static analysis (see, e.g., [18]). Formally,
Definition 4.2 [XQuery Dependence Graph] Given a XQuery expression e,
the XQuery Dependence Graph (XDG) of e is a directed labelled graph X =
(N , E, F) where N are the nodes and E = (C, S, D) are the edges. (N , E 0 , F 0 )
is the graph representation of e being E 0 = (C, S) with C the control edges,
and S the structural edges. The set D represents data edges. We have a data
edge from node n to n0 iff f irst(path(n)) = var(n0 ). F is a set containing
the functions in F 0 plus a partial function called label which returns a set of
pairs of the form (P path, boolean) for each data edge, that is, label : D →
P(P path × boolean).
In the previous definition Ppath denotes partial paths of the form: P path =
($ | QN ame) (/QN ame)∗ . Functions first, suffix and last can be also defined
for partial paths. Given pp = ($ | QN ame) (/QN ame)∗ we have:
first(pp) = ($ | QN ame) and suffix (pp) = (/QN ame)∗ ; in addition,
last(($ | QN ame) /QN ame1 . . . /QN amen ) = QN amen if n ≥ 1, and
($ | QN ame), otherwise.
Observe that the definition of XDG uses the standard notion of data dependence (see, e.g., [7]). In the case of XQuery the notion of variable definition
and variable usage is similar to the other languages. In particular, variables
are always defined in f orBinding and letBinding nodes and they are used in
any node that contains this variable (i.e., there exists a data edge from node
n to n0 when f irst(path(n)) = $v and var(n0 ) = $v). Observe that, thanks
to the normalization process, no redefinition of a variable is possible, thus, all
uses of a particular variable data-depend on the same variable definition.
The labels of the data edges are useful to know what information (i.e.,
partial paths) is required and provided by each node (i.e., true means that
the partial path could 2 be provided by the node, and false means that it
cannot be provided). Such labels represent complete or incomplete paths
from a bound variable. The name of the bound variable does not need to be
specified in edges, for this reason we have used the notation $ in partial paths.
Example 4.3 The XDG of the normalized XQuery in Example 3.1 is shown
2

Whether the path is actually provided or not depends on the XML source.
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Fig. 3. XQuery Dependence Graph of the running example

in Figure 3 where nodes are identified with numbers. We have graphically
represented the function children by means of sequences (#n1 , . . . , #nk ) representing the order of the children. The example contains five data dependence edges (the dotted edges) representing the request of $j/customer from
the outermost for (A), the request of $i/customer (A) and $i/provider
(B) from the innermost for, and the request of $v/company from the let
expression (C). Let us remark that initially they are marked as true, but the
proposed slicing algorithms will update such boolean values.

5

Slicing XQuery

In this section we describe how to transform a XDG in order to optimize an
XQuery expression in such a way that only those expressions that contribute
to the final result remain in the graph. From the final transformed XDG we
can (i) extract a new optimized query and (ii) deduce the parts of the source
documents used by the query that are really needed.
The transformation is divided into two independent stages. In the first
stage, all data dependences are propagated forwards and backwards in order
to determine what expressions are needed and what of them are available. This
process mainly affects data edges: labels of data edges are updated, and some
new data edges can be also added or deleted. In the second stage, by means
of an slicing procedure, those expressions that are useless are removed, and
the graph is further transformed to ensure that the final XQuery expression is
syntactically correct. In addition, there is a garbage removal procedure that
can be applied before and after propagation and slicing procedures.
Now, we define some notation that will be used in the slicing algorithms.
Given a XDG G = (N , (C, S, D), F):

(1) We use ineE (n) and outeE (n) to denote, respectively, the incoming and
outgoing edges of a node n ∈ N belonging to a certain set E: ineE (n) =
{(n0 → n) | (n0 → n) ∈ E} and outeE (n) = {(n → n0 ) | (n → n0 ) ∈ E}
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Note that the set E is parameterizable; e.g., ineS (n) denotes the incoming
structural edges of n. Analogously, we use innE (n) and outnE (n) to denote,
respectively, the input and output nodes of a node n w.r.t. a certain set E:
innE (n) = {n0 | (n0 → n) ∈ E} and outnE (n) = {n0 | (n → n0 ) ∈ E}
(2) Function reachableG (n), denotes the set of data
edges reachS and structural
able from a node n ∈ N : reachableG (n) =
{(n → n0 )} ∪ reachableG (n0 )
(n→n0 )∈outeD∪S (n)

(3) Finally, we denote by init(G) the set of initial nodes of G, which is defined as
the set of binding nodes (i.e., forBinding and letBinding) that are not reachable from other binding nodes by traversing forwards data and structural
edges. Formally:
init(G) = {n ∈ N | typeF (n) ∈ {letBinding, f orBinding}
∧ (6 ∃nprev ∈ N : typeF (nprev ) ∈ {letBinding, f orBinding}
∧ n ∈ reachableG (nprev ))}
Observe that initial nodes of a graph G can be computed in linear time by
traversing G. As an example, in Figure 3 the only initial node is node 0.
5.1

Garbage removal

We can remove from the XDG all the letBinding nodes that are not the target
of a data edge. Such bindings are useless in the XQuery expression: they
represent variables that are declared and not used. Note that forBinding
nodes cannot be removed because they can be useful for iteration even if they
do not have incoming data edges. It provides our first optimization step, and
in addition, it avoids to traverse such nodes in the next stages. Such garbage
removal can be done in linear time with respect to the size of the XDG and
it must be done before and after both stages of the transformation because
the propagation of dependences and the slicing process itself could remove
the incoming data edges of a letBinding node producing new garbage. The
Algorithm 1 implements the garbage removal process.
Algorithm 1 Garbage Removal
Input: A XDG G = (N , E = (C, S, D), F)
Output: A XDG G 0
repeat
Garbage := {n ∈ N | typeF (n) = letBinding ∧ ineD (n) = ∅}
for each node n ∈ Garbage
G := deleteF rom(n, G)
until Garbage = ∅
return G

Algorithm 2 deleteFrom Function
Function deleteF rom(n, G = (N , E = (C, S, D), F))
for each node ns ∈ (outnS (n) ∪ innC (n))
G := deleteF rom(ns , G)
E := E\(ineS∪D (n) ∪ outeD∪C (n))
N := N \{n}
return G
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Note that, the removal of a letBinding node (and all its related nodes) is implemented with function deleteF rom in Algorithm 2. This function starts from a
given node and removes recursively all the nodes reachable from them, following structural edges forwards and control edges backwards; it also removes all
their structural/data edges. Observe also that the application of this function
could produce new garbage and thus the process is repeated until no garbage
exists in the XDG.
5.2

Propagating dependences

This phase propagates data dependences through the XDG. Such propagation
must be done forwards and backwards.
Roughly speaking, the forward propagation says what (sub) paths are required by the expressions in the XQuery. And the backward propagation says
what of these (sub)paths could be provided to the expressions that required
them. Basically, propagation is as follows: the data dependences are represented by means of labelled edges in which a partial path is requested by a
certain (sub)expression. The forward propagation starts from initial nodes
and follows structural and data edges in order to (1) update labelled data
edges with false whenever the partial path cannot be obtained, (2) delete
useless data edges, and (3) add new data edges. The backward propagation
updates the data edges from the forward propagation.
(i) Forward Algorithm (see Algorithm 3):
(i) The forward algorithm starts from the initial nodes and propagates
forward partial paths of data edges.
(ii) For each data edge and each partial path of a data edge, it proceeds
depending on the type of the node. Whenever the requested partial
path does not match with the node, that is, for instance, the requested
partial path is p/... and the node has the form /.../q or < q > ... <
/q >, p 6= q, then it updates the partial path p/... to false, that is,
it adds the label (p/...,false) to the edge. Otherwise, it propagates
forward true following the data and structural edges.
(iii) In addition, the forward propagation has to update partial paths. For
instance, p/q/r/... is propagated to the children of p/q by means of
the partial path r/....
(iv) When the forward propagation following data edges is not possible
(e.g., we require a path p/q from an element p/r with q 6= r), the
algorithm uses the auxiliary function deleteFrom (see Algorithm 2)
to remove those nodes that are known to be useless.
(ii) Backward Algorithm (see Algorithm 4):
(i) The backward algorithm updates backwards the labelled data edges
from the forward propagation. It traverses all the nodes which are
source and target of a data edge (the set represented with P ending).
(ii) However, it must be done with a certain order. Concretely, a node
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Algorithm 3 Propagating Dependences Forwards
Input: A XDG G
Output: A XDG G 0 for each node n ∈ init(G) (i)
G := propagateF orward(n, G)
return G
Function propagateForward(n,G=(N ,(C,S,D),F))
nl := ∅
for each edge e ∈ ineD (n)
for each tuple (pp, bool) ∈ labelF (e)
f st := f irst(pp)
suf := suffix (pp)
case typeF (n) of (ii)
tag: if f st ∈ {tag F (n), $}
then nl := nl ∪ {(suf, true) | suf 6= “”} ∪ {($, true) | suf = “”}
else labelF (e) := (labelF (e)\{(pp, bool)}) ∪ {(pp, false)}
path: if f st ∈ {last(pathF (n)), $} then nl := nl ∪ {(pathF (n)/suf, true)}
else labelF (e) := (labelF (e)\{(pp, bool)}) ∪ {(pp, false)}
literal, op: if pp 6= $ then labelF (e) := (labelF (e)\{(pp, bool)}) ∪ {(pp, false)}
seq: if outeS (n) = ∅ then labelF (e) := (labelF (e)\{(pp, bool)}) ∪ {(pp, false)}
otherwise: nl := nl ∪ {(pp, true)}
if nl = ∅ then D := D \ outeD (n) (iv)
for each node nchild ∈ outnS (n)
deleteF rom(nchild , G)
return G
else for each edge e ∈ outeS∪D (n) (iii)
D := D ∪ {e}
labelF (e) := nl
for each node nchild ∈ outnS∪D (n)
G := propagateF orward(nchild , G)
return G

Algorithm 4 Propagating Dependences Backwards
Input: A XDG G = (N , (C, S, D), F)
Output: A XDG G 0 P ending := {n ∈ N | ineD (n) 6= ∅ ∧ outeD (n) 6= ∅} (i)
for each node n ∈ P ending : P ending ∩ outnD (n) = ∅ (ii)
G := propagateBackward(n, G)
P ending := P ending\{n}
return G
Function propagateBackward(n,(N ,(C,S,D),F))
nl:={(pp, true) ∈ labelF (e) | e ∈ outeD (n)} ∪ {(pp, false) ∈ labelF (e) | e ∈ outeD (n)∧
∀e0 ∈ outeD (n) : @(pp, true) ∈ labelF (e0 )}
for each edge e ∈ ineD (n) (iii)
for each tuple (pp, bool) ∈ labelF (e)
suf := suffix (pp)
case typeF (n) of
tag: new := {(pp, bool0 ) | (suf, bool0 ) ∈ nl}
path: new := {(pp, bool0 ) | (pathF (n)/suf, bool0 ) ∈ nl}
otherwise: new := {(pp, bool0 ) | (pp, bool0 ) ∈ nl}
labelF (e) := (labelF (e)\{(pp, bool)}) ∪ new
return (N , (C, S, D), F)

is analysed whenever its adjacent nodes have been already analysed
(i.e., n ∈ P ending such that P ending ∩ outnD (n) = ∅).
(iii) The algorithm updates to true and false the dependences obtained
with the forward algorithm. In addition, the updating has to rebuild
partial paths, e.g., a partial path r/... in a node p/q is propagated as
p/q/r/....
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Fig. 4. Forward and backward propagation of the running example

Let us remark that both propagation algorithms can be performed in linear
time with respect to the size of the XDG.
Example 5.1 In Figure 4 we can see the forward and backward propagation
of the normalized query in Example 3.1. init(G) = 0, thus the forward propagation starts in node 0, propagating A until node 7. Then, B is propagated
until nodes 15, 18 and 19 because only customer is required (i.e., the variable
$j is paired with sales). Because node 19 only provides provider elements,
and node 18 is the empty sequence, they cannot provide customer and thus
they are updated to false (C). Moreover, because these nodes cannot provide
required elements, the dependences that start from them are deleted. Note
that the data edge from node 19 to node 2 has been deleted. The dependences
(A) and (D) arriving to node 2 are also propagated forward (E) until node
9. This means that we only require elements customer and provider from
the company elements provided by node 9. Therefore, the dependence F is
updated from E to express that node 9 only needs company/customer and
company/provider elements. This is then propagated until node 8. In the
backward propagation, the (B) dependences between nodes 10-16 and 10-17
are updated to false (C).
5.3

Slicing algorithm

Once the dependences of the XDG have been propagated, the optimization
technique uses a program slicing-based algorithm to produce a new optimised
query.
3. Slicing Algorithm (see Algorithm 5):
(i) The slicing algorithm removes nodes and edges from the XDG according to the partial paths that have been set to false by the forward/backward propagation algorithm. Those nodes that have at
least one data edge and have all incoming or outgoing data edges
with all paths labeled with false are removed. And, moreover, all
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nodes reachable from these nodes following structural and control
edges are also removed.
(ii) Nodes have to be analysed in a certain order to ensure efficiency: a
node is analysed whenever the adjacents have been already analysed
(i.e., P ending ∩ outnS∪D (n) = ∅).
(iii) The slicing algorithm uses function slicingFrom shown in Algorithm 6
(which in turn uses the auxiliary functions of Algorithms 2 and 7).
Function slicingFrom is the responsible to remove nodes and edges,
and it updates the set P ending. It distinguishes cases depending on
the type of the node. Basically, it accurately removes the nodes of
P ending following backward control edges (e.g., if a node of type
return must be removed, then the associated nodes of types where
and forBinding are also removed). An exception is if-then-else (removing a node of type then does not implies removing its associated
node of type if). When a node is removed, all nodes reachable from
it following structural edges are also removed. In some cases, the
elimination of a node requires to rebuild the graph by replacing the
children in the position of the parent, this is the functionality of the
replaceByChildren function (see Algorithm 7).
Algorithm 5 Slicing
Input: A XDG G = (N , (C, S, D), F)
Output: A pruned XDG G 0 P ending := {n ∈ N |
F
(ine
W D (n) 6= ∅ ∧ ∀e ∈ ineD (n) : @(pp, true) ∈ label (e))
(outeD (n) 6= ∅ ∧ ∀e ∈ outeD (n) : @(pp, true) ∈ labelF (e))} (i)
for each node n ∈ P ending : P ending ∩ outnS∪D (n) = ∅ (ii)
(G, P ending 0 ) := slicingF rom(n, G) (iii)
C := C\{(n0 → n00 ) ∈ C | n0 6∈ N ∨ n00 6∈ N }
P ending := (P ending ∪ P ending 0 )\{n}
return G

Example 5.2 In the XDG of Figure 4 the slicing process starts from nodes 18
and 19 because all incoming data edges are labelled with false. In particular,
the set P ending contains nodes 18 and 19 and thus Algorithm 5 performs,
e.g., a call slicingF rom(18, G) being G the XDG of Figure 4. Then, the case
typeF (n) = seq of Algorithm 6 is executed with noN ext = true and hence,
node 18 is removed and node 16 is included in pending. Then, e.g., it performs
a call slicingF rom(19, G) and the last if of Algorithm 6 is executed because
allT rue = ∅ and hence, function deleteF rom removes node 19. The next calls
slicingF rom(16, G) and slicingF rom(17, G) produce the complete removal of
the whole if-then-else. After unnormalization, the final result produced is
optimal:
Q1 =

for $i in (doc(’File’)/company)
return <sales>{$i/customer}</sales>

Q2 =

for $j in Q1
return $j/customer
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Algorithm 6 SlicingFrom Function
Function slicingFrom(n,G=(N ,E=(C,S,D),F))
next := outnS (n)
W
noN ext := (next = ∅ (next = {nnext } ∧ typeF (nnext ) = seq ∧ outnS (nnext ) = ∅))
allT rue := {e ∈ (ineD (n)V
∪ outeD (n)) | ∀(pp, bool) ∈ labelF (e) : bool = true}
F
if type (n) = forBinding (noN ext ∨ (allT rue = ∅ ∧ ineD (n) 6= ∅))
then let nr ∈ N : ((n →∗ nr ) ∈ C ∧ typeF (nr ) = return)
return (deleteF rom(nr , G), innS (nr ))
if typeF (n) = letBinding ∧ noN ext
then if ∃nw , nr ∈ N : (n → nw ), (nw → nr ) ∈ C
then G := deleteF rom(nw , G)
else G := deleteF rom(n, G)
let nr ∈ N : (n → nr ) ∈ C
return (replaceByChildren(nr , G), ∅)
if typeF (n) = where ∧ noN ext
then let np , nr ∈ N : (np → n), (n → nr ) ∈ C
if typeF (np ) ∈ {forBinding, letBinding}
then return (deleteF rom(nr , G), innS (nr ))
else G = deleteF rom(n, G)
return (replaceByChildren(nr , G), ∅)
if typeF (n) = return ∧ noN ext
then return (deleteF rom(n, G), innS (n))
if typeF (n) = if ∧ noN ext
then let nt ∈ N : ((n → nt ) ∈ C ∧ typeF (nt ) = then)
let ne ∈ N : ((n → ne ) ∈ C ∧ typeF (ne ) = else)
let nchild ∈ N : (nt → nchild ) ∈ S
G := deleteF rom(nchild , G)
G := (N \{n, nt }, E\outeE (n), F)
return (replaceByChildren(ne , G), ∅)
if typeF (n) ∈ {then, else} ∧ noN ext
then typeF (nf ) := seq and childrenF (nf ) = ∅
where nf is a new node
G = (N ∪ {nf }, (C, S ∪ {(n → nf )}, D), F)
let nif ∈ N : (nif → n) ∈ C
let nt ∈ N : ((nif → nt ) ∈ C ∧ typeF (nt ) = then)
let ne ∈ N : ((nif → ne ) ∈ C ∧ typeF (ne ) = else)
let nchildt ∈ N : (nt → nchildt ) ∈ S
let nchilde ∈ N : (ne → nchilde ) ∈ S
let nparentt ∈ N : (nparente → nt ) ∈ S
if typeF (nchildt ) = typeF (nchilde ) = seq ∧ childrenF (nchildt ) = childrenF (nchilde ) = ∅
then G := deleteF rom(nt , G)
G := deleteF rom(ne , G)
G := (N ∪ {nf },
(E\ineE (nt ) ∪ ineE (ne )) ∪ (parentt → nf ) ∈ S, F)
return (G, ∅)
if typeF (n) = op
then if next = {nop } ∧ opF (n) = or then return (replaceByChildren(n, G), ∅)
if next 6= {nop1 , nop2 } then return (deleteF rom(n, (N , E, F)), innS (n))
if typeF (n) = seq
then if noN ext then return ((N \{n}, E\ineE (n), F), innS (n))
if next = {nchild } then return (replaceByChildren(n, G), ∅)
return (G, ∅)
if allT rue = ∅ then return (deleteF rom(n, G), innS (n))
return (G, ∅)
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Algorithm 7 replaceByChildren Function
Function replaceByChildren(n, (N , E, F))
E := E\ineC (n)
for each n0 ∈ N : (n → n0 ) ∈ S
E := E ∪ {(np → n0 )|(np → n) ∈ E}
E := E\{(n → n0 ) ∈ E}
N := N \{n}
return (N , E, F)

5.4

Projecting source documents

When the forward propagation process is finished, we can check all the data
dependences of those nodes that represent an XML document (i.e., those labeled with doc(Literal)). These data dependences are a collection of paths
that represent the information required by the query from this particular XML
document. The projection P of the XML documents can be extracted from
the XDG as follows: P = {(literalF (n), {pp | e ∈ ineD (n) ∧ (pp, true) ∈
labelF (e)}) | n ∈ N ∧ typeF (n) = doc }. Each one of the computed pairs
contains an input XML file and the paths required from this file.
The projection of XML documents can be done at any stage after the
forward propagation. If it is computed immediately after the forward propagation, the result is equivalent to the projecting technique in [15]. If we
compute it after the slicing phase, the result is much more precise because
the projection takes advantage of the pruning analysis. For instance, with the
query of Example 2.1, the projection information that we get after the forward propagation is: {(F ile1, ∅), (F ile2, {site/people/person})} In contrast,
the projecting information after the slicing phase is the empty set (no information is really needed from the XML sources).

6

Conclusions

This work introduces a program slicing-based technique to automatically optimize XQuery expressions. This is the first adaptation of program slicing
to XQuery and it has the advantage that the dependence analysis performed
allows us to project the source XML documents and to prune the XQuery
expression.
All the algorithms proposed have been implemented and integrated into
a tool called XQSlicer. This tool allows us to automatically generate a XDG
from a given XQuery expression. The tool has been implemented in Haskell.
It has about 1000 LOC and generates XDGs in dot and jpg formats. There
is an online version of XQSlicer that can be used to test the tool. This online
version is publicly available at: http://kaz.dsic.upv.es/xqslicer.html
Our proposed slicing technique can be extended in the future with some
optimizations. For instance, in [9] they propose a rewriting-based optimization
technique for XQuery in which they change the order of operations checking
boolean conditions before constructing XML elements, and computing stati29
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cally path expressions when they are applied to XML element constructors. In
[13] they study under which conditions query composition can be eliminated
and show a set of rules to this end. We think that the XDG can be used to
improve these transformations.
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Abstract
XPath is a well-known query language for finding and extracting information from XML documents.
This paper shows how the characteristics of this domain-specific language fits very well into the
functional-logic paradigm. The proposed framework allows the user to write XPath-like queries
as first-class citizens of the functional-logic language T OY, using higher-order combinators for
constructing the queries and non-determinism in order to obtain the different answers that XPath
queries can return. The result is a very good example of cross-fertilization of two different areas.
In the case of T OY, the users can now integrate XML queries in their programs without using
any external library or ad hoc interface. In the case of XPath, the use of higher-order patterns
allow us to define functions for easily processing the queries. In particular, the paper shows how
to trace and debug erroneous queries, and how to detect that a query is a refinement of another
query, which can be useful for improving the efficiency of query processing.
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Introduction

In the last years the eXtensible Markup Language XML [18] has become the
de facto standard for exchanging structured data in plain text files. This
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was the key for its success as data structures are revealed and therefore they
are readily available for its processing (even with usual text editors if one
wishes to manually edit them). Structured data means that new, more involved access methods must be devised. XQuery [21,23] has been defined as a
query language for finding and extracting information from XML documents.
It extends XPath [19], a domain-specific language that has become part of
general-purpose languages. Although less expressive than XQuery, the simplicity of XPath makes it a perfect tool for many types of queries. Due to its
acknowledged importance, XML and its query languages have been embodied
in many applications as in database management systems, which include native support for XML data and documents both in data representations and
query languages (e.g., Oracle and SQL Server). Some of them extend SQL
to include support for XQuery, so that results from XML queries can be used
by the more declarative SQL language in the context of a database, making
possible to share relational and XML data sources.
Many general-purpose declarative programming languages include support
for XPath and XQuery. In the functional programming area, works about
Haskell can be found in [17,2,22,16]. There are also proposals based on logic
programming as [15,14,3,12,7,13]. In the field of functional-logic languages,
[10] proposes a rule-based language for processing semistructured data that is
implemented and embedded in the functional logic language Curry [9]. Recently, in [5], we have proposed an implementation of XPath in the functionallogic language T OY [11], where a XPath query becomes at the same time
implementation (code) and representation (data term). XML documents are
represented in this proposal by means of data terms, and the basic constructors of XPath: child, self, descendant, etc. are defined as non-deterministic
higher-order functions that can be applied to XML terms.
This paper continues this work, showing that XPath fits very well into the
functional-logic paradigm. The proposed framework allows the user to write
XPath-like queries as first-class citizens of the functional-logic language T OY.
To this end, higher-order combinators are used for constructing queries, and
we take advantage of non-determinism in order to obtain the different answers
that XPath queries may return. The result is a very good example of crossfertilization of two different areas:
•

In the case of T OY (introduced in Section 2), users can now integrate
XML queries in their programs without using any external library or ad hoc
interface.

•

In the case of XPath (introduced in Section 3), the use of higher-order
patterns allows us to define functions for processing easily queries.

Justification for the embedding is also provided in this paper in two forms,
which constitute our main contributions: First, we show in Section 4 how to
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debug and trace erroneous queries. Second, we apply the idea of compensation
[24] in the field of relational databases to our scheme. This refers to the
ability of reusing previous cached query results for enhancing query solving
performance (Section 5). Finally, in Section 6 we draw some conclusions and
point out some future work.

2

The Functional-Logic Language T OY

A T OY [11] program is composed of data type declarations, type alias, infix
operators, function type declarations and defining rules for functions symbols.
The syntax of (total) expressions in T OY e ∈ Exp is e ::= X | h | (e e0 ) where
X is a variable and h either a function symbol or a data constructor. Expressions of the form (e e0 ) stand for the application of expression e (acting as a
function) to expression e0 (acting as an argument). Similarly, the syntax of (total) patterns t ∈ P at ⊂ Exp can be defined as t ::= X | c t1 . . . tm | f t1 . . . tm
where X represents a variable, c a data constructor of arity greater or equal to
m, and f a function symbol of arity greater than m, while the ti are patterns
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Data type declarations and type alias are useful for representing XML
documents in T OY:
data node

=
|
|
data attribute =
type xml
=

txt
comment
tag
att
node

string
string
string [attribute] [node]
string string

The data type node represents nodes in a simple XML document. It distinguishes three types of nodes: texts, tags (element nodes), and comments,
each one represented by a suitable data constructor and with arguments representing the information about the node. For instance, the constructor tag
includes the tag name (an argument of type string) followed by a list of attributes, and finally a list of child nodes. The data type attribute contains
the name of the attribute and its value (both of type string). The last type
alias, xml, renames the data type node. Of course, this list is not exhaustive,
since it misses several types of XML nodes, but it is enough for this presentation. Figure 1 in next page shows an XML document and its representation
in T OY.
Each rule for a function f in T OY has the form:
f t ...t →
| 1{z n}

left-hand side

r
|{z}

right-hand side

⇐ e1 , . . . , ek where s1 = u1 , . . . , sm = um
| {z }
|
{z
}
condition

local definitions

where ei , ui and r are expressions (that can contain new extra variables) and
ti , si are patterns.
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<?xml version=’1.0’?>
tag "root" [att "version" "1.0"] [
<food>
tag "food" [] [
<item type="fruit">
tag "item" [att "type" "fruit"] [
<name>watermelon</name>
tag "name" [] [txt "watermelon"],
<price>32</price>
tag "price" [] [txt "32"]
</item>
],
<item type="fruit">
tag "item" [att "type" "fruit"] [
<name>oranges</name>
tag "name" [] [txt "oranges"],
<variety>navel</variety>
tag "variety" [] [txt "navel"],
<price>74</price>
tag "price" [] [txt "74"]
</item>
],
<item type="vegetable">
tag "item" [att "type" "vegetable"] [
<name>onions</name>
tag "name" [] [txt "onions"],
<price>55</price>
tag "price" [] [txt "55"]
</item>
],
<item type="fruit">
tag "item" [att "type" "fruit"] [
<name>strawberries</name>
tag "name" [] [txt "strawberries"],
<variety>alpine</variety>
tag "variety" [] [txt "alpine"],
<price>210</price>
tag "price" [] [txt "210"]
</item>
]
</food>
]]
Fig. 1. XML example (left) and its representation in T OY (right)

In T OY variable names must start with either an uppercase letter or
an underscore (for anonymous variables), whereas other identifiers start
with lowercase. T OY includes two primitives for loading and saving XML
documents, called load xml file and write xml file respectively. For
convenience all the documents are started with a dummy node root. This
is useful for grouping several XML fragments. If the file contains only one
node N at the outer level, root can be removed defining the following simple
function:
load doc F = N <== load xml file F == tag "root" [att "version"
"1.0"] [N]
where F is the name of the file containing the document. Observe that the
strict equality == in the condition forces the evaluation of load xml file F
and succeeds if the result has the form tag "root" [att "version" "1.0"]
[N] for some N. If this is the case, N is returned.

3

Representing XPath Queries

This section introduces the subset of XPath that we intend to integrate with
T OY, omitting all the features of XPath that are supported by T OY but not
used in this paper, such as preprocessing of reverse axes. See [5,4] for a more
detailed introduction to XPath in T OY.
Typically, XPath expressions return several fragments of the XML document. Thus, the expected type in a functional language for xPath could
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be type xPath = xml -> [xml] meaning that a list or sequence of results
is obtained. This is the approach considered in [1] and also the usual in
functional programming [8]. However, in our case we take advantage of the
non-deterministic nature of our language, returning each result individually.
We define a XPath expression as a function taking a (fragment of) XML as
input and returning a (fragment of) XML as its result: type xPath = xml
-> xml. In order to apply a XPath expression to a particular document, we
use the following infix operator definition:
infix 20 <-(<--)::string -> xPath -> xml
S <-- Q = Q (load_xml_file S)

The input arguments of this operator are a string S representing the file
name and a XPath query Q. The function applies Q to the XML document
contained in file S. This operator plays in T OY the role of doc in XPath.
The XPath combinators / and :: which correspond to the connection between
steps and between axis and tests, respectively, are defined in T OY as function
composition:
infixr 55 .::.
(.::.) :: xPath -> xPath -> xPath
(F .::. G) X = G (F X)

infixr 40 ./.
(./.) :: xPath -> xPath -> xPath
(F ./. G) X = G (F X)

The function operator names .::. and ./. are employed because the standard XPath separators :: and / are already defined in T OY with a different
meaning. Notice that the two definitions are the same since they stand for
the application of a XPath expression to another XPath expression and return
also a XPath expression, although they are intended to be applied to different
fragments of XPath: ./. for steps and .::. for combining axes and tests
producing steps. Indeed, we would use a single operator for representing both
combinators, but we decided to do this way for maintaining a similar syntax for
XPath practitioners, more accustomed to use such symbols. In addition, we
do not check for the “appropriate” use of such operators and either rely on the
provided automatic translation by the parser or left to the user. The variable X
represents the input XML fragment (the context node). The rules specify how
the combinator applies the first XPath expression (F) followed by the second
one (G). Figure 2 shows the T OY definition of XPath main axes and tests. The
first one is self, which returns the context node. In our setting, it corresponds
simply to the identity function. A more interesting axis is child which returns,
using the non-deterministic function member, all the children of the context
node. Observe that in XML only element nodes have children, and that in the
T OY representation these nodes correspond to terms rooted by constructor
tag. Once child has been defined, descendant and descendant-or-self are
just generalizations. The first rule for this function specifies that child must
be used once, while the second rule corresponds to two or more applications
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self,child,descendant ::
descendant or self ::

xPath

xPath

nodeT,elem ::

nameT,textT,commentT ::

self X = X
child (tag

xPath

string->xPath
L) = member L

nodeT X = X

descendant X = child X

nameT S (tag S Att L) =

descendant X =

tag S Att L

if child X == Y

textT S (txt S) = txt S

then descendant Y

commentT S (comment S) =

descendant or self =
self ?

comment S

descendant

elem = nameT

Fig. 2. XPath axes and tests in T OY

of child. In this rule, the if statement is employed to ensure that child
succeeds when applied to the input XML fragment, thus avoiding possibly
infinite recursive calls. Finally, the definition of axis descendant-or-self is
straightforward. Observe that the XML input argument is not necessary in
this natural definition. With respect to test nodes, the first test defined in Figure 2 is nodeT, which corresponds to node() in the usual XPath syntax. This
test is simply the identity. For instance, here is the XPath expression that returns all the nodes in an XML document, together with its T OY equivalent:
XPath → doc("food.xml")/descendant-or-self::node()

T OY → ("food.xml" <-- descendant or self.::.nodeT) == R

The only difference is that the T OY expression returns one result at a time
in the variable R, asking the user if more results are needed. If the user wishes
to obtain all the solutions at a time, as usual in XPath evaluators, then it is
enough to use the primitive collect. For instance, the answer to:
Toy> collect ("food.xml" <-- descendant_or_self.::.nodeT) == R

produces a single answer, with R instantiated to a list whose elements are
the nodes in "food.xml". XPath abbreviated syntax allows the programmer to omit the axis child:: from a location step when it is followed by a
name. Thus, the query child::food/child::item/child::price becomes
in XPath simply as food/item/price. In T OY we cannot do that directly
because we are in a typed language and the combinator ./. expects XPath
expressions and not strings. However, we can introduce a similar abbreviation
by defining new unitary operators name (and similarly text), which transform
strings into XPath expressions:
name :: string -> xPath

name S = child.::.(nameT S)

So, we can write in T OY name "food"./.name "item"./.name "price".
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Other tests as nameT and textT select fragments of the XML input, which can
be returned in a logical variable, as in:
XPath → child::food/child::item/child::price/child::text()
T OY → child.::.nameT "food"./.child.::.nameT "item" ./.
child.::.nameT "price"./.child.::.textT P

The logic variable P obtains the prices contained in the example document.
Another
XPath
abbreviation
is
//
which
stands
for
/descendant-or-self::node()/. In T OY, we can define:
infixr
(.//.)
A .//.
append
append
append

30 .//.
:: xPath -> xPath -> xPath
B = append A (descendant_or_self .::. nodeT ./. B)
:: xPath -> xPath -> xPath
(A.::.B) C = (A.::.B) ./. C
(X ./.Y) C = X ./. (append Y C)

Notice that a new function append is used for concatenating XPath expressions. This function is analogous to the well-known append for lists, but
defined over xPath terms. This is our first example of the usefulness of higherorder patterns since for instance pattern (A.::.B) has type xPath, i.e., xml
-> xml.
Optionally, XPath tests can include a predicate or filter. Filters in XPath
are enclosed between square brackets. In T OY, they are enclosed between
round brackets and connected to its associated XPath expression by the operator .#:
infixr 60 .#
(.#) :: xPath -> xPath -> xPath
(Q .# F) X = if F Y == _ then Y

where Y = Q X

This definition can be understood as follows: first the query Q is applied to
the context node X, returning a new context node Y. Then the if condition
checks whether Y satisfies the filter F, simply by checking that F Y does not fail,
which means that it returns some value represented by the anonymous variable
in F Y == . Although XPath filter predicates allow several possibilities, in
this presentation we restrict to XPath expressions. Multiple predicates can
be chained together to filter items as with the and operator, which can be
formulated as follows:
infixr 60 /&
(X /& Y) Z = if X Z==_ then Y Z

4

Debugging XPath Queries

One of the most appealing features of our setting is that XPath queries can
be manipulated. In this section we use this feature for tracing and debug37
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ging queries. We distinguish two types of possible errors in a XPath Query
depending on the erroneous result produced: wrong queries when the query
returns an unexpected result, and missing when the query does not produce
some expected result. We present a different proposal depending on the error.
4.1

Wrong XPath Queries

Consider for instance the goal ("bib.xml" <-- name "bib" ./. name
"book" ./. name "author" ./. name "last" ) == R and suppose
that it produces the unexpected answer R -> (tag "last" [] [ (txt
"Abiteboul") ]) (see [20], sample data 1.1.2 and 1.1.4 to check the structure of these documents and an example). If the error is just some misspelling
of the author’s last name it is easy to look for the wrong information in the
document in order to correct the error. However in some situations, and in
particular when dealing with complicated, large documents, the error can be
in the XPath query, that has selected an erroneous path in the document. In
these cases it is also useful to find the answer in the document and then trace
back the XPath query until the error is found. Observe that the erroneous
answer can be just one of the produced answers (in the example the query
can produce many other, expected, answers), and that we are interested only
in those portions of the document that produce this unexpected result.
In T OY we can obtain each intermediate step with its associated answer
by defining a suitable function wrong that receives three arguments: the query,
its input (initially the whole document) and the unexpected output (initially
the unexpected answer). The implementation is straightforward:
wrong (A.::.B) I O = [((A.::.B), I, O)] <== (A.::.B) I == O
wrong (A./.B) I O = [(A, I, O1 ) | wrong B O1 O]
<== A I == O1, B O1 == O

In the case of a single step (A.::.B) the first rule checks that indeed the
step applied to the input produces the output returning the three elements. In
the case of two or more steps, the second rule looks for the value O1 produced
by the single step A such that the rest of the query B applied to O1 produces
the erroneous result O. The variable O1 is a new logic variable, and that the
code uses the generate and test feature typical of functional languages. The
function wrong produces a list where each step is associated with its input
and its output. However, using wrong directly produces a verbose, difficult to
understand output due to the representation of XML elements as a data terms
in T OY. This can be improved by building a new XML document containing
all the information and saving it to a file using the primitive write xml file:
traceStep (Step,I,O) = tag
[txt
tag
tag

"step" [] [ tag "query" []
(show Step)],
"input" [] [I],
"output" [] [O] ]
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generateTrace L = tag "root" [] (map traceStep (rev L))
writeTrace XPath InputFile WrongOutput OutputFile =
write_xml_file (
generateTrace (
wrong XPath (
load_xml_file InputFile)
WrongOutput))
OutputFile
show (A.::.B)
show nodeT
...
show child
...

= (show A)++".::."++(show B)
= "nodeT"
= "child"

The first function traceStep generates an XML element step containing
the information associated with a XPath step: the step combinator, its input,
and its output. This function uses the auxiliary function show to obtain
the string representation of the step (only part of the code of this function
is displayed). Then function generateTrace applies traceStep to a list of
steps. It uses the functions map and rev whose definition is the same as in
functional programming. In particular, rev is employed to ensure that the
last step of the query is the first in the document, which is convenient for
tracing back the result. Finally writeTrace combines the previous functions.
It receives four parameters: the query, the name of the initial document, the
unexpected XML fragment we intend to trace, and the name of the output
file where the result is saved. Now we can try the goal:
Toy> writeTrace (name "bib" ./. name "book" ./. name "author" ./.
name "last" ) "bib.xml"
(tag "last" [] [txt "Abiteboul"])
"trace.xml"

In this case the symbol == is not used which indicates to T OY that the
result of this expression must be true. After the goal is solved we can consult
the document "trace.xml":
<step>
<query>child.::.nameT last</query>
<input>
<author>
<last>Abiteboul</last>
<first>Serge</first>
</author>
</input>
<output>
<last>Abiteboul</last>
</output>
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</step>
<step>
<query>child.::.nameT author</query>
<input>
<book year="2000">
<title>Data on the Web</title>
<author>
<last>Abiteboul</last>

For the sake of space only the first step and part of the second step is
displayed above, although the document contains all the information that
allows the user to trace the query.
4.2

Missing XPath Queries

Sometimes a XPath query produces no answer, although some result was
expected. For instance the goal "food.xml" <-- name "food" ./. name
"item" ./. name "type" ./. child.::.textT "navel" == R simply
fails in T OY. The reason is that the user wrote type where it should be
variety. This error is very common, and the source of the error can be
difficult to detect. Observe that the previous idea of tracing the result back
cannot be applied because there is no result to trace. For these situations we
propose trying the XPath query without the last step, then if it fails without
the last two steps and so on. The idea is to find the first step that produces
an empty result, because it is usually the source of the error.
missing (A.::.B) R = (A.::.B)
missing (X ./. Y) R = if (collect (X R) == []) then X
else missing Y (X R)

The previous definition of function missing relies on the primitive collect
that accumulates all the results of a function call in a list. Therefore collect
(X R) == [] means that X applied to the input XML fragment R fails. Now
we can try the goal:
Toy> missing (name "food" ./. name "item" ./. name "type" ./.
child.::.textT "navel") (load_xml_file "food.xml") == R
{ R -> child .::. (nameT "type") }

The answer indicates that the step child .::. (nameT "type") is the
possible source of the error. Thus this simply function is useful, but we can
do better. Instead of simply returning the erroneous step we can try to guess
how the error can be corrected. In the case of name tests as the example the
error is usually the same erroneous string has been used. Replacing the string
by a logic variable such that the query now succeeds can help to find the error.
Therefore, we implement a second version of missing:
missing (A.::.B) R =

guess (A.::.B) self R
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missing (Step ./. Y) R = if (collect (Step R) == [])
then guess Step Y R
else missing Y (Step R)
guess Step Y R = if Step==(A.::.nameT B)
then if (StepBis ./. Y) R == _
then ( Step, "Substitute "++B++" by "++C )
else (Step, "No suggestion")
else (Step, "No suggestion")
where StepBis = (A.::.nameT C)

In this case missing returns a pair. The first element of the pair is the
same as in the first version, and the second element is a suggestion produced by function guess. This function first checks if the Step is of the
form (A.::.nameT B). If this is the case, it replaces the name B by a new
variable C and uses the condition in the second if statement ((StepBis ./.
Y) R == ) to check if C can take any value such that the query does not
fail. If such value for C is found the returned string proposes replacing B by
C. Otherwise "No suggestion" is returned. Since function guess requires an
argument Y with the rest of the XPath query, the basis case of missing (first
rule) uses self to represent the identity query. Now we can try
Toy>

missing (name "food" ./. name "item" ./. name "type" ./.
child.::.textT "navel") (load_xml_file "food.xml") == R
{ R -> (child .::. (nameT "type"), "Substitute type by variety") }

Thus, the debugger finds the erroneous step and proposes the correct solution.

5

Compensation

Now, we would like to show how to take advantage of our implementation
based on a functional-logic language for preprocessing queries. For instance,
one of the well-known procedures in databases is the so-called compensation
of views. Let us suppose the case in which a certain user queries the XML
database, obtaining a certain answer. Such answer is stored by the system
(we can suppose that the answer is locally cached). Later, the user wants
to refine the query. A suitable database manager should be able to compute
the answer of the refined query from the previous (cached) answer in order to
improve answer time and performance.
For instance, let V be the query "food.xml" <--name "food" ./. name
"item". Such query retrieves the items from the file “food.xml”. Suppose the user wants to refine the first query with a new query P defined
as "food.xml" <-- name "food" ./. name "item".#(name "variety").
The second query can be answered from the first one, since the user requests
the items for which variety is specified. In other words, the second answer is a
piece of the first answer. Therefore, the second query can be computed from
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Fig. 3. Concatenation Operator

a new query P’ defined as name "item".#(name "variety") applied to the
answer of the first query. In such a case, P’ is called the compensation of V
w.r.t. P. Compensation of XPath queries has been studied by some authors
[24], including the case of multiple views [6]. There are two related problems
to compensation: the existence of the compensation and to find a minimal
compensation.
Following [24], the compensation to a unique view can be computed by
defining a certain concatenation operator between queries. Such concatenation operator is defined as follows. Firstly, we need to consider the representation of XPaths by the so-called tree patterns. Such tree patterns are tree
based representation of XPath expressions in which nodes are labels and edges
are axes. We can restrict XPath expressions to the same case as [24], the socalled XP{/,//,∗,[]} fragment, in which XPath expressions are built from label
tests, child axes (./.), descendant axes (.//.), branches (.#) and wildcards
(descendant.::.nodeT). For instance, let us suppose V to be the XPath expression name "a" .# name "c" .//. name "b" .# name "f", which can
be represented as in Figure 3 (b). Black nodes represent the output node of the
XPath expression, that is, the tag(s) of the answer to the given XPath expression. Now, suppose the XPath expression P’ defined as descendant.::.nodeT
.# name "e" .//. name "f", and represented by a tree pattern in Figure 3
(a). Then the concatenation operator, denoted by P 0 ⊕ V , is defined as in Figure 3 (c), representing name "a" .# name "c" .//. name "b" .# (name
"f" /& name "e") .//. name "f".
Basically, given two patterns P 0 and V, the concatenation of P 0 and V is
constructed by merging the root of P 0 and the output node of V into one node.
The root of V becomes the root of P 0 ⊕ V , and the output node of P 0 becomes
the output node of P 0 ⊕ V . The merged node has as children both the children
of the output node of V and the children of P 0 . When the nodes to be merged
have different labels (for instance, ’*’ and b of Figure 3), the node assumes
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the more restrictive label (i.e., b), except when they have different label tests,
which means that concatenation is not possible.
Following [24], the problem of finding a compensation of V w.r.t. P is
equivalent to finding P 0 such that P 0 ⊕ V is equal to P . In order to compute
in T OY the compensation of a given XPath expression we have defined the
concatenation operator as a T OY function called concat, and the compensation can be defined as: compensation V P = if concat P’ V == P then P’
. It exploits the use of logic variables in T OY, by computing the compensation
of a given XPath expression. The function concat uses the representation of
XPath by means of higher order patterns. The main rules are:
concat ((child .::. nameT N) ./. P)
(child .::. nameT N) = (child .::. nameT N) ./. P
concat P’ (P ./. Q) = P ./. (concat P’ Q)
concat P’ (G .# F) =
if F==S then (if Fl == self then Rt ./. S
else (Rt .# Fl) ./. S)
else (if Fl == self then (Rt .# F) ./. S
else (Rt .# (F /& Fl))./. S)
where R = concat P’ G
S = children R
Fl = filter R
Rt = root R

The first rule handles the merged node, assigning the children of the first
argument to the second argument whenever they have the same label test.
Second and third rules are recursive rules for handling steps and filters. Third
rule accumulates filters by means of the XPath operator /&. The auxiliary
functions children, filter and root compute the children and filter of the
root, and the root of a XPath expression, respectively. Let us now see an
example of use. For instance, defining:
v = name "food" ./. name "item"
p = name "food" ./. name "item" .# (name "variety")
Toy> compensation v p == P’
{ P’ -> (child.::.(nameT "item")).#(child.::.(nameT "variety")) }
{ P’ -> (descendant.::.nodeT).#(child.::.(nameT "variety")) }

We can see that we obtain two answers corresponding to /item[variety] and
/*[variety] in the standard XPath syntax. In summary, we are able to use
the logic features of T OY for building the compensation of a certain view.
Currently, T OY is able to solve one of the problems related to compensations:
to find them. T OY offers as output a set of compensations when they exist,
otherwise fails. To find a minimal compensation is considered as future work
of this implementation. Moreover, we would like to extend our implementation
to cover with compensations to multiple views.
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6

Conclusions

This paper shows how the framework for introducing XPath in the functionallogic language T OY allows us to define readily simple but powerful applications such as preprocessing, tracing and debugging. The implementation
makes use of the main features of the language including:
- Non-determinism for defining easily the XPath framework, and also in the
trace of wrong answers of Section 4, where only those parts of the computation
that produce a particular fragment of the answer are required.
- Higher-order patterns. This feature allows us to consider T OY expressions
that are not yet reducible as patterns. This means in our case that XPath
expressions can be considered at the same time executable code (when applied
to an input XML document), or data structures when considered as higherorder patterns. This powerful characteristic of the language is heavily used in
our proposals of sections 4 and 5.
- Logic variables, specially when used in generate and test expressions are very
suitable for obtaining the values of intermediate computations, and in our case
also for guessing values in the debugger of missing answers.
Summarizing, we consider that the declarative nature of XPath matches
very well the characteristics of functional-logic languages. This benefits both
paradigms: the functional-logic language can include easily XPath queries
without using any external library, and XPath practitioners can implement
easily functions that manipulate the queries in order to devise prototypes of
XPath tools such as optimizers or debuggers.
A T OY implementation that includes the XPath primitives for loading
and saving XML documents and most of the examples of this paper can be
downloaded from: http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/rafa/xpath/toyxpath.rar. As
future work, we plan to consider exploiting the same T OY characteristics for
optimizing XQuery expressions.
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Abstract
We propose a new type system for functional logic programming which is more liberal than the
classical Damas-Milner usually adopted, but it is also restrictive enough to ensure type soundness.
Starting from Damas-Milner typing of expressions we propose a new notion of well-typed program
that adds support for type-indexed functions, existential types, opaque higher-order patterns and
generic functions—as shown by an extensive collection of examples that illustrate the possibilities of
our proposal. In the negative side, the types of functions must be declared, and therefore types are
checked but not inferred. Another consequence is that parametricity is lost, although the impact of
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Abstract
The combination of non-determinism and lazy evaluation in functional logic programming is a
non-trivial issue from the semantic point of view and there have been a number of proposals.
In previous works we introduced the let-rewriting relation as a simple, one-step relation close to
ordinary rewriting, but reflecting call-time choice semantics by means of local bindings, that allow
to express sharing of computed values. The let-rewriting relation is an abstract formalism that does
not prescribe any particular strategy of evaluation. In this work we introduce a reformulation of letrewriting that facilitates the introduction of redex-selection criteria for getting lazy evaluation. By
defining the appropriate redex selection we obtain a classical lazy evaluation mechanism, preserving
soundness and completeness of the relation. Moreover, we can also get another interesting and
practical model for partial laziness guided by programmer annotations on constructor symbols.
Keywords: Functional-logic programming, call-time choice, rewriting, lazy evaluation, strategies.

1

Introduction

Modern functional-logic languages (like Toy [8,1] or Curry [3]) incorporate
lazy evaluation and non-determinism as some of their main features. This
combination requires to make a decision about the evaluation regime for arguments of functions. As an example to illustrate the alternatives, assume the
usual constructor for lists ([ ], [ | ]) and the following program:
coin → 0
coin → 1

1

repeat(X) → [X|repeat(X)]
heads([X, Y |Y s]) → (X, Y )
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This will be our working example along the paper. If we consider the expression heads(repeat(coin)), under call-time choice coin is evaluated at the
very beginning and then we obtain the values (0, 0) and (1, 1). But, under run-time choice we can perform the reduction heads(repeat(coin)) →
heads([coin, coin| . . .)) → (coin, coin) → (0, 1) (we can also obtain (1, 0),
(0, 0) and (1, 1) in a similar way).
The call-time choice semantics is the adopted by the mentioned languages,
for which ordinary rewriting is not sound (for instance, it allows to reduce
heads(repeat(coin)) → (0, 1) as in the previous example). This motivated
the CRWL framework [2]. It provides a denotational semantics by means
of a Constructor-based ReWriting Logic that has been widely used as a solid
foundation for the theory of functional-logic programming. Nevertheless, from
the operational point of view it was still desirable to have a simple relation
close to traditional rewriting, and providing a notion of one-step reduction.
This was the motivation for the relation →l or let-rewriting [6]. The main
idea of this relation is the introduction of a let construction for the explicit
manipulation of sharing of values. Within this relation, heads(repeat(coin))
can be transformed into
let X = coin in let Y = repeat(X) in heads(Y )
where sharing is expressed by means of let bindings. This let-rewriting relation
was extended to narrowing in [5] and to higher-order in [7] (see [10] for a
complete view of the let-rewriting relation, extensions, etc).
In all the previous works we have been interested in keeping a high level of
abstraction in the let-rewriting/narrowing relations. In particular, we have not
imposed any reduction strategy or redex selection mechanism. The main goal
of the current work is to study different strategies for the let-rewriting relation
to express lazy evaluation. In order to define these strategies, we start with a
reformulation (and a simplification in some sense) of the let-rewriting relation,
that will facilitate the introduction of strategies. Using this reformulation we
define a redex selection criterion for “standard” lazy evaluation and prove its
soundness and completeness. Then we study another interesting criteria for
lazy evaluation based on user annotations on constructor arguments. This
approach was already used from a practical point of view in a functional
extension of Prolog presented in [11].

2

Let-rewriting

In this section we introduce the let-rewriting relation (see [6] for details).
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2.1

Preliminaries

We consider a signature Σ = CS ∪ F S, where CS and F S are two disjoint
set of constructor and defined function symbols respectively, all them with
associated arity. We write CS n (F S n resp.) for the set of constructor (function) symbols of arity n. We also consider a numerable set of variable symbols
V. We will usually write c, d, . . . for constructors, f, g, . . . for functions and
X, Y, . . . for variables.
Expressions e ∈ Exp are defined as e ::= X | h(e1 , . . . , en ), where
h ∈ CS n ∪F S n and e1 , . . . , en ∈ Exp. The set CT erm of constructed terms (or
c-terms) is defined as Exp, but with h restricted to CS n (so CT erm ⊆ Exp).
The intended meaning is that Exp stands for evaluable expressions, i.e., expressions that can contain (user-defined) function symbols, while CT erm
stands for data terms representing values. We will write e, e0 , . . . for expressions and t, s, . . . for c-terms. The set of variables occurring in an expression
e will be denoted as var(e).
We will frequently use (one-hole) contexts C ∈ Cntxt, defined as
C ::= [ ] | h(e1 , . . . , C, . . . , en ), with h ∈ CS n ∪ F S n . The application of
a context C to an expression e, written by C[e], is defined inductively by
[][e] = e and h(e1 , . . . , C, . . . , en )[e] = h(e1 , . . . , C[e], . . . , en ). The set CSubst
of c-substitutions consists of mappings θ : V −→ CT erm, which extend naturally to θ : Exp −→ Exp. We write eθ for the application of θ to e.
For the denotational semantics we need the extended signature Σ⊥ = Σ∪⊥,
where ⊥ is a new constant symbol that represents the undefined value. The
sets Exp⊥ , CT erm⊥ , Cntxt⊥ and CSubst⊥ are defined in the natural way.
Partial expressions are ordered by the approximation ordering defined as the
least partial ordering satisfying ⊥ v e and e v e0 ⇒ C[e] v C[e0 ] for all e, e0 ∈
Exp⊥ and context C. This partial ordering can be extended to substitutions:
given θ, σ ∈ Subst⊥ we say θ v σ iff Xθ v Xσ for all X ∈ V.
Programs are Constructor-based Term Rewrite Systems (CTRS) with rules
of the form f (t) → e, where f ∈ F S n , e ∈ Exp and t is a linear n-tuple of
c-terms (variables can only have one occurrence in the head f (t)). Notice that
we allow e to contain extra variables, i.e., variables not occurring in t.

2.2

Rewriting with local bindings

The let-rewriting relation manipulates let-expressions e ∈ LExp defined as:

e ::= X | h(e1 , . . . , en ) | let X = e1 in e2
where X ∈ V, h ∈ CS ∪ F S, and e1 , e2 , . . . , en ∈ LExp. We also consider the
set LExp⊥ of partial let-expressions that can also use the constant ⊥. The
sets F V (e) of free and BV (e) bound variables of e ∈ LExp are defined as:
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(B)

e_⊥

X∈V

X_X

e1 _ t1 . . . en _ tn

(DC)

c ∈ CS n , ti ∈ CTerm ⊥

c(e1 , . . . , en ) _ c(t1 , . . . , tn )
e1 _ t1 θ . . . en _ tn θ

(OR)

(Let)

(RR)

e1 _ t1

f (e1 , . . . , en ) _ t

eθ _ t

f (t) → e ∈ P
θ ∈ CSubst⊥

e2 [X/t1 ] _ t

let X = e1 in e2 _ t

Fig. 1. Rules of CRWLlet

F V (X) = {X}

F V (h(e)) =

S

ei ∈e

F V (ei )

F V (let X = e1 in e2 ) = F V (e1 ) ∪ (F V (e2 ) − {X})
BV (X) = ∅

BV (h(e)) =

S

ei ∈e

BV (ei )

BV (let X = e1 in e2 ) = BV (e1 ) ∪ BV (e2 ) ∪ {X}
The notion of (one-hole) context Cntxt, is extended to
C ::= [ ] | let X = C in e | let X = e in C | h(. . . , C, . . .)
with h ∈ CS n ∪ F S n . F V (C) and BV (C) are defined in a natural way.
The semantics for let-expressions is defined by the logic CRWLlet of Figure
1. It is an extension of the original CRWL [2], with the addition of the
rule Let. 3 In fact, CRWL and CRWLlet are equivalent for programs and
expressions without lets. Given a program P, we write P `CRWLlet e _ t if
there is a CRWLlet -derivation for e _ t using the program P. The CRWLlet
semantics of an expression e with respect to a program P is defined as the set:

[[e]]PCRWLlet = {t ∈ CT erm⊥ | P `CRWLlet e _ t}
The let-rewriting relation, notated as →l , is defined by rules of Figure 2.
Rule Fapp performs a rewriting step in a proper sense, i.e., it uses a program
rule, makes parameter passing and rewrites the (sub)expression to the body of
the rule. The rest of rules are syntactic transformations for manipulating let
bindings: LetIn introduces a let for a function application or for a nested let,
Elim eliminates a let when the bound variable is not used, Bind eliminates
a let by applying the correspoding substitution when the bound expression
is a value, Flat flattens nested lets, and Cntx allows to perform any of the
previous manipulations on subexpressions of the main expression. We have
3

The original CRWL included also a joinability rule that is not relevant here.
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Cntx

C[e] →l C[e0 ]

if e →l e0 , C ∈ Cntxt

LetIn

h(. . . , e, . . .) →l let X = e in h(. . . , X, . . .)
if h ∈ CS ∪ F S, e takes one of the forms f (e0 ) with f ∈ F S or
let Y = e0 in e00 , and X is a fresh variable

Flat

let X = (let Y = e1 in e2 ) in e3 →l let Y = e1 in (let X = e2 in e3 )
if Y 6∈ F V (e3 )

Bind

let X = t in e →l e[X/t]

Elim

let X = e1 in e2 →l e2

if X 6∈ F V (e2 )

Fapp

f (t1 θ, . . . , tn θ) →l eθ

if f (t1 , . . . , tn ) →l e ∈ P, θ ∈ CSubst

if t ∈ CT erm

Fig. 2. Rules of let-rewriting

the following property: if e →l e0 by means of some of these syntactic rules,
then [[e]] = [[e0 ]]; but if Fapp is involved we can only guarantee [[e0 ]] ⊆ [[e]].
Using the program of the introduction, we can perform the following letrewriting derivation for the expression heads(repeat(coin)) (the corresponding
redex has been underlined in each step):
heads(repeat(coin))

LetIn

→l let X = repeat(coin) in heads(X)

LetIn

→l let Y = coin in let X = repeat(Y ) in heads(X)

Fapp

→l let Y = coin in let X = (let Z = repeat(Y ) in [Y |Z]) in heads(X)

Flat

→l let Y = coin in let Z = repeat(Y ) in heads([Y |Z])

Fapp

→l let X = (let Y = coin in repeat(Y )) in heads(X)
→l let Y = coin in let X = [Y |repeat(Y )] in heads(X)

→l let Y = coin in let Z = repeat(Y ) in let X = [Y |Z] in heads(X)

Flat
LetIn
Bind

→l let Y = coin in let Z = [Y |repeat(Y )] in heads([Y |Z])

LetIn

→l let Y = coin in let U = repeat(Y ) in let Z = [Y |U ] in heads([Y |Z])

Bind

→l let Y = coin in let U = repeat(Y ) in (Y, Y )

Elim

→l let Y = coin in let Z = (let U = repeat(Y ) in [Y |U ]) in heads([Y |Z]) Flat
→l let Y = coin in let U = repeat(Y ) in heads([Y, Y |U ])

Fapp

→l let Y = coin in (Y, Y )
→l let Y = 0 in (Y, Y )

Fapp
Bind

→l (0, 0)

Note that there is not a unique →l -reduction leading to (0, 0) for this example,
because the definition of →l , like traditional term rewriting, does not prescribe
any particular strategy.
For establishing the relation between CRWLlet and →l we still need the
notion of shell. The shell |e| of an expression e ∈ LExp⊥ , is the partial c-term
corresponding to the outer constructor part of e, and it is defined as follows:
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|X| = X for any X ∈ V
|c(e1 , . . . , en )| = c(|e1 |, . . . , |en |), for any c ∈ CS n
|f (e1 , . . . , en )| = ⊥, for any f ∈ F S n
|let X = e1 in e2 | = |e2 |[X/|e1 |]
The next two results summarize the relation between CRWLlet and →l :
Theorem 2.1 (Soundness and Completeness of →l wrt CRWLlet ) For
any program P and e ∈ LExp we have:
(Soundness) If e →∗l e0 then CRWLlet allows to prove e _ |e0 |.
(Completeness) If t ∈ [[e]] then e →∗l e0 with t v |e0 |.

3

Simplifying the Let-rewriting Relation

As we have pointed out, (Fapp) is in fact the only rewriting rule of →l in a
proper sense, and the rest are syntactic manipulations on expressions. The
idea in this section is to separate the syntactic manipulations from rewriting,
in order to simplify the let-rewriting relation. We still need some theoretical
background to introduce this separation:
Theorem 3.1 (Weak Compositionality of CRWLlet ) For any context C
and e ∈ LExp⊥ we have:
S
[[C[e]]] = t∈[[e]] [[C[t]]]
if BV (C) ∩ F V (e) = ∅
S
As a consequence, [[let X = e1 in e2 ]] = t1 ∈[[e1 ]] [[e2 [X/t1 ]]].
This result is proved in [6] and it allows to prove the following one:

Proposition 3.2 For any context C and e ∈ LExp⊥ with BV (C)∩F V (e) = ∅:
[[C[e]]] = [[let X = e in C [X]]], being X 6∈ var(C) ∪ var(e).
Proof. We have the following sequence of equivalences:
[[let X = e in C[X]]] = (by Th. 3.1)
S
t1 ∈[[e]] [[(C [X])[X/t1 ]]] = (defs. of context application and substitution)
S
(by Th. 3.1)
t1 ∈[[e]] [[C [t1 ]]] =

2
[[C [e]]]
This property allows to transform any e ∈ LExp⊥ into an equivalent flat
normal form e0 ∈ F LExp⊥ with the shape:

let X1 = f1 (t1 ) in let X2 = f2 (t2 ) in . . . let Xn = fn (tn ) in t
where t1 , . . . , tn , t are all c-terms, f1 . . . , fn ∈ F S and each binding variable
can only appear in the next bindings, but not in previous ones, i.e., Xi 6= Xj
for i 6= j and Xi 6∈ var(tj ) for i >= j. In order to get a more comfortable
notation, in the following we will write this flat form as:
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let X1 = f1 (t1 ), X2 = f2 (t2 ), . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in t
or
let A in t
Formally, the transformation into flat let-expressions ef is defined as:
•

Xf = X

•

(c(e1 , . . . , en ))f = let A1 , . . . , An in c(t1 , . . . , tn )
if efi = let Ai in ti for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

•
•

(f (e1 , . . . , en ))f = let A1 . . . An , X = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) in X
if efi = let Ai in ti for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
(let X = e1 in e2 )f = let A1 , A2 [X/t1 ] in t2
if ef1 = let A1 in t1 and ef2 = let A2 in t2

This transformation provides flat let-expression (with the order conditions
above) and, as a corollary of Proposition 3.2, we have soundness and completeness: for any e ∈ LExp⊥ we have [[e]] = [[ef ]].
Now, given a program P we can obtain its flat representation P f replacing
the bodies of its rules by the corresponding flat let-expressions. And the letrewriting relation →lf for flat let-expressions can be defined with a single rule:
let A, X = f (t), B in t →lf let A, Cθ, B[X/sθ] in t[X/sθ]
if (f (s) → let C in s) ∈ P f and sθ = t. It is easy to see that this rule preserves
the flat representation, including the order in bindings (bound variables can
only appear in the next bindings).
The main advantage of this reformulation of let-rewriting is that all the
potential redexes for a reduction are explicitly collected in a sequence of bindings and now the let-rewriting relation is expressed in a unique rule. It is a
reformulation in the following sense:

Theorem 3.3 (Equivalence of →l and →lf ) Given e ∈ LExp and the
corresponding ef ∈ F LExp we have:
with [[e0 ]] = [[e00 ]].
ef →∗l e0 ⇔ ef →∗lf e00
Proof. First of all we show the form of derivations using both relations. If
the step ef →l e0 is performed by some of the rules LetIn, Flat, Bind or
Elim (possibly combined with Contx), we have [[e0 ]] = [[ef ]] = [[e]] and no step
in →lf is required to obtain the desired e00 , i.e., e00 = ef .
A →l -step performed by Fapp (possibly combined with Contx) has the
form:
ef ≡ let A, X = f (t), B in t →l let A, X = (let Cθ in sθ), B in t ≡ e0
using a rule (f (s) → let C in s) ∈ P f and θ ∈ CSubst such that sθ = t. The
corresponding →lf -step is
ef ≡ let A, X = f (t), B in t →lf let A, Cθ, B[X/sθ] in t[X/sθ] ≡ e00
using the same program rule and substitution. This argumentation is re53
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versible: assuming the last →lf -derivation we obtain the initial →l -derivation.
It is easy to see that [[e0 ]] = [[e00 ]] as e00 is the result of some applications of
Flat and Bind over e0 , and these rules preserve the CRWLlet -semantics. 2

4

Normalizing Programs

In order to simplify the presentation and the proofs of some properties in the
next section we will assume a normalized flat-let format for programs. This
format results from the following sequence of transformations over programs:
(i) Grouping defining rules: transform any set {f (t1 ) → e1 , . . . , f (tn ) → en }
of defining rules for a function f into the rules:
f (X) → f1 (X) or . . . or fn (X)
f1 (t1 ) → e1 . . . fn (tn ) → en
and extend the program with the two rules: X or Y = X; X or Y = Y .
(ii) Eliminating nested constructors in heads:
into

transform each rule

f (t1 , c(t2 , d(t), t3 ), t4 ) → e
f (t1 , c(t2 , X, t3 ), t4 ) → f 0 (t1 , t2 , X, t3 , t4 )

f 0 (t1 , t2 , d(t), t3 , t4 ) → e
Repeat this transformation while there is some program rule with nested
constructors in its head.
(iii) Introducing let-expressions in the bodies: replace each function rule
f (t) → e by f (t) → ef

The first transformation concentrates all the non-determinism in the bodies
of rules by means of the or function, the second one produces flat heads for
rules (avoiding nested application of constructor symbols in patterns) and the
last one introduces flat-let expressions in the bodies. These transformations
preserve the CRWLlet semantics of programs. It is easy to prove it for the first
two 4 and the third is justified by Proposition 3.2.
The interesting point is that this transformation gets uniform demand
of patterns in rules: the heads of definining rules for a function share the
same set of positions occupied by constructors, independently of the concrete constructors (for example, assuming the constructors a, b, c, d, the heads
f (X, a(Y, b(Z, c))) and f (U, b(V, d(W, a(S, T )))) satisfy this condition). In
fact, all functions have a unique rule except or, whose heads are identical.
Then we can talk about the demand of functions instead of demand of rules.
This property will simplify some proofs, in particular that for Property 7.1.
4

These transformations produce a program in a uniform format [9], except for the function
or whose rules have unifiable heads.
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As an instance,

the normalization of our working example is:

coin → let X = 0 or 1 in X
repeat(X) → let Y = repeat(X) in [X|Y ]
heads([X|Xs]) → let Y = heads0 (Xs) in [X|Y ]
heads0 ([Y |Y s]) → [Y ]

5

Sources of Non-determinism

As we have seen, the operational relation →lf is essentially a syntactic reorganization of the relation →l in such a way that the purely syntactic transformations of →l are preprocessed and reduction steps in →lf are proper rewriting
steps using program rules. The potential redexes for such a reduction are
explicitly collected in a sequence. Now, to impose an evaluation order or a
strategy means to provide a selection criterion on those redexes, knowing that:
•

any choice will be sound w.r.t. the CRWLlet -logic (by Theorem 3.3), and

•

sharing will be guaranteed in any case.

Obviously, the problem comes when trying to get completeness, i.e., to get
any value in the CRWLlet semantics with this reduction relation.
There are two different sources of non-determinism involved in the →lf relation. The first comes from the program itself, as it is still a non-deterministic
program because of the function or. In this case, for a given redex for or we
can use two program rules. This is don’t know non-determinism as the choice,
in general, will restrict the values obtained the CRWLlet -semantics.
The second source on non-determinism is due to the redex selection criterion, that is what we will explore in the next section. Nevertheless, even
before any redex selection proposal, it is useful to clarify that this is a don’t
care non-determinism: the choice of the redex does not miss any value in the
semantics. This is formalized in the next result.
Lemma 5.1 (Don’t care redex selection) Let e
≡
(let X1
=
0
f1 (t1 ), . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in t) ∈ F LExp and t ∈ [[e]]. Then for any
binding Xi = fi (ti ) of e with fi (ti ) reducible, there exists a derivation e →lf e0
using this redex and such that t0 ∈ [[e0 ]].

Proof. If t0 = ⊥ the result is trivial. The interesting case is for t0 6= ⊥ and a
derivation e _ t0 6= ⊥ will have the form:
···
f1 (t1 ) _ t01

···
f2 (t2 )θ1 _ t02

···
f3 (t3 )θ2 _ t03

···
fn (tn )θn−1 _ t0n
···

···
uθn _ t

(let X3 = f3 (t3 ), . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u)θ2 _ t

(let X2 = f2 (t2 ), . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u)θ1 _ t

let X1 = f1 (t1 ), X2 = f2 (t2 ), . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u _ t
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where θk = [X1 /t01 , . . . , Xk /t0k ], k = 1..n. This derivation contains a subderivation fj (tj )θj−1 _ t0j for each j = 1..n. For the concrete derivation
fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i we are interested in, we have two possibilities:

a) If t0i = ⊥, as fi (ti ) is reducible by hypothesis, we can use a program rule
for reducing it with a →lf step. The CRWLlet -derivation for e0 _ t can be
done replacing the derivation for fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i by a number of derivations
to ⊥ for the new bindings introduced in e0 obtaining also t0i = ⊥ (without
any alteration in the chain of substitutions θj for j > i).
b) If t0i 6= ⊥, then the derivation fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i proceeds by rule (OR):
ti θi−1 _ sθ
(let C in s)θ _ t0i
fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i

using a program rule fi (s) → (let C in s) and θ ∈ CSubst⊥ . As ti is a tuple
of cterms and we have the subderivations for parameter passing ti θi−1 _ sθ
we conclude (i) ti θi−1 w sθ. This also means that the tuples ti and s do not
present any conflict of constructor symbols. On the other hand, as fi (ti )
is reducible by hypothesis and programs are in a normalized flat format,
there must exists σ ∈ CSubst such that ti = sσ|var(s) . Applying θi−1 to
both members we have ti θi−1 = sσ|var(s) θi−1 , and then by (i) we have (ii)
sσ|var(s) θi−1 w sθ.
To this point we have deal with σ restricted to var(s). We can freely define
it for the rest of variables: for any X 6∈ var(s) we define σ in such a way that
Xσ w Xθ and Xσ ∈ CT erm (this can be easily achieved: Xσ is obtained by
replacing the ⊥ symbols of Xθ by any constant symbol). What we get in this
way is (iii) σθi−1 w θ, and in particular (let C in s)σθi−1 w (let C in s)θ:
for the variables X ∈ var(s) we had Xσθi−1 w Xθ by (ii) and for the extra
(or local variables) of the rule Y we have Y σθi−1 = Y σ w Y θ.
The constructed σ is a total substitution that will allow to perform the
desired derivation within →lf . First, if we replace fi (ti ) by (let C in s)σ in
the expression e we obtain
e00 ≡ let X1 = f1 (t1 ), . . . , Xi = (let C in s)σ, . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u
and we still have t0 ∈ [[e00 ]]: the derivation is essentially the same as
before, except that the subderivation f (ti )θi−1 _ t0i is replaced by
(let C in s)σθi−1 _ t0i , that can be done by monotonicity of CRWLlet (see
[6]) as σθi−1 w θ by (iii). Moreover, monotonicity ensures that the size of
the last derivation is smaller than the size of the former. 5 Now, for this e00 ,
successive applications of the rule (Flat) of →l (combined with (Contx))
allow to get:
e000 ≡ let X1 = f1 (t1 ), . . . , Cσ, Xi = sσ, . . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u
5

This aspect of complexity will be useful in Lemma 6.1
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preserving the semantics, and in particular t0 ∈ [[e000 ]]. And finally by rule
(Bind) of →l we get the desired e0 :

e0 ≡ let X1 = f1 (t1 ), . . . , Cσ, (. . . , Xn = fn (tn ) in u)[X/sσ]
again preserving the semantics, in particular t0 ∈ [[e0 ]]. But these steps
correspond to a single step e →lf e0 with t0 ∈ [[e0 ]] as expected.
2

6

Defining strategies

In this section, by defining different notions of demanded variable, we present
three strategies for the relation →l .
6.1

An Eager Strategy

For eager evaluation we define
demE(let A in t) = var(t) ∪ {X | (X = f (s)) ∈ A, var(s) ∩ BV (A) = ∅}
In words:
we can reduce any function call not containing binding variables.
Now we can reformulate the →lf relation to restrict the redexes to those associated to demanded variables:
let A, X = f (t), B in t →lf let A, Cθ, B[X/sθ] in t[X/sθ]
if X ∈ demE(let B in t), (f (s) → let C in s) ∈ P f and sθ = t.
This strategy can be easily implemented by selecting always the leftmost
binding in the sequence of the flat let expression. This strategy can be easily
defined directly on term rewriting, without any mechanism for sharing, as call
time choice would be guaranteed. Of course, the strategies we are interested
in are related to lazy evaluation and are introduced in the next sections.
6.2

A lazy evaluation strategy for the →lf relation

Here we define demanded variables in a flat let-expression as a transitive closure: X ∈ demL(let A in t) iff X ∈ var(t) or there is a binding (Y = f (t)) ∈ A such that Y ∈ demL(let A in t) and X ∈
demCall(f (t)) = {X ∈ var(t) | X is demanded by f }. The →lf relation
is reformulated to restrict the redexes according to this notion of demand:
let A, X = f (t), B in t →lf let A, Cθ, B[X/sθ] in t[X/sθ]
if X ∈ demL(let B in t), (f (s) → let C in s) ∈ P f and sθ = t. We use the
fact that the demand of a variable X depends only on the right bindings B.
A demanded variable does not determine a unique redex as the corresponding function call can be not yet reducible because it contains another
demanded variable (associated to another function call in a previous binding).
Then a redex in a flat let-expression will be determined by a binding X = f (t)
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such that X is demanded and f does not demand any variable of s (normalized
programs have uniform demand).
The completeness of this lazy version of →lf means that for any e ∈
F LExp, if t ∈ [[e]] then →lf is able to reduce e to some refinement of t (we
can not ensure the reduction to t as it can contain ⊥’s that can not appear
in any →lf reduction). As a first step for proving completeness we establish
the following result ensuring that →lf is able to reduce e “towards” t in the
following formal sense:
Lemma 6.1 (Progress of →lf under demL) If e _ t 6∈ {⊥, |e|}, then
e →lf e0 such that there is a CRWLlet -derivation for e0 _ t with a smaller size
than the former.

Proof. Let
e ≡ let X1 = f (t1 ), X2 = f (t2 ), . . . , Xn = f (tn ) in u
A derivation for e _ t 6= ⊥ will have the same form as case b) of Lemma 5.1,
i.e., it contains a chain of subderivations

f1 (t1 ) _ t01
f2 (t2 )θ1 _ t02
. . . fn (tn )θn−1 _ t0n
uθn _ t
0
0
with θi = [X1 /t1 , . . . , Xi−1 /ti−1 ] for i = 1..n. It is not possible to derive
t0i = ⊥ for all them because then the top derivation would be |e| = uθn _ t and
consequently t v |e| that is not allowed by hypothesis. So, there must be some
Xi ∈ var(u) (and consequently X ∈ demL(e)) such that fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i with
t0i 6= ⊥. Moreover, there must exists some variable Xj with j ≤ i satisfying:
•
•
•

Xj ∈ demL(e)

fj (tj )θj−1 _ t0j with t0j 6= ⊥
var(fj (tj )) ∩ demL(e) = ∅

We can locate this variable Xj by a backward chain of reasoning. The variable Xi fulfill the first two requirements. If it also satisfy the last one then
the variable Xj = Xi . Otherwise, if the call fi (ti ) contains some demanded
variable Xk , it must be k < i and the subderivation associated to this variable fk (tk ) _ t0k must obtain t0k 6= ⊥, in order to use a function rule for the
derivation fi (ti )θi−1 _ t0i and obtain ti 6= ⊥. For this variable Xk we reply
the same argumentation and, as there is a finite number of binding variables
in e, we must get a variable Xj satisfying the three previous requirements.
This variable Xj ∈ demL(e) determines the redex fj (tj ) and we are now
under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1. Then we can perform a reduction e →lf e0
using this redex. Moreover, as t0j 6= ⊥ we are under the conditions of part b)
of the proof for Lemma 5.1: the CRWLlet -derivation for fj (tj )θj−1 _ t0j is
replaced by a derivation with a smaller size.
2
Theorem 6.2 (Completeness of →lf under demL) If e _ t 6∈ {⊥, |e|},
then e →∗lf e0 such that |e0 | w t.
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Proof. The initial size of the CRWLlet -derivation for e _ t is finite and
Lemma 5.1 allows to reduce e →l e1 decreasing the corresponding CRWLlet derivation for e1 _ t. By applying it repeatedly we will eventually obtain the
desired e0 .
2
A reduction for (heads(repeat(coin)))f with the normalized version of the
working example is:
let A = coin, B = repeat(A), C = heads(B) in C
let A = coin, D = repeat(A), C = heads([A|D]) in C
let A = coin, D = repeat(A), E = heads0 (D) in [A|E]
let F = 0 or 1, D = repeat(F ), E = heads0 (D) in [F |E]
let D = repeat(0), E = heads0 (D) in [0|E]
let G = repeat(0), E = heads0 ([0|G]) in [0|E]
let G = repeat(0) in [0, 0]

6.3

A Lazy Evaluation Approach Based on Constructor Annotations

In this section we introduce another strategy for →lf , where lazy evaluation
is guided by user annotations on constructors. This strategy is inspired in the
methodology proposed in some functional languages with eager evaluation (as
OCAML [4], for example), that use some kind of delay/force constructions allowing the user to explicitly suspend and activate the evaluation of expressions.
In [11] we introduced Frolog, a functional extension of Prolog, that includes
lambda abstractions, higher-order functions, quotations, and also user defined
annotations on constructors for the explicit manipulation of lazy evaluation 6 .
The nice aspect in this language is that all the machinery for managing the
delay/force machinery is automated by the system, i.e., the user must only
introduce the annotations and the system transforms the program by introducing the appropriate suspensions/activations. In [11] we follow a practical
approach, without a theoretical justification of the mechanism. The →lf relation can serve the theoretical basis for such justification.
A lazy annotation for a constructor c ∈ CS n is a term of the form
c(a1 , . . . , an ), where ai ∈ {on, off }. The argument on expresses the fact that
the constructor c must be evaluated lazily on such an argument. We can define lazyP os(c) = {i | ai = on in the lazy annotation c(a1 , . . . , an )} (this set
is empty if there is no annotation on c).
According to these annotations, the set of demanded variables of a let
expression e, now denoted as demLC(e), is defined as in the previous section,
but demCall is replaced by demExp, defined as:
•
•
6

demExp(X) = {X}

demExp(c(t1 , . . . , tn )) =

S

i∈{1,...,n}−lazyP os(c)

demExp(ti )

The system is available at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/jaime/frolog.zip.
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•

demExp(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) =

S

i∈{1,...,n}

demExp(ti )

With respect to the lazy reduction previously defined, here we have only
changed the notion of demanded variables demL by the just introduced
notion demLC. The relation →lf itself is defined as before. A reduction for
(heads(repeat(coin)))f has now the form:
let A = coin, B = repeat(A), C = heads(B) in C
let D = 0 or 1, B = repeat(D), C = heads(B) in C
let B = repeat(0), C = heads(B) in C
let E = repeat(0), C = heads([0|E]) in C
let E = repeat(0), F = heads0 (E) in [0|F ]
let G = repeat(0), F = heads0 ([0|G]) in [0|F ]
let G = repeat(0) in [0, 0]

As explained in Section 5 the relation →lf is still sound wrt CRWLlet , with
independence of the lazy annotations of the program. For completeness we
can not claim the same thing. To illustrate this point consider the program:
f (X) → true; loop → loop and the expression f (loop). We have true ∈
[[f (loop)]] and this value can be obtained with the notion demL of Section
6.2, but not with demLC. This example is not affected by any annotation
of laziness in constructor symbols, i.e., the just defined relation is essentially
incomplete wrt CRWLlet . It is still more powerful than the eager version:
consider the constructors z and s for natural numbers, the annotation s(on)
and the program: g(s(X)) → true; inf = s(inf ). The relation →l with the
notion demLC (and also with demL) can reduce g(inf ) to true, while the
eager version can not.

7

In Progress

We are interested in establishing a formal relation between the three considered strategies and their reduction spaces. A first hint is provided by the
following property:
Proposition 7.1 For any noramlized program P, any set of constructor annotations and any flat let-expression e we have demL(e) ⊆ demLC(e).
Proof. It is a consequence of the fact demCall(f (t)) ⊆ demExp(f (t)): assume X ∈ demCall(f (t)). As programs are in a normalized flat format it
must be f (t) = f (. . . , X, . . .) and the program rule for f having a constructor
symbol at the position of X (it must be f 6= or because or does not demand
anything). In this situation it is direct to see that X ∈ demExp(f (t)).
2
Let →lf E , →lf LC and →lf L be the relations →lf under the notions of
demand demE, demLC and demL respectively. From a semantic point of
view we have →lf E ⊂→lf LC =→lf L in the sense that any value obtained with
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→lf E can be obtained also with →lf LC and →lf L (but not viceversa); and the
relations →lf LC and →lf L get the same values. But, the space of reduction of
→lf L is smaller than the one for →lf LC (by Proposition 7.1).
From the theoretical point of view →lf LC is perhaps less interesting than
→lf L . But we think that from a practical point of view, →lf LC can support a
more efficient implementation with a reasonable manipulation of lazy evaluation. These ideas come from the experience using Frolog: in practice →lf LC is
efficient, easy to manage and powerful enough for practical applications. We
have implemented all these strategies under Frolog itself.
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Abstract
Starting from a computational model for the cooperation of constraint domains in the CFLP context
(with lazy evaluation and higher-order functions), we present a sketch of the coordination domain
C tailored to the cooperation of three pure domains: the domain of finite sets of integers (FS),
the finite domain of integers (FD) and the Herbrand domain (H). We also present the adaptation
of the goal-solving calculus CCLN C(C) (Cooperative Constraint Lazy Narrowing Calculus over
C) to this particular case. An implementation of this cooperation in the CFLP system T OY is
presented. Our approach is based on inter-process communication between T OY and the external
solvers for sets of integers and finite domain of ECLi PSe . We show the feasibility of our approach
from two points of view: performance and neater formulations.
Keywords: Constraint Functional Logic Programming, Constrained Lazy Narrowing,
Implementation, Domain Cooperation.

1

Introduction

T OY [1] is a multiparadigm programming language and system designed to
integrate the main declarative programming styles and their combination. One
of its characteristics is that it provides support for constraint functional logic
programming. Programs in T OY can include definitions of types, operators,
lazy functions in Haskell style, as well as definitions of predicates in Prolog style. The constraints that have been integrated and supported by the
system in recent years include symbolic equations and disequations [2], arithmetic constraints over the real numbers [15], and finite domain constraints
1
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[11]. T OY has also incorporated a mechanism to support solver cooperation,
and a detailed description of both the theoretical foundations and practical
implementations involving three specific domains (Herbrand, reals and finite
domains of integers) is given in [8].
Recently, constraints over sets of integers have attracted our attention as some problems are more naturally expressed in this setting. Several works about solvers over set domains can be found in the literature
[23,4,13,16,18,24,17].
As a first approach, we incorporated a solver for of sets of integers adapting
a generic framework for defining and solving interval constraints on any set
of domains (finite or infinite) that are lattices [9,10]. This experimental set
solver prototype [6] was based on CHR and implemented in SICStus Prolog, as
T OY is. Unfortunately, using an instance of a generic system implemented for
other purpose is not efficient enough. For this reason, we decided to consider
other set solvers. In particular, the constraint logic programming system
ECLi PSe offers several different libraries (fd sets and ic sets) based on
[13,12,22,23,14]. These libraries work together with the finite domain libraries.
The differences between this paper and our previous approach are twofold:
first, the incorporation of the ECLi PSe solvers (finite domain of integers and
second, finite sets of integers domain) and second the communication between
domains. In our previous approach, each set variable was matched with a
finite domain variable, and each element of the set corresponded to a value
of the finite domain variable and vice-versa. Now we propose in this paper a
communication mechanism based on set cardinality.
The computational model for the cooperation of constraint domains in
the CF LP context is described in the works [7,8]. This model relies on the
CF LP (D) scheme [21] and the goal solving calculus [20]. This scheme must be
instantiated by a concrete constraint domain D which provides specific data
values, constraints based on specific primitive operations, and a constraint
solver. In particular, this concrete constraint domain can be the so-called
Coordination Domain C = M ⊕ D1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Dn , and is constructed from pure
domains (i.e., each Di ), given as components, and a Mediatorial Domain M
which supplies communication mechanisms among these pure domains using
a special kind of hybrid constraints called bridges which allow to exchange
information between pure domains. The process of exchanging information
is called projection. The construction of a particular coordination domain C
= M ⊕ H ⊕ FD ⊕ R can be found in [8], which contains as pure domains
the finite domain FD, the real domain R and the Herbrand domain H, and
a mediatorial domain M explicitly defined for this purpose.
In this paper we present the theoretical basis of a new instance of coordination domain C tailored to the cooperation of the three pure domains: the
Herbrand domain H, the finite domain FD, and finite sets of integers FS:
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C = M ⊕ H ⊕ FD ⊕ FS. H and FD are formally defined with respect to
computational model for the cooperation of constraint domains [8]. As a novelty, in Section 3 we define, the finite set of integer numbers domain FS and
a new mediatorial domain M suitable for this purpose. Besides, in Section
4 we extend the formal goal-solving calculus called CCLN C(C) (cooperative
constraint lazy narrowing calculus over C) with new rules explicitly defined
for this cooperation. Section 5 presents a prototype of this cooperation in the
T OY system. Section 6 shows our declarative encoding of two well-known examples, and benchmarks taken straight from the ECLi PSe distribution site [5]
are used to compare, in terms both of performance and neater formulations,
the Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) approach to our Constraint Functional Logic Programming (CFLP) approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes and
presents lines for future work.

2

The T OY Language

T OY [1] is a functional logic language and system. T OY solves goals by
means of a demand driven lazy narrowing strategy [19] combined with constraint solving. To check the satisfiability of constraints requires a process
of constraint solving which may produce one of the following results: failure,
solved form, and suspended constraints. Solved and suspended constraints
act as a constraint store during computation. Next, new constraints can be
added to the store, which must be checked again for satisfiability. When the
computation finishes, the store is part of the answer.
Briefly, T OY uses a polymorphic type system based essentially on DamasMilner [3]. higher-order functions, constructor discipline and curried notation
in the the style of Haskell. Non-deterministic functions, combined with lazy
evaluation, help to improve efficiency in search problems. Dynamic cut optimization is an optimization that detects deterministic functions at compile
time, and the generated code includes a test for detecting at run-time the
computations that can actually be pruned.
A T OY program is a collection of definitions of datatypes, operators, and
functions composed of an optional type declaration and one or more defining
rules, with the following syntax:
τ1 -> · · · τn -> τ

f

::

f t1 · · · tn

= r <== C1 , · · · , Cm where D1 , · · · , Dp

A defined function f of arity n with type τ1 -> · · · τn -> τ must be linear in
the left-hand side, i.e., t1 · · · tn cannot include repeated variables. The righthand side r can be any expression built from variables, built-in operations,
data constructors, and functions. Conditions Ci , and local definitions Di are
optional. Predicates are a particular case of functions with a Boolean result.
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Examples of T OY programs can be found in Section 6 and [1]. A goal in T OY
is conjunction of conditions C1 , · · · , Cm where each condition Ci is interpreted
as a constraint to be solved.

3

Constraint Domains and Solvers

In this section we present the formal definition of two constraint domains and
their solvers, the pure domain FS and the mediatorial domain M. Both
are defined with respect to the computational model for the cooperation of
constraint domains described in [7,8]. But first let us recall some aspects.
A constraint domain has a specific signature Σ = hT C, SBT, DC,
DF, SP F i consisting of pairwise disjoint sets of Type Constructors (T C),
Specific Base Types (SBT ), Data Constructors (DC), Defined Function Symbols (DF ) and Specific Primitive Function Symbols (SP F ). The idea is that
base types and primitive function symbols are related to specific constraint
domains, while type constructors, data constructors, and defined function
symbols are related to user-given programs.
In our computational model a Constraint Domain D with signature Σ is
a structure D = hB D , {pD }p∈SP F i where B D = {BdD }d∈SBT is a SBT -indexed
family of sets of base values and pD is the interpretation of each primitive
function symbol p ∈ SP F , pD tn → t means that the primitive function p with
given arguments tn can return a result t in the domain D.
We define Expressions over B D with the syntax e ::= X | ⊥ | u | h | (e e1 ),
where X is a variable, ⊥ is a special data constructor (⊥ :: A) ∈ DC 0 that
represent an undefined value that belongs to any type, u ∈ B D is a base value,
h ∈ DC ∪ DF ∪ SP F , and (e e1 ) stands for the application of e as function
to e1 as argument.
We define atomic constraints (AConF S ) over a given domain D as ♦ (standing for truth),  (standing for falsity), and p e1 . . . en →! t with p ∈ SP F n ,
where each ei is an expression and t is a total pattern. Patterns are particular
expressions representing data values that do not need to be evaluated. Patterns without any occurrence of ⊥ are called total. By convention, constraints
of the form p en →! true are abbreviated as p en . Atomic primitive constraints
(AP ConF S ) are atomic constraints where en are patterns.
3.1

The Pure Constraint Domain FS

We define the pure constraint domain FS w.r.t. the computational model for
the cooperation of constraint domains described in [7,8] as mentioned above.
First, we assume a domain specific signature Σ for sets of integer numbers
Σ = hT C, SBTF S , DC, DF, SP FF S i where:
•

The specific base type is SBTF S = {iset}. The corresponding datatype
declaration is: data iset = s [int] where iset ∈ T C is a type construc65
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Membership constraints

domainSets ::
intSets ::

[iset] -> iset -> iset -> bool

[iset] -> int -> int -> bool

Comparison constraints

subset, superset ::

iset -> iset -> bool

Set operations

intersect, union ::

iset -> iset -> iset -> bool

disjoints :: [iset] -> bool
boundMinCard, boundMaxCard ::
Reflection functions

getMinCard, getMaxCard ::

Enumeration function

labelingSets ::

[iset] -> int -> bool

iset -> int

[iset] -> bool

Table 1
Primitive functions of FS implemented in T OY

tor defined by means of the data constructor s ∈ DC and [int] represents
a list of integers.
•

FS
= { s L | length(L) ≤ N, N ∈ N ∪ {0},
The set of base values Biset
L::[int]}, that is, a base value is represented by the data constructor
s and a finite list L of integers.

•

Some representative functions of SP FF S are shown in Table 1:
· domainSets constrains the domain of each set variable of the list w.r.t a
lower and an upper bound forming a lattice.
· intSets L A B is an instance of domainSets where the lower bound is the
empty set and the upper bound is a set of integers whose range is limited
by the arguments A and B. For example intSets [S] 3 6 is equivalent
to domainSets [S] (s []) (s [3,4,5,6]).
· subset A B and superset B A require A ⊆ B.
· intersect A B C requires C=A∩B, and union A B C requires C=A∪B.
· disjoints L, constrains the list of sets L to have no element in common.
· boundMinCard/boundMaxCard set the min/max cardinality of a set.
· getMinCard/getMaxCard obtain the min/max cardinality of a set.
· labelingSets enumerates all ground instantiations of each set variable
in the list argument.

Example. The goal: intSet S 1 5, getMinCard S == T, superset S (s
[1,2,3]) gives as solution: T bound to 0, S bounded between {1,2,3} and
{1,2,3,4,5}, and the cardinality of S ranging from 3 to 5.
Pure constraint domains are equipped with their respective solvers. Constraint solvers process the constraints arising in the course of a computation.
Formally, a constraint solver for the domain FS is modeled as a function
solveF S which can be applied to a finite set of Π ∈ AP ConF S . A solver invocation solveFS (Π) returns a finite disjunction of existentially
Wk quantified constraint stores composed of constraints and substitutions: j=1 ∃Y j (Πj 2 σj ).
Alternative constraint stores which are returned by solver invocations are usually explored in sequential order using the backtracking mechanism.
The solver solveF S deals with FS-specific constraints separated in two
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kinds: proper FS atomic primitive constraints are defined in Table 1, and
FS-specific Herbrand constraints of the form t1 == t2 or t1 /= t2 , where each
pattern t1 and t2 is either a set of integer numbers or a variable whose type is
known to be iset prior to the solver invocation.
solveFS works with constraints as described above and is implemented as
a black-box solver in the ECLi PSe Constraint Logic Programming System, as
will be shown in Section 5.

3.2

Mediatorial Domain M

Mediatorial domain supplies bridge constraints for communicating FD and
FS domains, and it is also used for specializing H constraints to become
FS-specific or FD-specific.
The interpretation of the bridge constraint i #--M s → t is defined to hold
iff some of the following cases holds: either s is a set of integers, i is the
cardinality of s and t = true; or s is a set of integers, i is not the cardinality
of s and t = false; or t = ⊥.
Mediatorial domain solver solveM deals with a set Π of atomic primitive constraints of the form i #--s, where i and s have types int and iset
respectively. We define solveM as a glass-box solver. Computation rules for
simplifying mediatorial constraints are defined in Table 2. These rules describe
different ways to transform a given store of the form S = π, Π 2 σ, where π
is the selected atomic constraint, Π ∈ AP ConF S , and σ is an idempotent
substitution such that dom(σ) ∩ var(Π) = ∅. var(Π) is the set of variables
that occur in Π. The symbol 2 is interpreted as a conjunction. There are two
kinds of transformation steps:
•

•

π, Π 2 σ ``M Π0 2 σ 0 , indicates that the store π, Π 2 σ, which includes the
atomic constraint π plus other constraints Π, is transformed into Π0 2 σ 0 in
one step.
Π 2 σ ``M , indicates a failing transformation step.

Example. Some examples of computation rules for simplifying mediatorial
constraints are:
- X #-- s [1,2,3],Π 2 σ ``M1 Πσ1 2 σσ1 where σ1 = {X 7→ 3}.
- 4 #-- s [1,2,3],Π 2 σ ``M5 .

Atomic primitive Herbrand constraints can be identified as FS-specific or
FD-specific, on the basis of the mediatorial constraints available. This process
is called inference of domain-specific extended Herbrand constraints: Assume
a mediatorial store M and a well-typed atomic extended Herbrand constraint
π having the form t1 == t2 or t1 /= t2 . Then we define: M ` π in FS (read
as ‘M allows to infer that π is FS-specific’) iff some of the three following
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Computation rules for simplifying mediatorial constraints.
M1

X #-- u0 , Π 2 σ ``M Πσ1 2 σσ1

FS
if u0 ∈ Bset
, and ∃u ∈ Z s. t. u #--M u0 → true and σ1 = {X 7→ u}.

M2
M3
M4
M5

FS
X #-- u0 , Π 2 σ ``M  if u0 ∈ Bset
, and 6 ∃u ∈ Z s. t. u #--M u0 → true.
FS
u #-- S, Π 2 σ ``M  if u ∈ Z, and 6 ∃u0 ∈ Bset
s. t. u #--M u0 → true.
FS
u #-- u0 , Π 2 σ ``M Π 2 σ if u ∈ Z, u0 ∈ Bset
and u #--M u0 → true.
FS
u #-- u0 , Π 2 σ ``M  if u ∈ Z, u0 ∈ Bset
and u #--M u0 → false.

Table 2
Store Transformations for solveM

conditions holds: either t1 or t2 is a set of integers; either t1 or t2 is a variable
that occurs as the right argument of a constraint #--; either t1 or t2 is a
variable that has been recognized to have type iset. The definition of M ` π
in FD is analogous.

4

Adapting the CCLN C(C) Calculus

This section presents new rules required to adapt the Cooperative Constrained
Lazy Narrowing Calculus CCLN C(C) defined in [8] to our cooperation domain
C = M ⊕ H ⊕ FD ⊕ FS.
The cooperative goal solving calculus CCLN C(C) embodies computation
rules with several purposes: lazy narrowing rules (a combination of lazy evaluation and unification) for processing calls to defined functions, ensuring that
function calls are evaluated only as far as demanded by the resolution of the
constraints involved in the current goal; domain cooperation rules for creating
bridges, performing constraint projections, and invoking constraint solvers;
constraint solving rules and rules for inferring equalities and disequalities.
Rules for the new coordination domain C are similar to [8] and they are
suitably adapted to FS instead of R. However, rules dealing with bridges and
projections are different, as it will be shown below.
Given a pool of constraints that includes the atomic primitive constraint
π and a mediatorial store with a set of bridge constraints B, we define the
function bridgesF S→F D (π, B) to generate a set of new bridges whenever it is
possible, depending on the bridges available in B.
On the order hand, projection (proj FS→F D (π, B) and proj F D→F S (π, B))
takes place whenever a constraint is posted to its corresponding solver. This
process builds mate constraints considering the available bridge constraints,
and posts them to the mate solver.
Table 3 gives a specification of the bridge generation and projection operations. In each group, the first row contains the constraint π. The second row
shows the set that results from applying the function bridgesFS→FD (π, B),
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FS
π = domainSets [S1 , .., Sn ] s s0 where s, s0 ∈ Biset

bridgesF S→F D (π, B) = { Ii #-- Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ii fresh var, Si 6∈ var(B) }
proj F S→F D (π, B 0 ) = { c #<= Ii , Ii #<= c0 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, c #-- s, c’ #-- s’ }
π = intSets [S1 , .., Sn ] N M where N M ∈ Z

bridgesF S→F D (π, B) = { Ii #-- Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ii fresh var, if Si 6∈ var(B) }
proj F S→F D (π, B 0 ) = {0 #<= Ii , Ii #<= M − N + 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n }
π = subset S1 S2
bridgesF S→F D (π, B) = { Ii #-- Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, Ii fresh var, Si 6∈ var(B) }
proj F S→F D (π, B 0 ) = { I1 #<= I2 }
π = intersect S1 S2 S3
bridgesF S→F D (π, B) = { Ii #-- Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, Ii fresh var, Si 6∈ var(B) }
proj F S→F D (π, B 0 ) = { I3 #<= I1 , I3 #<= I2 }
π = union S1 S2 S3
bridgesF S→F D (π, B) = { Ii #-- Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, Ii fresh var, Si 6∈ var(B) }
proj F S→F D (π, B 0 ) = { I1 #+ I2 #>= I3 }

Table 3
Computing Bridges and Projections from FS to FD.

that is, a set of bridge constraints which are created. Each set variable has a
finite domain variable associated which represents the cardinality of the set.
Bridges process uses fresh finite domain variables to represent explicitly the
cardinality of set variables. The third row shows the FD mate constraints
constructed, resulting from applying the function proj FS→F D (π, B 0 ) where B 0
is the set B together with the bridges obtained from previous step. Recall
from Section 3 that constraints of the form p en →! true are written as p en .
Example. In order to illustrate the behavior of the bridge constraint #-and projections defined in Table 3, let us consider the following simple goal
that calculates all possible combinations of two given sets if their intersection
consists of a single element.
(π1 )
(π2 )
(π3 )
(π4 )
(π5 )

domainSets [S1] (s [1]) (s [1,2,3,4]),
domainSets [S2] (s [3]) (s [1,3,5]),
intersect S1 S2 S3,
1 #-- S3,
labelingSets [S1,S2]

First, the computation of π1 assigns the set domain to S1 by means of lower
and upper bounds. In addition, the bridge constraint process generates the
bridge I1 #-- S1. Note that I1 is a fresh variable. Projection process builds
the mate constraints corresponding to π1 where B = {I1 #-- S1}. These
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mate constraints are posted to the FD store requiring I1 to be from 1 to 4.
The sets that result from π1 are:
- bridgesFS→F D (π1 , ∅) = {I1 #-- S1 | I1 fresh var} = B

- proj FS→FD (π1 , B) = {1#<=I1, I1#<=4 | 1#--s [1], 4#--s [1,2,3,4]}
π2 is processed in a similar way with B = { I1#--S1 }:

- bridgesFS→F D (π2 , B) = {I2 #-- S2 | I2 fresh var}

Therefore, B 0 = B ∪ {I2 #-- S2 } = {I1 #-- S1, I2 #-- S2 }

- proj FS→F D (π2 , B 0 )
[1,3,5]}

=

{1 #<=I2, I2 #<=3 | 1 #--s [3], 3 #--s

The constraint π3 = intersect S1 S2 S3 is processed, and a new bridge
is created for the set S3: I3 #-- S3.
- bridgesFS→F D (π3 , B 0 }) = { I3 #-- S3 | I3 fresh var}

The projection of π3 builds mate constraints that are posted to the FD
solver, considering the set of bridges B 00 ={I1 #-- S1,I2 #-- S2,I3 #-S3}.
- proj FS→F D (π3 , B 00 ) = { I3 #<= I1, I3 #<= I2 }
Bridge constraint π4 requires the cardinality of S3 to be 1. This constraint
is posted to the mediatorial store M .
- B 000 = B 00 ∪ {1 #-- S3}

Finally, ground solutions are required by labelingSets. When S1 and S2
are ground then S3 is also ground. Therefore, the bridge constraint 1 #-S3 stored in M will be simplified applying rules of the table 2, M4 if the
cardinality of S3 is 1, and M5 if the cardinality of S3 is different from 1.
Projection operation from FD to FS is similar to projecting from FS
to FD. Table 4 summarizes some representatives constraints and the corresponding projections. First row contains the constraint π, and second row is
the result of projecting π. Note that bridges are not generated for FD variables when dealing with FD constraints, as bridges are expected to be defined
explicitly by the user.

5

The Toy System and Implementation

The extension of T OY with ECLi PSe domains has been designed to keep it
as simple as possible. ECLi PSe executes in a different process as a server,
accepting and executing requests from the T OY process. When T OY begins
execution, the ECLi PSe server is started. For every primitive function call
that needs to be evaluated on sets of integers or on finite domain, a request
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π = domain [I1 , . . . , In ] a b
proj F D→F S (π, B) = { boundMinCard Si a, boundMaxCard Si b | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ii #--Si ∈ B }
π = I1 #< I2
proj F D→F S (π, B) = { boundMaxCard S1 (getMaxCard S2 − 1),
boundMinCard S2 (getMinCard S1 + 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, Ii #--Si ∈ B }
π = I1 #+ I2 →! I3

proj F D→F S (π, B) = {boundMinCard S3 ((getMinCard I1 )+(getMinCard I2 )),
boundMaxCard S3 ((getMaxCard I1 )+(getMaxCard I2 )) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, Ii #--Si ∈B }
Table 4
Computing Projections from FD to FS.

is issued to the ECLi PSe server. The server evaluates the function call and
returns the result to the T OY process. The server accepts requests for all
primitive functions shown in Table 1 for the sets domain.
For performing the communication between both processes, standard input/output library predicates (i.e., write predicates) have been used operating on a pipe that interconnects them. This scheme can be easily moved
to a socket-based communication to allow more complex scenarios (for example, executing processes in different machines). Requests and results must be
properly arranged for sending them through the streams that connect both
processes. In particular, several issues must be addressed in order to make
the system work. The first issue is that requests are independent, this means
that if a request contains a variable, standard write predicates will produce
a representation of such variable that when read by the ECLi PSe server a
fresh variable will be produced. Two requests referring to the same variable
in T OY will contain different fresh variables when evaluated by ECLi PSe . To
address this issue, variables are represented by a ground term ’$setvar’(Id)
or ’$fdvar’(Id) where Id is an integer identifying the corresponding variable. Therefore, a request has the form of a Prolog term without variables.
For instance, for evaluating the intersection of two set variables, a request of
the form intersect(X,Y,Z) is sent to ECLi PSe , where X, Y and Z are either
representations of sets as Prolog lists or variable representations. For example,
intersect(’$setvar’(3), [1,3,5], ’$setvar’(6)) requests the intersection of the set variable with id 3 with the set [1,3,5], and unifying the result
with the variable with id 6.
Both T OY and the ECLi PSe server maintain a table with the state of the
variables used in previous requests in order to relate different requests and
keep the constraints on the variables used. In T OY set variables are marked
with a specific attribute with the id to be used in the requests to ECLi PSe .
Set variables are actually constrained in the ECLi PSe process only, and T OY
only keeps the id to refer to it in future requests to ECLi PSe .
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An important issue is related to the cooperation between constraint domains. There are two cases in which set variables cooperate with other constraint domains. The first case happens when obtaining the cardinality of a
set by means of a bridge constraint, whereas the second case occurs when a
set variable is bound to a list in the Herbrand domain, e.g. during labeling.
Since ECLi PSe includes a finite domain tightly integrated with the integer sets
domain, the finite domain already existing in T OY (provided by the SICStus
implementation) has been replaced by the ECLi PSe finite domain. Therefore, primitive operations in the finite domain of T OY have been replaced by
requests to the ECLi PSe server regarding finite domain variables (primitive
functions shown in Table 1).
Another issue that must be addressed is related to backtracking. In the
presence of backtracking, requests performed in ECLi PSe must be undone.
The ECLi PSe server has been designed to accept special requests for backtracking that unconstraint set and finite domain variables. Backtracking during execution of the T OY program is mimicked in ECLi PSe server by issuing
a backtracking command that performs backtracking in ECLi PSe constraints
accordingly. Failure in the application of a constraint in ECLi PSe is propagated to T OY in the same way.
Finally, two modes of execution have been implemented. The default mode
is based on an interactive communication between T OY and ECLi PSe . In this
mode, when T OY requires a constraint to be solved in ECLi PSe , sends it and
blocks until ECLi PSe server answers back informing that either it is solved or
it fails. An alternative strategy, namely batch mode, delays the computation of
some or all constraints of the current goal, sending them to ECLi PSe at the end
of the T OY computation. This mode avoids the interactive communication
between both processes that may slow down the execution of goals.

6

Experiments

The implementation described in previous section has been tested with two
well-known examples in the literature about integer sets solvers, and taken
from the ECLi PSe web page [5]: Steiner triplets and Social Golfers problems.
The T OY formulations given below illustrate the ability of the T OY language for simpler, clearer and more compact programs w.r.t. the ECLi PSe
counterparts.
Let us introduce first an auxiliary function used by both programs. Function atMostOne Ys X succeeds if each set in the list of sets Ys have at most
one element in common with the set X.
atMostOne :: [iset] -> iset -> bool
atMostOne [] X = true
atMostOne [Y|Ys] X = true <== intersect X Y Z, C #-- Z, C #<= 1, atMostOne Ys X
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The first example is the Steiner Triplets Problem. The ternary Steiner
system of order n consists of finding a set of n(n-1)/6 triples of distinct integer
elements in {1,2,...,n} such that any two triples have at most one element
in common. A declarative formulation is shown below. Function steiner first
generates a list of variables of length M, taking M elements from an infinite list
(lazily produced by infList). Next, the elements of the list are constrained
to be sets of integers in {1,2,...,n} (intSets L 1 N), and constrains them
to have cardinality 3 and to have at most one element in common by means
of intersection. Finally, primitive function labelingSets is applied to the
constrained list to enumerate all solutions of the problem.
steiner::int -> [ iset ]
steiner N = L <==
M == round ((N*(N-1))/6),
take M infList == L,
intSets L 1 N,
intersection L,
labelingSets L

intersection :: [iset] -> bool
intersection [] = true
intersection [X|Xs] = true <==
3 #-- X, atMostOne Xs X, intersection Xs
infList :: [A]
infList = [X|infList]

Second example is The Social Golfers Problem. It consists of trying to
schedule g*p golfers into g groups of p players over w weeks, such that no
golfer plays in the same group with any other golfer more than just once. The
corresponding declarative formulation is shown below. This program first
generates a matrix of W×G elements by means of genM W G P and genList,
constraining the elements to be set variables of cardinality P. all disjoints
L uses the higher order function all :: (A -> bool) -> [A] -> bool to
enforce that all rows of the matrix have disjoint sets (i.e., the same person
cannot play in two different groups in the same week). evaluate checks that
no two golfers occur in the same group more than once.
golf :: int -> int -> int -> [[iset]]
golf W G P = L <== L == genM W G P, all disjoints L, evaluate L, all labelingSets L
evaluate :: [[iset]] -> bool
evaluate [] = true
evaluate [X|Ys] = evaluate Ys <== all (atMostOne (concat Ys)) X
genM :: int -> int -> int -> [[iset]]
genM 0 _ _ = []
genM W G P = [genList N G P| genM (W-1) G P ] <==
genList :: int -> int -> int -> [iset]
genList _ 0 _ = []
genList N M P = [X| genList N (M-1) P] <==

W #> 0, N == G*P

M #> 0, intSet X 1 N, P #-- X

The programs described above have been executed with different parameters, as shown in column Bench. of Table 5, which show the results for the
computation of the first solution (or until failure when there are no solutions
for the input arguments).
We have executed these examples in T OY and compared their performance
with the existing implementation in ECLi PSe . Both examples have been ex73
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Bench.

ECLi PSe

T OY

SU

inter
steiner7
steiner9
golf2 5 4

T OY

SU

batch

SU

eclipse

0

80

n/a

30

n/a

930

1 670

0.56

1 080

4 310

n/a

4 100

-

T OY

10

n/a

0.86

950

0.98

n/a

3 920

n/a

golf5 3 2

10

360

0.03

110

0.09

10

1.00

golf5 4 2

20

750

0.03

190

0.11

10

2.00

golf5 4 4

20

800

0.02

200

0.10

30

0.67

golf5 5 2

150

1 240

0.12

330

0.45

20

7.50

golf5 5 3

-

1 710

n/a

640

n/a

330

n/a

golf5 5 5

-

21 930

n/a

20 600

n/a

21 080

n/a

golf6 4 2

20

1 190

0.02

320

0.06

20

1.00

golf6 5 2

23 380

1 790

13.06

660

35.42

49

477.14

29 520

n/a

27 250

n/a

27 150

n/a

golf6 5 5

-

golf7 4 2

30

2 060

0.01

560

0.05

20

1.50

golf7 5 2

355 670

3 430

103.69

1 160

306.61

69

5154.64

golf8 5 2

828 400

5 020

165.02

1 890

438.31

110

7530.91

golf9 5 2

130

8 430

0.02

2 890

0.04

130

1.00

Table 5
Results of experiments for first solution (execution times in milliseconds).

ecuted in a system with an Intel c CoreTM i7-740QM processor (4 cores) at
1.73 GHz with 3 GB of physical memory and running Ubuntu 10.10.
Experiments marked with a hyphen in their execution time have reached
a time out of 3,600 seconds before obtaining the first solution. ECLi PSe
column contains the time in milliseconds spent by the original programs (taken
from ECLi PSe site [5]). T OY inter column is the time in milliseconds taken
by T OY interactive mode. Column T OY batch contains the time spent by
the batch mode. Columns named SU contain the speedup of each mode w.r.t.
the ECLi PSe column. n/a stands for speedups not computable because any
of the values is zero or not available.
In addition to the T OY modes, it has been measured the time that
ECLi PSe takes in solving the set of constraints sent by T OY, but removing any overhead produced by the inter-process communication. This has
been done by generating an ECLi PSe Prolog program that contains all atomic
primitive constraints created by T OY in the narrowing process. This is shown
in Table 5 under T OY eclipse heading.
As it can be observed in Table 5, T OY batch mode is faster than the interactive mode, in which lazy narrowing computation in T OY is interleaved with
constraint solving in ECLi PSe . The former case does not require to establish
a communication from the ECLi PSe server to T OY every time a constraint is
posted, and therefore computation in ECLi PSe is performed without interrup74
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tion for communicating intermediate results to T OY. Batch mode in these
particular examples is very appropriate, since the structure of the solution is
first generated in T OY together with all constraints, which are solved in a
second step, in a similar way usual CP problems are specified and solved.
A relevant result that can be concluded from the experiments in Table 5 is
that, in a number of cases, the ECLi PSe program for the social golfers problem is not able to obtain the first solution in 3,600 seconds, whereas in all
tested cases the T OY program obtains the first result before the time out.
Although subject of further analysis, a first guess to explain this comes from
the lazy narrowing computation strategy [19,20,21], that produces search trees
which are different to those generated by the ECLi PSe original programs, and
the improvement in the propagation of atomic primitive constraints. Experiments golf6 5 2, golf7 5 2 and golf8 5 2 apparently share this behavior
with those cases. In hardest cases T OY experiments behave much better than
the original programs, as it can be seen in speedup columns. The rest of cases
are experiments that take few milliseconds, and execution times obtained by
interactive and batch modes are larger than ECLi PSe execution times. This
is an expected result, since T OY programs using the approach presented in
this paper boil down to sending constraints to ECLi PSe , and it is reasonable
that an ECLi PSe program will run faster than a higher level program that
eventually generates and posts ECLi PSe constraints. Removing the overhead
imposed by the communication between processes, shown in T OY eclipse
column, the results of the generated programs are better in most cases.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented the theoretical basis for cooperation of the pure domains Herbrand, finite domain and set domain. It has shown the introduction
of an external solver for sets of integers into the constraint functional logic
language T OY. Set constraints in a CFLP language facilitate programming
and produce neat and compact formulations if compared to a CLP approach,
while retaining performance. Our approach using inter-process communication between the external solver and T OY via standard input/output streams
has revealed feasible as performance analysis shows.
Although the complete T OY system could be implemented in ECLi PSe ,
this route is more time demanding than the way we have chosen for rapid
prototyping. In fact, performance numbers show good results compared to
executions of the Prolog counterpart benchmarks. Nonetheless, it might be
expected a performance gain should the T OY system would be implemented
in ECLi PSe . However, this heavily depends on the performance of SICStus
versus ECLi PSe Prolog systems running T OY programs.
We plan to continue this work in two directions: theoretical and practical.
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On one hand, we aim at formally proving properties of soundness and limited completeness w.r.t. the declarative semantics of CF LP (C) for this new
cooperation. On the other hand, we plan to improve performance with new
strategies and expand cooperation with new restrictions, bridges and projections.
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Abstract
Security is considered to be one of the main challenges as regards the widespread application of
Service Oriented Architectures across organisations. WS-Security, and its successive extensions,
have emerged to fulfil this need, but these approaches hinder the loose-coupling among services,
therefore constraining their reusability and replaceability. Software adaptation is a sound solution
to overcome the incompatibilities in interface, behaviour and security constraints among stateful
services. However, programming adaptors from scratch is a tedious and error-prone task where
special care must be given to concurrency and security issues. In this work, we propose to use
security adaptation contracts that allow us to express and adapt the security requirements of
the services and their orchestration. Given a security adaptation contract and the behavioural
description of the services (such as BPEL processes or Windows Workflows), we can generate the
protocol of the orchestrator that complies with the security requirements (confidentiality, integrity
and authenticity), while overcoming incompatibilities at the signature, behaviour and security
QoS levels. The formalisation behind security adaptation contracts has other applications such as
security policy negotiation and automatic security protocol verification.
Keywords: model-based adaptation, Web Service orchestration, security specification, adaptation
contracts, WS-Security
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Abstract
In previous works, we have developed several algorithms for inferring upper bounds to heap and
stack consumption for a simple functional language called Safe. The bounds inferred for a particular
recursive function with n arguments takes the form of symbolic n-ary functions from (R+ )n to R+
relating the input argument sizes to the number of cells or words respectively consumed in the
heap and in the stack. Most frequently, these functions are multivariate polynomials of any degree,
although exponential and other functions can be inferred in some cases.
Certifying memory bounds is important because the analyses could be unsound, or have been
wrongly implemented. But the certifying process should not be necessarily tied to the method
used to infer those bounds. Although the motivation for the work presented here is certifying the
bounds inferred by our compiler, we have developed a certifying method which could equally be
applied to bounds computed by hand.
The certification process is divided into two parts: (a) an off-line part consisting of proving the
soundness of a set of proof rules. This part is independent of the program being certified, and
its correctness is established once forever by using the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL; and (b) a
compile-time program-specific part in which the proof rules are applied to a particular program
and their premises proved correct.
The key idea for the first part is proving an Isabelle/HOL theorem for each syntactic construction
of the language, relating the symbolic information asserted by the proof-rule to the dynamic properties about the heap and stack consumption satisfied at runtime. For the second part, we use a
mathematical tool for proving instances of Tarski’s decision problem on quantified formulas in real
closed fields.
Keywords: Memory bounds, formal certificates, proof assistants, Tarski’s decision problem.
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Abstract
Workflow Petri nets (wf-nets) are an important formalism for the modeling of business processes.
For them we are typically interested in the soundness problem, that intuitively consists in deciding whether several concurrent executions can always terminate properly. Resource-Constrained
Workflow Nets (rcfw-nets) are wf-nets enriched with static places, that model global resources. In
this paper we prove the undecidability of soundness for rcwf-nets when there may be several static
places and in which instances are allowed to terminate having created or consumed resources. In
order to have a clearer presentation of the proof, we define an asynchronous version of a class of
Petri nets with dynamic name creation. Then, we prove that reachability is undecidable for them,
and reduce it to dynamic soundness in rcwf-nets. Finally, we prove that if we restrict our class of
rcwf-nets, assuming in particular that a single instance is sound when it is given infinitely many
global resources, then dynamic soundness is decidable by reducing it to the home space problem
in P/T nets for a linear set of markings.
Keywords: Workflow nets, Petri nets, Dynamic soundness
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Resumen
Gran parte del software desarrollado en la actualidad se basa en la integración de diferentes componentes reutilizables. Esta práctica implica que los componentes provean una API de integración que
permita su reutilización en diferentes sistemas. De esta forma, garantizar el correcto funcionamiento de la API de integración de un componente se convierte en una de las tareas más importantes
en el desarrollo de un sistema integrado.
En este artı́culo presentamos una aproximación, inspirada en la arquitectura de TTCN-3 [24], que
permite probar la API de integración que ofrece un componente. Para ello, hemos utilizado QuickCheck como herramienta de especificación de pruebas, las cuales son generadas como pruebas de
caja negra a partir de la formalización de la especificación en forma de propiedades, independizando
de esta forma la generación de los casos de prueba de la implementación concreta del sistema.
La aproximación propuesta se explica a través de un caso de estudio real: un sistema de gestión
de contenidos multimedia. Dicho sistema ofrece una API de integración que puede ser utilizada a
través de diferentes tecnologı́as: Java, HTTP/XML y Erlang. En este artı́culo mostramos cómo ha
sido posible probar diferentes implementaciones de dicha API de integración utilizando una misma
especificación de pruebas.
Keywords: Pruebas de caja negra, pruebas funcionales, Erlang, QuickCheck, integración de
software, TTCN-3
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1.

Introducción

La mayorı́a de los sistemas software actuales están compuestos por varios
componentes integrados. La integración y reutilización de subsistemas es posible gracias a la existencia de interfaces de comunicación ofrecidas por los
diferentes componentes integrantes. Estas interfaces, conocidas con el nombre
de API (Application Programming Interface), permiten acceder, usando un
determinado protocolo, a la funcionalidad ofrecida por cada componente. Una
API de integración se describe a través de una especificación que debe indicar
cuál es el protocolo a usar en la comunicación, es decir, qué operaciones ofrece
la API con sus tipos de datos y valores de retorno, ası́ como el orden en el que
deben ser ejecutadas, los estados en los que es posible invocarlas, . . .
Este artı́culo describe la metodologı́a y el framework que proponemos para probar una API de integración. Dicha metodologı́a se basa en el uso de la
especificación funcional de la API para, utilizando una aproximación basada
en propiedades (property-based testing, PBT [4]), generar automáticamente
baterı́as de pruebas. Al transformar los requisitos funcionales en un único
conjunto de propiedades a partir del que generar y ejecutar automáticamente baterı́as de pruebas, minimizaremos el esfuerzo de probar la equivalencia
funcional de diferentes implementaciones de una API, y dado que las especificaciones suelen ser más estables que las implementaciones, simplificaremos
significativamente el mantenimiento de la generación de suite de pruebas para
las diferentes implementaciones disponibles. En el framework propuesto, inspirado en TTCN-3 [24], las propiedades se escriben directamente en un lenguaje
de programación (Erlang [10]), y se utiliza una herramienta para generar y
ejecutar los casos de prueba (QuickCheck [11, 20]).
Como caso de estudio hemos utilizado un gestor de contenidos que
provee una API de integración para diferentes lenguajes de programación.
Dado que la especificación de la API de integración es la misma para
todas las implementaciones que se hagan de ella, nuestra aproximación
nos permitirá usar el mismo conjunto de propiedades para probar todas
las implementaciones realizadas. Explicaremos además cómo gracias a ello
encontramos varias inconsistencias de las diferentes implementaciones con
respecto a la especificación.

2.

Motivación

La motivación para este trabajo surge de la necesidad de probar la API
de integración que provee VoDKA Asset Manager, una aplicación que gestiona metainformación de contenidos multimedia (también conocidos como
assets), y que normalmente residen en un almacenamiento VoDKA [8]. La
metainformación que se almacena para cada contenido incluye, entre otros:
tı́tulo, resumen, género, clasificación por edad,. . . También ofrece diferentes
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mecanismos de búsqueda, actualización de la metainformación, borrado, etc.
Actualmente, VoDKA Asset Manager se usa como back-end en varios despliegues en producción, donde otros componentes lo usan para
recuperar y actualizar metainformación de contenidos. Para ello, ofrece
una API de integración que puede ser usada por aplicaciones externas, y
que está disponible para diferentes tecnologı́as. En concreto, provee una
librerı́a Java que puede ser usada desde aplicaciones Java, una aplicación
Erlang para ser invocada desde código Erlang, y un servicio web HTTP/XML.

3.

Pruebas de protocolos de comunicación

Una API de integración puede ser vista como el mecanismo estándar para acceder a la funcionalidad que ofrece un componente desde componentes
externos, definiendo el protocolo de comunicación a usar para dicho fin.
Nuestro caso de estudio, VoDKA Asset Manager, define una API de integración para varias tecnologı́as. Nuestra propuesta consiste en probar todos
estos tipos de acceso partiendo de la especificación de la API y desarrollando una única suite de propiedades válida para generar pruebas para todas
las implementaciones. Dado que la API de integración representa la forma de
acceder a un componente desde otros componentes, proponemos abordar las
pruebas desde un punto de vista externo, es decir, usando una aproximación
de caja negra, las cuales normalmente evalúan el comportamiento del sistema
a probar, también conocido como SUT (System Under Test), generando un
conjunto de entradas y comparando las salidas esperadas con las salidas reales.
Algunas técnicas de pruebas de caja negra usan modelos para definir las
pruebas (model-based testing) [5, 23]. Estas técnicas generan casos de prueba
en base a una descripción abstracta del software. La mayorı́a de estas aproximaciones utilizan máquinas de estados finitos, diagramas UML (de estado,
de clases, de secuencia,. . . ), extensiones UML (UML Testing Profile [1]), o
incluso lenguajes especı́ficos para especificar el funcionamiento del sistema.
Por ejemplo, TTCN-3 [24] (Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3 )
es un lenguaje estándar desarrollado por la ETSI [6] y diseñado especı́ficamente para la realización de pruebas. Está orientado a pruebas de caja negra de
protocolos de telecomunicación, y ha sido usado en la industria del automóvil,
ası́ como en las pruebas de protocolos IEEE y IETF. TTCN-3 se aplica, sobre todo, para pruebas de integración [13], pruebas de sistema y pruebas de
aceptación. Las pruebas en TTCN-3 se especifican de una forma abstracta
(formato tabular, gráfico o textual) e independiente del lenguaje de programación usado en el SUT, definiendo una suite de pruebas abstracta (ATS).
Además, es necesario definir una capa adicional (adaptador) que sirve para
interconectar la ATS y el SUT, la cual se estructura en dos partes:
Codec, que codifica los mensajes que provienen de la ATS a un formato que
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Figura 1. Flujo de trabajo de la aproximación propuesta

el SUT entiende, y decodifica los mensajes del SUT de vuelta a la ATS.
System, que conoce cómo debe realizarse la comunicación con el SUT, es
decir, envı́a los mensajes del codec al SUT y recibe los mensajes que el SUT
envı́a, para ser remitidos a la capa codec.
En nuestro caso de estudio, esta aproximación significa que podrı́amos reusar la ATS y reimplementar sólo la capa adaptador para cada implementación
de la API que queramos probar (Java, Erlang, HTTP/XML). En este artı́culo
además proponemos la definición de propiedades para especificar las pruebas
en lugar de escribirlas en alguno de los formatos mencionados (tabular, gráfico, textual). Utilizando PBT, pretendemos especificar las pruebas a través de
propiedades que el componente que implemente la API debe cumplir.
Usar propiedades facilita la generación sencilla de un gran número de casos
de prueba, y mejora su mantenimiento cuando el software evoluciona [18].
Dado que usaremos la versión Erlang [10] de QuickCheck [11, 20] (una
herramienta para pruebas automáticas basadas en propiedades), emplearemos
el propio lenguaje de programación funcional Erlang como lenguaje de especificación para implementar la ATS, es decir, para escribir las propiedades.
De este modo, las propiedades están escritas en un lenguaje de programación,
que puede ser diferente del lenguaje en el que el SUT está implementado
gracias al concepto de adaptador planteado.

4.

Implementación y ejecución de ATS

En esta sección describiremos cómo se obtiene una ATS ejecutable a partir
de la especificación de la API de VoDKA Asset Manager (cfg. Fig. 1).
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Operación

Parámetros

Resultado

Errores

create

asset: asset

ok

duplicated_asset not_started authentication_error
connection_error

find by id

id: id

asset

not_found
not_started
connection_error

find all

—

list<asset>

not_started authentication_error connection_error

update

asset: asset

ok

not_found
not_started
connection_error

authentication_error

delete

id: id

ok

not_found
not_started
connection_error

authentication_error

init

URL:
url
login: string
pass: string

ok

already_started

reset

—

ok

not_started

authentication_error

Cuadro 1
Especificación de requisitos de los assets.

4.1.

Especificación de requisitos

Los requisitos representan las necesidades que un sistema debe cumplir,
pudiendo ser de diferentes tipos (de funcionalidad, rendimiento, consumo de
recursos, etc.), y se definen preferiblemente de manera abstracta, sin tener en
cuenta detalles técnicos de implementación. Para nuestro caso de estudio, el
primer paso es definir el comportamiento (requisitos funcionales) de la API de
integración a probar. Por simplicidad, sólo comentaremos la parte relacionada
con los assets. Un asset representa la metainformación de cierto contenido
multimedia, y algunos de sus atributos son:
id:

valor alfanumérico no vacı́o que identifica unı́vocamente un asset

creation_date:
title:

valor numérico que representa la fecha de creación del asset

cadena de texto que contiene el tı́tulo del asset

summary:

cadena de texto que almacena una descripción del asset

run_time:

cadena de texto con formato

HH:mm:ss

que representa la duración

La tabla 1 presenta las operaciones relacionadas con la entidad assets, incluyendo operaciones de log in (init) y log out (reset), necesarias para un acceso
controlado. Por norma general, el flujo normal de acceso a VoDKA Asset Manager consiste en la autenticación en el sistema mediante la operación init con
nombre de usuario y contraseña válidos, seguida de cualquier combinación de
invocaciones a las operaciones de gestión de assets (create, find_by_id, find_all,
update o delete), y finalmente abandonar el sistema utilizando la función reset.
La especificación de la API debe completarse con las situaciones en las que
podemos/debemos obtener los errores presentados en la tabla 1 para cada una
de las operaciones. Estas condiciones representan qué restricciones se deben
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tener en cuenta a la hora de invocar cada una de las operaciones de la API. Este
trabajo no se centra en cómo representar de manera formal dichas restricciones
como parte de los requisitos (podrı́a hacerse, por ejemplo, mediante UML y
OCL), pero sı́ las tendrá en consideración como parte de su especificación.
En este punto, la especificación abstracta de la API puede formalizarse:
AP I = {op1 , op2 , ..., opo }, donde o es el número de operaciones del que consta
la API, y opi representa cada una de ellas. Cada operación se define como
opi = {ni , pi , ri , ei , ci }, donde
ni es el nombre de la operación

pi son los parámetros que la operación recibe, donde cada parámetro se
representa por su nombre (pnji ) y tipo de dato (pdji ): pji = {pnji , pdji }, siendo
j el número de parámetros de la operación i
ri es el tipo de dato que se devuelve
ei son los errores posibles que pueden darse
ci son las restricciones de cada operación (precondiciones, postcondiciones,
las circunstancias bajo las cuales se produce un error, . . . ), ci = f (pi , ri , ei )
4.2.

Generación de la ATS: de los requisitos a las propiedades

Después de la especificación de requisitos, el siguiente paso consiste en
transformarlos en propiedades que puedan probarse en el software. Con este
fin, utilizamos la herramienta Quviq QuickCheck [11, 20].
QuickCheck es una herramienta de generación y ejecución automática
de casos de prueba a partir de propiedades que el software debe cumplir [2,3,12,21]. Entre otros formalismos, QuickCheck soporta el uso de máquinas de estados como mecanismo de descripción de las propiedades esperadas
de un sistema. La librerı́a de máquinas de estado de QuickCheck se adapta
perfectamente a nuestro caso de estudio, puesto que tenemos un conjunto de
operaciones a probar (las operaciones que forman la API), que se rigen por
un cierto protocolo, el cual se especifica definiendo precondiciones y postcondiciones para las operaciones.
Con respecto a las precondiciones, éstas serán siempre true en nuestro
caso de estudio, puesto que consideramos que todas las operaciones se pueden
ejecutar en cualquier momento, cualquiera que sea el estado del sistema.
Por otro lado, para definir el estado interno de la máquina del estados,
tenemos que considerar qué información es necesaria para comprobar las postcondiciones. En nuestro caso, además de mantener la lista de assets creados
en el sistema, decidimos guardar información acerca de si el sistema ha sido
inicializado correctamente con la operación init.
Además, al definir los casos de prueba independientes de la implementación, debemos elegir una forma abstracta de representar un asset:
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[{id, <ID>}, {creation_date,<CDATE>}, {title, <TIT>}, {summary, <SUM>}, {run_time, <RTIME>}]

estructura que se traducirá a la utilizada en la implementación cuando se
ejecuten las pruebas (a través del adaptador descrito en la sección 4.5).
Al especificar a QuickCheck qué operaciones se quieren someter a prueba,
no usaremos directamente las funciones originales; de nuevo en aras de la
independencia de la implementación, es preferible utilizar wrappers para poder
adaptar los parámetros y/o los valores devueltos [3]:
command(State) ->
oneof([{call, test_module, wrapper_create, [gen_asset()]},
{call, test_module, wrapper_find_all, []},
{call, test_module, wrapper_find_by_id, [gen_valid_id()]},
...

Ası́ pues, para cada operación opi , proponemos definir un wrapper op0i =
{n0i , p0i , ri0 , e0i , c0i } que en último término invocará a la operación original opi .
Además, los parámetros p0i que se utilizan en las invocaciones de las diferentes
operaciones se producen en cada ejecución, en lugar de estar manualmente
prefijados, gracias al uso de generadores (i.e. gen_asset). Se trata de una significativa mejora con respecto a las pruebas tradicionales [17], en las que la
especificación manual de valores concretos es muy frecuente.
Es importante señalar que gran parte de la calidad de las pruebas viene
dada por la calidad de los generadores de datos, cuya definición dista de ser
trivial a medida que crece la complejidad de los datos que se manejan. Para
que las pruebas se aproximen lo máximo posible a una situación real, los
generadores deberı́an producir tanto datos válidos como inválidos, de manera
que probemos que el sistema se comporta bien no sólo ante secuencias de
invocaciones de operaciones, sino también ante todo tipo de datos.
Por último, las postcondiciones deben comprobar la correcta ejecución de
las operaciones, ası́ como la coherencia del resultado que devuelven. Por ejemplo, para la función create, además de comprobar una serie de condiciones
comunes a todas las operaciones (common_postcondition), debemos comprobar si
el asset se crea efectivamente en caso de no existir ya:
postcondition(State, {call, test_module, create, [Asset]}, Result)->
CreatePostCondition = fun() -> case member(Asset, State#state.assets) of
true -> Result == {error, duplicated_asset};
false -> Result == ok
end
end, common_postcondition(State, Result, CreatePostCondition);

Para garantizar que los datos necesarios estén disponibles tanto para la
generación de operaciones simbólicas como para la comprobación de postcondiciones, el estado interno debe ser actualizado a medida que avanza la prueba.
Por ejemplo, para la función create, además de una serie de acciones comunes
a realizar en todas las operaciones (common_next_state), se debe añadir el nuevo
asset al estado, si es que no fue creado anteriormente:
next_state(State, _Result, {call, test_module, create, [Asset]})->
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CreateNextState = fun() -> case member(Asset, State#state.assets) of
false -> State#state{ assets = [Asset | S#state.assets]}
true -> State;
end
end, common_next_state(State, CreateNextState);

La máquina de estados implementada constituye un módulo completo de
pruebas, escritas en forma de propiedades (independientes de implementaciones especı́ficas), para probar los requisitos de la API, es decir una ATS.
Hemos transformado los requisitos en una serie de operaciones abstractas
opi y hemos traducido, aunque de manera no sistemática, las restricciones
asociadas a cada operación c0i , a un conjunto de pre y postcondiciones.
4.3.

Validación de las propiedades usando componentes dummy

El componente a probar no necesita estar disponible para escribir las propiedades a probar, por lo que proponemos utilizar un componente dummy que
simule el comportamiento del componente real de cara al desarrollo iterativo
y la validación de la propia especificación de las pruebas.
En nuestro caso, hemos implementado un VoDKA Asset Manager dummy
muy sencillo que proporciona la misma API de integración que el componente
real. Como ejemplo de su comportamiento simulado, este componente almacena los assets creados en su propio estado interno en lugar de comunicarse
con el almacenamiento persistente.
4.4.

Implementación del componente real

Mientras los testers son los responsables de la definición de los modelos de
prueba (propiedades) y de la generación y ejecución de los casos de prueba
desde un punto de vista de caja negra, los desarrolladores deben centrarse en
la implementación del componente real, que obviamente debe cumplir con los
requisitos establecidos, ejecutando las pruebas unitarias correspondientes.
En nuestro caso de estudio, la implementación de la API se realiza para
diferentes tecnologı́as, proporcionando un servicio web HTTP/XML, una
biblioteca Java y una aplicación Erlang.
4.5.

Implementación de los adaptadores especı́ficos

Una vez que las pruebas abstractas pueden generarse a partir de la máquina
de estados QuickCheck, y después de implementar el componente a probar,
nuestro objetivo es ejecutar dichas pruebas sobre el componente. Para realizar
esta tarea crearemos un adaptador que conecte ambos extremos. La figura 2
muestra la estructura general creada para probar el sistema:
ErlangTest (QuickCheck)

representa el conjunto de pruebas Quickcheck (ATS).

es el sistema a probar, con tres interfaces de acceso: una
API HTTP/XML genérica (HTTPXML), una implementación de la API en ErVoDKA Asset Manager
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Figura 2. Arquitectura de Pruebas Genérica

lang (ErlBali) y una implementación de la API en Java (JavaBali).
Capa adaptador,

que permite invocar directamente las operaciones en las implementaciones reales que se quieren probar, transformando los datos provenientes del módulo de pruebas a un formato comprensible para el SUT,
a la vez que recibe los datos devueltos por el componente, los procesa, y
los envı́a de nuevo al módulo de pruebas. Hemos creado dos: Erlang Adapter,
que invoca operaciones en la API en Erlang; y Java Adapter (Jinterface), que
llama a la API Java y HTTP/XML. Los hemos implementado en el mismo
lenguaje del componente que se quiere adaptar para facilitar su integración.
Capa proxy,

responsable de conectar los wrapper usados en el módulo
QuickCheck con el adaptador concreto. Al igual que los adaptadores se
utilizan dos, uno para comunicarse con el adaptador Erlang (Erlang Proxy)
y el otro con el adaptador Java (Java Proxy).
4.5.1. El Adaptador Erlang
El adaptador Erlang permite que las funciones abstractas (wrappers) de la
máquina de estados QuickCheck puedan invocar las funciones en ErlBali. Para
ello, en primer lugar necesitamos transformar los parámetros que se usan en las
funciones abstractas antes de enviarlas al componente. Una función dada ropi ,
que reciba p parámetros, rp1i , rp2i , . . . , rprp
i , habrá sido reemplazada en el componente de prueba por una función abstracta opi (p1i , p2i , . . . , ppi ). Proponemos,
pues, la implementación de funciones to real(p1i , . . . , ppi ) → {rp1i , . . . , rprp
i }
que transformen los parámetros abstractos en parámetros reales. En muchos
casos, el número de argumentos de opi y ropi será el mismo (p = rp) y la
función to real podrá definirse para cada parámetro como to real(pji ) → rpji ,
que transforma el tipo abstracto pji en un tipo real rpji manejado por el SUT.
Por ejemplo, para probar la función create, transformamos la entidad asset
del formato abstracto con el que la hemos definido (cfg. Sec. 4.2):
to_asset(Asset) ->
#bali_asset { id = get_field(Asset, id), creation_date = get_field(Asset, creation_date),
title = get_field(Asset, title), summary = get_field(Asset, summary),
run_time = get_field(Asset, run_time)}.

donde get_field es una función que obtiene el valor vi de una clave ki en una
lista de la forma [{k1 , v1 }, {k2 , v2 }, ...].
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Además de adaptar los parámetros de entrada, necesitamos procesar las
respuestas de ErlBali y transformarlas en respuestas abstractas. Para ello implementamos una función to abstract(rri ⊕ rei ) → ri ⊕ ei , que convierte las
posibles respuestas rri o errores rei del componente real a los formatos abstractos que el módulo QuickCheck maneja, ri o ei .
En nuestro caso, el conjunto de posibles valores de retorno de ErlBali incluye, entre otros, {ok, {error, econnrefused}, Asset, AssetList}, que deben transformarse a valores abstractos definidos en la especificación de la API.
Por último, la función adaptadora aopi (p1i , p2i , . . . , ppi ) → ri ⊕
ei para cada función que se quiere probar ropi , se escribe como
to abstract(ropi (to real(p1i , . . . , ppi ))) → ri ⊕ ei . En muchos casos, cuando p =
rp, puede además escribirse to abstract(ropi (to real(p1i ), . . . , to real(ppi )))) →
ri ⊕ ei . Ası́, por ejemplo, la función create se implementa:
create(Asset)-> to_abstract_response(bali_server:create_assets([to_asset(Asset)])).

Dado que en este caso tanto los casos de prueba como el adaptador
están implementados en el mismo lenguaje (Erlang), no se necesitan capas
adicionales. Por tanto, el proxy Erlang que aparece en la figura 2 no necesita
realizar ningún procesado adicional y simplemente actúa como un proxy
directo del adaptador, sin ningún tipo de manipulación de datos.
4.5.2. El Adaptador Java
El adaptador Java se usa para invocar operaciones de las interfaces JavaBali
y HTTPXML. Para desarrollarlo utilizamos Jinterface [9], una librerı́a Java que
permite la integración con programas escritos en Erlang.
A diferencia de la API Erlang, en este caso el SUT está implementado en
un lenguaje diferente al que se utiliza en el módulo de prueba. Es en este momento en el que nos inspiramos en la estructura de los adaptadores TTCN-3
para definir la arquitectura de nuestro adaptador. Ası́, tal y como ya mencionamos (cfg. Sec. 3), dividimos el adaptador en dos partes: un codec y un
system adapter. La figura 3 muestra un diagrama simplificado de la estructura
utilizada, con sus clases más representativas:
codecadapter,

encapsula peticiones Erlang (generando objetos AdapterRequest,
que representan la invocación de una función en el SUT), y reenvı́a las
respuestas de nuevo al lado Erlang (creando objetos AdapterResponse).
systemadapter,

llama al SUT utilizando un

AdapterRequest.

Decidimos mantener el codec y el system adapter como dos partes diferenciadas dado que ello nos permite implementar un codec adapter genérico compartido por ambas implementaciones, JavaBali y HTTPXML, utilizando únicamente
system adapters especı́ficos. Para ello, definimos un procedimiento genérico
de codificar mensajes. La invocación de la operación ropi con parámetros rp1i ,
rp
1
2
rp2i , . . . , rprp
i se encapsula como una tupla {ropi , [erpi , erpi , . . . , erpi ]} don90
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Figura 3. Arquitectura del Adaptador Java

de erpji = {{type, rpdji }, {value, rpvij }}, es a su vez una tupla donde rpdji
es el tipo del parámetro rpji (i.e. string, integer, list. . . ), y rpvij representa su valor rpji . Por ejemplo, la función find_by_id(<ID>) se codifica como:
{find_by_id, [{{type, string}, {value, <ID>}}]}.
Esta transformación la lleva a cabo el componente proxy, que se implementa
en el mismo lenguaje que se usa para especificar las pruebas (Erlang). A
diferencia del adaptador Erlang, en este caso el proxy es necesario para enviar
los datos al adaptador en el formato correcto.
Cuando los mensajes enviados por el proxy en el formato definido son
recibidos en el adaptador, éstos son codificados usando el método encode
de una especialización de codec (GenericCodecAdapter) y se genera un objeto
GenericAdapterRequest, que representa un AdapterRequest codificado en el formato
descrito. Dicho objeto se procesará dentro del systemadapter para invocar la
función adecuada del SUT. Al contrario que los codecadapter, es preciso implementar un system adapter por cada implementación que se quiera probar. En
nuestro caso, necesitamos dos system adapter, HTTPXMLBaliGenericSystemAdapter
para la API de integración HTTPXML, y JavaBaliGenericSystemAdapter para JavaBali.
Una vez que el adaptador haya invocado el método real y se haya recibido
la respuesta, ésta se encapsula en un objeto AdapterResponse, que puede ser
un GenericDataResponse o un GenericErrorResponse, al igual que se especifica en la
tabla 1 por cada operación. Dicho mensaje se encola para ser procesado de
nuevo por el codec, que decodificará el mensaje (usando el método decode) y
lo reenviará al lado Erlang usando los objetos Jinterface que representan la
respuesta abstracta explicada en la sección 4.2.
4.6.

Ejecución de las pruebas

El uso de QuickCheck para escribir propiedades que el software debe cumplir sirve no sólo como medio para generar pruebas automáticamente, sino
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también para ejecutarlas. En nuestro caso, al usar una máquina de estados
para la definición de las pruebas (cfg. Sec. 4.2), la ejecución de las mismas
conllevará la generación de secuencias aleatorias de comandos de acuerdo con
las precondiciones y postcondiciones asociadas a cada operación.
Dado que queremos probar varias implementaciones de la API de integración, debemos ejecutar las pruebas con el adaptador correspondiente.
A pesar de esta preconfiguración del entorno de pruebas, se usa una única
especificación de prueba (máquina de estados) común para todos los casos.
4.7.

Análisis de resultados de las pruebas y errores

La ejecución de pruebas utilizando el framework expuesto reveló varios
errores en nuestro SUT. En concreto, aunque la API HTTPXML cumplı́a perfectamente la especificación, habı́a algunas propiedades que no se cumplı́an en el
caso de ErlBali y JavaBali. Por ejemplo, se detectó que la función update, en la
implementación de JavaBali, no devolvı́a un error not_found al intentar actualizar un asset inexistente. También se detectaron errores similares en ErlBali
con las funciones update y create_assets, que no devolvı́an los errores en algunas
situaciones, ası́ como en la función delete, que no borraba ningún asset.
El haber sido capaces de encontrar diferentes inconsistencias entre
las distintas implementaciones de la API, teniendo en cuenta que estas
implementaciones habı́an sido probadas manualmente por sus respectivos
desarrolladores, no resulta tan sorprendente como el hecho de que dichos
errores se dieran en operaciones básicas para un sistema en producción,
como puede ser el caso de la función delete, que se hallaba en un estado
totalmente inoperativo en la implementación ErlBali. La explicación radica
en que no todas las operaciones se utilizan homogéneamente en todas las
implementaciones, por lo que algunas de las que presentaban errores también
revelan qué funcionalidades no se usaban apenas (o en absoluto). En cualquier
caso, encontramos errores que podrı́an (y deberı́an) haber sido identificados
y resueltos antes del despliegue.
4.8.

Consideración de nuevos requisitos

En el caso de que aparezcan nuevos requisitos, el proceso que hemos descrito se llevarı́a a cabo de nuevo. Por una parte, los testers transformarán la
especificación de los nuevos requisitos en propiedades. Entretanto, los desarrolladores implementarán los nuevos requisitos y/o componentes, sobre los que
se ejecutarán las pruebas abstractas usando la capa adaptadora.

5.

Discusión

Los resultados obtenidos reflejan la capacidad de esta aproximación para
detectar fallos en componentes. Ası́, nos ha permitido usar una única especi92
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ficación abstracta del SUT, independiente de la implementación de éste, para
probar tres implementaciones distintas, evitando diferentes interpretaciones
de dicha especificación. Con una aproximación clásica es muy probable que se
creasen tres suites de pruebas diferentes, una para cada implementación, y muy
probablemente cada una de ellas en un lenguaje de programación diferente,
dependiendo del lenguaje del SUT. Además, como los requisitos normalmente cambian menos que la implementación, una ATS es más estable y menos
sujeta a cambios que las pruebas derivadas de aproximaciones tradicionales.
QuickCheck, la herramienta elegida para generar y ejecutar las pruebas,
facilita sustancialmente la definición de propiedades y la gestión de los casos de
prueba. En primer lugar, porque usa un lenguaje de programación estándar
como lenguaje de especificación (Erlang). En segundo lugar, porque genera
automáticamente y ejecuta casos de prueba a partir de dichas propiedades,
liberando al tester de la tarea de especificar casos concretos, y permitiéndole
pensar de una forma más abstracta, sin contemplar detalles de bajo nivel.
Al generar los casos de prueba a partir de propiedades, generalmente obtenemos pruebas que abarcan más situaciones, con menor esfuerzo frente a
otras aproximaciones [7, 15] en las que los casos de prueba concretos deben
escribirse manualmente, como TTCN-3, en la que se inspira la arquitectura
propuesta. Con nuestro método, los tester s definen propiedades abstractas que
el software debe cumplir, y QuickCheck es el responsable de generar los casos
de prueba concretos que comprueben dichas propiedades. Además, las capacidades de shrinking que QuickCheck provee resultan de gran ayuda a la hora
de analizar un error, puesto que al presentar contraejemplos más pequeños,
aceleran el proceso de depurado y posterior resolución [2, 21].
El trabajo descrito en este artı́culo nos ha conducido, además de a desarrollar una metodologı́a para probar componentes desde un punto de vista
de caja negra, a la construcción de un framework reusable. Probar un nuevo
componente con esta aproximación significa únicamente definir las propiedades que el componente debe satisfacer, y crear el adaptador especı́fico (capa
system en el adaptador Java o adaptador completo en el adaptador Erlang)
que invoque las operaciones reales contra el componente a probar.
Comparando nuestra aproximación con TTCN-3, podemos señalar que
ambas son soluciones que buscan obtener una suite de pruebas abstracta. En
ambos casos se usa una capa adaptadora para transformar cada llamada a
una operación abstracta en una llamada a una operación del SUT. TTCN-3
es un lenguaje orientado a la realización de pruebas, por lo que a parte de las
estructuras tı́picas de los lenguajes de programación (tipos de datos, funciones, constantes, estructuras de flujo de control,. . . ), añade soporte explı́cito
para muchos conceptos útiles para la realización de pruebas: veredictos,
plantillas para pattern matching, soporte para pruebas concurrentes y no
concurrentes, etc. Además, existen IDEs integrados para escribir pruebas y
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adaptadores TTCN-3 [14, 16, 22], facilitando la ejecución de las pruebas y el
posterior análisis de los resultados de las mismas, ası́ como herramientas para
generar automáticamente adaptadores TTCN-3 [19]. Nuestra aproximación,
por su parte, presenta las ventajas ya mencionadas de usar propiedades para
la generación automática de las pruebas, evitando la escritura de los casos de
prueba uno a uno, y proporcionando como resultado un proceso de prueba
más completo y estable. Además, el uso de un lenguaje de programación
estándar, como Erlang, para escribir las propiedades, proporciona mayor
versatilidad a nuestra aproximación (ya que todas las estructuras y recursos
del lenguaje están a nuestra disposición), además de eliminar el esfuerzo de
aprendizaje de un lenguaje especı́fico para la implementación de las pruebas.

6.

Conclusiones y trabajo futuro

Este artı́culo presenta una aproximación práctica a la realización de pruebas funcionales de caja negra. A partir de la especificación funcional de un
sistema, descrita de forma abstracta como propiedades escritas en un lenguaje
independiente del usado en la implementación del SUT (el lenguaje de programación Erlang), se generan automáticamente casos de prueba para determinar
si diferentes implementaciones del sistema cumplen dicha especificación.
La aproximación se describe a través de un caso de estudio real que permite
revelar su potencial. Ası́, hemos podido probar diferentes implementaciones,
cada una de ellas escrita en un lenguaje de programación diferente, usando
una única especificación de pruebas. El método presentado ha permitido encontrar y corregir varios errores que habı́an pasado desapercibidos tras fases de
pruebas anteriores, realizadas mayoritariamente de forma manual comprobando el comportamiento del sistema ante diferentes casos de prueba concretos.
Además, el trabajo realizado ha dado como fruto un framework reutilizable
que puede utilizarse para probar APIs de integración de otros componentes.
En el estado actual, el uso del framework exige escribir las propiedades a
partir de los requisitos, implementar el adaptador, y el SUT. Nuestra principal
vı́a de trabajo futuro pasa por la utilización de UML y OCL para definir tanto
la API del componente a probar como las propiedades que dicha API debe
cumplir. El objetivo final serı́a desarrollar un mecanismo basado en lenguajes
estándar de especificación no sólo para probar APIs de integración de un componente, sino para probar la propia integración entre diferentes componentes
usando sus correspondientes APIs de integración, lo que supondrı́a un sistema
de pruebas de integración completo.
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Resumen
La interfaz gráfica de usuario es una de las partes de un proyecto software que generalmente se
somete a pruebas menos sistemáticas, pues su comportamiento dirigido por eventos y su carácter
visual hace que los métodos y herramientas de prueba extendidos en otros ámbitos no sean adecuados para este fin. No obstante, se trata de un elemento de crucial importancia, ya que la experiencia
del usuario depende en gran medida de ella.
Las estrategias de prueba basadas en propiedades, como las proporcionadas por la librerı́a QuickCheck, han demostrado en los últimos años su valı́a en otros campos, en particular empleando para
las pruebas abstracciones como las máquinas de estados finitos. En este artı́culo mostramos cómo es
posible modelar una interfaz con un autómata finito de una manera en gran parte automatizada y,
ası́, estar en disposición de aplicar técnicas como las mencionadas a nuestro objetivo. De este modo,
obtendremos un producto software con una significativa mejora de la calidad (con menos errores)
y un ciclo de desarrollo más eficiente (que alcance dicho nivel de calidad con menor esfuerzo).
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prueba basadas en modelos, estrategias de prueba basadas en máquinas de estados, estrategias de
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1.

Introducción

Actualmente, la interfaz gráfica de usuario suele ser una de las partes
de un proyecto software que se prueba de forma menos completa y menos
sistemática [7]. Sus caracterı́sticas intrı́nsecas imponen un importante grado de
dificultad a la hora de aplicar técnicas para automatizar el proceso de prueba.
Estos retos obstaculizan el desarrollo y la popularización de herramientas que
asistan en esta tarea. Herramientas que, en cambio, ya están extendidas —o
empiezan a estarlo— en otros ámbitos del desarrollo software.
No obstante, por desafiantes que sean estos retos, no se pueden obviar las
pruebas en ninguno de los componentes de una aplicación si deseamos obtener
un producto de calidad. Hoy en dı́a, la calidad no es ya algo deseable, sino
imprescindible, en una sociedad donde la ingenierı́a del software adquiere cada
vez mayor protagonismo y responsabilidad. Un proceso de prueba sistematizado supone además un gran ahorro económico y un aumento de competitividad.
Las estrategias de prueba basadas en propiedades están demostrando una
gran utilidad en diversos campos de aplicación [16]. La automatización de
este tipo de pruebas resulta más interesante que otras, ya que, además de
permitir la repetición y realización de pruebas en menos tiempo, es posible
generar un gran número de tests, más variados y con mayor cobertura que los
que se puedan producir manualmente. En definitiva, un importante aumento
de la eficiencia y la eficacia, al mejorar la calidad de las pruebas y reducir el
coste asociado. Sin embargo, pese al mencionado gran potencial que presentan,
estos tipos de pruebas no se han introducido suficientemente en el mundo de
las interfaces gráficas [25].
En este artı́culo, queremos demostrar la adecuación y viabilidad de la utilización de estrategias de prueba avanzadas de este tipo al campo de las interfaces. Para ello, en primer lugar presentamos una descripción de las peculiaridades de la prueba de interfaces y el estado del arte en este campo (sección
2) y en el de las pruebas basadas en propiedades (sección 3). A continuación,
expondremos nuestra contribución: una herramienta que genera una máquina
de estados finitos que modela las interacciones de la aplicación y un módulo
para la librerı́a QuickCheck (sección 4). En la sección 5, presentamos trabajos
relacionados y, por último, en la sección 6 reflejamos las conclusiones extraı́das
y posibles mejoras para la herramienta.

2.

Problemática de la prueba de interfaces

Son dos las cualidades de una interfaz gráfica que se pueden someter a
pruebas: su funcionalidad y su usabilidad. Con la primera pretendemos responder a preguntas como ¿se puede usar cierta función?, ¿funciona como se
espera? o ¿es correcta?; con la segunda, a ¿puede el usuario utilizar fácil97
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mente la función? o ¿su uso es intuitivo y fácil de aprender? En este artı́culo
abordaremos sólo las pruebas relacionadas con la funcionalidad.
El gran problema de las pruebas de funcionalidad para interfaces de usuario reside en que, por lo general, las metodologı́as de desarrollo que más
comúnmente se utilizan no incluyen una fase de construcción previa de un
modelo abstracto de la interfaz de usuario [21]. Esto es ası́ porque las herramientas disponibles no lo posibilitan ni lo incentivan. Sin un modelo, la
prueba posterior es mucho más complicada. Otra dificultad añadida viene dada por cualidades intrı́nsecas de las interfaces gráficas, como su carácter visual
o la posibilidad de que la conversación entre usuario y máquina se realice de
manera simultánea y desordenada.
2.1.

Técnicas de prueba de interfaces

Podemos establecer tres categorı́as de técnicas para la prueba de la funcionalidad de las interfaces gráficas: métodos manuales, métodos formales y
métodos automatizados.
Los primeros consisten en la utilización intensiva y aleatoria de la interfaz. Cuando las realiza un experto, se suelen denominar “inspección”; cuando
las realizan usuarios reales, beta testing [21]. En cualquier caso, los mayores
inconvenientes de estos métodos son la dificultad a la hora de reproducir un
error después de detectarlo (lo cual dificulta también su solución), ası́ como la
inseguridad a la hora de evaluar la calidad de las pruebas realizadas (grado de
cobertura, etc.). De cara a nuestro propósito, no nos resultan interesantes por
la dificultad de su sistematización y la imposibilidad de su automatización.
Los métodos formales más habituales son la prueba de teoremas y el model
checking. Son técnicas avanzadas complejas que requieren un gran esfuerzo de
formalización y que por ello se usan únicamente en piezas de software muy
especı́ficas y muy crı́ticas, aunque se han aplicado en alguna ocasión en el
campo de las interfaces [8,9]. Si bien la presencia de referencias en la literatura
indica que es posible, la verdadera viabilidad de aplicar este tipo de técnicas a
la prueba de interfaces, como a la prueba de software de desarrollo comercial en
general, está supeditada a la relación esfuerzo-resultado que pueda obtenerse.
En el caso de los métodos formales, el nivel de especialización requerido por
parte de quienes deben realizar las pruebas o escribir los modelos se traduce
en que, a dı́a de hoy, sólo la industria del hardware utiliza este tipo de técnicas
de manera efectiva, mientras que su uso en la industria del software es todavı́a
anecdótico. Una posible razón para esta situación es la diferencia de impacto
que los errores hardware y los errores software tienen en el producto final
percibido por el usuario, unido a la imposibilidad habitual de ejercitar todas las
posibilidades de una simulación software, frente al comportamiento fı́sicamente
más limitado del hardware.
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Por último, entre los métodos automatizados, la estrategia más utilizada es
la llamada prueba basada en modelos, que consiste en modelar la interfaz con
alguna abstracción conocida. Por ejemplo, es habitual emplear una máquina de
estados finitos (FSM ) en la que cada estado de la interfaz gráfica se mapea a un
estado de la máquina. A partir del modelo, se generan casos de prueba según
alguno de los algoritmos conocidos, como [12,17,18]. Por último, se comparan
los resultados de la ejecución de los casos de prueba en la aplicación real con los
esperados (los que produce el modelo, la máquina de estados) para determinar
el correcto funcionamiento de la interfaz.
Modelar una interfaz gráfica mediante una FSM es un proceso directo,
debido a que es un sistema basado en eventos. Sin embargo, es frecuente que el
número de estados a modelar sea inmanejable. Todos los posibles caminos que
puede seguir la interacción del usuario, incluso en interfaces no muy complejas,
conduce inevitablemente a una explosión en el número de estados.
2.1.1. Reducción del número de estados
A la hora de modelar una interfaz con una máquina de estados finitos, en
cuanto aumenta ligeramente la complejidad de la interfaz, crece enormemente
el número de estados necesarios. Es por ello que es útil, o incluso necesario,
aplicar técnicas que palien este efecto.
Una opción es la introducción de las máquinas de estados finitos con variables (VFSM ) [22]. Estos modelos introducen variables externas a los estados,
que se consultan para seleccionar qué transición tomar y se modifican al ejecutarla. De esta manera, aunque el número de estados y transiciones sea muy
grande, a la hora de utilizar el modelo para generar o validar pruebas, el número de posibilidades se reduce considerablemente al manejar valores concretos
para las variables asociadas a los mismos. Habitualmente, los valores de esas
variables vienen dictados por el entorno o el tester de manera externa y más
o menos determinada.
Otra alternativa es particionar el conjunto de los estados según tareas de
usuario y obtener varias máquinas de estados [26]. Cada tarea de usuario se
denomina responsability y se convierte a una Complete Interaction Sequence.
La fragmentación se lleva al nivel necesario para que las máquinas de estados
con las que se ha de trabajar tengan el tamaño adecuado o deseado.
En la herramienta que hemos desarrollado, hemos optado por la segunda
de estas posibilidades, tal y como explicaremos en la sección 4.

3.

Pruebas basadas en propiedades

Una forma de especificar formalmente un sistema software es mediante
propiedades [11], esto es, mediante enunciados declarativos. Por ejemplo:
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Claim 3.1 Una vez aplicada la función de borrado a un entero y una lista
de enteros, el entero no ha de aparecer en ninguna posición de la lista.
Podemos escribir dicho enunciado más formalmente como:
Claim 3.2
∀Lista, ∀N,

N∈
/ borra todos(N, Lista)

La prueba basada en propiedades se basa en contrastar las propiedades que
especifican la funcionalidad de una aplicación, componente o sistema software
con los resultados arrojados por su implementación para comprobar su corrección. Es una estrategia de prueba sistemática, de alto nivel y muy potente.
QuickCheck es una librerı́a para automatizar este tipo de pruebas. Está disponible para varios lenguajes de programación, aunque la única versión comercial es para el lenguaje funcional Erlang[15], desarrollada por QuviQ AB[2].
Definir la propiedad anterior con QuickCheck es ası́ de inmediato:
propiedad_borrar_lista() ->
?FORALL(N, int(),
?FORALL(Lista, list(int()),
not lists:member(N, mi_lista:borra_todos(N, Lista)))).
donde ?FORALL es una macro proporcionada por la librerı́a para representar
el cuantificador universal del mismo nombre, y cuya sintaxis permite indicar
una variable (N, Lista), una función generadora de valores para esa variable
(int(), un generador de enteros; list(int()), un generador de listas de enteros) y un predicado donde la variable se utilice para expresar una propiedad
de tipo booleano 3 . En el ejemplo anterior, mi_lista es el módulo en el que la
función borra_todos está implementada, y que queremos someter a prueba.
Para traducir el enunciado booleano, utilizamos la función member del módulo
lists, que forma parte de la librerı́a estándar de Erlang, cuya implementación
consideramos libre de errores.
Definida una propiedad, esta librerı́a es capaz de generar casos de prueba
para ella y ejecutarlos automáticamente:
1> eqc:quickcheck(mi_lista:propiedad_borrar_lista()).
...........................................................
.........................................
OK, passed 100 tests
Si se encontrase algún fallo, es decir, si alguno de los casos de prueba
generados incumpliese la propiedad especificada al ejecutarse (es decir, hiciese
falsa la evaluación del enunciado), QuickCheck reduce el caso de prueba que
3

QuickCheck proporciona todo un conjunto de macros y generadores para la creación de
propiedades. Para más información al respecto, remitimos a [4,5,10,13].
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lo ocasionó hasta obtener uno equivalente de menor tamaño. Por ejemplo, si
nuestra implementación de borra_todos sólo eliminase la primera aparición
de N en Lista, nos mostrarı́a este mensaje:
2> eqc:quickcheck(mi_lista:propiedad_borrar_lista()).
...........................................................
................................Failed! After 92 tests.
25
[25,-24,7,17,25,18,-19,-28]
Shrinking....(4 times)
25
[25,25]
false
El primer error se encuentra al intentar borrar un elemento (25) de una
lista de ocho elementos ([25,-24,7,17,25,18,-19,-28]), tras 92 casos de
prueba con diferentes valores de N y diferentes tamaños y composiciones de
Lista generados aleatoriamente, para los que sı́ se cumplı́a la propiedad. El
algoritmo es capaz entonces de reducir ese contraejemplo a una lista con sólo
dos elementos ([25, 25]) que produce el mismo error. Este proceso, denominado shrinking, permite ası́ obtener un contraejemplo con el que reproducir
sistemáticamente el error encontrado del menor tamaño posible. Ası́, resulta trivial en este caso identificar que el error seguramente tenga que ver con
eliminaciones en listas con elementos repetidos y podrı́amos depurar la implementación utilizando este caso sencillo como referencia.
Para obtener más detalles de QuickCheck y resultados de su aplicación en
diversos campos, se pueden consultar los artı́culos [4,5,10,13].
QuickCheck extiende el mecanismo que acabamos de presentar a formalizaciones de propiedades más complejas que simples enunciados declarativos,
como, por ejemplo, máquinas de estados finitos. Si definimos una máquina
de estados finitos —indicando alfabeto, estados, transiciones y estados finales en el formato requerido—, la librerı́a comprueba automáticamente para
secuencias de transiciones generadas de manera aleatoria si se cumplen las
precondiciones y postcondiciones que le indiquemos para cada estado, según
el algoritmo mostrado en la figura 1.
El mecanismo empleado para proporcionarle la definición de la máquina
de estados a QuickCheck es la implementación de un módulo de callback.
Consiste en definir en un módulo Erlang las funciones que nos son requeridas,
que serán llamadas por la librerı́a durante la ejecución. La documentación de
QuickCheck especifica cuáles son las funciones necesarias para el caso de las
máquinas de estados finitos, principalmente:
una función para cada estado, con la lista de transiciones que parten de él
una función para indicar el estado inicial (initial_state())
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suficiente longitud
de la prueba?

SÍ
NO

elegir
operación

ÉXITO

se cumplen
las precondiciones?

NO
SÍ

ejecutar
operación
SÍ

se cumplen
las postcondiciones?
NO
ERROR

Figura 1. Máquinas de estados finitos con QuickCheck

una función para indicar las precondiciones de cada estado
(precondition(Origen, Destino, EstadoFSM, Transición),
donde
Origen y Destino son los estados entre los que la función Transición nos
permite movernos, y EstadoFSM son datos que la máquina de estados puede
guardar en su estado interno para controlar la ejecución de la prueba)
una función para indicar las postcondiciones de cada estado
(postcondition(Origen, Destino, EstadoFSM, Transición, Result),
donde Result es el valor de retorno de la operación Transición).
Tal y como veremos en la sección 4, las funciones Transición,
se corresponden con las funciones cuya implementación queremos
probar. Suelen expresarse como llamadas simbólicas de la forma
{call, Módulo, Función, Argumentos}, lo que permite a QuickCheck
generar las secuencias de llamadas que formarán los casos de prueba
tratándolas como simples estructuras de datos. Estas llamadas simbólicas se
traducen en verdaderas llamadas (a la función Función implementada en el
módulo Módulo pasándole los argumentos Argumentos) en el momento de la
ejecución de las pruebas. Al igual que en el caso de las propiedades sencillas,
para generar diferentes Argumentos, se utilizan generadores de datos.
Dado que nuestra intención es modelar la interfaz gráfica utilizando una
máquina de estados, nuestra herramienta utilizará ese tipo de modelo para generar automáticamente un esqueleto para un módulo de callback QuickCheck,
de manera que sea posible la generación y ejecución automática de casos de
prueba para la interfaz modelada.

4.

Aplicación de PBT a la prueba de interfaces gráficas

En vista de las conclusiones extraı́das en las anteriores secciones, decidimos abordar el desarrollo de una herramienta que posibilite la aplicación de
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las pruebas basadas en propiedades a las interfaces gráficas de usuario. Esta herramienta, disponiendo únicamente de los ejecutables de una aplicación,
obtiene una máquina de estados finitos que modela la interfaz de usuario y
genera el módulo para QuickCheck correspondiente.
En concreto, en nuestro caso, hemos optado por centrarnos en interfaces
Java Swing, por ser uno de los tipos de interfaz de usuario más habitual gracias
a la popularidad del lenguaje, la gran cantidad de librerı́as disponibles y sus
caracterı́sticas multiplataforma.
La herramienta se divide en tres partes bien diferenciadas:
La primera, obtiene a través de la ejecución de la interfaz un fichero con
trazas de ejecuciones correctas e incorrectas. Esta parte es la única que
necesita la intervención del usuario y que es dependiente de la tecnologı́a en
la que esté implementada la aplicación a probar, en nuestro caso, como ya
hemos mencionado, Java Swing.
Un segundo subsistema extrae las especificaciones de una máquina de estados finitos a partir de la información de las trazas de ejecuciones. Para ello,
se han empleado dos herramientas de inferencia de máquinas de estados
finitos desarrolladas por otros autores, que mencionaremos a continuación.
El último componente crea el módulo para la librerı́a QuickCheck a partir
de la máquina de estados finitos obtenida por el subsistema anterior.
La figura 2 ilustra la arquitectura de la herramienta y la colaboración entre
los subsistemas descritos.
Ejecución
de la GUI

Subsistema
de obtención
de trazas

Fichero de trazas

Subsistema
de generación
automática
de modelos

Máquina de
estados finitos

Subsistema
de generación
automática
de pruebas

Módulo de
QuickCheck

Figura 2. División en subsistemas de la herramienta

Para ilustrar el uso de la herramienta, utilizaremos una aplicación ad-hoc
muy sencilla. Constará de tres botones, cada uno de los cuales desbloqueará el
uso del siguiente, es decir, una vez pulsado el botón del paso 1 podremos
pulsar el del paso 2 y una vez pulsado éste podremos pulsar el del paso 3. Sin
embargo, está permitido ejecutar varias veces cualquiera de los pasos, siempre
que no se haya pasado ya al siguiente.

Figura 3. La interfaz de la aplicación que ilustra el ejemplo
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4.1.

Subsistema de obtención de trazas

Este subsistema, como ya hemos comentado, es el único que depende de
la tecnologı́a con la que ha sido implementada la interfaz. En nuestro caso,
la hemos diseñado para aplicaciones Java Swing, pero bastarı́a sustituir este
componente por otro para que fuese válida para otra tecnologı́a.
En primer lugar, hemos recurrido a la librerı́a Javassist [1] para modificar
los bytecodes de la aplicación. Esta aplicación compila el código que se le proporcione y lo inserta en el método de la clase que se le indique. En nuestro
caso, hemos añadido el código necesario para que cada vez que se llame a
un método de una clase listener (actionPerformed, mouseClicked, keyPressed,
etc.) se guarde la llamada en un fichero de trazas. Estos son eventos inminentemente interactivos, el tipo de eventos que precisamente caracteriza la prueba
de interfaces. Presentamos parte del método que modifica los métodos:
private static void modifyMethod (String methodName,
String name, CtClass c){
try {
CtMethod m = c.getDeclaredMethod(methodName);
String code = "EscritorTrazas.escribe(\"" +
name + ";;" + methodName + " \");";
m.insertBefore(code);
} (...)
}
A continuación, se solicita al usuario que ejecute varios escenarios en la
aplicación, proporcionando ası́ casos de ejecuciones correctas e incorrectas. Al
final del proceso, obtendremos un fichero de trazas similar a este:
+
MainGui$1;;actionPerformed
MainGui$2;;actionPerformed
MainGui$3;;actionPerformed
MainGui;;actionPerformed
MainGui$1;;actionPerformed
MainGui$3;;actionPerformed
+
MainGui$1;;actionPerformed
MainGui$1;;actionPerformed
MainGui$2;;actionPerformed
MainGui$3;;actionPerformed
MainGui;;actionPerformed
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El sı́mbolo “+” o “-” indica si la ejecución es correcta o incorrecta, respectivamente, y a continuación aparece la secuencia de interacciones que se han
producido, una en cada lı́nea: a la izquierda de los puntos y comas el nombre
de la clase y a la derecha el nombre del método.
En la traza de ejemplo anterior, la primera ejecución es la más habitual
(Botón 1 → Botón 2 → Botón 3 → Salir), la segunda es un error porque nos
saltamos el segundo paso (Botón 1 → Botón 3) y la última es correcta porque
se puede repetir el primer paso (Botón 1 → Botón 1 → ...)
El conjunto de trazas que se obtiene en esta etapa a través de la participación del usuario ha de ser representativa de los casos de uso tanto positivos,
como negativos. Cuanto más exhaustiva sea, más fiel y completo será el modelo obtenido. En caso de que el conjunto de trazas no sea suficiente, existen
mecanismos para paliar este problema, como discutiremos en la sección 6.
Una posible alternativa al comportamiento elegido para este subsistema
serı́a interceptar los eventos de entrada/salida entre el sistema operativo y la
aplicación, en lugar de instrumentar el código binario de la interfaz original.
Esta opción, sin embargo, obligarı́a al manejo de trazas de mucho más bajo nivel, razón por la que fue desestimada en favor de la implementada por
nuestra herramienta.
4.2.

Subsistema de generación de modelos

Una vez hemos obtenido información suficiente de la interfaz a través de las
trazas de ejecución, estamos en disposición de generar la máquina de estados
finitos que modele nuestro sistema. Para ello, hemos integrado dos herramientas externas que realizan esta tarea. Podemos utilizar cualquiera de las dos
indistintamente.
Se trata, por un lado, de la utilidad “Visualizing-EUnit-tests” [6], que
implementa en Erlang el algoritmo Blue-fringe [19], y por otro, de la utilidad
“StateChum” [3], que implementa en Java el algoritmo Query-driven State
Merging [14], que proporciona algunas caracterı́sticas más avanzadas que el
anterior.
La salida de este sistema se codifica como el siguiente tipo de dato (registro)
en Erlang:
-record(fa, {estados = [],
alfabeto = [],
estadoInicial,
transiciones = [],
estadosFinales = []}).
donde los campos, por orden, representan la lista de estados posibles, la
lista de componentes del alfabeto, el estado inicial, la lista de transiciones, y
la lista de estados finales, que en el caso de la prueba de interfaces gráficas
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representan los estados de error, es decir, aquéllos a donde la aplicación no
deberı́a llegar nunca. Por lo tanto, no deben asociarse los estados finales a
estados de aceptación, como se ilustra con el siguiente ejemplo.
La figura 4 presenta el grafo correspondiente al autómata obtenido para
nuestra aplicación de ejemplo en el formato proporcionado por la herramienta
“Visualizing-EUnit-tests”. En dicha figura puede verse que el estado etiquetado como “0” es el estado inicial. La aplicación se mantiene en el estado “2”
mientras ejecutemos el paso 1. En cuanto ejecutemos el paso 2, pasamos al
estado “5” y al ejecutar el paso 3, al “10”. El estado “3”, marcado en rojo,
es un sumidero en el que acaban todos los caminos incorrectos (errores). No
obstante, el estado “10” se corresponde con la terminación normal, correcta de
la aplicación. Nótese que este estado no pertenece al conjunto de estados finales; la interpretación de este comportamiento puede considerarse como que la
terminación normal de un caso de uso de la interfaz no impide –generalmente–
la ejecución a continuación de más casos de uso.
0
{'MainGui$1',actionPerformed,[]}
2

{'MainGui$1',actionPerformed,[]}

{'MainGui$2',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui$2',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui$3',actionPerformed,[]}

5

{'MainGui$3',actionPerformed,[]}

{'MainGui',actionPerformed,[]}

{'MainGui$2',actionPerformed,[]} {'MainGui',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui$3',actionPerformed,[]}

{'MainGui$1',actionPerformed,[]}

10

{'MainGui',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui$3',actionPerformed,[]}

{'MainGui$2',actionPerformed,[]}
{'MainGui$1',actionPerformed,[]}

3

Figura 4. Máquina de estados finitos para la aplicación

4.3.

Subsistema de generación automática de pruebas

El objetivo de esta parte de la herramienta es traducir la representación que
proporciona el anterior subsistema a la requerida por la librerı́a QuickCheck,
generando una plantilla para el módulo de callback en Erlang con el formato
mencionado en la sección 3.
Presentamos a continuación parte de este fichero generado para el ejemplo
anterior:
state0(_S) ->
[
{state3 , {call, ’MainGui$2’, actionPerformed, []}},
{state3, {call, ’MainGui$3’, actionPerformed, []}},
{state2, {call, ’MainGui$1’, actionPerformed, []}},
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{state10, {call, ’MainGui’,
].
state3(_S) ->
[
].

actionPerformed, []}}

(...)
initial_state() ->
state0.
precondition(_From,_To,_S,{call,_,_,_}) ->
true.
postcondition(_From,state3,_S,{call,_,_,_},_Res) ->
false;
postcondition(_From,_To,_S,{call,_,_,_},_Res) ->
true.
Como vemos, este esqueleto tiene una función por cada estado (state0,. . . state3) que indica las posibles transiciones (de
state0 transicionamos a state3 cuando tiene lugar la interacción
{call, MainGui$2’, actionPerformed, []}}) desde ese estado. La
función initial_state indica que state0 es el estado inicial, y las funciones
precondition y postcondition reflejan que el usuario podrı́a realizar
cualquier acción en cualquier momento (la precondición es siempre true,
para cualquier combinación de estados origen From, destino To, y transición
-{call,_,_,_}), mientras que llegar al estado state3 significa alcanzar una
situación de error.
El resultado obtenido es un esqueleto que, modificado y ampliado, permitirá finalmente la generación y ejecución de miles de casos de prueba automatizados.

5.

Trabajos relacionados

La literatura nos refiere dos iniciativas para realizar una herramienta similar a la presentada en este artı́culo:
GUISurfer [23,24] Desarrollada por la Universidade do Minho (Braga, Portugal), es válida para todo tipo de interfaces gráficas de entorno de ventanas,
aunque ha sido utilizada intensivamente con código Java Swing generado por
el IDE Netbeans.
GUISurfer utiliza ingenierı́a inversa para extraer un modelo de la interfaz
a partir del código. En primer lugar, analiza el código y obtiene un árbol de
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sintaxis abstracta (AST ). A continuación, mediante un proceso denominado
program slicing, selecciona la parte relativa a la interfaz. Por último, realiza
una abstracción en la que se obtiene un modelo en Haskell, del que se puede
obtener una máquina de estados finitos de manera sencilla.
A pesar del interés inicial por esta herramienta, no está claro su estado
de soporte, lo que dificulta el arranque de iniciativas que quieran utilizarla
como punto de partida. Ello, unido a nuestra intención de no limitarnos
únicamente a la etapa de modelado, nos empujó al desarrollo de nuestra
propia herramienta.
GUItar [20,27] Es una suite de herramientas válida para aplicaciones de
Java Swing bajo Microsoft Windows. Sus objetivos son muy similares a los
de nuestra herramienta: extrae un fichero XML con la información de la
interfaz, posteriormente obtiene un diagrama de flujo de eventos 4 y, por
último, genera casos de prueba y los ejecuta.
La aproximación de esta herramienta es estática, al contrario que la nuestra, que es dinámica, es decir, utiliza ejecuciones reales de la aplicación, no
inspecciona solamente los binarios. Las aproximaciones estáticas persiguen
determinar la naturaleza de un sistema por construcción en lugar de por
comportamiento, y no suelen ser compatibles con una aproximación de caja negra como la que nosotros hemos seguido. La ventaja fundamental de
las pruebas de caja negra reside en su alto potencial de reutilización frente al cambio del objeto de la prueba, ya que al evaluar su funcionalidad,
generalmente dependen muy poco de su estructura interna.

6.

Conclusiones y trabajo futuro

La naturaleza dirigida por eventos de las interfaces de usuario hace necesario utilizar metodologı́as y herramientas especı́ficas para la prueba de este
tipo de componentes. Técnicas empleadas en otros ámbitos resultan totalmente inadecuadas en este tipo de escenarios, pero para ofrecer productos de
calidad, es crı́tico que se popularice el uso de estrategias o utilidades como las
presentadas en este artı́culo.
Las interfaces de usuario son muy complejas, debido a la riqueza de posibilidades de interacción que ofrecen al usuario. Es por ello que los algoritmos
de prueba han de ser automatizables y sistematizables, a fin de que el proceso
de prueba sea significativo y eficiente.
Con las pruebas basadas en propiedades podemos conseguir mejorar en
este terreno porque, combinadas con la generación automática, son objetivas
—al contrario que los métodos manuales, en los que interviene la subjetivi4

Un diagrama de flujo de eventos es una formalización conceptualmente muy similar a una
máquina de estados finitos.
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dad del humano que los realiza—. Además, la propia formulación de modelos
constituye no sólo documentación sobre la especificación y comportamiento
del sistema, haciéndolo más mantenible, sino que proporciona generalmente
una mayor cobertura, con menor esfuerzo, que los casos de prueba escritos a
mano.
Sin embargo, cuando la interfaz se vuelve medianamente compleja, el
número de trazas de ejecución que son necesarias para poder inferir la máquina de estados finitos es muy alto. Introducirlas manualmente es inmanejable.
El algoritmo Query-driven State Merging [14] y, por lo tanto, la herramienta
“StateChum” pueden funcionar con trazas incompletas, ya que solicitan la
información que no son capaces de inferir. Esta información puede ser preguntada directamente al usuario o bien obtenida a partir de un oráculo 5 . Serı́a
muy interesante modificar nuestra propia herramienta para que hiciese uso de
esta posibilidad. De cara a este trabajo futuro, nos encontramos en vı́as de
entablar colaboración con los desarrolladores de “StateChum”.
Nuestro objetivo último es que los casos de prueba que se generan automáticamente se puedan ejecutar también automáticamente contra la interfaz gráfica original. De este modo, si se modifica dicha interfaz o si se modifica
el modelo (ya sea por la aparición de nuevas funcionalidades o por la introducción de nuevos requisitos), serı́a posible automatizar la comprobación de
la correspondencia entre modelo e implementación a medida que ambos evolucionan, instaurando ası́ un proceso integrado de desarrollo y prueba para
interfaces de usuario.
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Abstract
In this paper we present the verification of a multi-agent negotiation protocol known as the extended
Contract Net Protocol. The verification of this kind of highly concurrent and distributed systems
is computationally hard. We present some evidence which shows that the functional programming
language Erlang is a very good choice for implementing this kind of systems together with the use
of McErlang model checker as formal verificaton tool. That combination allowed us to carry out
an analysis that revealed a mispecification of the protocol that derives from the non-deterministic
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1

Introduction

Distributed and concurrent systems are characterised by the separation of
the computations and processes that compose them as well as their parallel
execution. The implementation of this parallelization includes scenarios in
which machines are physically distant and where there are several execution
units in the same machine. Therefore, the implementation of a distributed
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and/or concurrent system requires support in the form of a communication
middleware. Normally such middlewares provide simple communication
services (message passing, synchronisation, etc) and guarantee some level
of services to processes that utilise the middleware (e.g., no duplication
of messages, no reordering of messages, eventual message delivery, etc).
Nevertheless, as the system scales with regards to shared resources or the
number of execution units, such coordination can differ to the one originally
designed and, therefore, the system behaviour is not the one expected. A
computation field in which this kind of concurrent and distributed systems
are very common is the field of Autonomous Agents and Multi-agent Systems
(MAS).
In MAS, the different agents need to communicate with each other. This
need is high in collaborative MAS, as the agents act in a way that allows
the efficient realization of certain task. In this kind of systems, an intensive
communication process between the agents that compose the system is
required. Therefore, the middlewares they use typically provide structured
(and complex) communication services to support the coordination of shared
tasks among a set of collaborating agents. An interaction procedure among
the ones that draw more attention from the research community is known
as Multi-agent negotiation. In a negotiation, each agent communicates with
each other, or an arbiter, in order to negotiate the realization of certain event,
which can vary from a resource allocation to the assignation of determined
task to an agent. Several negotiation protocols have been proposed: the
Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [12] is one of the most popular ones. The
CNP is based on the bidding mechanism of a human market. However, as a
task assignment or resource allocation mechanism, the CNP cannot optimize
system performance, especially when scheduling several orders. Also, the
CNP cannot detect failures in the agents participating in a negotiation
process. An extension of the CNP (often referred to as the extended CNP
protocol) tackling these two issues has been proposed in [1]. Summarizing, a
more efficient task allocation is achieved by splitting the negotiation phase in
four phases, and thus allowing the agents the possibility to rebid, that is, to
improve their bid. Parallel negotiation allows agents to be involved in several
negotiations, and agent failure awareness and a negotiation termination
mechanism improve fault-tolerance.
Verifying that a protocol for multi-agent negotiation behaves as expected is
not an easy task given the distributed and concurrent nature of MAS. Several
approaches have been put forward for the verification of MAS by means of
model checking [6]. Some approaches use existing model checking tools [3] like
SPIN [9] or JPF [10], while others implement a model checker specifically tai112
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lored to the verification of MAS, for instance, the MCMAS model checker [11].
In this paper we summarize the work we have done to implement, verify
and correct the behaviour of the extended CNP protocol. First, we took
the implementation of the extended CNP protocol in Erlang programming
language [2,5] we first reported in [13]. The implementation of a MAS in
Erlang is simplified, compared to using a more traditional language for MAS
implementation such as e.g. Java, since there is a very close match between
the basic concurrency and communication constructs available in Erlang and
the basic assumptions made in the CNP protocol. Then, we used McErlang
model checker [8] to verify that the system behaves as expected. This verification process identified an ambiguity problem in the protocol specification,
as there exists a desirable property that a specification-compliant system
may not fulfil. Then, we elaborated a possible solution and implemented
it on top of our previous implementation. Finally, we verified if the new
implementation fulfilled the already mentioned property and ran some experiments in order to obtain some data about the performance of the new system.
As the work is fundamentally based on the extended CNP protocol, we
start by briefly describing the protocol in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 briefly describes the
implementation of the protocol in Erlang. The verification of a fundamental
property of the protocol using the McErlang model checker is presented in
Sect. 4. Moreover, in this section we propose a solution to this shortcoming.
We have measured the performance of the resulting implementation conducting a series of experiments as reported in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions and
future work are summarized in Sect. 6.

2

The extended Contract Net Protocol

The extended CNP protocol proposed in [1] allows the negotiation for task
allocation between different agents in a fair way. It introduces several improvements to the original CNP protocol, including a more efficient allocation
of tasks to agents, simultaneous negotiation, agent failure awareness and
deadlock avoidance. The CNP extension protocol defines two roles for the
agents involved in a negotiation process: the Manager, which announces the
task to be accomplished, and the Contractors, which send bids to the manager.
Task allocation is more efficient due to the possibility of rebidding given to
the rejected agents. By this means, an agent whose bid has been preliminarily
rejected, because another agent has sent a better one, can improve its bid.
Therefore, the allocation of the task to the best possible bidder agent is
more likely. By simultaneous negotiation, we refer to the ability of both
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manager and contractor agents to be involved in several negotiation processes
at the same time. This feature also shortens the overall time required
to finish the task allocation process, as it does not require a negotiation
sequencing. As shown in [1], this simultaneous negotiation avoids a typical
deadlock situation present in original CNP. Such a deadlock state would
prevent agents from performing other tasks they are committed to accomplish.
Agent failure awareness refers to the capacity of the agents to detect
failures in other agents. An agent is considered to be in a failure state, or
crashed, if it is unable to answer to the messages it receives. An agent crash
is the only contingency considered by the protocol. Consequently, no spurious
or demonic components are considered. The protocol designers suggest the
use of a supervision system based in timers in order to implement this failure
awareness feature. Timer values match the time estimated for a message
to arrive to its destination, be processed and its answer elaborated and
delivered. If a timer expires, the agent whose answer is expected is considered
as crashed and the corresponding actions are taken. This mechanism allows a
manager to be aware of failures from the contractor agents of the task(s) it is
trying to allocate and, conversely, contractor agents will know if the manager
of the task(s) they are negotiating has crashed.
Finally, in order to increase the fault-tolerance of the system, a deadlock avoidance mechanism is introduced. This mechanism consists of a
negotiation termination algorithm where the contractor agents infer their
own final state for the negotiation process. If no message was received, the
agent infers a final state of type definitiveReject. The goal of this mechanism
is to avoid a deadlock in the system originated by a crash of the manager agent.
The negotiation process is split into five phases:
(i) Call for bids: first of all, the manager agent announces the task to all
agents that can execute it.
(ii) PreBidding: the manager waits for bids from contractors. The contractor whose bid is the highest is promoted and considered the potential
contractor as soon as a manager sends a preAccept message to it. A contractor whose bid is inferior to the highest bid is sent a preReject message
from the manager. However, a contractor whose first bid failed can make
new bids. The PreBidding phase ends once a time limit has expired, or
all the informed contractors have bid at least once.
(iii) PreAssignment: in this phase, the manager informs the potential contractor that its bid was the highest one by sending a preAccept message.
(iv) DefinitiveBidding: once the potential contractor receives a preAccept
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message, it computes and sends a definitive bid, which can be different to
its previous bid. If this definitive bid is lower than the bid of any other
contractor, the current potential contractor is demoted and receives a
preReject message. Then the contractor whose bid is now the highest is
promoted to potential contractor and the negotiation protocol returns to
PreAssignment phase. On the other hand, if the definitive bid is higher
than the bids from all the other contractors, the potential contractor is
assigned the task and, therefore, a contract is established.
(v) DefinitiveAssignment: in this final phase, the manager sends a definitiveAccept message to the potential contractor and a definitiveReject
message to all other contractors. After that, the negotiation for the task
allocation has finished.
Note that an agent can be simultaneously involved in several negotiations.
Then, the protocol specification imposes that every contractor must define an
ordering for the tasks it is negotiating.Finally, as we mention before, the protocol defines an algorithm to end a multi-agent negotiation in case of a manager
failure. In the first phase of this algorithm, all the contractors involved in
the negotiation whose manager has crashed, namely fellow contractors, send
each other a manager decision message in which they specify the last answer
received from the manager. This phase implies that the specification requires
that every contractor knows about all its fellow contractors. Once a contractor
has received a manager decision from every fellow contractor, it infers its own
definitive state for the task execution and forwards it again to all other fellow
contractors. The decisions inferred by contractor agents are:
(i) If any other contractor sends a preAccept, the agent infers a final decision
of preReject.
(ii) If any other contractor sends a definitiveAccept, the agent infers a final
decision of definitiveReject.
(iii) If all the other contractors send a preReject, the decision inferred for the
task execution is preAccept.
(iv) If all fellow contractors send a definitiveReject, the agent infers a definitiveAccept final decision.
(v) If any other fellow contractor is suspected of failure, and at least one of
them has sent a definitiveReject, the decision inferred is definitiveReject.
(vi) If any other fellow contractor is suspected of failure, and no other contractor has sent a definitiveReject, the decision inferred is preReject.
We can see that there are some situations which are not covered. This
shortcoming is already discussed and solved in [13], therefore already implemented in the initial system. For instance, the case where a contractor
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is waiting for a total of five manager decision messages and it only receives
three preReject messages, is not considered by the specification. Nevertheless,
in our implementation that case corresponds to case v).

3

An Implementation in Erlang

The extended CNP protocol has been implemented in the programming
language Erlang [2,5]. The most prominent features of Erlang are lightweight
concurrency, powerful primitives and libraries for programming fault-tolerant
applications, a transparent distribution mechanisms, the generic design
patterns, and the fact that the language is based on functional programming
roots leading to a small, clean, code base.
In the Erlang implementation of the CNP protocol we made use of the
Erlang fault-detection primitives. This mechanism is called linking, and
allows an Erlang process, which in our implementation provides the same
functionality as an agent in the extended CNP, to be notified of failures in
other processes. In addition to using timers, we have introduced Erlang links
between the agents in order to let them know when one of them has failed.
In some circumstances linking mechanism is supposed to inform of process
crashes almost instantaneously, which can result in a speedup of the overall
negotiation process in the presence of failures, as the agents do not need to
wait until a timer expires to be aware of failures in each other.
Regarding the use of Erlang as programming language, we identified some
similarities between the different elements described in the system specification
and the Erlang constructs. The most remarkable similarity is the behavioural
functionality of the negotiating agents, which are supposed to be capable of
communicating with each other, no matter where they are located, process
different types of messages, that represent an information exchange, and store
and managing that information into a list data structure. All those abilities
are inherent to Erlang processes, resulting in a direct mapping of an agent
to an Erlang process in our implementation. Moreover, all those capabilities are easily obtained in Erlang, which gives transparency to distribution
and provides an easy-to-use communication infrastructure. Thus, the Erlang
implementation was quite straightforward, and therefore, we conclude that,
in our experience, Erlang is a good programming language for implementing
MAS protocols. Furthermore, the use of Erlang programming language allowed us to use the McErlang model checker to verify some properties in a
implementation of the protocol which, in turn, can help to identify possible
defects in the extended CNP specification.
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4

Verification of the Extended CNP Protocol

The Erlang implementation of the extended CNP protocol has been verified
using the McErlang model checker [8]. McErlang is a model checker for
Erlang programs, particularly concurrent applications. The main idea behind
McErlang is to re-use as much of a normal Erlang programming language
implementation as possible, but adding a model checking capability. To do so,
the tool-set replaces the part of the Erlang runtime system that implements
concurrency and message passing while using the Erlang runtime system for
the evaluation of sequential executions.
The input to the model checker is an Erlang program, together with a
special call-back module (called a monitor) also written in Erlang, which
specifies the behavioural property to be checked (implementing either a safety
automaton or a Büchi automaton). The output can be either a positive
answer saying that the property holds, or a negative one together with a
counterexample. That counterexample is always an execution trace leading
to a faulty program state, in the case of safety properties, or one that leads
to an infinite trace that contains an infinite loop, in the case of liveness
properties. McErlang also supports model checking programs against full
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas.
A fundamental and desired correctness condition of the extended CNP
protocol is that the task whose allocation is negotiated should be assigned to
the agent who sent the best bid on time, i.e. before its negotiation process
has finished and it is already assigned to other agent. We refer to this
property as correct-assignment property. Using McErlang we detected that
this property was not satisfied by our implementation of the extended CNP
protocol. This model checker was able to find a counterexample represented
by a specification-compliant execution trace that leads to a situation in which
the negotiated task is assigned to an agent whose bid was not the best one
received and processed. In this section we elaborate on how we obtained a
monitor that represents this property, the counterexample we obtained and
how we realized the problem resides in the extended CNP specification.

4.1

Ambiguous Specification of Manager Behaviour

Regarding the specification of a manager behaviour, we have identified that
a strict implementation can lead to undesired outcomes. The specification in
[1] states the following:
“When manager Mj receives a DefinitiveBid message for the execution of
task Tk , and if this DefinitiveBid is greater than the PreBid of the potential
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contractor, or all the PreBids are less than the DefinitiveBid, manager Mj
answers with a DefinitiveAccept message to the potential contractor and
sends all the other contractors Ci DefinitiveReject messages.”
This behaviour assumes that every DefinitiveBid message comes from the
current potential contractor, because if it came from a former one, the allocation of a task to the agent who made the best bid is not assured. Consider we
have a system where the contractor agent a2 was once considered as potential
contractor and then replaced by another agent a1 . In this case, the following
flow of events represents how an undesirable situation can arise:
•

A manager agent m1 receives a definitiveBid from a former potential contractor agent a1 which is better than the prebid from current potential
contractor agent a2 .

•

Manager m1 sends a definitiveAccept message to potential contractor a2 .

•

Manager m1 sends a definitiveReject message to contractor a1 .

In this example, we can see how a definitiveBid from a former potential
contractor can end with a contract assigned to a contractor who is not the one
that sent the best bid. Therefore, in order to violate correct-assignment property it suffices with the possibility to process a definitiveBid from a contractor
that is not the potential contractor.
4.2

Verification Monitor

To check if the specification of the extended CNP models correct-assignment
property, we built a McErlang monitor that tries to identify an execution
trace in which a definitiveBid from an agent that is not the potential
contract is processed. A McErlang monitor is a software entity that runs
in lockstep with the program being verified. In every execution step of the
program, the monitor receives information about the state of the system,
the complete execution stack and a private monitor state originated in the
previous execution step. Therefore, a possible way to check the modelling of
correct-assignment property is analyzing the procedence of every definitiveBid
received by a manager agent. If at least one of these definitiveBids was sent
from an agent that is not the potential contractor, the property fails. Then,
the monitor created needs to obtain a list of potential contractors, a list of
definitiveBids received and a means of identifying if every definitiveBid is
sent from an agent in the list of potential contractors.
In order to obtain the list of potential contractors, the system is annotated
with a McErlang construct named probe action. A probe action is composed
by a label and term. The label is used as a description of the kind of
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information the probe action holds. That information is represented in the
term. Therefore, the source code for a manager agent is annotated in order
to generate a probe action every time a new potential contractor is identified.
A new potential contractor is identified if either there was no previous preBid
for certain task or if the newly received preBid from a contractor is the higher
one received for that task. Therefore, these probe actions are marked with
label “potential”. The term field is a tuple containing the identifier of the
agent that is selected as potential contractor as well as the identifier of the
task for which it is selected as such. Similarly, new probe actions are included
in order to associate the different definitiveBids received with the contractor
agent that sent them.
Once the system has been annotated, the monitor is built. This monitor,
displayed in Figure 1 in page 125, works in the following way:
1) Analyzes actions executed since last analysis step and obtains a list of
newly identified potential contractors and definitiveBids received.
2) Checks whether every definitiveBid received comes from an agent identified
as potential contractor:
• If there is at least one definitiveBid that does not come from a potential
contractor, the monitor stops the model checking process and provides
current execution trace as valid counterexample.
• If every definitiveBid was sent by a potential contractor, the list of potential contractors is updated and the model checking process continues.
4.3

Counterexample and proposed solution

The monitor described in previous section was run in McErlang along with
our implementation of the extended CNP. As output, McErlang provided us
with a counterexample that represents a valid execution path that leads to a
system state in which one of the new definitiveBids processed comes from an
agent that is not a potential contractor, but a previous one. The system over
which the property was checked was composed by one manager that handled
the allocation of one task between two contractor agents. The counterexample
is the following:
•

The manager announces its task to contractors a and b via an announce
message.

•

Contractor a sends a preBid pba1 for the task.

•

Contractor b sends its preBid pbb1 for the task, which is better than the one
from agent a.

•

The manager sends a preReject message to a.

•

The manager sends a preAccept message to b, thus identifying this agent as
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the potential contractor.
•

Contractor a sends another preBid pba2 for the task, which is better than
the preBid pbb1 from agent b.

•

While the manager agent processes preBid pba2 , agent b sends its definitiveBid defbb1 , which is better than pbb1 and pba2 , to the manager.

•

The manager processes preBid pba2 and sends a preReject message to b.

•

The manager sends a preAccept message to a, thus identifying this agent as
the potential contractor.

•

The manager receives definitiveBid defbb1 and, as this definitiveBid comes
from an agent that is not potential contractor, the monitor fails and execution stops.

As we can see, every step of this counterexample is compliant with the
extended CNP specification. In the final step, a definitiveBid from contractor
agent b is received and processed despite the fact that the potential contractor
was agent a. As we showed in the beginning of the section, this situation
derives in the allocation of the task to the wrong contractor, i.e. the one
whose bid was not the highest.
We propose a solution to solve this situation by processing definitiveBids
from previous potential contractors in the same way as a preBid would be
treated. Then, the protocol specification would state:
“When manager Mj receives a definitiveBid from contractor ai , it checks
how ai is considered. If ai is not the current potential contractor, the message
is processed as a preBid. Conversely, if ai is the potential contractor, the
manager checks if this definitiveBid is greater than the last preBid of ai , or
all the preBids are worse than the definitiveBid. If it is better, manager Mj
answers ai with a definitiveAccept message and sends all the other contractors
Ci definitiveReject messages.”
In the previous counterexample, upon reception of definitiveBid defbb1 ,
the manager would have sent a preAccept message to agent b and a preReject
message to agent a. Hence, there is no possibility for a contract to be signed
with the wrong contractor agent.

5

Experiments

We have conducted a series of experiments to measure the effectiveness of the
protocol implementation. The experiments include both scenarios with failing
agents, and scenarios without failing agents. Every experiment was repeated
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at least a hundred of times. All the experiments were run under Ubuntu
Linux version 10.04 on a laptop with two 2.53 GHz Intel processors. The
execution time measurements cover the whole negotiation process: from the
moment the different agents start to be created to the time instant the last
agent finishes its execution. Task execution is just simulated by committing
a contract to a contractor which does not allow overlapping of its assigned
tasks. The same simulation setup is used in the Java implementation in [1].
Making a meaningful comparison between these execution times and those
in the experiments carried out in [1] is not an easy task. The details of the Java
implementation of the extended CNP protocol in [1] and the characteristics
of the machine on which the experiments were run are not publicly available,
to our knowledge. However, as a very rough comparison, in the experiments
reported in [1], the largest example consisted of a population of 40 agents, 26
contractors and 14 managers, and up to 50 tasks. The execution time for this
experiment is almost 30 seconds, compared to 12 milliseconds 5 experiment
with our Erlang implementation of the protocol.
5.1

Large Agent population with no failures

Several different experiments have been performed ranging from a small agent
population of 40 agents and up to 50 tasks to populations of more than 1000
agents and more than 100 tasks. For example, the execution time in an experiment involving 10 managers, 100 tasks and a varying number of contractors
is shown in Table 1.
Contractor Erlang Implementation
Agents

Average Execution Time(sec)

100

0.853911

200

2.212398

400

6.691916

600

12.915213

800

21.532578

1000

32.297314
Table 1
100 tasks and 10 managers

5

no typo, Java execution speeds are in seconds, for Erlang milliseconds suffice
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As shown, the negotiation of 100 tasks between 10 manager agents and
1000 contractor agents takes about 32 seconds. This, in some sense, is a
quite demanding, albeit realistic, scenario, with a large number of tasks
and contractors. For instance, with only 10 tasks, the negotiation between
10 managers and 3500 contractors takes about 4 seconds. Moreover, the
negotiation time of 1000 tasks between 100 managers and 100 contractors is
about 4 seconds as well.
Thus, in our experience, the execution time of our new Erlang implementation is consistently shorter for the same experiments than the Java implementation used in [1] and the same presented in [13]. Moreover, a larger population
of agents and tasks can be negotiated using the Erlang implementation.
5.2

Performance under Failure

In the previous sets of experiments, the execution time measured was taken
from executions where there was no failure in the agents involved in the negotiation. To evaluate the performance of the protocol implementation in failure
scenarios, we designed a set of experiments where failures were introduced in
the agents at certain points of the negotiation. The first experiment set measures execution time when the potential contractors fail as soon as they receive
a preAccept message, except for one agent of the population who will not fail
and, thus, will commit all contracts. The results obtained for negotiation involving 10 tasks, 5 managers and a varying number of contractors are shown
in Table 2.
Contractor Erlang Implementation
Agents

Average Execution Time(sec)

100

0.007226

500

0.070008

1000

0.230252

2000

0.91076

4000

3.7773

5000

5.662974
Table 2
10 tasks and 5 managers under failure

In addition, we wanted to test the implementation when there are failures
in the managers, as this will increase the number of communications taking
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place. For instance, in a negotiation between one manager and n contractors,
with n > 1, in the better case the number of messages sent once the announcement of the task has been finished is very close to n. However, if there is a
failure in the manager, this number grows exponentially, as in the better case
there are 2nn messages. The results obtained for the allocation of 5 tasks,
where there are 5 managers and 2 of them fail, immediately before sending a
definitiveAccept, under a variable number of contractors are shown in Table 3
Contractor Erlang Implementation
Agents

Average Execution Time(sec)

100

0.069875

500

1.48867

1000

9.858859

2000

67.838057
Table 3
5 tasks and 5 managers under failure

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have subjected a Multi-Agent System negotiation protocol
to formal verification using model checking. This verification attempt led to
the identification of a shortcoming of the protocol under study, the extended
CNP protocol, which was corrected. The verification tool used in this paper,
the McErlang model checker, accepts as input a concurrent program written
in the Erlang programming language. Thus, to be able to verify the CNP
protocol, we have implemented it in Erlang.
A key limitation of model checking is the state explosion problem. However, the scenario that exposes the error in the extended CNP protocol consists
of only two agents. understanding of its behavior, we plan to elaborate a formal specification, instead of the informal one that we provide here, in some
well known temporal logic. This formal specification would allow as to analyze
the protocol more deeply, as well as maybe letting us extend it again in order
to consider the possibility of lost or corrupt messages, isolated agents, and so
on.
Another related future line of work we consider is tailoring McErlang to
the task of verifying multi-agent systems. One possibility is to develop a general monitor (the codification of a safety property in McErlang) to provide
a framework for reasoning about and verifying the implementation of different multi-agent systems. This would possibly adopt the interpreted systems
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paradigm [7] as well as allow the use of epistemic logics in the properties to be
specified, as these modal logics have been proved very useful in multi-agent
systems, for instance, to detect security attacks [4].
Lastly, we want to stress the benefits derived from using Erlang as a programming language to implement this negotiation protocol. The mapping
from protocol specification to its implementation was straightforward. The
performance is also remarkably good, allowing large populations of agents negotiating hundreds of tasks in just seconds. Moreover, the implementation of
the algorithm was simplified through the use of some Erlang specific features,
like the Erlang fault tolerant mechanisms.
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%% Evaluated at each monitor step
%% MonState :: monState () Current monitor state
%% Stack :: stack () Execution Stack
stateChange ( _State , MonState , Stack ) ->
{ Entry , _ } = mce_behav_stackOps : pop ( Stack ) ,
Potential = checkPotential ( Entry # stackEntry . actions ) ,
DefBids = checkDefBid ( Entry # stackEntry . actions ) ,
Res = checkDefBidder ( DefBids , MonState ) ,
case Res of
ok ->
NewPotential = case Potential of
[] ->
MonState ;
_ ->
updatePotential ( Potential , MonState )
end ,
{ ok , NewPotential };
Else -> Else
end .
%% Updates the list of potential contractors identified
updatePotential ([] , List ) - > List ;
updatePotential ([{ TaskID , Winner }| Rest ] , List ) ->
case lists : keysearch ( TaskID ,1 , List ) of
false - > updatePotential ( Rest ,[{ TaskID , Winner }| List ]);
_ - > NewList = lists : keyreplace ( TaskID ,1 , List ,{ TaskID , Winner }) ,
updatePotential ( Rest , NewList )
end .
%% Checks whether every definitiveBid is sent from a potential contractor
checkDefBidder ([] , _Potential ) - > ok ;
checkDefBidder ([ DefBidder | Rest ] , Potential ) ->
case lists : member ( DefBidder , Potential ) of
true -> checkDefBidder ( Rest , Potential );
false - > { defbidde r_not_potential_contractor , DefBidder }
end .
%% Obtains a list of newly identified potential contractors
checkPotential ([]) - > [];
checkPotential ([ Action | Rest ]) - >
try
true = mce_erl_actions : is_probe ( Action ) ,
potential = mce_erl_actions : get_probe_label ( Action ) ,
{ TaskID , Man , Winner }= mce_erl_actions : get_probe_term ( Action ) ,
[{{ TaskID , Man } , Winner }| checkPotential ( Rest )]
catch
_ : _ ->
checkPotential ( Rest )
end .
%% Obtains a list of new definitiveBids processed
checkDefBid ([]) - > [];
checkDefBid ([ Action | Rest ]) - >
try
true = mce_erl_actions : is_probe ( Action ) ,
definitiveBid = mce_erl_actions : get_probe_label ( Action ) ,
{ TaskID , Man , Winner }= mce_erl_actions : get_probe_term ( Action ) ,
[{{ TaskID , Man } , Winner }| checkDefBid ( Rest )]
catch
_ : _ ->
checkDefBid ( Rest )
end .
Fig. 1. Extract from McErlang monitor used in the extended CNP verification
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Abstract
Outer joins are extended relational algebra operations intended to deal with unknown information
represented with null values. This work shows an approach to embed both null values and outer
join operations in the deductive database system DES (Datalog Educational System), which uses
Datalog as a query language. This system also supports SQL, where views and queries are compiled
to Datalog programs. So, as SQL statements are ultimately solved by a Datalog engine, it became a
need to integrate null-related operations into Datalog in order to support a wider set of SQL. Since
DES implements a top-down-driven bottom-up stratified fixpoint computation based on tabling
for solving Datalog queries, we show how to compute outer joins in such a context by means of
source-to-source transformations applied to Datalog programs.
Keywords: Outer Joins, Deductive Databases, Datalog, SQL

1

Introduction

Deductive database systems include a form of the Datalog language, which has
become the de-facto standard deductive database query language. There have
been many versions of this language (pure Datalog, Datalog with negation, uninterpreted function symbols, disjunctive heads, constraints, . . . [20]), and several deductive systems have emerged along time, mostly born from academic
efforts. See, among others, DLV [17], XSB [26], bddbddb [16], LDL++ [2],
DES [25], ConceptBase [15], and .QL [21].
This language has been extensively studied and is gaining a renowned interest thanks to their application to ontologies [13], semantic web [8], social
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networks [22], policy languages [3], and even for optimization [14]. In addition,
companies as LogicBlox (www.logicblox.com), Exeura (www.exeura.com),
Semmle (www.semmle.com), and Lixto (www.lixto.com) embody Datalogbased deductive database technologies in the solutions they develop. The
high-level expressivity of Datalog and its extensions has therefore been acknowledged as a powerful feature to deal with knowledge-based information.
Compared to the widely-used relational database language SQL, Datalog adds
two main advantages. First, its clean semantics allows to better reason about
problem specifications. Its more neat formulations, notably when using recursive predicates, allow better understanding and program maintenance. Second, it provides more expressivity because the linear recursion limitation in
SQL is not imposed.
However, in order to subsume SQL, a Datalog-based language has to include null values and its related outer join operations, among other features
(aggregates, arithmetics, . . . ). In this work, we are therefore interested in obtaining the very same answer for a given Datalog query including outer joins as
for its equivalent SQL counterpart, instead of embodying a true three-valued
semantics for including undefinedness, as in other works [29]. This work was
motivated by the use of Datalog Education System (DES), a deductive system including Datalog and SQL as query languages which is geared towards
teaching. As in this system, SQL queries are compiled to Datalog programs,
then providing support for outer joins became a need.
This paper shows how to represent null values and implement outer joins
in this system, which enjoys tabling for solving queries, following a top-downdriven bottom-up stratified fixpoint computation. We describe its concrete
implementation and explain how to adapt it for supporting those new constructors. In particular, we show how to compute outer joins by means of
source-to-source transformations applied to Datalog programs. As our goal
is to have the same answer for equivalent Datalog and SQL queries, we have
mimicked the actual semantics of SQL null-related operators in the context of
a tabled deductive system. The examples given throughout the paper, both
Datalog and SQL, can be executed in the current version of DES [24] and
their listings correspond to actual displays of the system.
To the best of our knowledge, outer joins in a Datalog context have been
only dealt in the translation of SPARQL (a language for RDF in the context
of Semantic Web) to Datalog rules [19]. That work uses a simplified version
of ASP with so-called HEX-programs [12] as target instead of a tabling-based
system we consider. Also, SPARQL is non-recursive and does not support
nested-queries.
Organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces DES and
its query languages: Datalog and SQL. Section 3 describes the tabling-based
solving that DES implements which is used to compute outer joins. Section
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4 introduces null values, their representation, how they are handled, and the
outer join operations allowed in the system from a user viewpoint. Section
5 shows how it is possible to solve outer joins via program transformations
and including native support for nulls. As well, points to drive the proposed
program transformation technique to other systems are also given in Section
6. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions.

2

DES, Datalog, and SQL

2.1

DES

The Datalog Educational System (DES) is a free, open-source, multiplatform,
portable, Prolog-based implementation of a deductive database system. DES
2.3 [24] is the current implementation, which enjoys Datalog and SQL query
languages, full recursive evaluation with tabling, full-fledged arithmetic, stratified negation [30], ODBC connections and novel approaches to Datalog and
SQL declarative debugging [5,7], test case generation for SQL views [6], null
values support, (tabled) outer join and aggregate predicates and functions
[24].
DES has been developed to be used via an interactive command shell.
Nonetheless, more appealing environments are available. On the one hand,
DES has been plugged to the multi-platform, Java-based IDE ACIDE [23].
It features syntax colouring, project management, interactive console with
edition and history, configurable buttons for commands, and shortcuts, among
others. On the other hand, an Emacs environment has been developed by
Markus Triska as a contribution to this project.
The system is implemented on top of Prolog and it can be used a stateof-the-art Prolog interpreter (currently, Ciao, GNU Prolog, SWI-Prolog and
SICStus Prolog) running on any OS supported by such Prolog interpreter (i.e.,
almost any HW/SW platform). Portable executables has been also provided
for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. They are portable as they do not need
installation and can be run from any directory they are stored. This amounts
to a straightforward startup procedure: Simply copy a folder to the desired
target and run the application.
2.2

Datalog

The Datalog version considered in DES is as follows:
•

A Datalog program consists of a set of rules.

•

A rule has the form head :- body, or simply head, ending with a dot.

•

A head is a positive atom including no built-in predicate symbols.

•

A body contains conjunctions (denoted by “,”) as well as disjunctions (de128
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noted by “;”) of literals (with usual associativity and priority for these
operators).
•

A literal is either an atom, or a negated atom (not(Atom)), or a built-in
(literals are also referred to as goals).

•

An atom is an atomic formula [1] restricted to have variables or constants
as arguments.

•

A variable is a program symbol starting with either an uppercase letter or
an underline.

•

A constant is a program symbol either starting with a lowercase letter or
being a sequence of chars delimited by single quotes.

•

A query is a literal (some built-ins are exceptions, as will be shown in Section
4, and include other atoms as arguments). In addition, temporary views
can also be submitted as queries, as will be introduced in next subsection.

Compound terms are not allowed but as arithmetic expressions, which can
occur in certain built-ins (for writing arithmetic expressions and conditions).
The answer to a query is the set of facts matching the query which are
deduced in the context of the program, from both the extensional and intensional database. A query with different variables for all its arguments gives
the whole set of facts (meaning) defining the queried relation. If a query contains a constant in an argument position, it means that the query processing
will select the facts from the meaning of the relation such that the argument
position matches the constant (i.e., analogous to a select relational operation
with an equality condition). If a given variable occurs more than once in a
query, the corresponding predicate arguments are required to match.
DES implements Datalog with stratified negation as described in [30] with
safety checks [30,31]. Stratified negation broadly means that negation is not
involved in a recursive computation path, although it can use recursive rules.
The system can compute a query Q in the context of a program that is restricted to the dependency graph (which shows the computation dependencies among predicates) built for Q so that a stratification can be found. This
means that, even when a program could be actually non-stratifiable, a query
involving a subset of the program might be safely computable, provided that
a suitable stratification can be found for its dependency subgraph.
2.3

SQL

DES covers a reasonable set of the SQL language following the ISO standard
SQL:1999 (further revisions of the standard cope with issues as XML, triggers,
and cursors which are outside of the scope of DES), including recursive queries
(limitations can be found in [24]). There is provision for the DDL (data
definition language – CREATE TABLE, . . . ), DML (data manipulation language
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– INSERT INTO, . . . ) and DQL (data query language – SELECT, . . . ) parts of
the language 3 .
SQL DQL statements are translated into and executed as Datalog programs (basics can be found in [30]), and relational metadata for DDL statements are kept. Submitting a DQL query amounts to 1) parse it, 2) compile
to a Datalog program including the relation answer/N with as many arguments as expected from the SQL statement, 3) assert this program, and 4)
submit the Datalog query answer(X), where X are N fresh variables. After
its execution, this Datalog program is removed. On the contrary, if a DDL
statement defining a view is submitted, its translated program and metadata
do persist. A DML statement including either a WHERE condition for filtering or a SELECT data source is translated into a Datalog query and program,
so that results obtained from executing this query are used to modify base
relations, depending on the statement (DELETE, UPDATE, or INSERT).

3

Tabling-based Solving

The computational model of DES follows a top-down-driven bottom-up fixpoint computation with tabling. Tabling is implemented with the ideas found
in [11,28], which deal with termination and performance issues of Prolog programs. In its current form, it can be seen as an extension of the work in
[11] in the sense that, in addition, it deals with negation, undefined (although
incomplete) information, nulls and aggregates, also providing a more efficient
tabling mechanism (however, this system does not pretend to be competitive
with current implementations but a system capable of showing the nice aspects of the more powerful form of logic we can find in Datalog systems w.r.t.
relational database systems).
3.1

Tabling

DES uses an extension table which stores answers to goals previously computed, as well as their calls. For the ease of the introduction, we assume an
answer table and a call table to store answers and calls, respectively. Answers
may be positive or negative, that is, if a call to a positive goal p succeeds,
then, the fact p is added as an answer to the answer table; if a negated goal
not(p) succeeds, then the fact not(p) is added. Calls are also added to the
call table whenever they are solved. This allows to detect whether a call has
been previously solved and the computed results in the extension table (if
any) can be reused.
3

Note that we distinguish, as opposed to common use, DQL and DML. Usually, DQL, as
we understand it, is rather included in DML.
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The algorithm which implements this idea can be sketched as follows: First,
test whether there is a previous call that subsumes the current call, where calls
occur in the usual innermost left-to-right order of Prolog implementations.
There are two possibilities: 1) there is such a previous call: then, use the
result in the answer table, if any. It is possible that there is no such a result
(for instance, when computing the goal p in the program p :- p) and no more
tuples can be deduced, 2) otherwise, process the new call knowing that there is
neither a call nor an answer to this call in the extension table. So, firstly store
the current call and then, solve the goal with the program rules (recursively
applying this algorithm). Once the goal has been solved (if succeeded), store
the computed answer if there is no any previous answer subsuming the current
one (note that, via recursion, we can deliver new answers for the same call).
This is known as a memoization process, which is implemented with a Prolog
predicate, and will also be referred to as a memo function.
Negative facts are produced when a negative goal is proved by means of
negation as failure (closed world assumption (CWA) [30]). In this situation,
a goal as not(p) which succeeds produces the fact not(p) which is added to
the answer table, just the same way as proving a positive goal. However, both
positive and negative facts cannot occur in a stratifiable program [30]. Before
executing any query, the extension table is empty; after executing a query,
at least the call is not empty. Also, the extension table is emptied after the
execution of a temporary view. The extension table contains the calls made
during the last fixpoint iteration (see next section for details); the calls are
cleared before each iteration whereas the answers are kept.

3.2

Fixpoint Computation

The tabling mechanism is insufficient in itself for computing all possible answers to a query. The rationale behind this comes from the fact that the
computed information is not complete when solving a given goal, because it
can use incomplete information from the goals in its defining rules (these goals
can be mutually recursive). Therefore, it is needed to ensure that all the possible information is deduced by finding a fixpoint of the memo function. First,
the call table is emptied in order to allow the system to try to obtain new
answers for a given call, preserving the previous computed answers. Then,
the memo function is applied, possibly providing new answers. If the answer
table remains the same as before after this last memo function application, we
are done. Otherwise, the memo function is reapplied as many times as needed
until we find a stable answer table (with no changes in the answer table). The
answer table contains the meaning of the query (plus perhaps other meanings
for the relations used in the computation of the given query).
The fixpoint is found in finite time because the memo function is monotonic
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in the sense that new entries are only added each time it is called, while
keeping the old ones. Repeatedly applying the memo function to the answer
table delivers a finite answer table since the number of new facts that can be
derived from a Datalog program without (built-in) infinite relations is finite
(recall that user domains are finite since function symbols are not allowed and
no compound terms are possible). On the one hand, the number of positive
facts which can be inferred are finite because there is a finite number of ground
facts which can be used in a given proof, and proofs have finite depth provided
that tabling prevents recomputations of older nodes in the proof tree. On the
other hand, the number of negative facts which can be inferred is also finite
because they are proved using negation as failure. (Failures are always finite
because they are proved trying to get a success.) Finally, there are facts that
cannot be proved to be true or false because of recursion. These cases are
detected by the tabling mechanism which prevent infinite recursion such as in
p :- p.
For non-stratifiable programs (cf. next subsection), it is also possible to
infer both a positive and a negative fact for a given call. Then, an undefined
fact replaces the contradictory information. The implementation simply removes the contradictory facts and informs about the undefinedness. However,
the current algorithm for determining undefinedness is incomplete as this feature is only kept for teaching purposes on rather small examples (for instance,
XSB includes a complete implementation of the well-founded semantics which
deals with undefined facts).

3.3

Dependency Graphs and Stratification

Each time a program is consulted or modified (i.e., via submitting a query or
changing the database), a predicate dependency graph is built [31]. This graph
shows the dependencies, through positive and negative atoms, between predicates in the program. Each node in this graph is a program predicate symbol
and there are as many nodes as such symbols. Arcs come from each antecedent
in a rule (i.e., each predicate in a rule body) to its consequent (i.e., rule head).
Arcs are labeled as either negative, if the antecedent node occurs negated, or
positive otherwise. This dependency graph is used for looking for a stratification for the program [31]. A stratification collects predicates into numbered
strata (1 . . . N ) so that, given the function strata(p) which assigns a strata
number to predicate p, then for a positive arc p←q, strata(p) ≤ strata(q),
¬
and for a negative arc p←q, strata(p) < strata(q). Then, it follows that a
cycle in this graph containing a negative arc amounts to a non-stratifiable
program.
A naı̈ve bottom-up computation would solve all of the predicates in stratum 1, then 2, and so on, until the meaning of the whole program is found.
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However, query solving in DES is restricted to the predicates that can be
reached from the query in the dependency graph. And it only resorts to compute by stratum when a negative dependency occurs in this subgraph. Nevertheless, each predicate that is actually needed is solved by means of the extension table mechanism described in the previous section. As a consequence,
many computations are avoided w.r.t. a naı̈ve bottom-up implementation.

4

Nulls and Outer Joins

Unknownness has been handled in relational databases long time ago because
its ubiquitous presence in real-world applications. Despite its claimed dangers due to unclean semantics (see, e.g., the discussion in [10]), null values
to represent unknowns have been widely used. Including nulls in a Datalog
system conducts to also provide built-ins to handle them, as outer join operations. DES includes the common outer join operations in relational databases,
providing the very same semantics for outer join operators ranging over null
values, which are described next.
4.1

Null Semantics

A null value represents unknown data. To include such values into relational
database systems (RDBMS’s), a new logical value is added for unknown results, leading to a three-valued logic (3VL, for true, false and unknown). Any
comparison operator relating at least a null value should return the unknown
logic value [10]. Although a 3VL is assumed for RDBMS’s 4 (Oracle, DB2,
SQL Server, MySQL, . . . ), the fact is that the implemented logic does not
account for the unknown logic value. Instead, it is incorrectly represented by
the null value [10].
Moreover, the following example shows that the expected outcome from
a “real world” viewpoint is not got. Let’s consider the SQL query SELECT
COUNT(*) FROM t WHERE a = a, assuming a table t with a single column a.
If the instance of t contains a tuple with a null value, the answer to this query
is 0, but it should be otherwise 1, as a is trivially equal to itself for any given
tuple.
To illustrate the incorrect implementation of 3VL, we can follow the same
example assuming that t contains two tuples with a null value, and the query
SELECT * FROM t t1, t t2 WHERE t1.a = t2.a. Which would we expect
from comparing the first to the second tuple in t in this query? (Let’s denote
the two null values in t as null1 and null2 , respectively.) Following 3VL in
current RDBMS’s, as null1 = null2 admittedly delivers unknown, then it is
4

Although prepended by that R, recall that relational model is about a two-valued logic
so that such systems are nonrelational indeed.
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neither true nor false anymore. So, what bag is the tuple <null1 ,null2 >
thrown at? Incorrectly, at the false bag following a CWA approach. One
can argue that such tuple was thrown at an unknown bag hidden from the
user. But then, the answer is incomplete: the user should be warned that
there are tuples that cannot be classified as either belonging to the meaning
of the query or not.
However, as we are interested in allowing outer join operations and we
rely on a logic engine with 2VL (two-valued logic), we restrict to this, so
that any comparison relating at least a null value returns false instead of
unknown. Truth tables for usual logical operators (not, and and or) remain
thus as for 2VL. Regarding comparison operators, two (distinct) null values
are not (known to be) equal, and are (not known to be) distinct. Thus, neither null = null (syntactic equality) nor null \= null (syntactic disquality) hold. However, notice that a semantic flaw emerges in not(null = null)
(negation), which succeeds! 5 This does not follow SQL: The conditions a<>b
and not(a=b), where a and b are columns, yield the same logical outcome
when considering nulls. So, comparing null values are discouraged in DES.
Nonetheless, to test whether a value is null, two built-in predicates are
provided:
•

is null/1: Test whether its argument is a null value. Analogous operation
to the SQL clause IS NULL.

•

is not null/1: Test whether its argument is not a null value. Analogous
operation to the SQL clause IS NOT NULL.

Nulls are internally represented with the term ’$NULL’(IdNumber), where
IdNumber is a unique integer which does not occur in any other null. This
representation is similar to that also suggested in other systems [27], but,
as a difference, DES considers null as a first class citizen and its internal
representation is hidden from the user. Therefore, asserting or consulting a
rule as p(null) is directly allowed. Back to the first SQL statement in this
section above, if executed in DES, it delivers the “expected” answer, since the
comparison a = a is instanced as ’$NULL’(Id) = ’$NULL’(Id) which has
given a concrete integer for Id, and therefore syntactic unification succeeds.
4.2

Outer Join Built-ins

Three outer join operations are provided, following relational database query
languages (SQL, extended relational algebra): left, right and full outer joins.
An outer join computes the cross-product of two relations that satisfy a third
relation, extended with some special tuples including nulls as explained next.
In an outer join, tuples in one of the first two relations which have no counter5

The negation of the equality should behave as disequality.
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part in the other relation (w.r.t. the third relation) are included in the result
(the values corresponding to the relation with no corresponding tuple are set
to null). If this is true for relation A in the cross-product A × B then it is
a left outer join; if it is true for B then it is a right outer join; if it is true
for both then it is a full outer join. In DES, the left (resp. right, and full)
outer join corresponds to the construction lj(A,B,C) (resp. rj(A,B,C), and
fj(A,B,C)), with A, B, and C relations. In addition, both A and B can take the
form of such constructions in order to allow more neat, nested applications of
outer joins (cf. Subsection 5).
A join condition must not be confused with a where condition.
Let’s consider the query lj(a(X),b(Y),X=Y), which is not equivalent to
lj(a(X),b(X),true) 6 . Assuming that x and y are columns of tables a and
b, resp., these queries could be respectively written in SQL as follows:
SELECT * FROM a LEFT JOIN b ON x=y;
SELECT * FROM a LEFT JOIN b WHERE x=y;
Outer join relations can be nested as well, as in:
lj(a(X),rj(b(Y),c(U,V),Y=U),X=Y)
which is equivalent to the following SQL statement:
SELECT * FROM a LEFT JOIN
(b RIGHT JOIN c ON y=u) ON x=y;
Note that compound conditions must be enclosed between parentheses, as in:
lj(a(X),c(U,V),(X>U;X>V))

5

Source-to-Source Transformations

This section explains outer join-related, source-to-source transformations,
which are conducted during the preprocessing phase in DES. Other transformations include simplifications, unfolding, outer joins and aggregate predicates (which are out of the scope of this paper). Transformations are guided
by several needs: enhancing performance, ensuring termination and resorting
to Datalog tabled computation for solving the outer join primitives (rather
than writing (Prolog-)specific code for that).
As stated in Section 4, a left join operation lj(A,B,C) requires to build
tuples for each tuple in A which does not match with any other of B w.r.t.
C. In a given cycle of the fixpoint computation, a tuple tA might not find a
matching tuple in B, but a further cycle may develop new tuples for B that do.
In order to prevent speculative computations and removing entries from the
extension table, we restrict to have completed the computation of the involved
6

Notice that the variable X is shared by relations a and b.
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relations. This can be achieved by taking advantage of the stratification idea:
relations in outer joins are collected into strata as if they were negative atoms
in order to have their answer sets completely defined before an outer join over
those relations.
To this end, a left join lj(A,B,C) is transformed into an equivalent set of
rules (w.r.t. semantics) for reusing the dependency graph and stratification
approach. A new predicate $pi is introduced as an argument of the built-in,
void predicate lj/1, which does nothing, but is handy to specify a predicate
classification in strata. So, the predicate $pi is to be set in a deeper strata
than the predicate of the rule in which it occurs, say of predicate p, because the
¬
negative arc $p←p is added to the dependency graph. Its arity is |vars(A) ∪
vars(B) ∪ vars(C)|.
Next, the predicate $pi is defined to compute the outer join. All of the facts
in the meaning of $pi come from two sources: the facts in A joined with those
of B which meet C, and the facts in A joined with nulls which do not meet C. So,
a source-to-source transformation in this case can be seen with the following
example. Let’s consider the rule v(X,Y) :- lj(s(X,U),t(V,Y),U>V), which
is transformed into:
v(X,Y) :- lj(’$p0’(X,U,V,Y)).
’$p0’(A,B,’$NULL’(C),’$NULL’(D)) :- s(A,B), not(’$p1’(A,B,E,F)).
’$p0’(A,B,C,D) :- ’$p1’(A,B,C,D).
’$p1’(A,B,C,D) :- s(A,B), t(C,D), B > C.
Note that the predicate $p0 is used to compute both sources of facts,
whether provided by the positive case (a straight call to $p1 from the second
rule of $p0) or the negative one (a negated call to $p1 in the first rule of $p0).
This negative call oughts $p1 to be in a lower strata than $p0. Therefore,
before computing $p0, the meaning of $p1 is completely available. Also note
that the first rule builds the null values for the arguments of the right relation
B for which no tuples are found meeting C. Observe terms ’$NULL’(C) and
’$NULL’(D), containing free (unsafe) variables. They are the internal representations for null values, which a normal user would see simply as null.
Before adding a tuple to the extension table, each null value is assigned with
a unique integer should it is not assigned already. This allows a single rule
to become source of different null values for each tuple it may deliver as an
element of its meaning. Finally, the predicate $p1 contains the (possible) hard
stuff to be computed since it contains the Cartesian product of two relations,
followed by the condition. Despite its arrangement, which may yield to think
of a bad computational behavior (compute all tuples from s, then all from t,
and finally filter results), the top-down driven computation looks for a tuple
from s, then a tuple from t, and only adds a new tuple to the answer table
of ’$p1’ if the condition B > C holds. Indeed, this is quite similar to the
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RDBMS implementations of join operations (modulo indexing).
Whilst transformation of the right join is a reflection of the left join, the
full join is a bit different, where the source of tuples comes from three sources:
the same two as for the left join, plus the facts in B joined with those of A
which do not meet C.
Notice that the transformed program above include floundering [4]: there
exists a call not(’$p1’(A,B,E,F)) in the first rule for ’$p0’, where variables
E and F are not range restricted. However, floundering in this concrete case
poses no problem as the call to $p1 is completely computed before it is used
by any other call and no other negated call occurs in the program. Note
that the other call in the program to $p1 is for the positive case where all of
its arguments become ground. In particular, the negated call will use those
results and the corresponding negative entries will be added to the answer
table. Such negated entries should not be reused by any other (negated) calls
in the program since they are not ground.
Although a safety check is performed whenever a rule is going to be asserted, this is previous to the program transformation so that no errors are
reported to the user in this automatic translation. Other works treat the floundering problem in a general use of negation (see, e.g., constructive negation
[18] and also tabled query evaluation [9]), where non-ground negated calls are
possibly involved in recursive calls, which we do not consider in our setting.
As well, nested outer join calls are allowed, as in the next view, where
relations s and t are now assumed to take only one argument for the sake of
brevity: v(X,Y,U) :- lj(lj(s(X),t(Y),X < Y),s(U),Y = U).

6

Transfers to Other Systems

Other deductive systems, such as DLV [17], might benefit from including outer
joins as well. In this case, floundering programs are not allowed, but for true
negation (CWA is not assumed; instead, negative data are explicitly declared).
Fortunately, as pointed out in [30], above programs can be transformed into
non-floundering programs, where all calls to negated goals are ensured to be
ground. Let’s consider for instance how to transform the running example:
Non-relevant variables should be dropped in the translation (here, A in predicates $p1 and $p2). Also, unfolding can be applied and get:
v(X,Y) :- ’$p0’(X,U,V,Y).
’$p0’(A,B,’$NULL’(C),’$NULL’(D)) :- s(A,B), not(’$p1’(B)).
’$p0’(A,B,C,D) :- s(A,B), t(C,D), B > C.
’$p1’(B) :- s(A,B), t(C,D), B > C.
However, comparing this version to the running example, even when the
number of relations does not increase, extra computation has to be done in
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the second clause of $p0.
So, although it seems possible to compute outer joins in DLV with an
adaptation of our proposal, nulls should be natively supported; otherwise it
couldn’t be applied because there is no provision to get unique identifiers for
null values in this system (DLV does not feature a general-purpose programming language, but a deductive language).
XSB [26] is another system which supports non-ground semantics allowing
floundering programs with the use of the special negation sk not/1, which automatically produces a similar translation as explained before [27]. To write
outer joins in this system, in particular it is needed to generate unique identifier integer numbers for the null values and declare as tabled the predicates
involved in the computation of the outer join, which is now possible as we will
see. Next, we show the complete program (but the facts for s and t) for the
running example involving only one outer join:
:- table(’$p0’/4).
:- table(’$p1’/4).
:- table(s/2).
:- table(t/2).
main(Vs) :- findall(v(X,Y),v(X,Y),Vs).
v(X,Y) :- ’$p0’(X,U,V,Y).
’$p0’(A,B,’$NULL’(C),’$NULL’(D)) :get_id(C), get_id(D), s(A,B), sk_not(’$p1’(A,B,E,F)).
’$p0’(A,B,C,D) :- ’$p1’(A,B,C,D).
’$p1’(A,B,C,D) :- s(A,B), t(C,D), B > C.
:- dynamic id/1.
id(0).
get_id(X) :- id(X), retractall(id(X)), Y is X+1, assertz(id(Y)).
Here, the main entry point (predicate main/1) returns a list of deduced
facts via the metapredicate findall, which collects all answers to the goal
v(X,Y). Predicate get id returns a new integer each time it is called, therefore
allowing to uniquely identify nulls.

7

Conclusions

We have presented a novel approach to embed outer joins as Datalog built-ins
in an existing deductive database system, which is used in many universities
(des.sourceforge.net/des_facts). Its statistics (des.sourceforge.net/
statistics) show a notable increasing number of downloads, up to more than
1,500 downloads a month, and more than 34,000 downloads since 2004. New
releases are expected each two or three months, therefore revealing it as a live
project.
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Those outer join built-ins are not only used in the Datalog query language
but are also used in the evaluation of SQL DQL statements, as they are
compiled to Datalog programs and executed by the deductive engine. The
program transformation technique has been found to be useful in both ensuring
terminating computations and also computing outer join results as these builtins are expressed as Datalog programs, rather than writing specialized Prolog
code to compute them.
Though this work was originally focused to provide outer joins in an educational deductive system, we have also shown that this technique can also
be applied to other systems such as XSB which features non-ground semantics, and highlighted the need for native support of nulls in DLV as it is
not a general-purpose programming system as XSB is. Compared to DES,
an explicit management of nulls is needed in the former system, and, in the
latter, it is also needed to use the (slightly costly) alternative translation to
non-floundering programs.
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Abstract
Hereditary Harrop Formulas with Constraint and Negation (HH¬ (C)) have been proposed as a very
expressive constraint deductive database scheme. The theoretical foundations lay on a fixpoint
semantics that is also the basis for a Prolog implementation presented in a previous work. We have
developed several solvers for specific constraint domains. In this paper we introduce, for the first
time, (strong) integrity constraints in the HH¬ (C) system by taking advantage of the expressiveness
of our approach. Integrity constraints are used to ensure consistency of data in a database language.
A (strong) integrity constraint expresses a relationship among data that every database instance is
required to satisfy. We show how our language and the fixpoint semantics implementation lead to
an easy specification of the most usual integrity constraints provided in other relational database
languages. In addition to the usual specifications of primary key and foreign key the system also
supports functional dependencies.
Keywords: Deductive Databases, Constraints, Hereditary Harrop Formulas, Fixpoint Semantics,
Integrity Constraints

1

Introduction

In [7] we presented an extension of Hereditary Harrop formulas with constraints by adding negation to obtain HH¬ (C), a Constraint Deductive
Database (CDDB) system as Datalog (with Constraitnts) [9], based on a
fixpoint semantics as Coral [8]. We stress, as an important benefit of our
approach, the ability to formulate hypothetical and universally quantified
queries. The resulting language enjoys the expressive power of Datalog, but
adds constraints and two new logical connectives: implication (to formulate
hypothetical queries), and universal quantification (to encapsulate data). We
This paper is electronically published in
Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
URL: www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs
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have implemented a prototype as proof of concept for the theoretical framework. Two main components can be distinguished in the implementation
of this prototype, that we already presented in [1]. One corresponds to the
bottom-up implementation of the fixpoint semantics, which is very close to the
theory. The fixpoint is computed using a stratification of the predicates of the
database which is obtained from a suitable notion of dependency graph. The
other component corresponds to the implementation of the constraint solvers.
The first component is independent of the particular constraint system, i.e.,
it is parametric on the second component. Then, the known safety results for
Datalog (with constraints) [9] are valid in our case, because they rely on the
constraint systems.
In [3] we shown a first approximation of how incorporate aggregate functions to our system. Those functions are useful in computing single values
from a set of numerical or other-type values. We have taken advantage of
certain aspects of the stratified semantics of our database system in order to
deal with the implementation of aggregate functions.
HH¬ (C) prototype incorporates a type checking and inferrer system, then
our clauses defining databases are typed. Types are needed to know the constraint system the constraints belong to. We have proposed three constraint
systems as possible instances of the scheme HH¬ (C): Boolean, Reals, and
Finite Domains.
We have relied on the underlying constraint solvers available in SWI-Prolog
[12] for implementing the constraint systems. In addition, due to some conectives of the language are not suppoted in SWI-Prolog (for instance universal
quantifier), it has been necessary to make an explicit management for them.
Consistency constraints over data are known as strong integrity constraints
in the deductive database area. Examples of such integrity constraints in the
relational model are primary keys and foreign keys, to name a few. Such
integrity constraints must not be missed with those belonging to constraint
system C used to parameterize the scheme HH¬ (C) (or analogously CLP (C),
where constraints are first-class citizen constructions of the language, as they
can occur in well-formed formulas. As well, constraints in deductive systems
have also been studied [2,5], as DLV [6] or XSB [10] implementing stable
model [4] and well-founded model semantics [11], respectively, are otherwise
understood as model filters. Since a database can have several models, only
those complaining constraints are included in the answer, therefore discarding
unfeasible models from the answer.
In this paper, instead, we focus on integrity constraints as understood in
relational database management systems (RDBMS’s) in order to provide a
means to detect inconsistent data with respect to user requirements. Our
system already included one such kind of a constraint in the form of domain
constraints (as known is RDBDM’s) as it is strongly typed. Here, we describe
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for the first time the introduction of other integrity constraints: the more
usual primary key and foreign key, and also the functional dependency, which
in particular is useful for ensuring consistency over denormalized relations.
We present how integrity constraints can be specified at the language level using HH¬ (C) expresiveness. We also explain the issues which arise in enabling
integrity constraints support in a general database framework. We propose a
concrete implementation and we sketch some improvements to enhance performance.

2

System Description and Fixpoint by Strata

In this section we introduce the main aspects of our system and how to use it.
2.1

Databases and Queries

As usual in CDDBs, a database is a set of clauses and a query is a goal, whose
answer is a constraint. When the system is started, the computation of the
fixpoint semantics of a database ∆ follows the next computation stages:
(i) Check and infer the predicate types.
(ii) Build the dependency graph of ∆.
(iii) Compute a stratification s for ∆, if there is any. Otherwise, the system
throws an error message and stops.
(iv) If the previous step succeeds, compute the fixpoint of ∆, f ix(∆), from
the first to the last stratum.
The fixpoint f ix(∆) is compossed by a set of pairs (A, C) such that the
atom A can be derived from ∆ if C is satisfied, i.e., it captures the semantics
of the database ∆. Those pairs are obtained by means of a stratified fixpoint
operator, whose computation is specially difficult when dealing with nested
implications. This is because when an implication D ⇒ G appears in the
body of a clause, the database for which the fixpoint is being computed is
augmented with D. Then a local fixpoint for the extended database must be
calculated. See [1] for details.
After the stage (iv), the system keeps in memory, while not processing
another database, the following information: the just computed f ix(∆), the
stratification s, and the dependency graph of ∆
When a query G is posed at the prompt, the system computes, if it exists,
a new stratification s0 for the set ∆ ∪ {G}. The query can not be computed if
there is not such s0 , and the systems stops. In other case:
•

If s = s0 , the kept fixpoint, computed for ∆, is valid to evaluate G.

•

If s 6= s0 , the symbol predicates involved in the computation of G can be in a
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different stratum than when f ix(∆) was computed. So, the stored fixpoint
is not valid now to evaluate G and a new fixpoint, f ix(∆ ∪ {query(X): −G}),
must be computed, where X are the free variables of G. The new predicate
query added to the database captures the desired answer, that will be the
constraint C stored in the pair (query(X),C) of the computed fixpoint.
More details of the implementation are shown in [1]. In the next section we
introduce the use of HH¬ (C) system by means of examples.
2.2

A Database Example

Here we define a simple database for managing information about students
in some courses related to Logic Programming. We adhere to a syntax quite
similar to Prolog. In addition, we write not for negation, => for implication,
ex(X,G) representing ∃X G, and fa(X,G) representing ∀X G. First, we define
two domains, one for the student names and the other for subject names:
domain(student_dt,[angela,david,joseluis,nicolas]).
domain(subject_dt,[programming_introduction,logic_programming,
declarative_programming]).
Although several solvers can be used together within the same database,
they can not be combined for the moment, i.e., constraints of different types
cannot be freely mixed to get an heterogeneous compound constraint. Predicates with arguments of different types are restricted to those extensionally
defined.
This limitation can be surpassed in some practical situations by defining
domain mappings. In this example, we can easily define a mapping from the
domain of student names to real values, i.e., associate a real number (intended
as the identity card number) to each student:
type(student_id(student_dt,real)).
student_id(angela,350001).
student_id(david,500002).
student_id(joseluis,750003).
student_id(nicolas,900004).
We also associate each subject name to its code:
type(subject_id(subject_dt,real)).
subject_id(programming_introduction,406).
subject_id(logic_programming,428).
subject_id(declarative_programming,455).
The information about students taking a course can be stored as:
type(course(real,real,real)).
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course(350001,
course(750003,
course(500002,
course(350001,

406,
406,
406,
428,

5.0).
7.5).
2.0).
3.5).

For instance, the first clause means that the student with identity card number
350001 is taking the course of Programming Introduction (identifier 406) and
it has a mark of 5.0.
We focus now on the intensional database. In a first view, we collect the
students St who have passed a concrete subject Sb:
type(passed(real,real)).
passed(St,Sb) :- course(St,Sb,M), constr(real ,M>=5.0).
The next view represents that a student is able to register in Declarative Programming (identifier 455) if it has passed Programming Introduction
(identifier 406) and it is already registered in Logic Programming (identifier
428):
type(register(real,real)).
register(St,455) :- passed(St,406), course(St,428,M).

Fixpoint of the Database
When the user process (load) a database, the system performs the computation stages mentioned in Section 2.1, and obtains a fixpoint for such a
database. That fixpoint is a set of pairs (Atom,Constraint), meaning that
the atom is true if the constraint is satisfied. The fixpoint for our working
example is:
passed(A_real, B_real), (B_real=406.0, A_real=350001.0;
B_real=406.0, A_real=750003.0)
register(350001.0, 455.0), true
student_id(angela, 350001.0), true
student_id(david, 500002.0), true
student_id(joseluis, 750003.0), true
student_id(nicolas, 900004.0), true
subject_id(programming_introduction, 406.0), true
subject_id(logic_programming, 428.0), true
subject_id(declarative_programming, 455.0), true
course(350001.0, 406.0, 5.0), true
course(750003.0, 406.0, 7.5), true
course(500002.0, 406.0, 2.0), true
course(350001.0, 428.0, 3.5), true
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Querying
Once the database is loaded the user can submit queries to the system.
For example, the user can ask how many students are studing Programming
Introduction (identifier 406):
HHn(C)> constr(real,NumSt=count(course(St,406.0,M))).
Answer: NumSt=3.0
Who is not able to register in Declarative Programming (identifier 455):
HHn(C)> not(register(St,455.0)),student_id(N,St).
Answer: ( N=nicolas, St=900004.0;
N=joseluis, St=500003.0;
N=david, St=750002.0;
N=angela, St=350001.0),
St/=350001.0
Assuming that a student has passed Programming Introduction (identifier 406)
with a mark of 9.0, what is the average mark of the class in this subject:
HHn(C)> course(750003.0,406.0,9.0)=>
constr(real,Avg=avg(course(St,406.0,C),C)).
Answer: Avg=5.875
The current version of the system is available at https://gpd.sip.ucm.
es/trac/gpd/wiki/GpdSystems including a bundle of examples.

3

Integrity Constraints in HH¬ (C)

In this section we introduce integrity constraints in the system. We describe
the different approaches that we have considered dealing with this feature.
Firstly, we show how the language by itself is able to capture the most common
integrity constraints, at least for databases that do not involve some forms of
nested implications (in particular, the specifications will be sound for the
extensional database, which is the most common use in relational databases).
Then, we explain the problems coming from nested implications and the form
in which they can be overcome within the concrete implementation of the
system.
3.1

Using Expressiveness of the Language to Define Integrity Constraints

The intended aim when designing the HH¬ (C) language is to get a highly
expressive query language. As a proof of concept, in this section we show
how the user can define (strong) integrity constraint within the laguage itself,
by adding predicates to the input database that capture information about
the violation of these constraints. For the examples below, we suppose an
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alphabetical domain data composed of all letters of the alphabet. Let us start
with a primary key constraint for a defined predicate p:
p(a,b,c).
p(b,c,d).
p(e,f,g).
p(a,i,j).
A primary key constraint specifies that there are no two tuples in a predicate
with the same values for a given set of columns. For example, for specifing
that the first parameter is the primary key for the predicate p, we add to the
database:
pk_p_fails:- p(A,B,C), p(A,B2,C2),constr(data,(B/=B2;C/=C2)).
The predicate pk p fails express a failure in the intended primaray key constraint, i.e., it is true iff the constraint is violated. In this case pk p fails is
true as the value a occurs twice as the first argument of p. Moreover, we can
capture information about the tuples that violate the constraint by adding
parameters in the head:
pk_p_fails(A,B,C):- p(A,B,C), p(A,B2,C2),
constr(data,(B/=B2;C/=C2)).
In this case, those tuples are (a,b,c) and (a,i,j).
A foreign key constraint specifies that the values in a given set of columns
of a predicate must exist already in the columns declared in the primary key
constraint of another predicate. Assume for example the following predicates
s and q:
s(a,b).
s(e,a).
s(h,e).
s(k,k).
s(a,b).
s(a,c).

q(a,b).
q(e,f).
q(h,j).
q(k,l).
q(c,d).
q(t,g).

For defining a foreign key between the first argument of s and the first argument of q we are interested in those tuples that could be defined as:
fk_not_pairs(X):-q(X,A),not(s(X,B)).
With this idea it is straightforward to define the fk qs fails predicate:
fk_qs_fails(V):- q(V,A), fa(B,not_s(V,B)).
not_s(V,B):- not(s(V,B)).
In this example, this predicate will capture the concrete values (V=c; V=t).
A functional dependency constraint X → Y over a predicate p specifies
that the set of arguments X of p functionally determine the set Y , i.e., each
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tuple of values of X in p is associated with exactly one tuple of values Y in
the same tuple of p. For instance assume a predicate u:
u(a,b,c,d,e,f).
u(a,b,d,c,e,f).
u(a,a,a,a,a,a).
u(a,b,c,h,a,a).
For the predicate u(A1,A2,B1,B2,C,D), let us assume the functional dependency (A1, A2) → (B1, B2). Its violation can be expressed by the following
predicate:
fd_u_fails(A1,A2,B1,B2):- u(A1,A2,B1,B2,_,_),
u(A1,A2,B3,B4,_,_),
constr(data,(B1/=B3 ; B2/=B4)).
This predicate fd u fails(A,B,C,D) will capture the tuples:
(A=a, C=c, D=d, B=b;
A=a, C=c, D=h, B=b;
A=a, C=d, D=c, B=b).
In the previous examples the user realizes that a violation of an integrity
constraint occurs because of the presence of pairs for concrete predicates in
the database fixpoint. This is a direct first approach, that shows the expressiveness of the language and also serves as a clear specification of the integrity
constraints we are interested in. Nevertheless, as we have pointed out before
this specification is not complete for the general case. Nested implications
require a sophisticated computation mechanism involving temporary fixpoint
calculations (see [1] for a detailed description of this mechanism). The information about integrity constraint violation, as previously defined, may appear
in some temporary fixpoint but not in the final fixpoint. To illustrate this situation, assume the following database:
q(a,b).
p:- q(a,c) => q(a,c).
And a definition of primary key for the first argument of q, following the
previous ideas:
pk_q_fails:- q(A,B), q(A,C), constr(data,B\=C).
During the computation for the predicate p it is required to calculate a local
fixpoint for an extended database including the tuple q(a,c). At this point,
both tuples q(a,b) and q(a,c) are in the fixpoint, which means a violation of
the specified primary key. In fact, the pair (pk q fails,true) will be added
to this local fixpoint, that is not kept anymore. So the pair (pk q fails,true)
does not appear in the final fixpoint, which is:
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p, true
q(a, b), true
And this is not consistent according to the definition of primary key for q.
It is interesting that at some point of the computation the inconsistency is
present and could be checked by the system with some easy modifications of
it. In the next section we focus on these issues in order to get a practical
implementation.
3.2

Adding Integrity Constraint Support to a Database System

Three issues must be taken into account for adding support to integrity constraints to a given database system and language.
First, how integrity constraints are declared. On the one hand, RDBMS’s
allow to declare them with both DDL (Data Definition Language) and GUI
interfaces (in turn, the latter uses the former and hidden from the user). On
the other hand, Prolog systems include either assertions or directives for such
declarations. Currently, although somewhat interactive, our system reads a
database which is not subject to change up to next loading, i.e., it is more targeted to be used as a batch database instead of a full fledged online database.
So, including a DDL in addition to the current DML (Data Manipulation
Language) does not seem a need. Thus, as HH¬ (C) is a logic programming
(LP) language, we rather follow the more usual way in these LP systems and
provide support to assertions. Next section presents the concrete syntax we
propose.
Second, when a constraint must be detected as violated. Our system implements an iterative fixpoint procedure with a common operation for adding
new tuples to the current interpretation. So, a safe check to detect constraint
violation is at this point. This can be seen as a sufficient condition, but weaker
conditions can be found, indeed. Given that each constraint is implemented
with a predicate, each time a given atom and constraint is to be added, its
predicate name can be checked for matching with those constraint predicates.
Other alternatives do exist, from this just introduced end to the other, opposite
end, when constraints are checked after all fixpoint computation is finished.
But notice that, as implications are allowed, it might be the case that some
constraints had been violated in a given subcomputation that does not longer
be included in the outcome fixpoint, as explained in the previous section.
And, third, what to do when an inconsistency is found. Here, batch and
online operations are considered as a reference to this question. Online updates
to databases usually do constraint checking for each tuple to be either added,
modified or deleted, discarding the update if an inconsistency is found and
raising an exception. Batch updates, on the other hand, can follow another
route: Collect the inconsistencies and report offending tuples to the user. This
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is quite adequate for massive updates for which it is convenient to have all
the offending tuples at hand in order to reason about and repair error sources.
Several RDBMS’s do allow these batch updates with different tools (Oracle,
DB2, MySQL, . . . ).
3.3

Concrete Implementation: The Case of Primary Key

In this section we explore a first approach for a concrete implementation of
integrity contraints, that is currently working in the system. The aim is to
automate the generation of the specifications introduced in Section 3.1, taking
reasonable decisions about the three questions presented in the previous Section. The problem explained in Section 3.1 about nested implications and the
associated subcomputations can be surpased now at the system implementation level.
We focus on primary key constraints, as the others (foreign keys, and
functional dependencies) can be treated in a similar way. For the first question
how, we introduce a new syntactical contruction in the system in order to
define a primary key contraint. Given a predicate p of arity n, and two tuples
of variables X and Y (of arities n and m ≤ n resp.) such that Y ⊆ X, then
the directive pk(p(X), Y ) establishes the arguments corresponding to Y as a
primary key for p. For example, the primary key constraint for the predicate
p of Section 3.1 would be expressed as:
:- pk(p(A,B,C),(A))
The system automates the translation of this directive, producing exactly the
code for pk p fails(A,B,C) presented in Section 3.1.
The system must also check the possible violations of integrity contraints.
As explained in Section 3.1, we can not wait for the complete fixpoint of the
database. But the system implements an iterative fixpoint procedure with a
specific operation for adding new pairs to the current interpretation. Then,
for the second question, when, a safe answer is whenever a new pair is added
to the current interpretation, as any fixpoint (temporary or not) comes from
a growing interpretation. Of course, this solves the problem pointed out in
Section 3.1 related to temporary fixpoints. Note that this is analogous to the
approach taken on by current RDBMS implementations. The idea is to avoid
speculative computations by detecting inconsistencies as soon as possible. In
our case, there is another natural point to check integrity that could also be
implemented, that is to check it at the end of any fixpoint computation.
For the last question, what, we have decided to show the error message
with the corresponding predicate and the values of the tuples that cause the
conflict.
For instance, for the primary key constraint violation of predicate p, of
Section 3.1, this message is:
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-- Integrity Constraint Violation -Duplicate primary key in predicate p, duplicate value: a
After this error message, the system continues and finishes the computation.

4

The next steps

Following the line of the first approach of Section 3.1 we plan to use HH¬ (C)
expresiveness to declare user-defined integrity constraints as views. At a first
easy example, referred to the student database in Section 2, we can define an
user integrity constraint aimed to limit the number of students of a course:
lp_quote_exceeded :- constr(real,count(course(X,406,M))>25).
So, an integrity constraint specifies unfeasible values rather than feasible. This
is opposed to the usual way of specifying integrity constraints in SQL with
CHECK clauses, where the positive case is specified instead of the negative one as
we do. Notice also that in this example we take advantage of our constraint
system implementation, which supports aggregates. Following the previous
philosophy, it is straightforward to define a system directive for user-defined
constraints. For this example:
:- uc(lp_quote_exceeded).
This directive would specify that the predicate lp quote exceeded should
not occur in any fixpoint. Otherwise, an informative error message would be
raised.
In addition, we plan to explore alternative implementations of the integrity
constraints. An alternative is to keep all the information about integrity
constraints separated from the fixpoint, i.e., integrity constraints does not
affect to the semantics of the database. They are interpreted as external
observers of that fixpoint that would raise information about the semantic
inconsistencies defined by integrity constraints.
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Abstract
In most fuzzy logic programming approaches, the notion of reductant is required to ensure completeness when working with some (partially ordered) lattices modeling the concept of truth degree
beyond the simpler case of true and false. Initially introduced in the context of generalized annotated logic programming, some adaptations of this theoretical tool have been proposed for the
modern and flexible fuzzy framework of multi-adjoint logic programming, where usually an infinite
set of reductants (one for each ground atom) is needed to guarantee completeness. Our recently
proposed notion of general (G-)reductant solves such infinitude problem since it only depends on a
finite number of predicate symbols instead of ground atoms. However, although G-reductants can
be really applied in practice, its use increases the length of derivations. In this paper we reuse our
previous advances on fuzzy unfolding for program optimization, with the new aim of improving not
only the behaviour, but also the shape of G-reductants, thus obtaining a smaller and more efficient
set of rules than original programs where completeness is granted in a very efficient, practical way.
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1

Introduction

From several decades ago, Logic Programming (LP) [12] has been widely used
for problem solving and knowledge representation, thus providing a great
amount of foundations and techniques devoted to solve real world problems
which very often require resources based on computational intelligence. Some
steps beyond, during the last decades important research efforts have been
performed for introducing inside the LP paradigm some techniques/constructs
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based on fuzzy logic in order to explicitly treat with uncertainty and approximated reasoning in a natural way. Following this trail, several fuzzy logic
programming systems have been developed [2,3,5,11,9,28,27], where the classical inference mechanism of SLD–Resolution has been replaced by a fuzzy
variant which is able to handle partial truth.
This is the case of the so-called Multi-Adjoint Logic Programming approach, MALP in brief [13,14,15], an extremely flexible framework combining
fuzzy logic and logic programming. Informally speaking, a MALP program
can be seen as a set of rules each of which is annotated by a truth degree (a
value of a complete lattice, for instance the real interval [0, 1]) and a query
to the system, that is, a goal plus a substitution (initially the identity substitution, denoted by id). Given a MALP program, goals are evaluated in two
separate computational phases. During the operational phase, admissible steps
(a generalization of the classical modus ponens inference rule) are systematically applied by a backward reasoning procedure in a similar way to classical
resolution steps in pure logic programming. More precisely, in an admissible
step, for a selected atom A in a goal and a rule hH←B; vi of the program, if
there is a most general unifier θ of A and H, then atom A is substituted by the
expression (v&B)θ, where “&” is an adjoint conjunction evaluating modus ponens. Finally, the operational phase returns a computed substitution together
with an expression where all atoms have been exploited. This last expression
is then interpreted under a given lattice during what we call the interpretive
phase [7], hence returning a pair htruth degree; substitutioni which is the fuzzy
counterpart of the classical notion of computed answer traditionally used in
pure logic programming.
On the other hand, reductants were introduced in the context of MALP
to cope with a problem of incompleteness that arises for some lattices. The
problem was initially discovered in the field of annotated logic programming
[9] and then treated in subsequent fuzzy logic programming settings (see [15]
for an adaptation of the “quasi-completeness” result to this framework). The
main idea is that, in general, it might be impossible to compute the greatest
correct answer for a given goal and program, if its associated lattice (L, ) is
partially ordered [15].
For instance, let a, b be two non comparable elements (truth degrees) in L;
assume that for a (ground) goal A there are only two (facts) rules, say hA←; ai
and hA←; bi, whose heads directly match with it; the first rule contributes with
truth degree a, and derives the fuzzy computed answer with truth degree a
(and obviously an empty substitution); similarly, the second one contributes
with truth degree b, and derives the fuzzy computed answer b; therefore, by the
soundness theorem of MALP [15], both a and b are correct answers and hence,
by definition of correct answer [15], the supremum (or lub, least upper bound)
sup{a, b}, is also a correct answer; however, neither sup{a, b} nor a more
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general version of sup{a, b} are computed answers and, therefore, completeness
is lost. The above problem can be solved by extending the original program
with a special rule hA←sup{a, b}; >i (very close to the original definition of
reductant), which allows us to obtain the supremum of all the contributions
to goal A.
The previous discussion shows that a MALP program, interpreted inside
a partially ordered lattice modeling truth degrees, needs to contain all its
reductants in order to guarantee the completeness property. This obviously
increases both the size and execution time of the final “completed” program.
And what is worse, from a practical point of view, the ugliest face of this fact
appears when the set of reductants is infinite, which unfortunately occurs in
most cases, since for each ground atom to be solved (directly or indirectly),
a reductant is required. In [19], we provided a generalized version of this
concept called G-reductant with the advantage that just a single G-reductant
is required to cover all the (possibly infinite) calls to atoms using the same
predicate. Nevertheless, although our approach allows the generation of a
finite set of G-reductants in a real implementation of the framework (as occurs
with the FLOPER tool described in [1,16,20,23,22]), we have evidenced that
their use enlarges the length of derivations. In this paper we are concerned
with some simplification tasks based on fuzzy unfolding [6,7,4] which in essence
apply computational steps on the body of G-reductants in order to reduce not
only their shapes, but also their behaviour at execution time.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the
main features of MALP, both language syntax and procedural semantics. Section 3 presents our improved notion of G-reductant. The unfolding-based
refinements used to improve the aspect and operability of G-reductants are
explained in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we give our conclusions and some
lines of future work.

2

The Multi-adjoint Logic Programming Approach

This section gives a short summary of the main features of MALP (we refer
the interested reader to [13,14,15] for a complete formulation). We work with
a first order language, L, containing variables, function symbols, predicate
symbols, constants, quantifiers (∀ and ∃), and several (arbitrary) connectives
to increase language expressiveness. In our fuzzy setting, we use implication
connectives (←1 , ←2 , . . . , ←m ) and also other connectives which are grouped
under the name of “aggregators” or “aggregation operators”. They are used
to combine/propagate truth values through the rules. The general definition of aggregation operators subsumes conjunctive operators (denoted by
&1 , &2 , . . . , &k ), disjunctive operators (∨1 , ∨2 , . . . , ∨l ), and average and hybrid
operators (usually denoted by @1 , @2 , . . . , @n ). Although the connectives &i ,
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∨i and @i are binary operators, we usually generalize them as functions with
an arbitrary number of arguments. By definition and assuming that “>/⊥”
mean the “maximum/minimum” notion of truth degree on a given lattice L
˙ : Ln → L is
then, the truth function for an n-ary aggregation operator @
˙
˙
required to be monotone and fulfills @(>,
. . . , >) = >, @(⊥,
. . . , ⊥) = ⊥.

Additionally, our language L contains the elements of a multi-adjoint lattice, (L, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n ), equipped with a collection of adjoint pairs
(←i , &i ), where each &i is a conjunctor intended to the evaluation of modus
ponens. In general, the set of truth values L may be the carrier of any complete (bounded) lattice. A L-expression is a well-formed expression composed
by values of L, connectives and variable symbols.
A rule is a formula A ←i B, where A is an atomic formula (usually called
the head) and B (which is called the body) is a formula built from atomic
formulas B1 , . . . , Bn (n ≥ 0 ), truth values of L and conjunctions, disjunctions
and aggregations. Rules with an empty body are called facts. A goal is a
body submitted as a query to the system. Variables in a rule are assumed to
be governed by universal quantifiers. Roughly speaking, a MALP program is
a set of pairs hR; vi, where R is a rule and v is a truth degree (a value of L)
expressing the confidence which the user of the system has in the truth of the
rule R.
In order to describe the procedural semantics of the MALP language, in
the following we denote by C[A] a formula where A is a sub-expression (usually
an atom) which occurs in the –possibly empty– one hole context C[] whereas
C[A/A0 ] means the replacement of A by A0 in context C[]. Moreover, Var(s) denotes the set of distinct variables occurring in the syntactic object s, θ[Var(s)]
refers to the substitution obtained from θ by restricting its domain to Var(s)
and mgu(E) denotes the most general unifier (see [10]) of an equation set E.
In the next definition, we always consider that A is the selected atom in goal
Q and L is the multi-adjoint lattice associated to P.
Definition 2.1 [Admissible Step] Let Q be a goal and let σ be a substitution.
The pair hQ; σi is a state. Given a program P, an admissible computation is
formalized as a state transition system, whose transition relation →AS is the
smallest relation satisfying the following admissible rules:
1) hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v&i B])θ; σθi if θ = mgu({A0 = A}), hA0 ←i B; vi in P
and B is not empty.

2) hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v])θ; σθi if θ = mgu({A0 = A}), and hA0 ←; vi in P 2 .
3) hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/⊥]); σi if there is no rule in P with head unifying A.
2

Note that this case can be seen as a particular version of the previous rule by simply
assuming that the body of a program fact is just “>” and a subsequent “interpretive step”
(see next Definition 2.2) applied to expression “v&>” always will return “v”.
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Formulas involved in admissible computation steps are renamed apart before being used. Note also that the third rule is introduced to cope with
(possible) unsuccessful admissible derivations. When needed, we shall use the
symbols →AS1 , →AS2 and →AS3 to distinguish between specific admissible
steps. Also, when required, the exact program rule used in the corresponding step will be annotated as a super–index of the →AS symbol. Also the
∗
symbols →+
AS and →AS denote, respectively, the transitive closure and the
reflexive, transitive closure of →AS . An admissible derivation is a sequence
hQ; idi →∗AS hQ0 ; θi (being id the identity -empty- substitution) where in the
case that Q0 be a formula not containing atoms, it is called an admissible
computed answer (a.c.a.) for that derivation.
If we exploit all atoms of a goal, by applying admissible steps as much
as needed during the operational phase, then it becomes a formula with no
atoms which can be then directly interpreted in the multi-adjoint lattice L.
Definition 2.2 [Interpretive Step] Let P be a program, Q a goal and σ a
substitution. We formalize the notion of interpretive computation as a state
transition system, whose transition relation →IS is defined as the smallest
˙ 1 ,r2 )];σi, where @
˙ is the
relation satisfying hQ[@(r1 , r2 )]; σi→IShQ[@(r1 ,r2 )/@(r
truth function of connective @ in the lattice hL, i associated to P.

∗
We denote by →+
IS and →IS the transitive closure and the reflexive, transitive closure of →IS , respectively.

Definition 2.3 Let P be a program and hQ; σi an a.c.a., that is, Q is a goal
not containing atoms. An interpretive derivation is a sequence hQ; σi →∗IS
hQ0 ; σi. When Q0 = r ∈ L, being hL, i the lattice associated to P, the state
hr; σi is called a fuzzy computed answer (f.c.a.) for that derivation.
Usually, we refer to a complete derivation as the sequence of admissible/interpretive steps of the form hQ; idi →∗AS hQ0 ; σi →∗IS hr; σi (sometimes we
denote it by hQ; idi →∗AS/IS hr; σi) where hQ0 ; σ[Var(Q)]i and hr; σ[Var(Q)]i
are, respectively, the a.c.a. and the f.c.a. for the derivation.

3

Reductants versus G-Reductants

In this section we provide an enhanced, generalized version of reductant starting from the original definition presented in [15], where the classical notion
of reductant was initially adapted to the MALP framework in the following
terms (in the sequel, we assume that there always exist at least one adjoint
pair, say h←, &i, in the lattice associated to program P):
Definition 3.1 [Reductant [15]] Let P be a program, A a ground atom, and
hCi ←i Bi ; vi i be the (non empty) set of rules in P whose head matches with
A (there are θi such that A = Ci θi ). A reductant for A in P is a rule
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hA← @(B1 , . . . , Bn )θ; >i where θ = θ1 . . . θn , and the truth function for the
intended aggregator @ is defined as @(b1 , . . . , bn ) = sup{v1 &1 b1 , . . . , vn &n bn }.
The set of all the reductants induced by (i.e., associated to the set of ground
atoms which can be built using the predicate/function symbols included in the
signature of) a program P, is a new program denoted by Red(P). Note that
this set of rules will usually be infinite since most programs use at least a non
constant function symbol to build data terms.
However, we propose a method to avoid this kind of “infinite” problems
involved in Definition 3.1. To achieve this aim, in what follows we provide a
more flexible approximation of this concept, by directly “attaching” reductants
to predicate symbols instead of ground atoms. In order to do this we need the
following auxiliary definitions:
•

•
•

given a substitution σ = {X1 7→ t1 , . . . , Xn 7→ tn }, where X1 , . . . , Xn are
different variables not appearing in data terms t1 , . . . , tn , then σ denotes
the expression “(X1 ≈ t1 )& . . . &(Xn ≈ tn )” where,
≈ is a primitive binary predicate always included in any program P and
defined by the default rule (fact) R≈ : hX ≈ X←; >i and

& represents any conjunction operator included in the multi-adjoint lattice
hL, i associated to a given program P, which obviously fulfills properties:
˙ 2 = r2 &r
˙ 1 , >&r
˙ = r and ⊥&r
˙ = ⊥, for any values r, r1 , r2 ∈ L.
r1 &r

Note that “≈” mirrors the default notion of syntactic equality used in pure
logic programming. The idea is to assign the maximum truth degree to the
evaluation of data terms admitting syntactic unification. Moreover, we will
see later that those non-unifiable terms which do not adhere to this rule, do
not necessarily produce unsuccessful derivations which, among other things,
drastically differences the “crisp” case w.r.t. our present fuzzy setting.
Definition 3.2 [G-Reductant] Let P be a program, A an atom of the form
p(X1 , . . . , Xm ) whose arguments are all different variables, and hCi ←i Bi ; vi i
the (non empty) set of rules defining predicate p in P, i.e., whose heads are instances of A and consequently there are substitutions θi such that Ci = Aθi . A
G-reductant for predicate p in P is a rule hA← @(θ1 &B1 , . . . , θn &Bn ); >i where
the truth function for the intended aggregator @ is defined as
@(b1 , . . . , bn ) = sup{v1 &1 b1 , . . . , vn &n bn }.
Similarly to Definition 3.1, the set of all the G-reductants induced by (i.e.,
associated to the set of predicate symbols included in the signature of) a
program P, is a new program (usually finite, since real programs have also a
finite signature) denoted now by Gred(P).
Advice that an important difference of Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, which is
crucial to make accessible in practice the notion of (G-)reductant. Note that
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whereas an intended atom A matches the head of some program rules of P in
the definition of G-reductant, the situation is just the inverse when defining
classical reductants, which justifies why we simply need to synthesize a finite
number (one for each predicate symbol) of G-reductants instead of an infinite
set of reductants (one for each ground atom).
In order to illustrate our definitions, consider the following MALP program
P, where the first two rules are facts (that is, rules whose bodies are implicitly
assumed to be >), and whose associated lattice (L, ≤) is the one described by
the Hasse’s diagram of the figure:
>

R1 : hp(X)

←;

αi

R2 : hp(a)

←;

βi

R3 : hp(s(X)) ←G p(X);

γ

γi

α

β

⊥
Here, (&G , ←G ) is an adjoint pair of connectives following the well-known
Gödel ’s intuitionistic logic, that is:

 >, if x ≤ y,
˙ G (x, y) = inf{x, y},
&
and
←
˙ G (y, x) =
 y, otherwise.
In this example, we observe that the set of reductants associated to P is infinite, since there are infinite ground atoms to be covered (due to the presence
of the function symbol s/1), and hence, according Definition 3.1:
Red(P) = { Rp(a) :
Rp(s(a)) :

hp(a)

←

@1 (>, >);

>i,

hp(s(a))

←

@2 (>, p(a));

>i,

@2 (>, p(s(a)));

>i,

Rp(s(s(a))) : hp(s(s(a))) ←
....

...........

.......... .............

..........

}

where aggregators @1 and @2 are defined as @1 (b1 , b2 ) = sup{α &G b1 , β &G b2 }
and @2 (b1 , b2 ) = sup{α &G b1 , γ &G b2 }. The most important point we wish to
highlight here, is the infinite cardinality of Red(P), which strongly contrasts
with the simplicity of program Gred(P), composed just by the unique Greductant:
Rp(X) : hp(X) ← @3 ((X ≈ X1)&>, (X ≈ a)&>, (X ≈ s(X2))& p(X2)); >i
where @3 (b1 , b2 , b3 ) = sup{α &G b1 , β &G b2 , γ &G b3 }.
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p(a) →AS1 Rp(X)
→AS2 R≈

→IS

→AS2 R≈

>&@3 ((a ≈ X1)&>, (a ≈ a)&>, (a ≈ s(X2))& p(X2))
>&@3 (>&>, (a ≈ a)&>, (a ≈ s(X2))& p(X2))
>&@3 (>, (a ≈ a)&>, (a ≈ s(X2))& p(X2))
>&@3 (>, >&>, (a ≈ s(X2))& p(X2))

→IS

>&@3 (>, >, (a ≈ s(X2))& p(X2))

→AS3

>&@3 (>, >, ⊥& p(X2))

→IS

>&@3 (>, >, ⊥)

→IS

>&γ

→IS

γ
Fig. 1. Example of derivation using G-reductants.

Now, let us see how the use of reductants and G-reductants contribute to
put in practice the theoretical completeness result of the multi-adjoint logic
framework. For simplicity reasons, assume that the ground atom p(a) is the
goal to be solved. It is easy to see that this goal admits two one-step derivations using the two facts of program P, which lead to two different fuzzy
computed answers with truth degrees α and β, respectively. Anyway, according to the procedural semantics of MALP described in Section 2, it is not
possible to compute the correct answer γ for p(a) w.r.t. P.
Fortunately, by using the first reductant of Red(P), we can build the following derivation computing the desired solution (we avoid the second component
on states since substitutions are irrelevant here -we are just evaluating ground
expressions- and, for readability reasons, we underline the selected expression
in each computation step): p(a) →AS1 Rp(a) >&@1 (>, >) →IS >&γ →IS γ,
where, in the first interpretive step, we have exploited the following equalities:
@1 (>, >) = sup{α &G >, β &G >} = sup{α, β} = γ.
In an alternative way, we can achieve the same effect, but using now the
unique G-reductant of Gred(P), as shown in Figure 1. Let us explain in detail
each one of the computation steps performed in this derivation:
•

•

•

The first admissible step of kind “→AS1 ” has been performed with the
unique G-reductant Rp(X) of Gred(P), after generating the appropriate
binding θ = mgu({p(a) = p(X))} = {X 7→ a}.
Since there exists the mgu between constant a and variable X1 , we can
apply now a “→AS2 ” step using the default rule R≈ , thus replacing atom
“(a ≈ X1)” by >.

In the example we assume that our selection rule/strategy of “computable
expressions” applies interpretive steps as soon as possible (thus, this kind
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of computations are prioritary to those admissible steps exploiting atoms).
•

The fourth and fifth steps are similar to the second and third ones.

•

In the next step, it is not possible to unify terms “a” and “s(X2)”, which
requires an admissible step of kind “→AS3 ” producing a replacement of
expression “a ≈ s(X2)” by ⊥ in the next state. It is important to note that
in pure logic programming, this step would be comparable to an action for
“aborting” the whole derivation, which fortunately is avoided in the present
MALP setting. We think that this fact reinforces the much more flexible
behaviour of fuzzy logic programming.

•

In this step we have exploited the (somehow commented before) property of
˙ = ⊥ for any given expression E
conjunctor operators indicating that ⊥&E
whose (subsequent) evaluation will be anyway forced to return a concrete,
but irrelevant in this case, truth degree. We think that this quite natural
improvement surpassing Definition 2.2 can be easily implemented in practice: some appointments on our recent advances on the formalization of
interpretive steps, including optimization and cost measuring details, can
be found in [17,18,21,20].

•

The next interpretive step directly follows by simply taking into account
that @3 (>, >, ⊥) = sup{α &G >, β &G >, γ &G ⊥} = sup{α, β, ⊥} = γ.

•

From here, after two final steps, we trivially obtain the intended solution.

The property we have just illustrated has been formally stated and proved in
[19] as follows:
Theorem 3.3 Let P be a program and A a ground atom. Then, A ;∗ α in
Red(P) iff A ;∗ α in Gred(P).

4

Fuzzy Unfolding for Improving G-reductants

The source-to-source unfolding transformation traditionally considered in pure
logic programming consists in the replacement of a program clause C by the
set of clauses obtained after applying a symbolic computation step in all its
possible forms on the body of C [25]. In [6] we have adapted this transformation to deal with MALP programs by defining it in terms of admissible steps
(see Definition 2.1). We also proved in [6] that the application of unfolding
transformation steps to MALP programs is able to speed up goal evaluation
by reducing the length of admissible derivations during the operational phase.
Definition 4.1 (Operational Unfolding[6]) Let P be a program and let R :
hA ←i B; vi ∈ P be a program rule which is not a fact. Then, the operational
unfolding of program P with respect to rule R is the new program:
P 0 = (P − {R}) ∪ {hAσ ←i B0 ; vi | hB; idi →AS hB0 ; σi}
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It is important to note in the previous definition that the set of unfolded
rules is not always a singleton. For instance, if we plan to unfold 3 a rule like
R1 : hp(X) ←G q(X)&G r(X) ; 0.9i in a program P, where predicate q is defined
by rules R2 : hq(a) ←; 0.8i and R3 : hq(b) ←G s(b); 0.7i then, in the new
program P 0 rule R1 must be replaced by the pair of transformed rules R1−2 :
hp(a) ←G 0.8&G r(a) ; 0.9i and R1−3 : hp(b) ←G (0.7&G s(b))&G r(b) ; 0.9i}.
Moreover, in [7] we have complemented the previous definition by introducing the notion of interpretive unfolding, in order to accelerate now truth
degree calculations during the second, interpretive phase of the procedural
semantics.
Definition 4.2 (Interpretive Unfolding [7]) Let P be a program and let R :
hA ←i B; vi ∈ P be a program rule which is not a fact. Then, the interpretive
unfolding of program P with respect to rule R is the new program:
P 0 = (P − {R}) ∪ {hA ←i B 0 ; vi | B →IS B 0 }
Let us consider too the following variant of interpretive unfolding called
facting in [4], which in essence generates facts when applied on rules whose
bodies only contain a single truth degree:
Definition 4.3 (Facting [4]) Let P be a program and let R : hA ←i w; vi ∈ P
be a program rule where v, w ∈ L. Then, the facting of program P with respect
to rule R is the new program:
P 0 = (P − {R}) ∪ {hA ←; ri | &i (v, w) →IS r}
For instance, it is easy to see that the interpretive unfolding of a rule like
hp(X) ←G &G (0.8, 0.7) ; 0.9i generates the new rule (remember that the truth
function of connective &G is the infimun operator): hp(X) ←G 0.7 ; 0.9i, which
after being transformed by facting becomes into the fact hp(X) ← ; 0.7i.
In [24,4] we enriched the repertoire of transformation rules with fuzzy variants of folding, abstraction, . . . which are out of the scope of this paper. Here,
we focus on the combination of the three previous kinds of fuzzy unfolding
by considering a transformation sequence of programs (P0 , . . . , Pk ), k ≥ 0.
The following theorem recasted from [7], formalizes the best properties of
the resulting transformation system, namely, its strong correctness and the
guarantee for producing improvements on residual programs.
Theorem 4.4 (Strong Correctness of the Transformation System[7]) Let
(P0 , . . . , Pk ) be a transformation sequence where each program in the sequence,
except the initial one P0 , is obtained from the immediately preceding one
by applying operational unfolding, interpretive unfolding or facting. Then,
3

Here we assume a computation rule similar to the one used in Prolog, which always selects
the “leftmost” atom in a given expression for being exploited when applying admissible
steps.
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hQ; idi →nAS/IS hr; θi in P0 iff hQ; idi →m
hr; θ0 i in Pk , where
AS/IS
θ0 = θ[Var(Q)] (up to variable renaming) and m ≤ n.
In what follows we are going to apply (with slight modifications) the three
previous transformation rules to the set of G-reductants Gred(P) in order to
improve its behaviour and shape. Before doing this, let us firstly propose an
easy rearrangement on the definition of G-reductant (a similar attempt was
proved sound/complete in [8]) which in essence consists in safely moving truth
degrees from the aggregator definition to the the body of the G-reductant.
Definition 4.5 (Reformulation of G-Reductant) Let P be a program, A an
atom of the form p(X1 , . . . , Xm ) whose arguments are all different variables,
and hCi ←i Bi ; vi i the (non empty) set of rules defining predicate p in P, i.e.,
whose heads are instances of A and consequently there are substitutions θi
such that Ci = Aθi . From now, a G-reductant for predicate p in P is a rule
hA← @sup (θ1 &v1 &1 B1 , . . . , θn &vn &n Bn ); >i where the truth function for the
@sup aggregator is the supremum operator and & is any conjunction symbol.
So, in our running example, instead of Rp(X) : hp(X) ← @3 ((X ≈ X1)&>,
(X ≈ a)&>, (X ≈ s(X2))& p(X2)); >i where @3 (b1 , b2 , b3 ) = sup{α & b1 ,
β & b2 , γ &G b3 }, we consider the G-reductant Rp(X) : hp(X) ← @sup ((X ≈
X1)&α&>, (X ≈ a)&β&>, (X ≈ s(X2))&γ&G p(X2)); >i. Moreover, in
what follows we can trivially remove too the occurrences of sub-expressions
of the form “. . . &>” or “>& . . .” , thus obtaining the following shape which
is easier to manipulate: hp(X) ← @sup ((X ≈ X1)&α, (X ≈ a)&β, (X ≈
s(X2))&γ&G p(X2)); >i.
Now, we proceed by unfolding those sub-expressions of the form “t1 ≈ t2 ”
which in some sense “reflect” the heads of the original program rules contributing to build the G-reductant. Since in our example there are three
occurrences accomplishing with this form, we propose the replacement of the
original G-reductant Rp(X) by the three unfolded rules (sub-index and superindex identify their head and unfolded-component respectively) shown in Figure 2. Observe that each new unfolded rule contains only two occurrences (one
less than the original G-reductant) of the ≈ predicate. Since the evaluation
of such symbol enlarges the length of derivations (see Figure 1), our goal is to
fully remove such occurrences in a safe way by applying new fuzzy unfolding
steps. Following this methodology, note that for a single G-reductant with i
≈-expressions in its body, we need i operational unfolding steps to transform
it into new i G-reductants containing each one only i − 1 ≈-expressions. So,
in the worst case, we would need i! (factorial) unfolding steps to remove all
the ≈-expressions in the resulting i! G-reductants. Fortunately, the number
of transformation steps will be significantly reduced in practice and a great
number of repeated rules will be safely removed from the final set of simplified
G-reductants.
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R1p(X1) :

hp(X1)

← @sup ( α ,
(X1 ≈ a)& β ,

R2p(a) :

(X1 ≈ s(X2))& γ &G p(X2)) ; >i
hp(a)

← @sup ( (a ≈ X1)& α ,
β,
(a ≈ s(X2)) & γ &G p(X2)) ; >i

R3p(s(X2)) : hp(s(X2)) ← @sup ( (s(X2) ≈ X1)& α ,
(s(X2) ≈ a)& β ,

; >i

γ &G p(X2))
Fig. 2. Operational Unfolding on the G-reductant Rp(X) .

So, focusing now only on R1p(X1) , the new iteration of the same transformation process seen before returns:
1−2
Rp(a)
:

hp(a)

← @sup ( α ,
β,
(a ≈ s(X2))& γ &G p(X2)) ; >i

R1−3
p(s(X2)) : hp(s(X2)) ← @sup ( α ,

(s(X2) ≈ a)& β ,
γ &G p(X2))
; >i
Consider the shape of the last occurrences of ≈ appearing in the previous rules,
which connect two non unifiable terms (i.e. a and s(X2)). For instance, note
that the third component (parameter) of the @sup aggregator in the body
of rule R1−2
p(a) has the form “(a ≈ s(X2))& γ &G p(X2)”. In the sixth and
seventh steps of the derivation in Figure 1, this expression should eventually
be reduced to ⊥ at execution time (in particular, note that after applying
an →AS3 step on “(a ≈ s(X2))” it becomes ⊥). So we conclude that such
component can be safely removed from the body of the rule in a fully safe way
(without unfolding any other predicate -including ≈- in such component) and
thus, the simplified form of the previous two rules should be:
1−2
Rp(a)
:

hp(a)

← @sup ( α , β)

; >i

R1−3
p(s(X2)) : hp(s(X2)) ← @sup ( α , γ &G p(X2)) ; >i

Moreover, an interpretive unfolding step on the body of R1−2
p(a) should replace
its body @sup (α , β) by γ and next, a facting step generates the fully simplified
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version of the rule R1−2
p(a) : hp(a) ← ; γi

If we try to proceed now with the remaining G-reductants R2p(a) and R3p(s(X2))
we could not obtain new simplified rules that the two ones seen before. So we
can conclude that from the three rules of the original program:
R1 : hp(X)

←

; αi

R2 : hp(a)

←

; βi

R3 : hp(s(X)) ←G p(X) ; γi
it is possible to synthesize the following two simplified G-reductants with a
simpler shape, a better computational behaviour and granting completeness
results:
Rp(a) :
hp(a)
←
; γi
Rp(s(X2)) : hp(s(X2)) ← @sup ( α , γ &G p(X2)) ; >i
To conclude, the methodology proposed in this section can be summarized in
the following three static pre-processes whose benefits remain compiled on the
final set of simplified G-reductants:
(i) Apply operational unfolding as much as needed on ≈-expressions of Greductants to remove all the occurrences on the ≈ symbols in their bodies.

(ii) Apply interpretive unfolding and facting as much as possible on the bodies
of the resulting G-reductants in order to simplify their shapes.
(iii) Remove redundant (repeated) rules.

5

Conclusions And Further Research

Unfolding is a well-known and widely used program transformation that preserves semantics. In essence, it is usually based on the application of computation steps on the body of program rules [26]. The unfolding transformation is
able to improve programs, generating more efficient code and it is the basis for
developing sophisticated and powerful programming tools, such as fold/unfold
transformation systems or partial evaluators, etc. In this paper we have reused our previous fuzzy variants of unfolding [6,7,4] to enhance a generalized
version of reductant. This is a special kind of fuzzy rule whose use is crucial to cope with completeness in most fuzzy logic programming paradigms,
where truth degrees do not necessarily verify total ordering criteria. Although
our extended notion of G-reductant [19] grants “practical” completeness results in the MALP setting (by requiring a finite set of G-reductants instead
of an infinite number of classical reductants), in this paper we have seen that
the shape and behaviour of such construct can be largely improved by an
unfolding-based, static pre-process whose benefits remains forever.
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Before implementing our technique into the FLOPER environment developed in our research group (visit http://dectau.uclm.es/floper/ and see
also [1,16,20,23,22]), we are currently proving that this pre-process does not
alter the correctness of the former definition of G-reductant for evaluating
ground atoms of the Herbrand Base 4 . Moreover, we also plan to study the
role that our approach might play regarding the evaluation of non-ground
atoms, since the theory of reductants have traditionally been concerned with
simple ground goals.
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Abstract
In this paper we report on a prototype that implements a one-pass tableau method for Propositional
Linear Temporal Logic (shortly, PLTL). It is well known that PLTL is decidable and that PLTL
worst-case is PSPACE. The first tableau method for PLTL is due to P. Wolper in 1983 and it is a twopass method. In the first pass, it generates an auxiliary graph. This graph is checked and (possibly)
pruned in a second phase of the refutation procedure. The first one-pass tableau method for PLTL
was introduced by S. Schwendimann in 1998, and it is based on checking, on-the-fly and branch-bybranch, the fulfillment of the eventuality formulas. The worst-case complexity of Wolper’s method
is EXPTIME, whereas Schwendimann’s method is 2EXPTIME. However, according to published
experiments, the implementation of the latter one-pass has outperformed the implementation of
the earlier tableau method. The reason seems to be that 2EXPTIME worst-case rarely occurs in
practice.
In this paper, we present a prototype that is a Haskell implementation of the tableau method
for PLTL that was introduced by J. Gaintzarain et al. in 2007. This more recent method is also
one-pass, but it does not perform any check of eventualities, instead it uses a mechanism to force
the fulfillment of eventualities, if it is possible, or otherwise it forces a contradiction. The practical
improvement of this kind of tools is a great challenge, since the worst-case complexity of this new
one-pass method is also bounded to 2EXPTIME.
Keywords: Propositional Linear Temporal Logic, Tableaux, Satisfiability, Implementation,
Haskell.

1

Introduction

Tableau systems are refutational proof methods that play a prominent role
in automated reasoning. In addition for decidable logics, tableau methods
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serve as decision procedures for the satisfiability of (sets of) formulas. The
propositional linear temporal logic, also named as PLTL, is decidable. The
first tableau method for PLTL was introduced by P. Wolper in [24] and it is a
two-pass method. In the first pass, it generates an auxiliary graph. This graph
is checked and (possibly) pruned in a second phase that analyzes whether the
so-called eventualities are fulfilled. An eventuality is a formula that asserts
that something does eventually hold, e.g. ϕ (in words, ϕ eventually holds in
the future) and χ U ϕ (in words, χ holds from now until ϕ eventually holds).
For example, to fulfill ϕ or χ U ϕ, ϕ must eventually be satisfied. Hence,
any path in the graph that includes ϕ or χ U ϕ, but does not include ϕ, is
pruned. At the end, an empty graph means unsatisfiability. Since Wolper’s
seminal paper [24], several authors (e.g. [11,2,20]) have found inspiration
in Wolper’s tableau to design tableau methods for different temporal and
modal logics. 3 In particular, Wolper’s two-pass tableau has been used in the
development of decision procedures or proof techniques for logics that extends
PLTL to some decidable fragment of the first-order temporal logic (e.g.[19]),
or to the branching case or with other features, such as agents, knowledge,
etc (e.g. [8]). Regarding implementations of this approach, we are aware of
the Janssen’s procedure ([14]) (“satisfiability” function in the PLTL module
of the LogicsWorkbench Version 1.1) and of the McGuire et al. procedure
([18]) (inside the STeP system [21]).
The first one-pass tableau method for PLTL was developed in [22] and it avoids
the second pass by adding extra information to the nodes in the tableau.
Some of this information must be synthesized bottom-up and it is needed
because the fulfillment of an eventuality in a single branch depends on the
other branches. Hence, it carries out an on-the-fly checking of the fulfillment
of every eventuality in every branch. Following [10], the method presented in
[22] will be called as the on-the-fly method. An implementation of the on-thefly method is incorporated as the “model” function in the PLTL module of
the Logics Workbench Version 1.1. This on-the-fly tableau method has been
successfully applied to other logics such as e.g. CTL ([1]) and PDL ([10]).
More recently, a new one-pass tableau method was introduced in [5] (see also
[6]) that is not based on the on-the-fly check of eventualities. Instead, it is
based on the fact that if a set of formulas ∆ ∪ {ϕ U ψ} is satisfiable, there
must exist a model M (with states s0 , s1 . . .) that is minimal in the following
sense:
M satisfies either ∆ ∪ {ψ} or ∆ ∪ {ϕ, ◦((ϕ ∧ ¬∆) U ψ)}

In other words, in a minimal model such that s0 |= ¬ψ, the so-called context
∆ cannot be satisfied from the state s1 until the state where ψ is true. In
order to trust the above fact, consider a model M0 with states s00 , s01 . . .
3

The interested reader is referred to [9] for a good survey.
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such that s00 |= ¬ψ and s0j |= ψ for some j ≥ 1, but there are some states
between s01 and s0j that satisfy ∆, namely s0k1 , . . . , s0kn . Then, let k be the
greatest j ∈ {k1 , . . . , kn } such that s0j |= ∆. Then, the structure given by
s0k , s0k+1 , . . . is also a model of ∆ ∪ {ϕ U ψ} that is minimal in the above
sense. On the basis of this idea, in [6] a new kind of temporal deduction
was proposed as two dual systems of tableaux and sequents, respectively.
Regarding tableaux, the crucial rule for getting a one-pass method is the
one related to minimal models, which allows to split a branch containing
a node labelled by ∆ ∪ {ϕ U ψ} into two branches respectively labelled by
∆ ∪ {ψ} or ∆ ∪ {ϕ, ◦((ϕ ∧ ¬∆) U ψ)}. By means of this context-dependent
rule, and provided that the number of possible contexts ∆0 , ∆1 , . . . is finite,
the fulfillment of ψ cannot be indefinitely postponed, without getting a
contradiction. We mean that, by keeping the succesive formulas of the form
(ϕ ∧ ¬∆0 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬∆n ) U ψ as designated for the application of this crucial
rule, the process should reach a node whose context is one –namely ∆j – of
the ∆0 , . . . , ∆n . Hence, to satisfy ∆j ∪ {(ϕ ∧ ¬∆0 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬∆n ) U ψ}, either
∆j ∪ {ψ} or ∆j ∪ {ϕ ∧ ¬∆0 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬∆n } must be satisfied. But the second
set of formulas is clearly unsatisfiable since 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Due to the fact that
contexts play the just explained significant role in this method, we call it the
context-based tableau method.
It is well known (since [23]) that the worst-case complexity for PLTL is
PSPACE. The two-pass method works in EXPTIME, hence it is optimal,
while the worst-case complexity of both –on-the-fly and context-based– onepass methods is 2EXPTIME. However, the practical performance of tableau
methods for PLTL do not comply with the worst-case complexity results.
Indeed, the experiments in [12] and [7] showed that the on-the-fly method
outperforms the two-pass method. We conjecture that this phenomenon is due
to the fact that the 2EXPTIME worst-case behaviour rarely arises for both
–on-the-fly and context-based– methods. A non-experimental assessment on
worst-case probability of the three methods seems to be very interesting, but
not easy. In this paper, we provide a system description of our implementation
of the context-based method in Haskell. This is the version 1.0 of the system
ttm that is available at http://www.sc.ehu.es/jiwlucap/TTM.html. Some work
remain to be done on improving this prototype and on experimental analysis
for comparing our context-based method with other decision methods for
PLTL, in particular with both the two-pass and the on-the-fly tableau method.
Outline. To make the paper self-contained, it begins with short to introductions the logic PLTL (Section 2) and to the context-based tableau method
(Sections 3). For more details the reader is referred to [5,6]. The description
of our prototype system is given in Section 4 where we report on the system
architecture and also on some Haskell implementation details. Section 5 is de171
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voted to the functionalities that the prototype provides to the user. Finally,
in Section 6, an overview of our project’s status and future direction is given.

2

Basics of PLTL

PLTL-formulas are built using propositional variables (p, q, . . .), classical connectives ¬ and ∧, and the temporal connectives ◦ (for next) and U (for
until). We also use the constant proposition F for falsehood. Other connectives are defined in terms of the previous ones: T ≡ ¬F, ϕ ∨ ψ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ),
ϕ R ψ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ U ¬ψ), ϕ ≡ T U ϕ, ϕ ≡ ¬¬ϕ. Note that ϕ ≡ F R ϕ.
The defined connectives will be used as abbreviations for readability. PLTLformulas of the form ϕ U ψ and ϕ are called eventualities.
Formally, a PLTL-structure M is a pair (SM , VM ) such that SM is a denumerable sequence of states s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . and VM is a map VM : SM → 2Prop .
Intuitively, VM (s) specifies which atomic propositions are (necessarily) true in
the state s.
The formal semantics of PLTL-formulas is given by the truth of a formula
ϕ in the state sj of a PLTL-structure M is denoted by hM, sj i |= ϕ and is
inductively defined as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

hM, sj i 6|= F

hM, sj i |= p iff p ∈ VM (sj ) for p ∈ Prop
hM, sj i |= ¬ϕ iff hM, sj i 6|= ϕ

hM, sj i |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff hM, sj i |= ϕ and hM, sj i |= ψ
hM, sj i |= ◦ϕ iff hM, sj+1 i |= ϕ

hM, sj i |= ϕ U ψ iff there exists k ≥ j such that hM, sk i |= ψ and for every
j ≤ i < k it holds hM, si i |= ϕ.

This semantics is extended to the defined connectives using each definition.
From the semantical point of view, (finite) sets of formulas areVequivalent to
their conjunction. Given a set Φ = {ϕ1 , . . . ,V
ϕn } we will use Φ to denote
ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn and ¬Φ to denote the formula ¬ ΦVor equivalently (¬ϕ1 ∨ . . . ∨
¬ϕn ). In particular, when Φ is empty, ¬Φ and Φ are the constants F and
T, respectively.
A PLTL-structure M is cyclic if its (infinite) sequence of states SM is a path
over a cyclic sequence of states. Any satisfiable PLTL-formula has a cyclic
model ([3]). Indeed, the system ttm finds (and returns to the user) a cyclic
model for every satisfiable input.
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Rule

α

A(α)

(¬¬)

¬¬ϕ

{ϕ}

(∧)

ϕ∧ψ

{ϕ, ψ}

(¬◦)

¬◦ϕ

{◦¬ϕ}

Rule

β

B1 (β)

B2 (β)

(¬∧)

¬(ϕ ∧ ψ)

{¬ϕ}

{¬ψ}

(¬ U )

¬(ϕ U ψ)

{¬ϕ, ¬ψ}

β-( U )

ϕU ψ

{ψ}

{ϕ, ¬ψ, ¬◦(ϕ U ψ)}
{ϕ, ¬ψ, ◦(ϕ U ψ)}

Rule

κ

C1 (κ)

C2 (κ, ∆)

κ-( U )

ϕU ψ

{ψ}

{ϕ, ¬ψ, ◦((ϕ ∧ ¬∆) U ψ)}

Fig. 1. The ttm-rules

Rule

α

A(α)

()

ϕ

{ϕ, ◦ϕ}

Rule

β

B1 (β)

B2 (β)

(∨)

ϕ∨ψ

{ϕ}

{ψ}

(R)

ϕRψ

{ϕ, ψ}

β-()

ϕ

{ϕ}

{¬ϕ, ψ, ◦(ϕ R ψ)}
{¬ϕ, ◦ϕ}

Rule

κ

C1 (κ)

C2 (κ, ∆)

κ-()

ϕ

{ϕ}

{¬ϕ, ◦((¬∆) U ϕ)}

Fig. 2. The derived ttm-rules

3

The Context-Based Tableau Method

In this section we recall the context-based tableau method that was introduced
in [5,6] and give a complete example of tableau construction.
A tableau for a finite set of formulas Φ is a tree-like structure where each
node n is labelled with a set of formulas L(n). The root is labelled with the
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set Φ whose satisfiability we wish to check. The children of a node n are
obtained by applying one of the rules to one of the formulas in L(n). Nodes
are organized in branches, so that the rules serve to either enlarge the branch
(with one new child) or split the branch with two new children. A tableau
rule is applied to a set of formulas L(n) labelling a node n that is the last
node of a branch. Each rule application requires the selection of a designated
formula from L(n). By means of the α-, β- and κ-rules in Fig. 1, each formula
named as α is decomposed in a unique set, called A(α), and any formula β
is decomposed into two constituent sets B1 (β) and B2 (β). By application of
an α-rule, we enlarge the branch with a node with label (L(n) \ {α}) ∪ A(α).
A β-rule application splits the branch with two nodes with respective labels
(L(n) \ {β}) ∪ B1 (β) and (L(n) \ {β}) ∪ B2 (β). In other words, the application
scheme for the α- and β-rules are

∆, α

∆, β

∆, A(α)

∆, B1 (β) ∆, B2 (β)

For example, the following is a pre-tableau (it is not completed) that first uses
β-( U ) and then (∧) in the right branch.
s, (p ∧ q) U r
s, r

s, p ∧ q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q) U r)
s, p, q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q) U r)

The κ-rules work similar to the β-rules for splitting branches, but the second
constituent C2 (κ, ∆), depends not only on the designated κ-formula, but also
on the context. We call the context to ∆, that is the remaining formulas in
the node of the designated eventuality.

∆, κ

∆, C1 (κ)

∆, C2 (κ, ∆)
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For example, if we use in the above pre-tableau κ-( U ) instead of β-( U ) (where
the context is {s}) the pre-tableau is
s, (p ∧ q) U r
s, r

s, p ∧ q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q ∧ ¬s) U r)
s, p, q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q ∧ ¬s) U r)

A formula is elementary whenever it is either a next-formula (i.e. a formula of the form ◦ϕ) or a literal (atom or negated atom). For instance
{s, p, q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q ∧ ¬s) U r)} is a set of elementary formulas.
The rules in Fig. 1 are applied to nodes with at least one formula that is
not elementary, For sets of elementary formulas, the ttm system includes the
following rule that is called (unnext)
`1 , . . . , `m , ◦ϕ1 , . . . , ◦ϕn
ϕ1 , . . . , ϕ n
where the `i are literals and m, n ≥ 0. For instance
{s, p, q, ¬r, ◦((p ∧ q ∧ ¬s) U r)}
{(p ∧ q ∧ ¬s) U r}
Note that, the rule (unnext) simulates the jump from one state to the next
one. Note also that for n = 0, the rule (unnext) produces the empty set, then
(unnext) can only be applied to the empty set, that yields again the empty
set. This is a especial kind of rear-cycle in a model.
There are also derived rules (see Fig. 2) for the defined connectives (∨, , ,
R ) that are obtained from the basic rules in Fig. 1 by using the definition of
each connective.
Tableaux are constructed with the aim of refuting the initial set of formulas. A
node n is consistent iff F 6∈ L(n) and there is no ϕ such that {ϕ, ¬ϕ} ⊆ L(n).
Otherwise, n is inconsistent. When a branch contains an inconsistent node
we say that it is closed. Any closed branch is trivially unsatisfiable. Branches
that are not closed are said to be open.
The implemented algorithm consists in a systematic extension/splitting of
branches using the ttm-rules. When no other rule can be applied, the rule
(unnext) is used to jump to a new stage. The algorithm ends when either a
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p, (¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p
p, ¬p ∨ ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p
p, ¬p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p
#

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p
#

p, ¬¬p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),
◦((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p))
p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),
◦((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p))
p, (¬p ∨ ◦p),

(¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)
p, ¬p ∨ ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),
(¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)

p, ¬p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),

(¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)
#

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),

(¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p
#

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p ∨ ¬◦p,
¬¬p, ◦((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p))
p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),

¬p ∨ ¬◦p, next U

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),
¬p, next U
#

p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p),
¬◦p, next U
#

Fig. 3. A Closed Tableau

cyclic branch is detected or every branch is closed. In the former case, the
model given by the open branch is returned as output. Otherwise, the output
is a message stating that the input set is unsatisfiable.
Regarding the application of the ttm-rules, the algorithm keeps one selected
eventuality (if there is any) to which the rule κ-( U ) is applied. More precisely,
•

Between each two applications of the rule (unnext) exactly one (if any)
eventuality is marked as selected.

•

The selection function is fair in the sense that no eventuality occurring in
a branch could remain non-selected indefinitely.
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•

When the rule κ-( U ) is applied to a node labelled by ∆ and a designated
ϕ U ψ, the formula ◦((ϕ ∧ ¬∆) U ψ) –in the right branch– is elementary.
Hence, it is not further decomposed in the current state. Then, (ϕ∧¬∆) U ψ
will become the selected eventuality after the application of (unnext).

The non-selected eventualities are decomposed using the rule β-( U ) and for
the remaining nonelementary formulas there is a unique rule to be applied.
Example 3.1 The figure 3 shows a closed tableau for the set of formulas
p, (¬p ∨ ◦p), ¬p. The selected eventualities are shown in bold font. The
tableau is obtained by the successive application of the following rules (each
rule is applied to the underlined formula, excepting (unnext) that is applied
to the whole set): (), (∨), κ-(), (¬¬), (unnext), (), (∨), κ-( U ), (¬¬) and
(∨).
In the application of κ-(), the context ∆ is formed by the formulas
{p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p)}. However, the last formula has not been considered to
write ◦((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)) in the output of the rule κ-(). This is an optimization that was already explained in [6] and has been implemented in
our prototype. The basic idea is the fact that when the context contains a
formula stating that something always holds, the negation of this statement
would never be satisfied. In the later application of κ-( U ), the context is
again the same set {p, ◦p, ◦(¬p ∨ ◦p)}. Textually using the rule κ-( U ), the
formula ◦(((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) ∧ (¬p ∨ ¬◦p)) U (¬p)) must be in its output. Our
prototype is aware of context repetition, giving ◦((¬p ∨ ¬◦p) U (¬p)) instead.
This formula is called “next U ” in Fig. 3 due to the lack of space since the
concrete eventuality is irrelevant to close the tableau.

4

System Description

The system ttm is implemented in Haskell ([16,15]) and compiled with Glasgow Haskell Compiler ([17]), resulting in an efficient cross-platform implementation packaged for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS. This prototype is available
at http://www.sc.ehu.es/jiwlucap/TTM.html In this section we describe the architecture of the prototype ttm (version 1.0) and we also give some Haskell
implementation details.
Regarding architecture, Fig. 4 shows a diagram with the packages
and modules involved in the subsystems of the prototype ttm which have
been built using the Haskell Cabal building and packaging system (see
http://www.haskell.org/cabal/). The input layer –which is responsible of parsing
the input set of PLTL-formulas into the Haskell internal representation– is
shown on the left-hand part. When a syntactical error is found, the parser
reports it to the user through the user interface. This layer is constructed
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Fig. 4. The ttm System Architecture

with the aid of the Alex (http://www.haskell.org/alex/) and Happy packages
(http://www.haskell.org/happy/).
The right-hand part of Fig. 4 represents the graphical user interface architecture. First, the graphviz package (http://projects.haskell.org/graphviz/) is
used for visualizing graphically the output tableau that is built by using
the rules and following the algorithm explained in the previous Section
3. A partial view of the graphical tableau that the user can generate is
given in Fig. 5. Second, the Haskell binding to Gtk+, called Gtk2Hs
(www.haskell.org/haskellwiki/Gtk2Hs), is used for constructing the cross-platform
graphical user interface.
The core algorithm constructs a tableau, for the input set of PLTL-formulas.
data TableauNode = TableauNode {
markedFormulas
unmarkedFormulas
selection
eventualies
}
ty pe Branch
ty pe Tableau

: : Set ,
: : Set ,
: : [ PLTLFormula ] ,
: : Set

= [ TableauNode ]
= [ Branch ]

A tableau is represented in Haskell as a list of branches, where a branch is a
list of nodes. Each node contains four items of information. The first is the
set of formulas to which a rule has already been applied. We say they are
marked. The second is the set of unmarked formulas of the node. The third
is the list of selected eventualities, that can be empty of a singleton, whereas
the fourth is the set of all the eventualities that still remain selectable in the
branch to which the node belongs.
s o l v e T a b l e a u : : Tableau −> Tableau
solveTableau [ ]
= []
s o l v e T a b l e a u ( b : bs ) = s o l v e B r a n c h ++ s o l v e T a b l e a u bs
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where s o l v e B r a n c h = i f i s C y c l i n g b
then [ b ]
else i f consistentBranch b
then s o l v e T a b l e a u ( extendBranch b )
else [ ]

Following the method explained in the previous Section 3, the refutation stops
as soon as the first open branch is found. A tableau branch is open whenever
it represents a model and every model is cyclic. The model represented by
this open branch is returned to the user. Hence, in the satisfiable case it
avoids the computation of the remaining branches. Otherwise, the system
must construct the whole closed tableau.
extendBranch : : Branch −> Tableau
extendBranch b
| nonElementary == [ ]
= [ b ++ [ unnext l a s t N o d e ] ]
| ( not . n u l l ) s e l e c t e d E v && ( not . i s N e x t . head ) s e l e c t e d E v
= [ b ++ [ n ] | n <− applyRule ( head s e l e c t e d E v ) l a s t N o d e ]
| otherwise
= [ b ++ [ n ] | n <− applyRule ( head nonElementary ) l a s t N o d e ]
where l a s t N o d e
= last b
selectedEv
= s e l e c t i o n lastNode
nonElementary
= nonElementaryFormulas l a s t N o d e

The construction of the tableau is carried out by extending the branches. To
this end, if the last node is exclusively formed by elementary formulas, the
rule (unnext) is used to obtain the node by which the branch is enlarged.
Otherwise, a tableau rule must be applied to the last node. Depending on
whether there is a selected eventuality that is not a formula of the form ◦ϕ
(called a next-formula) or not, the formula designated for the rule application
is either the selected formula (the head of the list selectedEv) or the head of the
list of all nonelementary formulas in the node.
app ly Rule : : PLTLFormula −> TableauNode −> [ TableauNode ]
app ly Rule f o r m u l a node
= case f o r m u l a of
(And p q ) −> newNodes [ [ p , q ] ]
( Or p q )
−> newNodes [ [ p ] , [ q ] ]
( Eventually p)
−> i f [ E v e n t u a l l y p ] == s e l e c t e d E v
then l e t newEv = n e g a t e C o n t e x t ‘U‘ p
in n e w N o d e s r u l e 2 ( [ p ] , [ Not p , Next newEv ] , Next newEv )
e l s e newNodes [ [ p ] , [ Not p , Next ( E v e n t u a l l y p ) ] ]
.
.
.

The application of a tableau rule to a designated formula an a node depends
on the designated formula and gives the list of the new nodes that must be
used to split/enlarge the branch. For formulas of the form (And p q) and (Or p
q) the function newNodes respectively constructs the nodes corresponding to the
sets [[p,q]] and [[p],[q]]. However for eventualities (e.g. p in the code above)
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the calculation of the new nodes depends on whether the designated formula
is the selected one or not, to construct the new nodes that correspond to the
application of the rule κ-() or β-(), respectively. The function newNodes rule2
is identical to newNodes excepting that the selected eventuality in the new nodes
remains unchanged by the latter whereas the former changes the selection to
be the eventuality newEv (which is the eventuality constructed in the rule κ()).
In the early stages of the prototype, it performed competitively in spite
of the lack of optimization. We believe that Haskell laziness has been a great
advantage, since it was able to construct tableaux with several thousands of
closed branches in a few minutes and with a low space complexity. This is due
to the lazy evaluation (of Haskell) that keeps exactly one tableau branch at a
time. Our first prototype showed that a huge explosion of identical branches
occurs very frequently. The most significant optimization techniques used in
the current version of the prototype is devoted to avoid the re-calculation of
closed sub-tableaux (or sub-trees). The optimization consists in storing unsatisfiable sets of formulas, which are the root of closed sub-tableaux that
have been already constructed. Consequently, we refactor data structures for
efficiently loading and comparing branches, which are sets of sets of formulas.
Hence, the data structures used to represent the sets of PLTL-formulas play
an important role in the overall performance. At each step of the tableau construction, multiple set operations take place like e.g. checking for inconsistencies or adding the constituents of a formula after a rule application. Two representations were mainly taken into consideration (the packages for both can be
found in http://hackage.haskell.org/packages/archive/containers/latest/doc/html):
•

The package Data.Set (in /Data-Set.html) –which is based on a balanced
binary tree– requires the base type only to be ordered and comparable 4
that is straight forward on a Haskell algebraic data type.

•

The package Hashmap (in /Data-HashSet.html) provides a persistent immutable set implemented over a hashmap (Data.IntMap.IntMap). The data
type requires, besides being comparable, a hashing operator which maps
any object to an integer. The hashing operator uses a hashing composition
function to combine the hashes of complex objects.

The current version 1.0 of ttm uses the package Hashmap to construct hash
tables that represent sets of PLTL-formulas. This choice is due to the fact that
hash tables provide optimal set operations –that are performed very frequently
in ttm–, while allowing optimal sequential access to the items of a set. Indeed,
using hash tables, we represent sets of PLTL-formulas in a hierarchical way
that allows efficient access to e.g. all the elementary formulas in the set, or
4

For proper PLTL-formula comparison our system transforms the formulas to a canonical
form.
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all the formulas whose outermost connective is ◦, or all the eventualities, etc.
To gain efficiency in this kind of access to some particular subset of a set of
PLTL-formulas is crucial for the context-based tableau method explained in
Section 3. Furthermore, recent developments of Haskell on implementation of
hash tables allow efficient updating that does not copy the entire structure,
but only the changed path. Therefore, in ttm this can be used to share data
across different branches.

5

The ttm Functionality

This section is devoted to the usage of the ttm tool. The system ttm has
been integrated with two different interfaces for different user purposes. The
package TTMGUI provides the user with a Graphical User Interface, whereas
the package TTMCLI is a Command Line Interface for ttm executions.
The graphical interface TTMGUI consists of three main sets of components,

Fig. 5. The ttm Graphical User Interface

which respectively provide a formula editor, an output view, and a set of buttons that enables the user to obtain different outputs from the input formulas.
The formula editor makes a syntactical check of the PLTL formulas entered
by the user, helps inserting the PLTL symbols encoded in Unicode character
set (UTF-8 5 ), and allows to load set of formulas into text files and also to
open previously loaded files. The interface includes buttons for the following
subset of the ttm capabilities: the satisfiability test (including model calculation when the test results is positive), the counter of the number of generated
branches, and the view of the whole tableau. The output view serves to display the computed results in pretty and useful ways. Fig. 5 depicts the image
of TTMGUI after entering the input in the left-hand and then clicking the
buttons “Satisfiability Test” and “View Tableau”. For space reasons, in the
5

The UCS Transformation Format - 8 is a multibyte character encoding for Unicode
backward-compatible with ASCII.
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left-hand of Fig. 5 we show a partial view of the whole tableau.

Fig. 6. The ttm Command Line Interface

The command line interface TTMCLI provides an interactive mode and a noninteractive mode. The interactive mode provides a prompt where the user
can insert a sequence of commands. However, the non-interactive mode only
runs a single command specified through the available options. The interface
TTMCLI was a requirement to create a set of tools which help the testing
and analysis of the behavior of the different optimizations of the ttm system.
There are commands for testing the satisfiability (getting a model, if possible)
of a PLTL formula (model command), for computing the number of branches
(branches command), for viewing the whole tableau (tableau-view command),
for exporting the tableau in dot language 6 (tableau-dot command), for dynamically changing the behavior of ttm e.g. changing the data structures
used to represent the sets of PLTL formulas (e.g. binary trees: Data.Set or
hash maps: package hashmap), and for disabling/enabling some optimizations
like branch repetition removal and formula comparison using negation normal
form. Fig. 6 shows the result of testing the satisfiability of the input set in
file sat2.txt, which contains the set in the left-hand side of Fig. 5.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the version 1.0 of the system ttm –which is available
at http://www.sc.ehu.es/jiwlucap/TTM.html– that implements the context-based
tableau method for PLTL introduced in [5,6].
Some refactoring of the data structures used in the very preliminary version
of the prototype have already proved to be valuable for efficiency. However,
more experimentation and comparison with other implementations remain to
6

DOT is a plain text graph description language
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be done. In a near future, we plan to use the ideas of “scientific benchmarking” proposed in [12] to compare the system ttm with other implementations
of decision procedures for PLTL. Firstly, we shall compare ttm with the two
tableau-based implementations included in PLTL module of the Logics Workbench Version 1.1 (http://www.lwb.unibe.ch/): the two-pass tableau of Janssen
([14]) and the on-the-fly tableau of Schwendimann ([22]). Secondly, we also
plan to experiment and compare with the system TRP++ ([13]) that is also
a PLTL theorem prover that it is not tableau-based but it implements the
temporal resolution procedure introduced by Fisher ([4]). We hope that all
these experiments would test our implementation of the context-based method
and would help us to identify potential improvements whose implementation
would result in a measurably better prototype. We plan to be ready to present
some profiling analysis and benchmarks at the workshop.
Additionally, we plan to experiment with the parallel computation of tableau
branches. Concretely, we are considering the GHC parallelization package
(http://hackage.haskell.org/packages/archive/parallel/latest/doc/html/Control-Parallel.html) as a good tool for
this end.
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Abstract
Automated reasoning is a significant tool for debugging and using the knowledge represented in
first-order ontologies. The semi-decidability nature of first-order logic (FOL), along with the large
size of real-world ontologies, have arisen as the main practical limitations on using existing theorem
provers and model generators with real-world ontologies. The semi-decidability problem of FOL
makes that theorem provers infinitely loop for (some of) the input conjectures that are not logical
consequences of the ontology. The large size of real-world ontologies causes theorem provers and
model generators to be exhausted. In particular, general-purpose first-order theorem provers are
not able to say that a large first-order ontology is consistent (or satisfiable) and model generators are
exhausted before they can construct a model of such an ontology. Most ontologies are formalizations
of knowledge about a finite (but large) amount of objects (constants or individuals) that are written
without using function symbols of non-zero arity (e.g. all the DL ontologies). Therefore, we adopt
the Domain Closure Assumption (DCA): every object in the domain of a model is the interpretation
of a constant; and also the Unique Name Assumption (UNA): constants have pairwise different
interpretations. In this paper, we present a finite model reasoning prototype that implements
an adaptation of the Constrained Hyper Tableaux (CHT) method introduced and implemented
in Haskell by Jan van Eijck. Our aim is to contribute to the development of special-purpose
automated provers to perform well on reasoning problems with large first-order ontologies. The
original implementation of CHT provides a semi-decision procedure for full first-order logic. Our
adaptation of CHT works as a finite model reasoner for universal first-order theories without nonzero-ary function symbols under DCA and UNA, and takes advantage –for efficiency– of the fact
that often the same ontological knowledge holds for many different individuals. We describe a
preliminary prototype we are developing and using for experimentation.
Keywords: Automated reasoning, ontology, finite model, hyper tableaux, implementation,
Haskell.
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1

Introduction

In the last years, formal ontologies have become increasingly important in
many areas related to the Semantic Web, such as query answering, natural
language processing, knowledge representation and management, etc. As size
of ontologies is growing up, the construction of automated reasoning tools for
formal ontologies has become crucial for performing tasks such as debugging,
classifying, merging, etc. There are mainly two trends in automated reasoning
with formal ontologies. In both trends, the large size of real-world ontologies
causes theorem provers and model generators to be exhausted before checking consistency or prove a conjecture. On one hand, ontologies written in
the language of a decidable logic, notably description logics ([1]), have automated reasoning tools that always stop giving an answer –they are decision
procedures– in a reasonable amount of time. However, in formal languages,
decidability (and also efficiency) is inversely related to expressiveness. In other
words, the price of decidability in reasoning is that some (possible) axioms and
queries can not be written in the language of the ontology. On the other hand,
ontologies written in more expressive logics, notably full first-order logic, form
the trend were completeness is sacrificed for the sake of a more expressive language for axioms and queries. The existence of numerous ontologies that are
written in the first order language (such as e.g. a large part of SUMO/MILO
[14]), along with many others that can be translated into first order logic (e.g
all OWL ontologies), have motivated the application of first-order theorem
provers to ontological reasoning. In addition, first-order logic provides a very
well understood and extensively studied framework not only from the semantical point of view but also from the development of automated reasoning
methods and tools. It is well known that most common reasoning tasks –such
as ontology consistency, concept retrieval, inclusion tests between classes, etc–
can be formulated easily as first-order logic formulas. Thus, first order logic
seems a well suited formal language for ontologies. However, general-purpose
theorem provers are not being designed to deal with large ontologies and
(by its intrinsic semi-decidability) they often do not terminate for satisfiable
inputs. Semi-decidability causes the non-termination of several satisfiable inputs, never of unsatisfiable. This is an important drawback because it could
lead to non-termination when checking the consistency of the whole ontology
or when debugging the ontology requires proving that a speculated assertion
does not hold. This is impelling a big effort on specializing the automated
reasoning methods for a better performance in ontological reasoning (see e.g.
[13,21,19]).
The aim of our work is to contribute to the development of special-purpose
automated provers to perform well on reasoning problems with large first-order
ontologies. As a first step, we consider ontologies to be first-order theories
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without non-zero-ary function symbols. That is, axioms can be written with
the whole expressive power of connectives and quantifiers, but using only
a finite number of constants or individuals. In addition, we consider that
the semantics of one such ontology is given by the propositional theory that
results by ranging quantifiers over a finite set of constants that represents
pairwise different objects. This is a realistic interpretation in the framework of
ontological reasoning. Indeed, most ontologies are formalizations of knowledge
about a finite (but large) amount of objects (constants or individuals) that are
formulated without function symbols at all (e.g. all the DL ontologies). This
is the case of two approaches: [7] and later [16], that deal with different DLs
–which does not enjoy the finite model property– by imposing the finiteness
of the domain. In general, in the semantics of DLs, the interpretation domain
may be an infinite set. However, this can be seen as a serious limitation
because in many real scenarios (like in the Semantic Web), the domain of
interest is actually finite. Moreover, the above situation occurs not only with
DLs but also with more expressive logics.
In this paper, we adopt the Domain Closure Assumption (DCA): every object in the domain of a model is the interpretation of a constant; and also the
Unique Name Assumption (UNA): constants have pairwise different interpretations. Our finite model reasoning with ontologies makes them semantically
equivalent to propositional theories, and apparently, this would allow us to
obtain a highly efficient solver with very little implementation effort: just
grounding the theory over the set of constants, then associating each ground
atom with a different propositional variable, and finally calling a SAT-solver 3
on the propositional problem. However, there are several intrinsic problems
with this approach. One of them is the lack of efficiency, because the number
of the propositional variables grows very fast. Consequently, this technique
only works with small ontologies and it does not scale well to a very large
number of constants. Therefore, instead of using SAT-solvers, we have chosen the Constrained Hyper Tableaux (CHT) method introduced in [23]. The
future experimental work is of paramount importance to assess if this choice
could lead to a successful approach for reasoning on large ontologies. Nevertheless, there are some reasons why we are confident that CHT method could
be a satisfactory starting point for our purposes. Hyper tableaux methods
take advantage of working with clauses while preserving the analytic nature
of the tableau-based reasoning. Regarding the former, the standard clausal
simplification techniques –such as unit propagation, tautology deletion, etc–
are very important when dealing with large amount of clauses. Regarding
the latter, constrained hyper tableaux use substitutions to close tableaux.
Therefore, closing substitutions are solutions to deductive problems that can
be loaded to avoid computation of “similar” deductive problems. Hence, the
3

http://baldur.iti.uka.de/sat-race-2010/results.html
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CHT method seems to be specially well-suited to exploit the fact that ontologies often keep the same knowledge about a big amount of constants. We
are not the only researchers turning our attention toward the use of Hyper
Tableaux Methods in ontological reasoning. Some recent contributions use
the original Hyper Tableaux Method that was introduced in [4,2]. In [13] a
novel DL reasoning calculus based on hyper tableau and hyperresolution is
introduced. The new calculus increases the performance of DL reasoning in
practice and it is currently the only DL reasoner that can classify several large
ontologies. Additionally, in [5], the authors claim that, in practice, the use
of hyper tableaux seems to be more appropriate for searching finite models.
Nowadays, the finite model builders with the best performance probably are
Paradox [8], Mace4 [12] and FM-Darwin [3]. Paradox and Mace4 are based on
translation into propositional logic to use a SAT solver, whereas FM-Darwin
is based on the Model Evolution Calculus [6]. However, at the moment, all of
them are far from being able to generate a model for a large ontology such as
e.g. SUMO/MILO [14]. To the best of our knowledge, there are not any finite
model reasoner based on the CHT method. The work presented in this paper
opens a experimental approach to finite model generation for large ontologies
based on the CHT method. We have adapted the CHT method to be used as
a finite model reasoner (under DCA and UNA) for large first-order ontologies.
Our adaptation of the CHT method is mainly based on two facts. First, large
ontologies use large sets of constants that can be classified according to the
axioms they occur in. Constants in the same class behave equivalently regarding deductive purposes. Second, the CHT method is well suited for exploiting
that a solution to a deductive problem D0 –that is a variant (regarding variables and also constants in the same class) of some already solved problem D–
is given by the corresponding variant of the solution for the problem D. We
have implemented a prototype by adapting the Haskell implementation [22]
of CHT for full first-order logic.
Outline. In Section 2, we describe the CHT method from [23]. In Section 3,
we explain the main ideas and concepts behind our adaptation of the CHT
method. In Sections 4 we outline the main characteristics of the implementation of a prototype in Haskell. We conclude with a discussion and future work
proposals.

2

Constrained Hyper tableaux

Hyper tableau reasoning was introduced in [4] and improved in [2]. The crucial
issue in hyper tableau reasoning is dealing with variables that occur in two
o more different branches of the tableau. Depending on the approach on the
management of these variables, the easy model generation from open tableaux
might get lost. Constrained hyper tableaux, as introduced in [23], solves this
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problem in a general way: A substitution that closes a tableau branch gives
rise to a constraint on satisfying assignments for the branch and, at the same
time, serves as constraints on closure of other branches. In this section we
recall the CHT method from [23].
We assume the reader familiar with the concepts of (first-order) formula,
clause, the traditional transformation of formulas into set of clauses (that
requires Skolemization), and also the basic notions of substitution and unification. We refer to [17] for a good classical book on these topics.
In order to apply the CHT method to a set of first-order formulas, the
input set must be previously transformed into a set of clauses. In general,
these clauses could contain non-zero-ary Skolem functions, even though the
original set of formulas only contains constants. Consider a set Φ of first-order
clauses that are going to be tested for satisfiability. A clause ¬A1 ∨. . .∨¬Am ∨
B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn will be written as [A1 , . . . , Am ] ⇒ [B1 , . . . , Bn ]. For m = 0 we
write > ⇒ [B1 , . . . , Bn ], whereas we write [A1 , . . . , Am ] ⇒ [ ] when n = 0.
Constrained hyper tableaux are trees whose nodes are labelled by either
a single atom or the negation of a substitution. The construction of a hyper
tableau starts with a single node labelled by >. The original set of clauses
Φ is kept as a knowledge base and it is not changed during the construction
of the hyper tableau. There is only one rule, called (Expand), that serves to
expand a branch B using a clause from Φ. Its application obtains the new
nodes to split the branch B. If A and A0 are atoms labelling two nodes that
have been obtained in the same application of the rule (Expand), then the
variables that are common to both atoms A and A0 are called rigid variables.
The rule (Expand) is
C1
..
.
Cm
B1 σ | . . . | Bn σ | ¬θ
whose applicability conditions are
•

[A1 , . . . , Am ] ⇒ [B1 , . . . , Bn ] is a fresh copy of a clause in Φ

•

the Ci are positive literals from the current branch

•

σ = mgu({C1 , . . . , Cm }, {A1 , . . . , Am }) does not rename any rigid variable

•

θ is the restriction of σ to the rigid variables of the branch.

Hence, each node of a hyper tableau is labelled by an atom A or a constraint
V
¬θ and each branch is a set of atoms and constraints. In the sequel, V Φ
denotes the conjunction of all the formulas in a set Φ. In particular, B
stands for the conjunction of all atoms and constraints in a branch B. We will
denote the equality first-order predicate symbol by ≈. A substitution is a set of
expressions of the form X ← t where X is a variable and t is a term (variable or
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>

pX0 a

pX0 b

X0 6≈ a

X0 6≈ b

pX1 a

pX1 b

pX2 a

pX2 b

X1 6≈ a

X1 6≈ b

X2 6≈ a

X2 6≈ b

X0 6≈ b

pX1 a
X1 6≈ a

pX0 b

X1 6≈ a

pX0 b

X0 6≈ a

pX2 b
X2 6≈ b

pX0 a

X0 6≈ b

X0 6≈ a

X1 6≈ a

X2 6≈ b

pX0 a

X2 6≈ b

Fig. 1. Hyper tableau for Example 2.1
1)

2)

2)

1)

1)

2)

3)

2)

2)

3)

3)
3)

3)

2)

2)

2)

2)

2)

3)

Fig. 2. Clause application tree for the hyper tableau of Fig. 1

constant, in our case). Whenever a substitution σ = {X1 ← t1 , . . . , Xk ← tk }
is used as a subformula, σ stands for X1 ≈ t1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xk ≈ tk and ¬σ stands for
X1 6≈ t1 ∨ . . . ∨ Xk 6≈ tk . Note that θ can be the empty substitution, denoted 
which, when seen as a formula, is truth (or >). Therefore, some leaves could
be labelled by ¬ which, as a formula, is falsehood (or ⊥). Consequently, we
omit the rightmost new node ¬θ in the rule (Expand) whenever n > 0 and
θ ≡ .
In order to define the notion of open and closed hyper tableau, each node
in a hyper tableau is associated to a set of substitutions that are called closing
substitutions. The set of closing substitutions of a node is calculated backwards
from the leaves of the hyper tableau to the root as follows.
•

A leaf labelled by a constraint ¬θ is associated to {θ}. In particular for
θ = .
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{X0 ← b, X1 ← a}
{X0 ← a, X2 ← b}

{X0 ← a}

{X0 ← b}

{X0 ← b, X1 ← a}

{X0 ← a, X2 ← b}

{X0 ← a}

{X0 ← b},

{X0 ← b, X1 ← a}

{X0 ← a, X2 ← b}

{X1 ← a}

{X1 ← b},

{X1 ← a}

{X0 ← a,

X1 ← a}

{X2 ← a},

{X0 ← b,

{X0 ← a,

X1 ← a}

X1 ← a}
{X0 ← b,

{X2 ← b}

X2 ← b}

{X1 ← b},

{X0 ← b,

{X2 ← b}

{X2 ← a},

{X0 ← b,

X2 ← b}

{X0 ← b}
{}

{X0 ← a,
X2 ← b}

{X1 ← a}

{X1 ← a}

{X0 ← a,

X1 ← a}

{X0 ← a}
{}

{X2 ← b}

{X2 ← b}

X2 ← b}

{X0 ← b}

{X0 ← a,
X2 ← b}

{X1 ← a}

{X2 ← b}

Fig. 3. Substitutions tree for the hyper tableau of Fig, 1
•

A leaf labelled by an atom A is associated to the empty set {}.

Let N be an internal node with n ≥ 1 children associated to set of substitutions
S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn .
•
•

If N is labelled by a constraint ¬θ, then N is associated to {θ} ∪ (∩ni=1 Si )

If N is labelled by an atom A, then N is associated to ∩ni=1 Si .

where ∩ni=1 Si = {σ1 · . . . · σn | σi ∈ Si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. 4 Note that ∩ni=1 Si is
empty whenever at least one of the Si is empty.
A hyper tableau is open if the set of closing substitutions associated to the
initial node > is empty, otherwise it is closed. Note that the singleton {} is
non-empty. Roughly speaking, if we apply each substitution σ associated to
a node N to the hyper tableau whose root is N , the result is a closed tableau
in the sense that each branch contains a contradiction. Fig. 3 shows the
substitutions associated to every node of the hyper tableau of Fig. 1.
The CHT method is a semi-decision method for full first-order logic, and
4

· stands for the infix operator of composition of substitutions. The formula that
corresponds to the substitution σ1 · σ2 is σ1 ∧ σ2 .
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it is proved to be correct and refutationally complete in [23]. Hence, a set of
clauses Φ has a closed hyper tableau if and only if Φ is unsatisfiable. However,
for satisfiable input sets the open hyper tableau can be infinite. Functions,
in particular Skolem functions, often lead to infinite hyper tableaux. In order
to achieve termination –when possible– the crucial point is to prevent that
an unbounded number of variants of the same literal can be produced along
a branch. In the CHT method, the author uses a multiplicity function that
associates an upper bound of the number of instances of a clause that can
be used in a branch, and a branch history that records, for each clause, the
instances of that clause that were used on the branch (technical details can be
found in [23,22]). The application of the rule (Expand) with a clause instance
Cl is allowed only whenever Cl is neither a proper instance of any instance
used so far on the branch, nor the k-th renaming of an instance used so far
(on the branch) with k below the multiplicity of Cl.
The following example illustrates the CHT method and will be used in
Section 3 to explain our adaptation of the method.
Example 2.1 The Fig. 1 is an hyper tableau for the following unsatisfiable
set of clauses:
1) > ⇒ [pV a, pV b]
2) [pU U ] ⇒ [ ]

3) [pXY, pY Z] ⇒ [pXZ]

The tree in Fig. 2 shows what clause is used at each application of the rule
(Expand) in Fig. 1. Note that all the variables occurring in the hyper tableau
of Fig. 1 are rigid. According to the association –given by Fig. 3– of a set of
substitutions to each node of the hyper tableau of Fig. 1, this hyper tableau
is closed. Indeed, the two substitutions in the root of Fig. 3 are closing
substitutions.

3

Hyper Tableaux for Finite Model Reasoning

In this section we explain the adaptation of the CHT method we have made
in order to obtain a system that
(a) works as a finite model reasoner for universal first-order theories without
non-zero-ary function symbols under DCA and UNA, and
(b) takes advantage of the fact that often the same ontological knowledge
holds for many different individuals, in order to work efficiently for large
ontologies.
For purpose (a), we simply avoid the Skolem functions by handling existential quantifiers as ranging in a finite set of individuals (constants or zero-ary
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>

1)

male(c0 )

2)
7)

3)
mother(c0 , c0 )
mother(c0 , c1 )
male(c0 )

mother(c0 , c1 )
male(c0 )

male(c1 )

5)

7)

male(c1 )

5)

¬

¬

Fig. 4. Hyper tableau for Φ1 in Example 3.1

function symbols). Since we have assumed DCA and UNA, we start by looking for a model of size |C| where C is the set of all constants that occur in
the input ontology. If the system cannot find a model of size |C|, then we
successively increase the set C with a fresh constant, until a finite model of
size |C| + n is found for some n ≥ 0.
The CHT method, in the general setting of first-order logic, does not terminate for some inputs. However, when the clausal form of sentences only
has Skolem constants, no Skolem functions depending on variables, the CHT
method becomes a decision procedure [23]. In general, in absence of functions
of non-zero arity, the idea of keeping track of the clause instances used in the
construction of a branch, along with the limitation of the number of instances
of a clause that can be used, are enough to ensure that hyper tableau developments are always finite.
If the input ontology has no finite model (in particular, if it is unsatisfiable),
the above explained incremental method generates an infinite collection of (finite) closed hyper tableaux, whose trace can be used to detect the consistency
problem. Otherwise, the first (finite) open hyper tableau can be used to extract a finite model of the ontology. In order to illustrate that point, let us
give a toy example.
Example 3.1 Let us consider a toy ontology O1 with two axioms: male(c0 )
and ∀X(male(X) ↔ ∃Y (mother(X, Y ) ∧ ¬male(Y ))) where c0 is the unique
constant. However O1 has not model of size 1. Indeed, the initial set of clauses
Φ0 for the CHT method is
1) > ⇒ [male(c0 )]

2) [male(X)] ⇒ [mother(X, c0 )]
3) [male(X), male(c0 )] ⇒ [ ]

4) [mother(X, c0 )] ⇒ [male(X), male(c0 )]

A unique-branch hyper tableau for Φ0 –constructed starting with > in the root
and, successively applying 1), 2) and 3)– is {>, male(c0 ), mother(c0 , c0 ), ¬}.
Since the unique branch finishes with ¬ and there is no constraints in it, the
set of substitutions associated to the root is {}, which is non-empty. So that,
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the tableau is closed. Indeed, O1 does not have a model of size 1. However, if
a fresh constant c1 is added, then the new set of clauses Φ1 is
1) > ⇒ [male(c0 )]

2) [male(X)] ⇒ [mother(X, c0 ), mother(X, c1 )]
3) [male(X), male(c0 )] ⇒ [mother(X, c1 )]
4) [male(X), male(c1 )] ⇒ [mother(X, c0 )]
5) [male(X), male(c0 ), male(c1 )] ⇒ [ ]

6) [mother(X, c0 )] ⇒ [male(X), male(c0 )]
7) [mother(X, c1 )] ⇒ [male(X), male(c1 )]

The left-hand tree in Fig. 3 shows an open hyper tableau for Φ1 (the
right-hand tree shows what clause from Φ1 is used at each step). It
is open since the closing substitution sets of the two leaves labelled by
male(c0 ) is empty, hence the set of the root is also empty. The leftmost
branch {>, male(c0 ), mother(c0 , c0 ), mother(c0 , c1 )} gives a model of O1 where
male(c1 ) is false.
The goal (b) above is to avoid the recalculation of subtrees (in hyper
tableaux) that correspond to deductive problems that are variants –regarding
both constants and variables– of some already calculated deductive problem.
By a deductive problem we mean the set of all atoms and constraints in a
branch. The solution of that problem is the set of substitutions associated
to its last node. The computation of that solution is made by expanding the
branch, until the hyper tableau is completed, and calculating backwards the
set of closing substitutions. Our proposal for the purpose (b) is twofold.
On one hand, we classify the constants according to the axioms in the
ontology in which each constant occurs, so that constants that belong to the
same class behave equivalently regarding deductive purposes. In particular,
all the fresh constants –that we add to increase the size of the domain, when
necessary– belong to the same class, since they do not occur in the ontology.
Let C be the set of all constants in an ontology O. In order to classify the
constants in C with respect to O we define the set Oc of all the formulas from
O in which the constant c occurs. Then, two different constants c and d belong
to the same class Ci if and only if the following formula is a tautology
^
^
(1)
Oc [c ← e] ↔
Od [d ← e]

where e is a fresh constant and [a ← b] is the operation of replacement of every
occurrence of a constant a by a constant b. The collection of tests required
to make the classification should be carried out once and the target classification loaded along with the ontology. Indeed, the classification of constants
can be seen as a relevance-based axiom selection pre-processing technique for
improving the performance of automated reasoning on the ontology.
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On the other hand, we adapt the CHT method to exploit the above classification of the constants, in order to avoid the reconstruction of the hyper
tableau for branches that are variants (in the sense explained below) of some
already solved branch. To do that, we recall that each node N (in a tree)
determines the branch BN formed by all the nodes in the path from the root
to N . Additionally we call SN to the collection of closing substitutions associated to a node N . The refinement of the CHT method we have implemented
is based on the following two definitions.
Definition 3.2 Consider that C1 , . . . , Cn is a partition of C into classes. We
say that a (partial) function ρ : C → C is compatible with the classification
C1 , . . . , Cn if ρ(c) ∈ Ci for all c ∈ Ci where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 3.3 Let BN and B 0 two branches of a hyper tableau for a given
set of clauses and a given classification of its set of constants namely C. We
say that B 0 is a σρ-variant of BN if and only if B 0 = BN σρ for some renaming
of variables σ and some (partial) function ρ : C → C such that (1) ρ is
compatible with the classification, and (2) the domain of ρ is the set of all
constants occurring in SN .
Hence, for each node N , the branch BN is loaded together with the collection of substitutions SN associated to N whenever every constant that occurs
in SN also occurs in BN . If a branch BN 0 is a σρ-variant of some loaded branch
BN with SN as substitutions, then we associate to N 0 the substitutions SN σρ
(without expanding the node N 0 ). In the application of σρ, every variable in
SN that is not in the domain of σ is also renamed by a fresh variable. This
idea of replacing the computation of the solution of the current subgoal by
to the lookup of a previously computed solution for a variant of the current
subgoal is a kind of lemma learning. The correction of this concrete lemma
learning technique for reusing the closing substitutions for BN to compute the
ones for BN 0 (instead of expanding N 0 ) is founded in the following result.
Proposition 3.4 Let B be a branch in an hyper tableau for a set of clauses
Φ. If the last node of B V
has an associated set of substitutions Σ = {σ1 , . . . , σn }
then Φ ` ∀X1 . . . ∀Xm ( B ↔ (σ1 ∨ . . . ∨ σn )) where X1 , . . . , Xm are all the
variables that occur in B.
Proof. By a double structural induction: (1) in the construction of the hyper
tableau for Φ, and (2) in the backwards construction of the set of closing
substitutions.
2
Consequently, the following lemma ensures that any variant of a branch
B –that preserves compatibility with the constants classification– does not
need to be expanded, because the set of substitutions associated to it can be
computed as a variant of the already computed substitutions for B.
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Lemma 3.5 If B 0 is σρ-variant of a branch B whose
set of substiV associated
0
tutions is Σ = {σ1 , . . . , σn }, then Φ ` ∀Y1 . . . ∀Ym ( B ↔ (σ1 ∨ . . . ∨ σn )σρ)
where Y1 , . . . , Ym are the variables in the co-domain of σ.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the set of tautologies of the
form (1) (which induces the constants classification) and Proposition 3.4. 2
Going back to the Example 2.1, let us explain how our method performs
for exploiting the common knowledge for different constants.
Example 3.6 The clause 1 of Example 2.1 comes from the axiom
∀V ∃W (pV W ) where the existential quantifier has been ranged over two constants a and b that do not appear in the rest of the axioms. Hence, we are
looking for a model of size 2, for the set of formulas O2 given by the just above
axiom and the universal closures of clauses 2) and 3) in Example 2.1. The
constants a and b are in the same class with respect to O2 .
Our adaptation of the CHT method constructs the left-hand subtree in
Fig. 1 and the set of substitutions associated to each node. Then, the branch
B 0 = {>, pX0 b, X0 6≈ b, pX2 a} is a σρ-variant of B = {>, pX0 a, X0 6≈ a, pX1 b}
where σ(X0 ) = X0 , σ(X1 ) = X2 , ρ(a) = b and ρ(b) = a. The set of closing
substitutions of pX1 b in B (see Fig. 3) is {{X1 ← b}, {X0 ← b, X1 ← a}}.
Hence,
{{X1 ← b}, {X0 ← b, X1 ← a}}σρ = {{X2 ← a}, {X0 ← a, X2 ← b}}
can be associated to B 0 , while avoiding the construction of the subtree under
the node pX2 a in Fig. 1. Note that, in Fig. 1, the branch {>, pX0 b, X0 6≈
b, pX2 b} is also a σρ-variant of {>, pX0 a, X0 6≈ a, pX1 a}, although in this
case the gain is low. Note also that {>, pX0 b} is not a variant of {>, pX0 a}
because b occurs in the set of substitutions associated to the node pX0 a (see
Fig. 3) and ρ is not defined on b. Consequently the substitution {X0 ← b,
X1 ← a}, that is one of the two associated to pX0 a can not be transformed
into {X0 ← ρ(b), X2 ← b} because ρ(b) is unknown.

4

System Description

In this section, we provide some implementation details and the architecture
of our prototype. It is implemented in Haskell ([10,9]), compiled with Glasgow
Haskell Compiler ([11]). It is structured in three subsystems of modules that
are linked as shown in Fig. 5. The system receives as input an ontology in the
well known TPTP language [20].
The CNF Converter translates the input TPTP ontology into the internal Haskell representation as a set of formulas in conjunctive normal
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Fig. 5. The System Architecture

form. Since we assume the DCA, our CNF transformation eliminates the
existential quantifiers by ranging them over a finite set of constants, instead of using Skolem functions. In order to look for a finite model
of the input ontology, the system starts using the constants that occurs in the ontology. While no model is found, new fresh constants are
added. For instance, if the input is the toy ontology O1 of the Example 3.1, then the set of clauses that is firstly produced by this module
is {> ⇒ [male(c0 )], [male(X)] ⇒ [mother(X, c0 )], [male(X), male(c0 )] ⇒
[mother(X, c0 )] ⇒ [male(X), male(c0 )]}. Since this set is proved to be unsatisfiable, a constant c1 is added and a new set of clauses is produced and
tested for satisfiability. The CNF Converter uses the predefined Haskell utility
Happy. 5 It is a generator of parsers that given any grammar, in particular
the TPTP grammar, produces its syntactic analyzer inside a Haskell module.
The Symmetry Manager exploits the “symmetry of the ontologies”. We
say that two constants are symmetric w.r.t. the input ontology whenever the
input ontology keeps the same knowledge for both constants. In particular all
the fresh constants are symmetric. In previous Section 3 we explain how we
partition the set of constants into equivalence classes according to this notion
of symmetry. The Symmetry Manager provides the functions that calculate
the partition of constants in equivalence classes. Additionally, it uses a hash
table to keep the hyper tableau branches and its closing substitutions. Using
this information the core program avoids the reconstruction of the subtrees
that are variants of some already solved ones, as we explain in Section 3. The
implementation of the hash table uses the HashMap library of Haskell due to
Milan Straka, 6 which is persistent and provides the usual operations for hash
tables managing.
The Hyper Tableau Core subsystem implements the adaptation of the Jan
van Eijck’s program (see [22]) to finite model reasoning based on DCA and
5
6

http://www.haskell.org/happy/doc/html/happy.html
http://git.auryn.cz/haskell/hashmap/
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UNA that was explained in previous Section 3. It is subdivided into several
modules. The main module is Refute that provides the function that recursively constructs the constrained hyper tableau, for any given set of clauses,
using the Symmetry Manager to avoid recomputations on the basis of the
classes of constants. The usual concepts underlying the hyper tableau methods, such as terms and formulas, substitutions and unification are respectively
implemented in the modules Terms, Substitution and Unification, which are
auxiliary to the module Refute. Unification is needed to apply the (Expand)
rule explained in Section 2, although since we dispense with function symbols
(with non-zero arity) we use a very simple version of unification. In addition,
to close hyper tableaux a merge of substitutions (also explained in Section 2)
is required. Finally, the Multifunction module provides the necessary utilities
for managing the termination of the algorithm. In particular the multiplicity
function and the branch history. Both are used by the function Refute to
bound the number of variants of each clause that can be used (by the rule
(Expand)) in a branch.

5

Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we address one of the challenges of automated reasoning: its
practical use for debugging large first-order ontologies. Our aim is to take
advantage of the structural properties of large ontologies to gain efficiency in
reasoning tasks. We recently have begun the implementation of a prototype
in Haskell by adapting the implementation of CHT in [22] to the finite model
case, and by incorporating the Symmetry Manager for exploiting the fact that
ontologies keep the same knowledge for many different individuals. The CHT
method ([23]) seems to be well suited for this purpose and we hope that its
success with large ontologies will be assessed by future experimental results.
Some ideas from the automated reasoning area are being planned to improve
the system performance, but much work remains to be done before we get
to prove that a large ontology is consistent, which is the primary goal of our
work. At the present moment, we are implementing optimizations to improve the clause generation (e.g. tautology deletion, unit propagation, etc.),
the backwards calculation of closing substitutions (which is a very expensive
operation), and our lemma learning technique for exploiting symmetries in
ontologies. We hope that we could provide some benchmarks at the presentation in the workshop. We firstly plan to compare two versions of our own
prototype that only differ on using or not the Symmetry Manager. Then, we
will focus on comparison with finite model builders such us Paradox [8], Mace4
and FM-Darwin [3] and theorem provers such as Vampire [15], E-Prover [18]
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and Prover9. 7 All of them deal with full first-order logic (including function
symbols), but most of them has been recently used in different experiments in
the area of ontological reasoning. However, at the moment, these two kinds
of systems are respectively far from being able to generate a model for a large
ontology and to prove its consistency.
There are many others techniques and strategies that we are considering for
the future improvement of our system. On one hand, we have some ideas
about how to reuse the clause generation effort –and also part of the deductive reasoning effort– made when looking for a model of size k to another
model of size k + 1. For the clause generation issue it is enough to generate an
scheme of the transformation to CNF with labels marking the places affected
by the addition of a new constant. Additionally, new techniques of lemma
learning must be devised to reuse deductions from the previous step. On the
other hand, there are many improvements that we are considering regarding
the future extension (of the system functionality) to check whether a given
conjecture follows from an ontology. Among them, we would like to mention
here two. First, the strategy of performing a selection of the axioms in the
ontology according to their relevance with respect to the conjecture. There
are different techniques of relevance-based selection that we should explored
in order to devise which fits better with the CHT method. Second, from the
open hyper tableau that results when a conjecture does not follow from the
ontology, we should construct a model of the ontology that falsifies the conjecture. This model could help the user to find the problem, if there is any.
We also plan to experiment with the parallel computation of closing substitutions.
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Abstract
Durante la depuración algorı́tmica el usuario debe contestar preguntas sobre la validez de las
computaciones hechas por el programa que se está depurando. Reducir el número de preguntas
realizadas es fundamental para mejorar el tiempo total de depuración, y por esta razón se ha investigado mucho en estrategias de depuración que tratan de minimizar el número de preguntas hechas
por el depurador. Durante tres décadas se ha pensado que la estrategia Divide & Query introducida
por Shapiro es óptima si sólo se considera la estructura del árbol de ejecución usado durante la
depuración. En este artı́culo demostramos que Divide & Query no es óptimo e introducimos las
bases para definir una estrategia óptima.
Keywords: Depuración de software, Depuración Algorı́tmica, Divide & Query.

1

Introducción

La depuración algorı́tmica [10] es una técnica de depuración semi-automática
que ha sido extendida prácticamente a todos los paradigmas [11]. La técnica
se basa en las respuestas del programador a una serie de preguntas generadas
automáticamente por el depurador algorı́tmico. Las preguntas siempre están
relacionadas con la validez de una (sub)computación realizada con unos valores
de entrada determinados. Las respuestas le indican al depurador la validez de
las (sub)computaciones del programa; y el depurador utiliza esta información
1
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para guiar la búsqueda del error hasta que se aı́sla la porción de código que lo
contiene.
Ejemplo 1.1 Considérese este programa escrito en Haskell que ordena una
lista utilizando el algoritmo de ordenamiento MergeSort.
main = mergeSort [2,1,3]
merge [] lista = lista
merge lista [] = lista
merge (x:xs) (y:ys) | x <= y
= x : merge xs (y:ys)
| otherwise = merge (x:xs) ys
mergeSort [] = []
mergeSort [x] = [x]
mergeSort lista = merge (mergeSort izq) (mergeSort der)
where mitad = (div (length lista) 2)
izq = take mitad lista
der = drop mitad lista

A continuación veremos una sesión de un depurador algorı́tmico para este
programa (las respuestas SÍ y NO son proporcionadas por el programador):
Empezando la Sesión de Depuración...
(1) mergeSort [2,1] = [2]? NO
(2) merge [2] [1] = [2]? NO
(3) merge [2] [] = [2]? SÍ
Error encontrado en la regla:
merge (x:xs) (y:ys) | otherwise = merge (x:xs) ys

El depurador muestra la parte del código que contiene el error. En este caso
deberı́a ser otherwise = y : .... Nótese que para depurar el programa el programador solo contesta preguntas; no es necesario que vea el código.
Normalmente, los depuradores algorı́tmicos tienen un front-end que produce una estructura de datos que representa la ejecución de un programa—el
llamado árbol de ejecución (ET) [8]—; y un back-end que utiliza el ET para
hacer preguntas y procesar las respuestas del programador para encontrar el
error. Por ejemplo, el ET del programa del Ejemplo 1.1 está representado en
la Figura 1.

Fig. 1. ET del programa del Ejemplo 1.1

La estrategia usada para decidir cuáles son los nodos del ET que deben ser
preguntados es crucial para el rendimiento de la técnica. Desde la definición
de la depuración algorı́tmica, ha habido mucha investigación respecto a la
definición de nuevas estrategias con el fin de minimizar la cantidad de preguntas [11].
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En la práctica, la estrategia que necesita realizar menos preguntas para
encontrar el error es la versión mejorada de Divide & Query propuesta por
Hirunkitti y Hogger [4]. Desde su definición hace más de tres décadas, esta
estrategia ha sido considerada óptima con respecto al número de preguntas generadas. Por esta razón, ha sido implementada en practicamente todos los depuradores algorı́tmicos (véase, e.g., [9,1,3,7,2,5]). En este árticulo
mostramos que esta estrategia no solamente no es óptima, sino que no es ni
completa ni correcta. Para ello presentamos contraejemplos que lo demuestran
y explicamos las causas en cada uno de ellos. En una segunda parte, introducimos los principios que debe seguir una estrategia óptima, y proporcionamos
una aproximación a ésta.
El resto del artı́culo ha sido estructurado de la siguiente manera. En la
Sección 2 recordamos y formalizamos la estrategia D&Q y mostramos con contraejemplos que no es correcta ni completa. A continuación, en la Sección 3,
mostramos los principios que debe seguir una estrategia óptima y proporcionamos una aproximación a la misma. En la Sección 4 mostramos el trabajo
futuro. Finalmente, la Sección 5 presenta las conclusiones.

2

Divide & Query

En esta sección formalizamos la estrategia D&Q inicialmente definida por
Shapiro [10] y posteriormente mejorada por Hirunkitti y Hogger [4]. Empezamos por la definición de árbol de ejecución marcado, el cual es un ET
donde algunos nodos pueden haber sido podados porque han sido marcados
como correctos (i.e., contestados SÍ), algunos nodos pueden haber sido marcados como incorrectos (i.e., contestados NO) y la validez del resto de nodos
está indefinida.
Definición 2.1 [Árbol de Ejecución Marcado] Un Árbol de Ejecución Marcado (MET) es un árbol T = (N, E, M ) donde N son los nodos, E : N × N
son los arcos, y M : N → V es una función de marcado que asigna a todos los
nodos de N un valor en el dominio V = {Incorrecto, Desconocido}.
Inicialmente, todos los nodos del MET están marcados como Desconocido.
Pero con cada respuesta del usuario, se produce un nuevo MET. Concretamente, dado un MET T = (N, E, M ) y un nodo n ∈ N , la respuesta del
usuario a la pregunta de n produce un nuevo MET tal que: (i) si la respuesta
es SÍ, entonces este nodo y su subárbol son podados del MET; (ii) si la respuesta es NO, entonces todos los nodos del MET son podados excepto este
nodo y sus descendientes. 4
4

También es posible aceptar No lo sé como respuesta del usuario. En este caso el depurador
simplemente selecciona otro nodo [5]. Por simplicidad supondremos que el usuario solamente
responde Correcto o Incorrecto.
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Algorithm 1 Algoritmo general para la depuración algorı́tmica
Entrada: Un MET T = (N, E, M )
Salida: Un nodo-causa o ⊥ si éste no existe
Precondiciones: ∀n ∈ N , M (n) = Desconocido
Inicialización: nodoCausa = ⊥
begin
(1) do
(2)
nodo = seleccionarNodo(T )
(3)
respuesta = preguntarNodo(nodo)
(4)
if (respuesta = Incorrecto)
(5)
then M (nodo) = Incorrecto
(6)
nodoCausa = nodo
(7)
N = {n ∈ N | (nodo → n) ∈ E ∗ }
(8)
else N = N \{n ∈ N | (nodo → n) ∈ E ∗ }
(9) while (∃n ∈ N, M (n) = Desconocido)
(10) return nodoCausa
end

Por lo tanto, el tamaño del MET se reduce gradualmente con cada respuesta. Si podamos todos los nodos del MET entonces el depurador concluye
que no se ha encontrado ningún error. Si, por el contrario, terminamos con un
MET compuesto por un único nodo marcado como incorrecto, a este nodo se
le llama nodo-causa y es señalado como el responsable del error del programa.
Todo este proceso está definido en el Algoritmo 1 donde la función
seleccionarN odo selecciona un nodo del MET para ser preguntado al usuario
con la función preguntarN odo. Por lo tanto, seleccionarN odo es el punto central de este trabajo porque implementa la estrategia de depuración algorı́tmica.
En adelante utilizaremos E ∗ para referirnos al cierre reflexivo-transitivo de E.
D&Q supone que el peso individual de un nodo es siempre 1. Por lo tanto,
dado un MET T = (N, E, M ), el peso de un subárbol cuya raı́z es n ∈ N , wn ,
es definido
como su número de descendientes incluyéndose a él mismo (i.e.,
P
1 + (wn0 | (n → n0 ) ∈ E).
D&Q intenta simular una búsqueda dicotómica seleccionando el nodo que
mejor divide el MET en dos subMETs con pesos similares. Por lo tanto, dado
un MET con n nodos, D&Q busca el nodo cuyo peso más se acerque a n2 . El
algoritmo D&Q selecciona siempre:
•

el nodo más pesado n0 cuyo peso más se acerque a

•

el nodo más ligero n0 cuyo peso más se acerque a

2.1

n
2

n
2

siendo wn0 ≤ n2 , o

siendo wn0 ≥

n
2

Limitaciones de Divide & Query

Una estrategia de depuración algorı́tmica es óptima si el número medio de
preguntas que realiza para cualquier MET es mı́nimo. Podemos calcular
el número de preguntas realizadas suponiendo que el error puede estar en
cualquier nodo del árbol y, por tanto, calculando las secuencias de preguntas
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Fig. 2. Contraejemplo

que harı́a el depurador en cada nodo. Evidentemente, pueden existir varias
estrategias óptimas diferentes. En adelante, dado un MET, llamaremos nodo
óptimo al primer nodo preguntado por una estrategia óptima.
Definición 2.2 [Estrategia óptima] Sea  una estrategia de depuración algorı́tmica. Dado un MET T = (N, E, M ), sea sn la secuencia de preguntas
realizadas por el Algoritmo 1 usando la estrategia
 y suponiendo que el único
P 
nodo-causa de T es n ∈ N . Sea t =
|sni |. Decimos que  es óptima si
ni ∈N

para cualquier MET se cumple que @0 . t > t0 .

En esta sección mostramos que la estrategia D&Q no es óptima. La razón
es que no es cierta la hipótesis inicial de D&Q que presupone que dividir el
árbol en dos subárboles con la misma cantidad de nodos convierte la búsqueda
en una búsqueda dicotómica.
Para demostrarlo utilizaremos tres contraejemplos en los que veremos como
la información que D&Q tiene en cuenta para seleccionar el nodo óptimo no
es suficiente. Los ejemplos están basados en el coste (medido en número
de preguntas realizadas por el depurador) asociado a los nodos seleccionados
por D&Q. Para poder medir dicho coste, usaremos la siguiente definición de
secuencia de preguntas:
Definición 2.3 [Secuencia de preguntas] Dado un MET T = (N, E, M ) y
dados dos nodos n1 , n2 ∈ N , la secuencia de preguntas de n1 con respecto a n2 ,
sp(n1 , n2 ), está formada por todas las preguntas realizadas por el Algoritmo 1
suponiendo que el primer nodo escogido por la función seleccionarNodo(T ) es
n2 y que el único nodo-causa de T es n1 .
Intuitivamente, sp(n1 , n2 ) se compone de las preguntas que el depurador
harı́a para determinar que n1 es un nodo-causa suponiendo que la primera
pregunta es la asociada al nodo n2 . Esto significa que la secuencia de preguntas
depende completamente de la estrategia utilizada. Para el caso concreto de
D&Q, en el MET de la Figura 2 (izquierda) podemos ver que:
sp(n2 , n6 ) = [n6 , n3 , n2 ]
sp(n6 , n2 ) = [n2 , n6 , n7 , n8 , n9 ]
sp(n2 , n2 ) = [n2 , n4 , n3 ]
sp(n6 , n6 ) = [n6 , n7 , n8 , n9 ]
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Fig. 3. Segundo contraejemplo

En los METs del centro y la derecha de la Figura 2, ası́ como en las siguientes
figuras, el número inferior derecho de un nodo representa el tamaño de la
secuencia de preguntas de ese nodo con respecto al nodo gris claro. Es decir,
el número de preguntas que debe hacerse para encontrar el error suponiendo
que éste se encuentre en ese nodo y que se empieza a preguntar por el nodo
gris claro.
Ejemplo 2.4 Considérese el MET de la Figura 2 (izquierda). En él, el nodo
raı́z está marcado como incorrecto y D&Q selecciona como nodos óptimos a
n2 y a n6 . Al sumar el número de preguntas que se han hecho en el MET de
la Figura 2 (centro), donde se ha empezado a preguntar por el nodo n2 , vemos
= 3, 44
que se hacen un total de 31 preguntas, haciendo una media de 31
9
preguntas para encontrar el error en cualquiera de los 9 nodos del árbol. Sin
embargo en el MET de la Figura 2 (derecha), en el que se ha empezado a
preguntar por el nodo n6 , se hacen 30 preguntas en total, por lo que tiene una
= 3, 33 preguntas.
media de 30
9
Puede observarse que, contrariamente a la hipótesis de D&Q, empezar
seleccionando el nodo que divide el árbol en dos subárboles con la misma
cantidad de nodos no es suficiente para determinar el nodo óptimo. En este
ejemplo ambos nodos tienen el mismo peso (4) y ambos dividen el árbol en
la misma cantidad de nodos. Pero hemos comprobado que empezando a preguntar por el nodo n6 se hacen menos preguntas de media que si se empieza
a preguntar por n2 . Siendo, por lo tanto, el nodo n6 óptimo y no el nodo n2 .
Para explicar el motivo utilizaremos el siguiente ejemplo.
Ejemplo 2.5 En la Figura 3 podemos observar en el MET superior como
el subárbol cuya raı́z es n1 es un (sub)MET completamente balanceado [6]
(i.e., en el peor caso puede depurarse el subárbol con un número de preguntas logarı́tmico). Mientras que el subárbol cuya raı́z es n2 es un (sub)MET
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completamente desbalanceado (i.e., en el peor caso habrı́a que preguntar por
todos los nodos para encontrar el error).
D&Q trata de hacer una búsqueda dicotómica preguntando por el nodo que
= 8 por lo que
divide el árbol en dos partes con pesos similares, en este caso 16
2
determina al nodo n1 como nodo óptimo. En el MET de la Figura 3 (izquierda)
puede verse el número de preguntas que se hacen al empezar por este nodo; un
= 4, 38 preguntas de media para encontrar el
total de 70 preguntas, es decir 70
16
error en cualquiera de los 16 nodos. Sin embargo, si empezamos a preguntar
por el nodo n2 se hacen la misma cantidad de preguntas. Puede verse el
número de preguntas en el MET de la Figura 3 (derecha). A pesar de ser
igual de óptimo que n1 , este nodo nunca será seleccionado por D&Q puesto
que el de n1 .
que su peso dista más de 16
2
La razón por la que seleccionar el nodo n2 resulta igual de óptimo que
el nodo n1 es muy simple. Viendo el árbol derecho de la Figura 3 podemos
observar que al empezar a preguntar por n2 y si el error no se encuentra en ese
subárbol, la naturaleza balanceada del subárbol del nodo n1 permite que, en
la segunda pregunta, se divida mejor el árbol. Como puede verse comparando
el árbol izquierdo con el árbol derecho de la Figura 3 la gran mayorı́a de los
nodos del subárbol del nodo n1 no incrementan su número de preguntas por
haberse preguntando antes el nodo n2 . Sin embargo, viendo el árbol izquierdo
de la Figura 3 podemos ver que al empezar a preguntar por el nodo n1 y si el
error no se encuentra en ese subárbol, la naturaleza amplia del subárbol del
nodo n2 no permite, en una segunda pregunta, dividir el árbol; teniendo que
preguntar por todos los nodos para encontrar el error. Obsérvese que en este
caso todos los nodos del subárbol del nodo n2 sı́ incrementan su número de
preguntas por haberse preguntando antes el nodo n1 .
Todo esto nos lleva a la conclusión de que no solamente es importante podar
subárboles grandes del MET, sino que también es importante podar árboles
desbalanceados que son más difı́ciles de explorar. Esto último es ignorado por
D&Q y es la causa de que no sea una estrategia óptima.
Finalmente mostramos un ejemplo donde D&Q no sólo no es capaz de
encontrar todos los nodos óptimos como en el caso anterior, sino que además
no es capaz de encontrar ninguno. El ejemplo es el mismo árbol del Ejemplo 2.4
en el que se han añadido 59 nodos en profundidad al nodo n2 y 46 nodos en
anchura al nodo n6 .
Ejemplo 2.6 Considérese el MET de la Figura 4 (izquierda) donde D&Q
determinarı́a que el nodo óptimo se encuentra en la rama izquierda del árbol;
concretamente el nodo n1 puesto que es el nodo cuyo peso más se acerca a
114
= 57. Sin embargo, el hijo derecho n2 es el nodo óptimo puesto que
2
produce menos preguntas que el nodo n1 a pesar de que su peso dista mucho
más de 57.
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Fig. 4. Tercer contraejemplo

En el árbol central de la Figura 4 se ha empezado preguntando por el nodo
que D&Q selecciona como óptimo, n1 . Si el error estuviera en el subárbol
del nodo n1 , puesto que se trata de una sucesión de nodos en profundidad,
se harı́an log2 57 = 5, 83 preguntas de media a cada nodo (+1 por haber
preguntado inicialmente por el nodo n1 ). Si el error no estuviera en el subárbol
del nodo n1 tras preguntar por éste se empezará a explorar el subárbol del
nodo n2 . Si el error se encuentra en ese subárbol se deberá preguntar por
todos los nodos hasta encontrar el error, y todos
nodos llevan acarreada
Pestos
51
la pregunta hecha al nodo n1 , en total se hacen ( i=3 i)+51 = 1374 preguntas.
Si finalmente tampoco estuviera en la rama derecha sólo quedan los 7 nodos
superiores de la rama izquierda (incluyendo la raı́z). En los que se hacen
log2 7 = 2, 8 preguntas de media a cada nodo (+2 por haber preguntado
anteriormente al nodo n1 y al nodo n2 ). En total se hacen 57 ∗ 6, 83 + 1374 +
= 15, 76 preguntas.
7 ∗ 4, 8 = 1796, 91 preguntas, y una media de 1796,91
114
Si por el contrario empezásemos a P
preguntar por el nodo n2 y el error se
encuentra en ese subárbol, se hacen ( 50
i=2 i) + 50 = 1324 preguntas puesto
que no llevan preguntas acarreadas. Si el error se encuentra en la otra rama,
tras preguntar por el nodo n2 quedan 64 nodos en profundidad, por lo que en
log2 64 = 6 preguntas (+1 por haber preguntado inicialmente por el nodo n2 )
se encontrará el error. En total se hacen 1324 + 64 ∗ 7 = 1772 preguntas, y
= 15, 54 preguntas.
una media de 1772
114
Estos contraejemplos confirman que D&Q no siempre es capaz de encontrar
todos los nodos óptimos en un MET, por lo que no es completo. Y además
confirman que en determinados casos, D&Q selecciona un nodo que no es
óptimo, por lo que no es correcto. Adicionalmente, los ejemplos han puesto
de manifiesto que además de la cantidad de nodos, considerar la estructura
del árbol de ejecución también es importante para obtener una estrategia que
realice la menor cantidad de preguntas posibles al usuario. En la siguiente
sección mostramos que dicha estrategia puede llegar a definirse puesto que
encontrar todos los nodos óptimos de un MET es un problema decidible.
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3

Una estrategia óptima para la depuración algorı́tmica: Divide by Queries (DbQ)

En esta sección introducimos las bases que deben seguirse para obtener una
estrategia óptima para la depuración algorı́tmica. En primer lugar mostramos
que el problema abordado por dicha estrategia es decidible y posteriormente
presentamos una aproximación del algoritmo que nos permite seleccionar un
nodo óptimo.
Teorema 3.1 (Decidibilidad) Dado un MET, encontrar todos sus nodos
óptimos es un problema decidible.
Demostración. Abordamos la prueba mostrando que al menos existe un
método finito para encontrar todos los nodos óptimos. En primer lugar, sabemos que el tamaño del MET debe ser finito puesto que la pregunta de la
raı́z sólo puede completarse si la ejecución ha terminado y por consiguiente
el número de subcomputaciones—y por tanto de nodos—es finito [6]. Por ser
el árbol finito, sabemos (de acuerdo al Algoritmo 1) que cualquier secuencia
de preguntas realizada por el depurador (sin importar la estrategia) también
es finita ya que como máximo preguntará por todos los nodos del árbol. Por
tanto el número de secuencias posibles también es finito. Esto garantiza que
siempre es posible calcular todas las secuencias posibles y quedarse con las
mejores de acuerdo a la ecuación de la Definición 2.2. Los nodos óptimos
serán los primeros de las secuencias seleccionadas.
2
Aunque el método presentado en la prueba del Teorema 3.1 es efectivo,
también es muy costoso porque implica calcular todas las secuencias posibles
de preguntas. En el resto de la sección presentamos una aproximación más
eficiente para encontrar todos los nodos óptimos.
3.1

Cómputo de secuencias válidas de preguntas (spn )

Por claridad en la explicación, en adelante cuando hagamos referencia a una
secuencia de preguntas de un nodo, esta secuencia supondrá que ese nodo es
incorrecto y estará formada por un conjunto de nodos que tras ser preguntados
permitirán determinar si ese nodo es un nodo-causa o no lo es.
De acuerdo a la Definición 2.2, una secuencia de preguntas es óptima (es
producida por una estratégia óptima) si la suma de todas las preguntas que
se harı́an suponiendo que el error puede estar en cualquier nodo es mı́nima.
Por tanto, como se ha explicado en la prueba del Teorema 3.1, un método
para calcular la secuencia óptima es calcular todas las secuencias posibles y
elegir la mejor. Sin embargo, no todas las secuencias posibles son válidas, y
por tanto muchas de ellas pueden descartarse.
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Definición 3.2 [Secuencias válidas de preguntas de un nodo, SPn ] Sea T =
(N, E, M ) un MET cuya raı́z es n ∈ N . Una secuencia de preguntas spn =
[n1 , . . . , nm ] para n es válida si:
(i) ∀ni , nj ∈ spn , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, (ni → nj ) 6∈ E ∗

(ii) N \{nj | (ni → nj ) ∈ E ∗ ∧ ni ∈ spn } = {n}

Denotamos con SPn el conjunto de las secuencias de preguntas válidas de n.
Intuitivamente las secuencias válidas de un nodo raı́z n son todas aquellas
secuencias de nodos no repetidos que (1) un nodo de la secuencia no puede
ser descendiente de un nodo anterior en la secuencia, y (2) tras podar todos
los subárboles cuyas raı́ces son los nodos de la secuencia, el nodo n se queda
sin descendientes. Nótese que si consideramos un subábol, la misma definición
puede ser utilizada para cualquier nodo del árbol original.
En el siguiente ejemplo mostramos que si se asocia a cada nodo de un MET
una secuencia válida de preguntas, entonces es posible saber exactamente
cuántas preguntas es necesario hacer para encontrar el nodo-causa del MET
sea éste el nodo que sea.
Ejemplo 3.3 Considérese el siguiente árbol formado por dos subárboles de
profundidad 2 y un subárbol de profundidad 1.

Además del peso y el identificador del nodo, cada nodo está etiquetado
arriba a la derecha con una secuencia de preguntas válida y abajo a la derecha
con el número de preguntas necesario para encontrar el error en ese nodo.
El lector puede ignorar por el momento los números etiquetados abajo a la
izquierda de cada nodo.
Existen múltiples secuencias de preguntas posibles para el nodo n1 , (e.g.
[n2 , n7 , n10 ], [n2 , n10 , n7 ], [n3 , n2 , n7 , n10 ], etc.). Siguiendo la secuencia de la
figura ([n2 , n7 , n10 ]) y teniendo en cuenta que se empieza a preguntar por el
nodo raı́z 5 , podemos determinar el número de preguntas necesario para en5

El hecho de que la secuencia de preguntas de un nodo suponga que la primera pregunta
realizada es el propio nodo no es una limitación del método. Nótese que dado un MET
cualquiera, siempre es posible añadir un nodo padre ficticio a la raı́z y calcular la secuencia
de nodos óptima de ese nodo ficticio. Esta secuencia coincide con la secuencia óptima de
preguntas para encontrar el error en el MET original sin ese nodo ficticio.
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contrar el error en cualquier nodo. En adelante, para un nodo n, llamaremos
a este número qn . Por ejemplo, para encontrar el error en el nodo n1 se harı́an
4 preguntas ([n1 , n2 , n7 , n10 ]). De manera similar, qn7 = 5 ([n1 , n2 , n7 , n8 , n9 ]).
Nótese que al llegar al nodo n7 y marcar el nodo como incorrecto se ha continuado con la secuencia de preguntas de ese nodo ([n8 , n9 ]). De igual modo,
qn4 = 4 ([n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 ]).
A partir del cálculo de las preguntas necesarias para encontrar el error en
cada nodo (qn ), es posible obtener el número de preguntas totales del MET (en
adelante Qn ). Este número es indicado para cada nodo del ejemplo anterior
abajo a la izquierda. Obsérvese por ejemplo que el nodo raı́z acumula un total
de 46 preguntas (Qn1 = 46), Qn2 = 19 y los nodos hoja acumulan 1 pregunta
(ese mismo nodo). En determinados casos, es fácil calcular Qn . Por ejemplo,
un momento de reflexión convencerá al lector de los siguientes cálculos de Qn1
usando las secuencias [n2 , n7 , n10 ], [n2 , n10 , n7 ], [n7 , n2 , n10 ]:
[n2 , n7 , n10 ] → Qn1 = (Qn2 + wn2 ) + (Qn7 + 2 ∗ wn7 ) + (Qn10 + 3 ∗ wn10 ) + (4)
= (19 + 5) + (8 + 6) + (1 + 3) + (4) = 46
[n2 , n10 , n7 ] → Qn1 = (Qn2 + wn2 ) + (Qn10 + 2 ∗ wn10 ) + (Qn7 + 3 ∗ wn7 ) + (4)
= (19 + 5) + (1 + 2) + (8 + 9) + (4) = 48
[n7 , n2 , n10 ] → Qn1 = (Qn7 + wn7 ) + (Qn2 + 2 ∗ wn2 ) + (Qn1 0 + 3 ∗ wn10 ) + (4)
= (8 + 3) + (19 + 10) + (1 + 3) + (4) = 48
Puesto que el objetivo es minimizar Qn , utilizando el cálculo de Qn1 para
cada secuencia, podemos concluir que la secuencia óptima del nodo n1 es
[n2 , n7 , n10 ].
En resumen, toda la información recogida y etiquetada en los nodos del
MET puede consultarse en la Figura 5.
En el resto de la sección mostramos una técnica para calcular Qn para
cualquier nodo de un MET. Empezamos definiendo dos casos base:
•
•

Árbol de profundidad 1 (n es una hoja): Qn = 1

P
Árbol de profundidad 2 (n tiene m hijos): Qn = ( m+1
i=2 i) + m + 1

Estos casos base se corresponden con los siguientes árboles.

Fig. 5. Casos base

En el caso base 1 (árbol central de la Figura 5) sólo existe un nodo y por lo
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tanto, al empezar preguntando por éste, en una única pregunta se encuentra
el error. En el caso base 2 (árbol de la derecha de la Figura 5) se empieza
a preguntar por el nodo raı́z, por lo que todos los hijos llevan acarreada una
pregunta (la del nodo raı́z), seguidamente se preguntan los hijos de izquierda a
derecha. Si el nodo-causa es el nodo raı́z tendrán que preguntarse y descartarse
todos los hijos, por lo que el nodo raı́z tiene un qn de 5.
Para árboles de profundidad 3 o superior, el cálculo de Qn requiere de
un proceso más elaborado. Afortunadamente, dicho proceso es composicional
(i.e., puede calcularse Qn de un nodo a partir de los Qn de sus descendientes)
y por tanto, puede calcularse al mismo tiempo que se genera el ET.
3.2

Cómputo de secuencias óptimas de preguntas

En la sección anterior hemos visto que el coste Qn de cada nodo solamente
depende del subárbol cuya raı́z es ese mismo nodo. Este número nos indica
la cantidad de preguntas que habrı́a que hacer para encontrar el error si sólo
se considera ese subárbol y empezando a preguntar por su nodo raı́z. En esta
sección el objetivo es encontrar la secuencia spn que minimice el Qn del nodo.
El Algoritmo 2 obtiene esa secuencia.
Algorithm 2 Calcular spn óptima
Entrada: Un MET T = (N, E, M ) y un nodo n ∈ N
Salida: (spn , Qn )
Precondiciones: n.profundidad devuelve el nivel de profundidad del nodo n
begin
(1) if (n.profundidad = 1)
(2) spOptima = []
(3) QOptima = 1
(4) else if (n.profundidad = 2)
(5) spOptima = [n
, ..., nz ] | na , ..., nz ∈ N ∧ (n → na ), ..., (n → nz ) ∈ E
Pam
(6) QOptima = ( i=2 i) + m | m = 1 + Card(spOptima)
else
(7) spOptima = spn ∈ SPn | @sp0n ∈ SPn , calcularQ(T, n, spn ) > calcularQ(T, n, sp0n )
(8) QOptima = calcularQ(T, n, spOptima)
end if
(9) return (spOptima, QOptima)
end

A medida que el depurador construye el ET, el Algoritmo 2 puede usarse
para generar (al mismo tiempo) las secuencias óptimas de preguntas de cada
nodo generado. Para ello el algoritmo debe ejecutarse para cada nodo completado del árbol (i.e., éste ya no puede tener más descendientes), es decir, los
descendientes del siguiente nodo a procesar siempre tendrán calculada previamente su secuencia óptima. Este algoritmo contempla los dos casos base para
los árboles de profundidad 1 (lı́neas 2 y 3) y 2 (lı́neas 5 y 6). Si el árbol tuviera
profundidad 3 o más se selecciona la mejor secuencia de entre las secuencias
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válidas del nodo, escogiendo aquella cuyo Qn sea el más bajo de todas las secuencias válidas (lı́nea 7). Para calcular el Qn de cada una de estas secuencias
se utiliza el Algoritmo 3.
Algorithm 3 Calcular Qn dada una secuencia de preguntas
Entrada: Un MET T = (N, E, M ), un nodo n ∈ N y una secuencia de preguntas
spn ∈ SPn
Salida: Qn
Inicialización: preguntas = 0
pregAcarr = 0
begin
(1) while ({n0 |(n → n0 ) ∈ E ∗ } =
6 {n})
(2)
nodo = spn [pregAcarr ]
(3)
pregAcarr = pregAcarr + 1
(4)
preguntas = preguntas + (Qnodo + pregAcarr ∗ wnodo )
(5)
T = ajustarNodosIntermedios(T, n, nodo)
end while
(6) preguntas = preguntas + (1 + pregAcarr )
(7) return preguntas
end

El Algoritmo 3, tras cada evaluación del siguiente nodo de la secuencia
(lı́nea 4), incluye la llamada a una función que ajusta los costes Qn de los nodos
intermedios entre n y el último nodo preguntado n0 de la secuencia (lı́nea 5).
Esto se debe a que el coste Qn de los nodos que se encuentran entre n y n0
incluı́an este subárbol. Sin embargo, ahora, cuando la estrategia pregunte por
estos nodos se habrá podado el subárbol cuya raı́z es n0 . El Algoritmo 4 se
encarga de ajustar el valor de Qn para estos nodos intermedios.
Ejemplo 3.4 Considérese el siguiente árbol (izquierda) de profundidad 4,
donde se quiere calcular el coste Qn1 asociada a la secuencia [n3 , n6 , n2 ].

El Algoritmo 3 evalúa en la primera iteración el nodo n3 . A continuación el
Algoritmo 4 poda el subárbol del nodo n3 y recalcula el valor de Qn2 y wn2 .
Como puede observarse, cuando el algoritmo evalúe este nodo en la tercera
iteración (árbol de la derecha), éste debe tener un Qn acorde con la estructura
que se encontrará la estrategia al preguntar por él al seguir la secuencia.
El Algoritmo 4 elimina el subárbol ya evaluado (lı́nea 1 y 2) y además
de calcular su nuevo valor Qn para los nodos intermedios (lı́nea 5) también
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Algorithm 4 Ajustar nodos intermedios
Entrada: Un MET T = (N, E, M ) y dos nodos n, n0 ∈ N | n 6= n0 ∧ (n → n0 ) ∈ E ∗
Salida: Un MET T 0 = (N 0 , E 0 , M 0 )
begin
(1) O = {n00 ∈ N | (n0 → n00 ) ∈ E ∗ }
(2) N = N \O
(3) n0 = n00 | (n00 → n0 ) ∈ E
(4) while (n0 6= n)
(5)
( , Qn0 ) = calcularSpOptima(T, n0 )
(6)
wn0 = wn0 − |O|
(7)
n0 = n00 | (n00 → n0 ) ∈ E
end while
(8) return T
end

actualiza el peso de estos (lı́nea 6) restándole al peso del nodo la cantidad de
nodos eliminados del árbol.

4

Trabajo futuro

Los Algoritmos 2, 3 y 4 presentados en la Sección 3.2 asignan a cada nodo
del ET su secuencia óptima, sin embargo esto se consigue obteniendo todas
las secuencias válidas posibles y calculando cual de todas ellas es mejor (Algoritmo 2 lı́nea 7). Obtener todas las secuencias válidas es una tarea costosa
que podrı́a optimizarse descartando dinámicamente aquellas secuencias que
no pueden llegar a ser óptimas. Algunas de estas secuencias que se pueden
descartar son:
•

Aquellas que contienen alguna hoja siempre y cuando estos nodos no sean
los últimos de la secuencia,

•

Aquellas cuyo primer nodo sea un descendiente del primer nodo de la secuencia de alguno de sus hijos,

•

La permutación de una secuencia (i.e., [nj , ni , nk , ...] con respecto a
[ni , nj , nk , ...]) donde el nodo ni sea más pesado que el nodo nj .

5

Conclusiones

Tradicionalmente D&Q y sus variantes han tratado de dividir el ET en dos
subárboles con el mismo peso, y hasta ahora se pensaba que esa manera de
proceder garantizaba una secuencia de preguntas (en promedio) mı́nima para
encontrar un error. Este trabajo demuestra que la estrategia D&Q no es
óptima con respecto al número de preguntas que realiza al programador. Y
además también demuestra que D&Q no es una estrategia correcta ni tampoco completa. Para ello proporciona contraejemplos razonando las causas
del problema. Este problema radica fundamentalmente en el hecho de que
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D&Q no tiene en cuenta la distribución de los nodos al podar el ET y esta
información es fundamental para poder dividir el ET en dos subárboles que
requieren el mismo esfuerzo para encontrar el error en ellos (y que no necesariamente implica que tengan el mismo peso).
Un resultado teórico del trabajo es la demostración de que encontrar una
secuencia óptima de preguntas es un problema decidible. Además, se ha introducido la primera versión de una estrategia óptima. A pesar de ser óptima con
respecto al número de preguntas, la estrategia propuesta tiene el problema de
ser costosa, aunque bien es cierto que tiene la cualidad de ser composicional
y por tanto la información que utiliza puede calcularse al mismo tiempo que
se genera el ET. Para solucionar este problema, se han propuesto mecanismos
que pueden ayudar a mejorar la eficiencia y que constituyen la base para una
versión eficiente de la estrategia.
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Abstract
Algorithmic debugging produces a series of questions about the computations done with a given
program. The answers of the programmer to these questions allows the debugger to precisely
identify the location of bugs. The technique uses the so-called Execution Tree (ET) to represent all
computations performed by a given program, and a search strategy to explore this data structure.
During three decades, the strategy introduced by Shapiro and later improved by Hirunkitti and
Hogger has been thought optimal because it tries to simulate a dichotomic search in the ET. In
this work we first show that this strategy is not optimal because it does not always divide the ET
by the half; and moreover, in some situations it is unable to find all possible solutions, thus it is
incomplete. To solve these problems, we introduce a new version of the strategy that always finds
all the nodes that better divides the ET.
Keywords: Debugging, Algorithmic Debugging.

1

Introduction

Algorithmic debugging [15] is a semi-automatic debugging technique that has
been extended to practically all paradigms [16]. The technique is based on the
answers of the programmer to a series of questions generated automatically by
the algorithmic debugger. The questions are always whether a given result of
an activation of a subcomputation with given input values is actually correct.
The answers provide the debugger with information about the correctness of
some (sub)computations of a given program; and the debugger uses them to
guide the search for the bug until a buggy portion of code is isolated.
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Example 1.1 Consider this simple Haskell program that wrongly (it has a
bug) combines functions min, insert and append producing a wrong result 1
that should be 0:
main = min (insert 1 (append [0,2] [3]))
min [x] = x
min (x:xs) = if (x<y) then x
else y
where y = min xs
insert x [ ] = [x]
insert x (y:ys) = (x:ys)
append [ ] x = [x]
append (y:ys) xs = (y:append ys xs)

An algorithmic debugging session for this program is the following (YES and
NO answers are provided by the programmer):
Starting Debugging Session...
(1) append [0,2] [3] = [0,2,3]? YES
(2) min [1,2,3] = 1? YES
(3) insert 1 [0,2,3] = [1,2,3]? NO
Bug found in rule:
insert x (y:ys) = (x:ys)

The debugger points out the part of the code that contains the bug. In
this case (x:ys) should be (x:y:ys). Note that, to debug the program, the
programmer only has to answer questions. It is not even necessary to see the
code.
Typically, algorithmic debuggers have a front-end that produces a data
structure representing a program execution—the so-called execution tree (ET)
[13]—; and a back-end that uses the ET to ask questions and process the
answers of the programmer to locate the bug. For instance, the ET of the
program in Example 1.1 is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. ET of the program in Example 1.1

The strategy used to decide what nodes of the ET should be asked is
crucial for the performance of the technique. Since the definition of algorithmic
debugging, there have been a lot of research concerning the definition of new
strategies trying to minimize the number of questions [16]. We conducted
several experiments to measure the performance of all current algorithmic
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Fig. 2. Performance of algorithmic debugging strategies

debugging strategies. The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 2,
where the first column contains the names of the benchmarks; column nodes
shows the number of nodes in the ET associated with each benchmark; and the
other columns represent algorithmic debugging strategies [16]. The strategies
are ordered according to their performance: Optimal Divide & Query (D&QO),
Divide & Query by Hirunkitti (D&QH), Divide & Query by Shapiro (D&QS),
Divide by Rules & Query (DR&Q), Heaviest First (HF), More Rules First (MRF),
Hat Delta Proportion (HD-P), Top-Down (TD), Hat Delta YES (HD-Y), Hat
Delta NO (HD-N), Single Stepping (SS).
For each benchmark, we produced its associated ET and assumed that
the buggy node could be any node of the ET (i.e., any subcomputation in
the execution of the program could be buggy). Therefore, we performed a
different experiment for each possible case and, hence, each cell of the table
summarizes a number of experiments. In particular, benchmark Factoricer has
been debugged 62 times with each strategy; each time, the buggy node was
a different node, and the results shown are the average number of questions
performed by each strategy with respect to the number of nodes (i.e., the mean
percentage of nodes asked). Similarly, benchmark Cglib has been debugged
1216 times with each strategy, and so on.
Observe that the best algorithmic debugging strategies in practice are the
two variants of Divide and Query (ignoring our new technique D&QO). Moreover, from a theoretical point of view, this strategy has been thought optimal
in the worst case for almost 30 years, and it has been implemented in almost
all current algorithmic debuggers (see, e.g., [4,5,7,14]). In this paper we show
that current algorithms for D&Q are suboptimal. We show the problems of
D&Q and solve them in a new improved algorithm that is proven optimal.
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Moreover, the original strategy was only defined for ETs where all the nodes
have an individual weight of 1. In contrast, we allow our algorithms to work
with different individual weights that can be integer, but also decimal. An
individual weight of zero means that this node cannot contain the bug. A
positive individual weight approximates the probability of being buggy. The
higher the individual weight, the higher the probability. This generalization
strongly influences the technique and allows us to assign different probabilities of being buggy to different parts of the program. For instance, a recursive
function with higher-order calls should be assigned a higher individual weight
than a function implementing a simple base case [16].
We show that the original algorithms are inefficient with ETs where nodes
can have different individual weights in the domain of the positive real numbers
(including zero) and we redefine the technique for these generalized ETs.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall
and formalize the strategy D&Q and we show with counterexamples that it
is suboptimal and incomplete. Then, in Section 3 we introduce three new
algorithms for D&Q that are optimal and complete. Each algorithm is useful
for a different type of ET. Finally, Section 4 concludes.

2

D&Q by Shapiro vs. D&Q by Hirunkitti

In this section we formalize the strategy D&Q to show the differences between
the original version by Shapiro [15] and the improved version by Hirunkitti
[6]. We start with the definition of marked execution tree, that is an ET where
some nodes could have been removed because they were marked as correct (i.e.,
answered YES), some nodes could have been marked as wrong (i.e., answered
NO) and the correctness of the other nodes is undefined.
Definition 2.1 [Marked Execution Tree] A marked execution tree (MET) is
a tree T = (N, E, M ) where N are the nodes, E ⊆ N × N are the edges, and
M : N → V is a marking total function that assigns to all the nodes in N a
value in the domain V = {Wrong, Undefined }.
Initially, all nodes in the MET are marked as Undefined . But with every
answer of the user, a new MET is produced. Concretely, given a MET T =
(N, E, M ) and a node n ∈ N , the answer of the user to the question in n
produces a new MET such that: (i) if the answer is YES, then this node and
its subtree is removed from the MET. (ii) If the answer is NO, then, all the
nodes in the MET are removed except this node and its descendants. 4
Therefore, the size of the MET is gradually reduced with the answers. If
we delete all nodes in the MET then the debugger concludes that no bug
4

It is also possible to accept I don’t know as an answer of the user. In this case, the
debugger simply selects another node [7]. For simplicity, we assume here that the user only
answers Correct or Wrong.
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has been found. If, contrarily, we finish with a MET composed of a single
node marked as wrong, this node is called buggy node and it is pointed as
responsible of the bug of the program.
All this process is defined in Algorithm 1 where function selectNode selects
a node in the MET to be asked to the user with function askNode. Therefore,
selectNode is the central point of this paper. In the rest of this section, we
assume that selectNode implements D&Q. In the following we use E ∗ to refer
to the reflexive and transitive closure of E and E + for the transitive closure.
Algorithm 1 General algorithm for algorithmic debugging
Input: A MET T = (N, E, M )
Output: A buggy node or ⊥ if no buggy node exists
Preconditions: ∀n ∈ N , M (n) = Undefined
Initialization: buggyNode = ⊥
begin
(1) do
(2)
node = selectNode(T )
(3)
answer = askNode(node)
(4)
if (answer = Wrong)
(5)
then M (node) = Wrong
(6)
buggyNode = node
(7)
N = {n ∈ N | (node → n) ∈ E ∗ }
(8)
else N = N \{n ∈ N | (node → n) ∈ E ∗ }
(9) while (∃n ∈ N, M (n) = Undefined )
(10) return buggyNode
end

Both D&Q by Shapiro and D&Q by Hirunkitti assume that the individual
weight of a node is always 1. Therefore, given a MET T = (N, E, M ), the
weight of the subtree rooted at node P
n ∈ N , wn , is defined as its number of
descendants including itself (i.e., 1 + {wn0 | (n → n0 ) ∈ E}).
D&Q tries to simulate a dichotomic search by selecting the node that better
divides the MET into two subMETs with a weight as similar as possible.
Therefore, given a MET with n nodes, D&Q searches for the node whose
weight is closer to n2 . The original algorithm by Shapiro always selects:
•

the heaviest node n0 whose weight is as close as possible to

n
2

with wn0 ≤

n
2

Hirunkitti and Hogger noted that this is not enough to divide the MET by
the half and their improved version always selects the node whose weight is
closer to n2 between:
•
•

the heaviest node n0 whose weight is as close as possible to
the lightest node n0 whose weight is as close as possible to

n
2
n
2

with wn0 ≤ n2 ,
with wn0 ≥ n2

Example 2.2 In the following MET where nodes are labeled with their
weight, we can see that Hirunkitti’s D&Q divides the MET better than
Shapiro’s D&Q.
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While Shapiro’s D&Q would select the node with weight 2, Hirunkitti’s D&Q
would select the node with weight 4 that is closer to 72 .
Because it is better, in the rest of the article we only consider Hirunkitti’s
D&Q and refer to it as D&Q.
2.1

Limitations of Divide & Query

In this section we show that D&Q is suboptimal when the MET does not
contain a wrong node (i.e., all nodes are marked as undefined) 5 . Moreover,
we show that if the MET contains a wrong node, then D&Q is correct, but it
is incomplete. The intuition beyond these limitations is that the objective of
D&Q is to divide the tree by two, but the real objective should be to reduce
the number of questions to be asked to the programmer. For instance, consider
the MET in Figure 3 (left) where the black node is marked as wrong and D&Q
would select the gray node. The objective of D&Q is to divide the 8 nodes into
two groups of 4. Nevertheless, the real motivation of dividing the tree should
be to divide the tree into two parts that would produce the same number of
remaining questions (in this case 3).
The problem comes from the fact that D&Q does not take into account
the marking of wrong nodes. For instance, observe the two METs in Figure 3
(center) where each node is labeled with its weight and the black node is
marked as wrong. In both cases D&Q would behave exactly in the same way,
because it completely ignores the fact that some nodes are marked as wrong.
Nevertheless, it is evident that we do not need to ask again for a node that
is already marked as wrong to determine whether it is buggy. However, D&Q
counts the nodes marked as wrong as part of their own weight, and this is a
source of inefficiency.

Fig. 3. Behavior of Divide and Query

5

Modern debuggers [7] allow the programmer to debug the MET while it is being generated.
Thus the root node of the subtree being debugged is not necessarily marked as Wrong.
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Fig. 4. Incompleteness of Divide and Query

Fig. 5. MET with decimal individual weights

In the METs of Figure 3 (center) D&Q would select either the node with
weight 1 or the node with weight 2 (both are equally close to 23 ). However, we
show in Figure 3 (right) that selecting node 1 is suboptimal, and the strategy
should always select node 2. Considering that the gray node is the first node
selected by the strategy, then the number at the side of a node represents the
number of questions needed to find the bug if the buggy node is this node.
The number at the top of the figure represents the number of questions needed
to determine that there is not a bug. Clearly, as an average, it is better to
select first the node with weight 2 because we would perform less questions ( 84
vs. 49 considering all four possible cases).
Therefore, D&Q returns a set of nodes that contains the best node, but it
is not able to determine which of them is the best node, thus being suboptimal
when it is not selected. In addition, the METs in Figure 4 show that D&Q is
incomplete. Observe that the METs have 5 nodes, thus D&Q would always
select the node with weight 2. However, the node with weight 4 is equally
optimal (both need 16
questions as an average to find the bug) but it will be
6
never selected by D&Q because its weight is far from the half of the tree 52 .
Another limitation of D&Q is that it was designed to work with METs
where all the nodes have the same individual weight, and moreover, this weight
is assumed to be one. If we work with METs where nodes can have different
individual weights and these weights can be any value greater or equal to zero,
then D&Q is suboptimal as it is demonstrated by the MET in Figure 5. In
than
this MET, D&Q would select node n1 because its weight is closer to 21
2
any other node. However, node n2 is the node that better divides the tree in
two parts with the same probability of containing the bug.
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In summary, (1) D&Q is suboptimal when the MET is free of wrong nodes,
(2) D&Q is incomplete when the MET contains wrong nodes, (3) D&Q is
correct when the MET contains wrong nodes and all the nodes of the MET
have the same weight, but (4) D&Q is suboptimal when the MET contains
wrong nodes and the nodes of the MET have different individual weights.

3

Optimal D&Q

In this section we introduce a new version of D&Q that tries to divide the
MET into two parts with the same probability of containing the bug (instead
of two parts with the same weight). We introduce new algorithms that are
correct and complete even if the MET contains nodes with different individual
weights. For this, we define the search area of a MET as the set of undefined
nodes.
Definition 3.1 [Search area] Let T = (N, E, M ) be a MET. The search area
of T , Sea(T ), is defined as {n ∈ N | M (n) = Undefined }.
While D&Q uses the whole T , we only use Sea(T ), because answering all
nodes in Sea(T ) guarantees that we can discover all buggy nodes [8]. Moreover, in the following we refer to the individual weight of a node n with win ;
and we refer to the weight of a (sub)tree rooted at n with wn that is recursively
defined as:

 P {w 0 | (n → n0 ) ∈ E}
if M (n) 6= Undefined
n
wn =
P
 win + {wn0 | (n → n0 ) ∈ E} otherwise

Note that, contrarily to standard D&Q, the definition of wn excludes those
nodes that are not in the search area (i.e., the root node when it is wrong).
Note also that win allows us to assign any individual weight to the nodes. This
is an important generalization of D&Q where it is assumed that all nodes have
the same individual weight and it is always 1.
3.1

Debugging ETs where all nodes have the same individual weight wi ∈ R+

For the sake of clarity, given a node n ∈ Sea(T ), we distinguish between three
subareas of Sea(T ) induced by n: (1) n itself, whose individual weight is win ;
(2) descendants of n, whose weight is
P
Down(n) = {win0 | n0 ∈ Sea(T ) ∧ (n → n0 ) ∈ E + }
and (3) the rest of nodes, whose weight is
P
Up(n) = {win0 | n0 ∈ Sea(T ) ∧ (n 6→ n0 ) ∈ E ∗ }
Example 3.2 Consider the MET in Figure 6. Assuming that the root n is
the only node marked as wrong and all nodes have an individual weight of 1,
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Fig. 6. Functions Up and Down

then Sea(T ) contains all nodes except n, Up(n0 ) = 4 (total weight of the gray
nodes), and Down(n0 ) = 3 (total weight of the white nodes).
Clearly, for any MET whose root is n and a node n0 , M (n0 ) = Undefined ,
we have that:
wn = Up(n0 ) + Down(n0 ) + win0

(Equation 1)

wn0 = Down(n0 ) + win0

(Equation 2)

Intuitively, given a node n, what we want to divide by the half is the area
formed by Up(n) + Down(n). That is, n will not be part of Sea(T ) after it
has been answered, thus the objective is to make Up(n) equal to Down(n).
This is another important difference with traditional D&Q: win should not
be considered when dividing the MET. We use the notation n1  n2 to
express that n1 divides Sea(T ) better than n2 (i.e., |Up(n1 ) − Down(n1 )| <
|Up(n2 ) − Down(n2 )|). And we use n1 ≡ n2 to express that n1 and n2 equally
divide Sea(T ). If we find a node n such that Up(n) = Down(n) then n
produces an optimal division, and should be selected by the strategy. If an
optimal solution cannot be found, the following theorem states how to compare
the nodes in order to decide which of them should be selected.
Theorem 3.3 Given a MET T = (N, E, M ) whose root is n ∈ N , where
∀n, n0 ∈ N, win = win0 and ∀n ∈ N, win > 0, and given two nodes n1 , n2 ∈ N ,
with wn1 > wn2 , if wn > wn1 + wn2 − win then n1  n2 .
Proposition 3.4 Given a MET T = (N, E, M ) whose root is n ∈ N , where
∀n, n0 ∈ N, win = win0 and ∀n ∈ N, win > 0, and given two nodes n1 , n2 ∈ N ,
with wn1 > wn2 , if wn = wn1 + wn2 − win then n1 ≡ n2 .
Theorem 3.3 is useful when one node is heavier than the other. In the case
that both nodes have the same weight, then the following theorem guarantees
that they both equally divide the MET in all situations.
Theorem 3.5 Let T = (N, E, M ) be a MET where ∀n, n0 ∈ N, win = win0
and ∀n ∈ N, win > 0, and let n1 , n2 ∈ N be two nodes. If wn1 = wn2 , then
n1 ≡ n2 .
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Corollary 3.6 Given a MET T = (N, E, M ) where ∀n, n0 ∈ N, win = win0
and ∀n ∈ N, win > 0, and given a node n ∈ Sea(T ). Then, n optimally divides
Sea(T ) if and only if Up(n) = Down(n).
While Corollary 3.6 states the objective of optimal D&Q (finding a node
n such that Up(n) = Down(n)), Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 provide a method to
approximate this objective (finding a node n such that |Up(n) − Down(n)| is
minimum in Sea(T )).
3.1.1

An algorithm for Optimal D&Q.

Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 provide equation wn ≥ wn1 + wn2 − win
to compare two nodes n1 , n2 by efficiently determining n1  n2 , n1 ≡ n2 or
n1  n2 . However, with only this equation, we should compare all nodes to
select the best of them (i.e., n such that @n0 , n0  n). Hence, in this section
we provide an algorithm that allows us to find the best node in a MET with
a minimum set of node comparisons.
Given a MET, Algorithm 2 efficiently determines the best node to divide
Sea(T ) by the half (in the following the optimal node). In order to find this
node, the algorithm does not need to compare all nodes in the MET. It follows
a path of nodes from the root to the optimal node that is closer to the root
producing a minimum set of comparisons.
Algorithm 2 Optimal D&Q (SelectNode)
Input: A MET T = (N, E, M ) whose root is n ∈ N ,
∀n1 , n2 ∈ N, win1 = win2 and ∀n1 ∈ N, win1 > 0
Output: A node n0 ∈ N
begin
(1) Candidate = n
(2) do
(3)
Best = Candidate
(4)
Children = {m | (Best → m) ∈ E}
(5)
if (Children = ∅) then break
(6)
Candidate = n0 ∈ Children | ∀n00 ∈ Children, wn0 ≥ wn00
(7) while (wCandidate > w2n )
(8) if (M (Best) = Wrong) then return Candidate
(9) if (wn ≥ wBest + wCandidate − win )
(10) then return Best
(11) else return Candidate
end

Example 3.7 Consider the MET in Figure 7 where ∀n ∈ N, win = 1 and
M (n) = Undefined . Observe that Algorithm 2 only needs to apply the equation in Theorem 3.3 once to identify an optimal node. Firstly, it traverses the
MET top-down from the root selecting at each level the heaviest node until
we find a node whose weight is smaller than the half of the MET ( w2n ), thus,
defining a path in the MET that is colored in gray. Then, the algorithm uses
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Fig. 7. Defining a path in a MET to find the optimal node

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Fig. 8. Determining the best node in a MET (four possible cases)

the equation wn ≥ wn1 + wn2 − win to compare nodes n1 and n2 . Finally, the
algorithm selects n1 .
In order to prove the correctness of Algorithm 2, we need to prove that (1)
the node returned is really an optimal node, and (2) this node will always be
found by the algorithm (i.e., it is always in the path defined by the algorithm).
The first point can be proven with Theorems 3.3 and 3.5. The second
point is the key idea of the algorithm and it relays on an interesting property
of the path defined: while defining the path in the MET, only four cases are
possible, and all of them coincide in that the subtree of the heaviest node will
contain an optimal node.
In particular, when we use Algorithm 2 and compare two nodes n1 , n2 in
a MET whose root is n, we find four possible cases:
Case 1: n1 and n2 are brothers.
Case 2: wn1 > wn2 ∧ wn2 > w2n .
Case 3: wn1 > w2n ∧ wn2 ≤ w2n .
Case 4: wn1 > wn2 ∧ wn1 ≤ w2n .
In cases 1 and 4, the heaviest node is better (i.e., if wn1 > wn2 then
n1  n2 ). In case 2, the lightest node is better. And in case 3, the best node
must be determined with the equation of Theorem 3.3. Observe that these
results allow the algorithm to determine the path to the optimal node that
is closer to the root. For instance, in Example 3.7 case 1 is used to select a
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child, e.g., node 12 instead of node 5 or node 2, and node 8 instead of node
3. Case 2 is used to go down and select node 12 instead of node 20. Case 4
is used to stop going down and stop at node 8 because it is better than all
its descendants. And it is also used to determine that node 2, 3 and 5 are
better than all their descendants. Finally, case 3 is used to select the optimal
node, 12 instead of 8. Note that D&Q could have selected node 8 that is
than node 12; but it is suboptimal because Up(8) = 12 and
equally close to 20
2
Down(8) = 7 whereas Up(12) = 8 and Down(12) = 11.
The correctness of Algorithm 2 is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8 (Correctness) Let T = (N, E, M ) be a MET where ∀n, n0 ∈
N, win = win0 and ∀n ∈ N, win > 0. Then, the execution of Algorithm 2 with
T as input terminates producing as output a node n such that @n0 ∈ N | n0 
n.
Algorithm 2 always returns a single optimal node. However, the equation
in Theorem 3.3 in combination with the equation in Proposition 3.4 can be
used to identify all optimal nodes in the MET. In particular, we could modify
line (6) of Algorithm 2 to collect all candidates instead of one (see Theorem
3.5):
Candidates = {n0 ∈ Children | ∀n00 ∈ Children , wn0 ≥ wn00 }
then, in line (8) we could replace Candidate by Candidates, and we could
modify lines (9), (10) and (11) to return both Best and Candidates when the
equation is an equality (see Proposition 3.4):
if (wn > wBest + wCandidate − win ) then return {Best}
if (wn = wBest + wCandidate − win ) then return {Best} ∪ Candidates
else return Candidates
With this modifications the algorithm is complete, and, e.g., it would return
nodes 2 and 4 in the MET of Figure 4 where D&Q can only detect node 2 as
optimal.
3.2

Debugging METs where nodes can have different individual weights in
R+ ∪ {0}

In this section we generalize divide and query to the case where nodes can
have different individual weights and these weights can be any value greater
or equal to zero. As shown in Figure 5, in this general case traditional D&Q
fails to identify the optimal node (it selects node n1 but the optimal node is
n2 ). The algorithm presented in the previous section is also suboptimal when
the individual weights can be different. For instance, in the MET of Figure 5, it
would select node n3 . For this reason, in this section we introduce Algorithm 3,
a general algorithm able to identify an optimal node in all cases. It does not
mean that Algorithm 2 is useless. Algorithm 2 is optimal when all nodes
have the same weight, and in that case, it is more efficient than Algorithm 3.
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Theorem 3.9 ensures the finiteness and correctness of Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Optimal D&Q General (SelectNode)
Input: A MET T = (N, E, M ) whose root is n ∈ N and ∀n1 ∈ N, win1 ≥ 0
Output: A node n0 ∈ N
begin
(1) Candidate = n
(2) do
(3)
Best = Candidate
(4)
Children = {m | (Best → m) ∈ E}
(5)
if (Children = ∅) then break
(6)
Candidates = {n0 ∈ Children | ∀n00 ∈ Children,
|Down(n0 ) − Up(n0 )| ≤ |Down(n00 ) − Up(n00 )|}
(7)
Candidate = n0 | ∀n00 with n0 , n00 ∈ Candidates, Down(n0 ) ≥ Down(n00 )
(8) while (Down(Candidate) > w2n )
(9) if (M (Best) = Wrong) then return Candidate
(10) if (wn ≥ wBest + wCandidate − wi2Best − wiCandidate
)
2
(11) then return Best
(12) else return Candidate
end

Theorem 3.9 (Correctness) Let T = (N, E, M ) be a MET where ∀n ∈
N, win ≥ 0. The execution of Algorithm 3 with T as input terminates producing as output a node n such that @n0 ∈ N | n0  n.
3.3

Debugging METs where nodes can have different individual weights in
R+

In the previous section we provided an algorithm that optimally selects an
optimal node of the MET with a minimum set of node comparisons. But this
algorithm is not complete due to the fact that we allow the nodes to have
an individual weight of zero. For instance, when all nodes have an individual
weight of zero, Algorithm 3 returns a single optimal node, but it is not able
to find all optimal nodes.
Given a node, the difference between having an individual weight of zero
and having a (total) weight of zero should be clear. The former means that
this node did not cause the bug, the later means that none of the descendants
of this node (neither the node itself) caused the bug. Surprisingly, the use of
nodes with individual weights of zero has not been exploited in the literature.
Assigning a (total) weight of zero to a node has been used for instance in
the technique called Trusting [9]. This technique allows the user to trust a
method. When this happens all the nodes related to this method and their
descendants are pruned from the tree (i.e., these nodes have a (total) weight
of zero).
If we add the restriction that nodes cannot be assigned with an individual
weight of zero, then we can refine Algorithm 3 to ensure completeness. This
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refined version is Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Optimal D&Q General (SelectNode)
Input: A MET T = (N, E, M ) whose root is n ∈ N and ∀n1 ∈ N, win1 > 0
Output: A set of nodes O ⊆ N
begin
(1) Candidate = n
(2) do
(3)
Best = Candidate
(4)
Children = {m | (Best → m) ∈ E}
(5)
if (Children = ∅) then break
(6)
Candidates = {n0 ∈ Children | ∀n00 ∈ Children,
|Down(n0 ) − Up(n0 )| ≤ |Down(n00 ) − Up(n00 )|}
(7)
Candidate = n0 | n0 ∈ Candidates
(8) while (Down(Candidate) > w2n )
(9) if (M (Best) = Wrong) then return Candidates
(10) if (wn > wBest + wCandidate − wi2Best − wiCandidate
)
2
(11) then return {Best}
(12) if (wn = wBest + wCandidate − wi2Best − wiCandidate
)
2
(13) then return {Best} ∪ Candidates
(14) else return Candidates
end

4

Conclusion

During three decades, D&Q has been the more efficient algorithmic debugging strategy. On the practical side, all current algorithmic debuggers
implement D&Q [1,3,5,7,10,11,12,13,14], and experiments [2,17] (see also
http://users.dsic.upv.es/∼ jsilva/DDJ/#Experiments) demonstrate that D&Q
performs on average 2-36% less questions than other strategies. On the theoretical side, because D&Q intends a dichotomic search, it has been thought
optimal with respect to the number of questions performed, and thus research
on algorithmic debugging strategies has focused on other aspects such as reducing the complexity of questions.
The main contribution of this work is a new algorithm for D&Q that is
optimal in all cases; including a generalization of the technique where all nodes
of the ET can have different individual weights in R+ ∪ {0}. The algorithm
has been proved terminating and correct. And a slightly modified version of
the algorithm has been provided that returns all optimal solutions, thus being
complete.
We have implemented the technique and experiments show that it is more
efficient than all previous algorithms (see column D&QO in Figure 2). The
implementation—including the source code—and the experiments are publicly
available at: http://users.dsic.upv.es/v jsilva/DDJ.
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Abstract
This paper presents a tool for testing data types implemented in C++ against formal specifications
written in Maude. Maude is a formal specification language based on rewriting logic that allows the
specification of abstract data types in a clear and concise manner. Moreover, Maude specifications
are executable, which provides two advantages: firstly, we can test our specifications and, secondly,
we can obtain the results of the test cases automatically.
We focus our test cases on the correctness of the obtained data values, therefore they are generated
from the Maude specification based on the data type constructors and the corresponding membership axioms. On the other hand, the observation of the implementation under test is done for
each data type through explicit methods defined by the user. The tool is fully integrated in the
Eclipse environment and is platform-independent. We have developed an Eclipse plug-in that calls
the Maude system to generate the test cases and then translates them into a sequence of C++
instructions. The C++ instructions are compiled and executed, and the results are compared with
the results from the specification.
The tool is being used during this academic year by the computer science students at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid in the data types course. They have tested typical data type
implementations, like stacks, lists, and binary search trees, as well as other data types based on
them. The experience is being very useful as it allows students to test their implementations and
correct their errors.
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1

Introduction

This paper presents a tool for testing abstract data type (ADT) implementations against formal algebraic specifications. Specifications are written in
Maude [3], which is a formal specification language based on rewriting logic
that allows the specification of abstract data types in a clear and concise manner. Rewriting logic can be parameterized by different equational logics; in the
case of Maude the logic is membership equational logic. This logic allows, in
addition to equations, the statement of membership axioms characterizing the
elements of a sort, which is very useful to define data types such as sorted lists,
search trees, etc., that require a complex characterization of their properties
beyond the definition of their constructors. In [8], Martı́ Oliet, Verdejo, and
Palomino present equational specifications of a series of typical data structures
in Maude including advanced ones such as AVL and 2-3-4 trees. Maude also
provides several tools that help in the analysis of the correctness of specifications, like the Maude termination tool [3, Chap. 21.1.2], the Church-Rosser
checker [3, Chap. 21.1.3], and the Maude debugger and testing tool [13,12].
The C++ testing tool is designed for helping Computer Science students
with implementation of data structures. In fact, it has been used during this
academic year, 2010-11, at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM)
in a data type structures course, which motivated the use of the C++ language as implementation language. The tool is fully integrated in the Eclipse
environment, 4 which is platform-independent and provides environments, defined by plugins, for Maude specifications and C++ implementations. The
students write, compile, and execute their specifications in the same environment in which they implement the ADTs, generate the test cases, and prove
them.
Algebraic specifications define the ADT behavior using constructor functions, that create or initialize the data elements, and other functions, that
operate on the data types. Currently the testing tool requires at least one
specification constructor to be implemented by a C++ object constructor,
while the other constructors may be implemented by public methods. Methods are tested one by one, since we do not generate test cases that use more
than one public method. The tool, documentation, and examples are available
at http://maude.sip.ucm.es/maudeADTesting/.
There has been much work in the area of software testing based on algebraic
specifications from the 80s and 90s. These approaches mainly use algebraic
specifications to help on the generation of the test sets. They focus on finding
the conditions for constructing an ideal exhaustive test suite and on how to
select practicable test cases from it. A pioneering work by Gannon, McMullin,
and Hamlet is reported in [5]. More recent studies have focused on the so
4
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called oracle problem, that is, whether a decision procedure can be defined for
interpreting the results of tests according to a formal specification [7]. Gaudel
and Le Gall present a good compilation of the work done so far in [6].
Our work has been inspired by the QuickCheck tool [2] designed by
Claessen and Hughes, and its re-implementation for Erlang. 5 QuickCheck was
first designed for testing Haskell programs, although its extension to Erlang
allows testing C implementations from Erlang specifications. The QuickCheck
test case generator is random, while we build our testing cases incrementally
from the ADT specification constructors. Another testing tool for algebraic
specifications is HOL-TestGen, which is based on the Isabelle/HOL theorem
prover [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents how to
define a specification in Maude and how to use the Eclipse environment to
compile and test it; Section 3 shows how to generate the test cases and how to
use them to test the ADT implementations. Section 4 explains the design of
the tool, Section 5 summarizes the experience of the students in using the tool,
and finally Section 6 concludes and explains the improvements to be made to
the tool based on the students experience.

2

Data type specification in Maude

Data types are specified in Maude functional modules, which correspond to
equational theories in membership equational logic [3]. Specifically we use a
Core Maude extension called Full Maude [3, Chap. 18], since its syntax is
almost equal to that used in Core Maude and we found very convenient to
keep the ADT modules in the Full Maude database for the test cases generation. Figure 1 presents a specification of the ADT stack in the module
STACK. The module starts with the keyword fmod, followed by the module
name, an optional parameter declaration (in our case by the theory TRIV,
that we will explain below,with the parameter X), and the keyword is. Then,
other modules can be included. Types are declared by means of the keywords
sort or sorts, as the declaration for Stack{X} in the example. There is
an inclusion relation between types, which is described by means of subsort
declarations, as shown in the example to specify that a nonempty stack, of
type NeStack{X}, is a specific case of stack, of type Stack{X}. Then, each
operator, introduced by means of the keyword op, is declared together with
the sorts of its arguments and the sort of its result; for example, the operation
pop in the example has an element of type NeStack{X} and returns an element
of type Stack{X}. Also note that we use the attribute ctor to designate the
constructors of the data type; it is used to generate the test cases.
5
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(fmod STACK{X :: TRIV} is
sort Stack{X} .
sort NeStack{X} .
subsort NeStack{X} < Stack{X} .
op empty : -> Stack{X} [ctor] .
op push : X$Elt Stack{X} -> NeStack{X} [ctor] .
op pop : NeStack{X} -> Stack{X} .
op top : NeStack{X} -> X$Elt .
op isEmpty? : Stack{X} -> Bool .
var P : Stack{X} .
var E : X$Elt .
eq [pop1] : pop(push(E,P)) = P .
eq [top1] : top(push(E,P)) = E .
eq [isEmpty1] : isEmpty?(empty) = true .
eq [isEmpty2] : isEmpty?(push(E,P)) = false .
endfm)

(fth TRIV is
sort Elt .
endfth)
(view vInt from TRIV to INT is
sort Elt to Int .
endv)
(fmod INT-STACK is
including STACK{vInt} .
endfm)

Fig. 1. Algebraic specification of generic stacks and integer stacks in Maude

With typed variables and operators, we can build terms in the usual way.
A given term can have many different sorts, because of subsorting and overloading but, under some easy-to-satisfy requirements, a term has a least sort.
Terms are used to form
•

membership assertions t : s (introduced with keyword mb), stating that the
term t has sort s, and

•

equations t = t0 (introduced with keyword eq), stating that t and t0 are
equal.

Both memberships and equations can be conditional, with respective keywords
cmb and ceq. Conditions are formed by a conjunction of equations and memberships or using the Boolean connectives and, or, not. They can also have a
label, which is written enclosed in brackets after the eq keyword. The use of
memberships is illustrated in the search tree specification of Figure 2
Parameterized data types use theories to specify the requirements that the
parameter must satisfy. The ones are defined by the user. Maude provides
some predefined theories that define typical requirements, like the existence of
a total order over elements of a given sort, in the STRICT-WEAK-ORDER theory
(see Figure 2), or just the existence of a sort, in the TRIV theory (see Figure 1).
This theory requires the existence of a sort Elt, that is qualified with the name
X of the parameter as X$Elt, and that is used to implement generic stacks.
The way to express the instantiation of a parameterized module, and thus
state the specific sort mapped to Elt in our case, is by means of views. An
integer instantiation of the STACK module is shown in module INT-STACK of
Figure 1. We refer the reader to [3] for the concrete syntax of Maude theories
and views.
The Maude system is available for Linux and Mac OS X at http://maude.
cs.uiuc.edu, It is available for Windows at http://moment.dsic.upv.es.
Maude specifications can be executed under Eclipse [9] by means of special
plugins [11]. This environment facilitates the usage of Maude by integrating
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Fig. 2. Eclipse window

the text editor with the execution commands of the system. Figure 2 shows
an Eclipse window: on the left the defined projects are displayed; the central
part shows the editor; below there is the control panel that shows the result
of the action and below it the command line. Other windows that allow the
definition of different system options and debugging can be opened.
The user writes the specification in a Maude file using the Eclipse editor
and saves it in an existing Eclipse project. Due to testing restrictions, the file
must contain all the user modules used in the specifications (the in Maude
command is allowed), and the instantiated module to be tested should be the
last one. The specification is then executed by opening the Maude console
and initializing Maude by clicking on the right button of the console.
When a Maude file is opened in the editor window, two buttons are dis. The first one is used to send the file to the
played in the menu bar
system. Once sent, the file is compiled and the system reports the syntax
errors in the Maude console. Then, the user can reduce terms by using the
command line or by writing them on the file and sending them with the second button (send selection) to the system. Only instantiated terms can be
reduced. The result is shown in the Maude console.
As part of an ongoing work to test and debug Maude specifications, a
declarative debugger that allows the user to debug both wrong and missing
answers has been implemented [13]. This debugger has been extended with
a test-case generator for Maude functional modules in [12], which allows the
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user to generate, following different strategies, a set of test cases fulfilling
a given coverage and whose correctness will be checked by the user, or to
check the correctness of a Maude specification against another specification,
which is known to be correct. In this way, we could test the functions of the
STACK specification in Figure 1, and debug the errors found by the test-case
generator with the associated debugger by using it as a standard Maude file
in the Eclipse environment. The source code of these tools, documentation,
and examples are available at http://maude.sip.ucm.es/debugging/.

3

Testing the ADT implementation

When the user is convinced of the specification correctness, she selects an
appropriate representation for the data type and implements it in C++. He
may use the Eclipse environment and define the C++ files in the same project
that the specification files. The generation of test cases requires a mapping
between the sorts and function names of the Maude specification and the C++
implementation. This mapping is defined in a text file and it should contain
all the operations that may be tested, including those with the same identifier
in Maude and C++; see the testing tool manual for the concrete syntax of
this file [10].
The user can now generate the test cases. First, he opens the specification
file in the Eclipse editor window to obtain the buttons that manage the testcase generation in the menu bar (see Figure 2). These buttons are:
(i)

(init). It is used only once to initialize the tool.

(ii)

(exec). It generates a new test case.

(iii)

(stop). It ends the session.

The user starts the test-case generator with the init button. Then she
clicks the exec button and automatically the testing tool loads the specification file from the editor window. First, the tool will ask for the name of
the mapping file. There can be several mapping files for one specification
since there can be different implementations; for example, for the STACK specification there can be a static implementation with arrays and a dynamic
implementation with linked lists. When the user selects the mapping file a
new dialog box appears with the specified operations and asks for the one to
be tested (see Figure 3). The operations that can be tested are obtained from
the mapping file. The operations of the specification that do not appear in the
mapping file, and therefore do not have an associated method implemented in
C++, are considered private operations of the specification. Finally, the tool
requires for the number of test cases to be generated.
Once all these steps are completed, the tool generates a C++ main program
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Fig. 4. Failure of the search operation of BST

Fig. 3. Window for choosing the operation
to be tested

with the test cases. The user can now compile and run this program in the
usual way.
The tool shows a dot in the console for each test that passes. When a
test fails, the tool finishes and writes in the console the specification term
that fails, the result obtained from the execution of the specification, and the
result obtained from the execution of the implementation (see Figure 6). No
reduction is done on the failing case since the testing cases are obtained from
the data type constructors in an incremental manner starting with the most
simple ones.
The tool checks that the data computed by the implementation is similar
to the one obtained from the specification. The notion of similarity is given
for each ADT by the user by means of the comparison operator defined for the
ADT, which shall be appropriately overloaded. The user may also overload
the output operator that will show the implementation results in case of a
failure. The more detailed the implementation of these operators will get the
user more information about program bugs.
The number of test cases that can be generated in a reasonable time depends mainly on the number of constructor operations of the specification.
For example, for the stack specification it takes about 7 seconds to generate
500 test cases and 25 seconds to generate 1000 cases on a PC. Concerning the
execution of the test it takes few seconds to compile and execute the main
program for 300 test cases. However, for more test cases the main program
cannot be compiled due to lack of memory.

4

Tool design

The tool has a modular design to facilitate its evolution and the incorporation
of new functionality (see Figure 5). It has four main modules:
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TAD
Implementation

main.cpp

Fig. 5. Testing tool design

Fig. 6. First generated test cases for the stack specification
•

The front-end module is used to communicate with the user and enter the
data. It has been implemented in Java under the Eclipse environment.

•

The test-case generator is implemented in Maude taking advantage of its
reflective capabilities [4]. It uses Full Maude to facilitate the setting of:
the module to be tested, the number of test cases, and the operation to be
tested. The test-case generator looks in the module for the constructors and
then uses them to generate terms for the specified function [12]. Some test
cases generated for the stack specification are shown in Figure 6 . These
terms are later reduced in the metarepresented module to obtain the result.

•

The module, implemented in Java, that transforms the Maude test cases
into C++ instructions. Each test case is a shortlist of Maude terms, the
first one represents the test case, the second one the result of reducing the
test case using the equations of the specification, and the third one the sort
of the result term. The module generates the sequence of C++ instructions
that give rise to the objects that represents the test case and the result
terms using the object constructors and the public methods. Then, uses
the comparison operator, implemented by the user, to compare the two
generated objects. This is done for all test cases.

•

The Eclipse C++ compiler.
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The integration with Eclipse is implemented as a plug-in. It uses the
Maude APIs developed under the MOMENT project [11] that allow the execution of Maude as a batch process which is called by the test case generator.
It is platform-independent and has been used in Mac and Windows systems.

5

Students experience

The tool has been used during this academic year, 2010-11, by the Computer
Science students at the UCM in a data type structures course. They have
tested typical data type implementations, like stacks, lists, and binary search
trees, as well as other data types based on them. Since the implementation
of these data types is well-known, the students are required to specify and
implement new operations over them in order to practice implementations
with linked lists or the usage of other data types. Over 70 students have
completed a total of six programming assignments whose specification and
implementation can be found at [10].
The experience has proved very useful as it allows students to test their
implementations and correct their errors. They have found not only implementation errors, but also specification ones, since the tool detects that the results
of the specification and the implementation are different. More importantly,
the tool has helped students to find the usefulness of a formal specification.
In general, the tool helps to find implementation errors and to obtain
correct results, but not to perform an efficient design of the algorithm.

6

Conclusions and future work

There is little incentive for writing formal specifications unless they can be used
to prove the correctness of the implementation in a simple and friendly way.
Our tool can help Computer Science students to test their ADT implementations increasing their motivation to define formal specifications, resulting in
improved software quality. The use of an integrated environment like Eclipse,
familiar to the students, in which they can define specifications, write implementations and prove them, shows students the usefulness of formal methods,
not demotivating them with long formal proofs, but encouraging their use in
future developments.
We plan to improve the Maude test-case generator incorporating new
strategies to generate the test cases, such as narrowing, which would enhance
the performance of the tool. Moreover, we are also interested in generating
test cases that, in addition to constructors, are built by using some other defined functions; helping in finding other errors, like dangling pointers. We need
also to improve the algorithm that builds the C++ objects from the Maude
terms in order to consider some ADTs that cannot be currently treated, like
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those that do not have a relation between the specification constructors and
the implementation constructors and introduce cppunits to cope with more
test cases.
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Abstract
Using pre-existing software components (COTS) to develop software systems requires the composition and adaptation of the component interfaces to solve mismatch problems. These mismatches
may appear at different interoperability levels (signature, behavioural, quality of service and semantic). Current approaches tackling composition and adaptation focus on different levels, and
generate adaptors to solve mismatches. However, those adaptors do not consider all the levels
together. In this article, we define an approach which supports composition and adaptation of
software components based on model transformation by taking into account the four levels. Signature and behavioural levels are addressed by means of transition systems. Context-awareness
and semantic-based techniques are used to tackle quality of service and semantic, respectively, but
also both consider the signature level. Context-awareness is important in applications where the
context changes depending on the conditions of the environment. Our model handles these situations by continuously evaluating the context information at run-time. Semantic-based mechanisms
determines the relationship among different concepts that belong to a domain. We use this to
discover components that better match client requests. Our proposal tackles the reusing of software components and makes the following contributions: (i) we propose a model transformation
that extracts transition systems from component interfaces implemented on existing programming
languages/platforms, and vice versa, (ii) verification techniques are used to validate if the client
and the components are free of mismatches and inconsistences (with respect to a set of properties),
and (iii) we automatically obtain an adaptation contract by using similarity of context information,
and mechanisms based on both semantic matchmaking of the operations and protocol compatibility. Therefore, the adaptor component generated addresses all the interoperability levels. We have
implemented and validated our proposal for the design and application of realistic and complex systems. We illustrate the need to support the variability of the adaptation process in a context-aware
pervasive system through a real-world case study, where software components are implemented using Windows Workflow Foundation (WF). We apply our model transformation process to extract
transition systems (CA-STS specifications) from WF components. These CA-STSs are used to
tackle the composition and adaptation. Then, we generate a CA-STS adaptor specification, which
is transformed into its corresponding WF adaptor component with the purpose of interacting with
all the WF components of the system, thereby avoiding mismatch problems.
Keywords: Reusability, Composition, Adaptation, Context-Aware, Semantic Matching.
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Abstract
In order to prove the computational adequacy of the (operational) natural semantics for lazy
evaluation with respect to a standard denotational semantics, Launchbury defines a resourced
denotational semantics. This resourced semantics should be equivalent to the standard one when
given infinite resources, but this fact cannot be so directly established, because each semantics
produces values in a different domain. More concretely, the values obtained by the standard
semantics belong to the usual lifted function space satisfying the equation D = [D → D]⊥ , while
those produced by the resourced semantics belong to [C → E] where E satisfies the domain equation
E = [[C → E] → [C → E]]⊥ and C (the domain of resources) is a countable chain domain defined
as the least solution of the domain equation C = C⊥ .
We propose a way to relate functional values in the standard lifted function space to functional
values in the corresponding resourced function space. We first construct the initial solution for
the domain equation E = [[C → E] → [C → E]]⊥ following Abramsky’s construction of the
initial solution of D = [D → D]⊥ . Then we define a “similarity” relation between values in the
domain constructed and values in the standard lifted function space. This relation is inspired by
Abramsky’s applicative bisimulation.
Finally we prove the desired equivalence between the standard denotational semantics and the
resourced semantics for the lazy lambda calculus.
Keywords: Domain theory, denotational semantics, λ-calculus
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Abstract
Spreadsheets have become widely used tools, but they are applied to increasingly complex problems,
far beyond the kind of tasks for which they were originally conceived. This often results in large,
hard to maintain sheets, with little guarantee about their correctness. Potential errors are due in
part to unskilled users and also to the spreadsheet systems’ own limitations. This contribution
presents a tool that aims at improving the usual working flow when filling in a spreadsheet. The
tool integrates a constraint solver based on transformations of the cell content into equality and
inequality systems over rationals. The transformed systems are then solved using constraint logic
programs and the obtained solutions are presented to the user in an understandable way. One of the
practical benefits of this solution based on constraint logic programming is backwards execution:
our tool is able to find out the required input values to reach the desired outputs depending on
aggregation formulae written in the cells. Also, the constraint model offers a simple and sound
solution to the problem of circular references in cell formulas.
Keywords: Spreadsheet, Constraint Logic Programming, Constraint Solving, Programming
Environments, End-User Development
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Introduction

The term End-User Development (EUD) [5] has been coined as an umbrella to
refer to those environments which allow nonprofessional developers to create
or modify software without significant knowledge of a programming language.
Mash-ups, Programming by Example (PbE), or graphical scripting languages
are among the instances that are receiving more attention today but the oldest
1
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example and, definitely, the most successful of these tools is the spreadsheet.
Some of the reasons for its success are paradigmatic: 1.- Availability: they
are present in the office suites on most computers. 2.- Immediate feedback :
changes made in one part of the spreadsheet are reflected instantly in the results without any restructuring, recompilation or testing that a conventional
software system would require, and 3.- Cheap reuse: fragments from a spreadsheet can be easily combined with other ones, and users can apply the skills
learnt on one application to another one, very often just extending some existing sheet.
Of course, the EUD model is not free from criticism. The results of repeated composition, cut & paste and analogy can be unpredictable, specially
given that there is seldom a previous specification of the problem that has to
be solved and tests are nonexistent. In the case of spreadsheets, this results in
huge, hard to maintain and understand sheets but that are often responsible
for key functions for the business logic of certain parts of an organisation. In
fact, studies from consulting firms such as PWC and KPMG reveal that 95%
of spreadsheets in certain areas might contain some kind of error. [6]
Typical sources of errors include arithmetical operations between incompatible data (e.g. adding yards to pounds), operating with undefined cells
(erroneously taken as zero) or circular references in cell sets (that are treated
in diverse ways by different spreadsheet systems). While some of these problems could be attacked using conventional programming technology – e.g. type
systems – that possibility has usually been discarded in favour of features such
as the aforementioned immediate feedback.
The tool we are introducing extends the traditional spreadsheet model,
in which cell contents are either constant or the result of operating with the
contents of other cells, with the possibility of stating relations between cell
contents. This can alleviate some of the problems above. For example, if we
want to add a series of quantities and there is one which we do not yet know,
it is very likely that we end up forgetting about it and eventually taken as
zero (even if it stands for the price of a Ferrari). With our proposal, the cell
can be assigned a range (e.g. 150000 ≤ A5 ≤ 240000) that will be reflected in
the summation with a corresponding range. Mutual relations between cells,
that often lead to unexpected results in many systems, can also be used in
combination with partial information. Imagine that now we want to add the
prices of several items, but some come in dollars and others in euros. We
could have each item in a different row and reserve one column for the price
in dollars and the next one for the price in euros. That means that, initially,
the only information in these cells reflect the currency exchange rate. If we
receive a price in euros then we can update the cell in the right column and
the quantity in the left one will be recalculated, reducing the possibility of
mixing currencies inadvertently.
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Fig. 1. A typical spreadsheet for an invoice, including amount, purchase price and discount rate
for several items.

A more elaborate example is shown in Figure 1. The discount rate applied
is 10% for all the products. The total price for the invoice is 143,94e. Imagine
that we have a constraint of total price 140,00e, for example, due to marketing
reasons. The problem is to recalculate the discount rate to apply to each
product. Even more, imagine that we cannot apply more than 10% to one of
the products. How to recalculate then the discount rate for the rest of the
items? In a traditional spreadsheet system we can only do iteratively changes
in different values of the invoice in order to approximate the solution but
we cannot “ask” the spreadsheet for a solution that fits the constraint. The
application of our tool to this example will be shown in Section 5.
Our system works by translating the cell contents into a logic program
written in a Prolog dialect capable of reasoning about linear inequalities of rationals. A formal description of the cell language and its translation is given in
Section 3. An advantage of the constraint logic programming (CLP) approach
is that it allows for a uniform treatment of several application domains, so the
solution presented here for rationals could be adapted to solve combinatorial
problems instead. The framework that allows for this genericity is discussed
in Section 2. An overview of the tool’s architecture is provided in Section 4.
There have been previous proposals for the extension of spreadsheets with
deductive capabilities. Due to lack of space, the reader is referred to [4] for a
quick survey of the field. While building our own system implied reimplementing some of the functionality in earlier tools, we consider the effort worthwhile
as it has provided us with an extensible platform for applying the ideas in this
paper to more complex domains.

2

Preliminaries: Constraints and Logic Programming

The reader is referred to [3] for a formal, detailed presentation of the parametric Constraint Logic Programming framework (CLP(X)). In what follows
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we present an informal account of some features of the framework relevant
to our work. CLP(X) stands for an extension of logic programming in which
atomic formulae can be either the application of user-defined predicates to
tuples of terms or a new category of formulae (the constraints, L) written in
a separate first-order signature Σ and provided with a first-order structure
D as standard interpretation. L is closed under conjunction and existential
quantification. The pair (D, L) is called a constraint domain and is used to
enrich a host logic programming language with some domain-specific intelligence that would be inefficient to implement using the standard deduction
mechanisms of the host. CLP(D) denotes a particular instance of the generic
scheme for the constraint domain given. Traditional Prolog can be seen as an
instance CLP(Herbrand) where the constraints are just syntactic equalities
of terms. The instance used in our prototype is called CLP(Q), where the
language of constraints allows linear inequalities interpreted over the rational
field. Another successful instance of the framework is CLP(FD), where the
constraints include arithmetic inequalities interpreted over a finite subset of
the integers. Constraint domains are expected to provide the following operations and checks on constraints in order to be used in a CLP language
effectively: i) testing for consistency, D |= ∃ c; ii) checking the implication of
one constraint by another, D |= c → c 0 ; iii) projecting a constraint c onto a
set of variables x̂ in order to obtain a simpler, equivalent c 0 : D |= c 0 ↔ ∃ x̂ .c;
and iv) detecting that a constraint c forces a single value for one of its free
variables: D |= ∃ z . ∀ x , ŷ.c(x , ŷ) → x = z . Availability of these operations is
used in our spreadsheet model to ensure the consistency of the set of cells and
also to compute the visualisation of the cells that is shown back to the user.

3

Formal Specification of the Translation Function

The main characteristics of the translation process are that cell references
are represented as logic variables in the CLP program and that cell content
is represented as constraints in the CLP program. Figure 2 illustrates the
essence of the translation: we show a pair of spreadsheets, their translation
into CLP programs and the result of their execution.
The first example, ssA, is a standard spreadsheet, each cell generates an
equality constraint and the CLP solver finds the solution. In the second example, ssB, cell D3 contains an expression (100) but also establishes a constraint
on cell E 3: D3 = 1.45∗E 3 (perfectly could be a change rate euro-dollar). The
value for the cell E 3 is, directly, E 3, a way to establish no other constraint.
In this case, the cells generate two constraints: D3 = 100 and D3 = 1.45
* E3 and the solver finds the value for E 3.
We formally describe the translation process as a mathematical function.
Previous to its formal definition we need a formal model for spreadsheets with
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CLP program and solution

Spreadsheet

ssA

A

B

C

1

14

25

A1 + B 1

?A1
B1
C1

{
=
=
=

A1 = 14, B1 = 25, C1 = A1 + B1 }.
14,
25,
39.

?-

ssB
3

D

E

100 | D3 = 1.45 ∗ E 3

E3

?- { D3 = 100, D3 = 1.45 * E3 }.
D3 = 100.0,
E3 = 68.9655
?-

Fig. 2. Translation of spreadsheets into CLP programs

constraints, the domain of the translation function, and a formal model for
CLP programs, its codomain.
3.1

Abstract Syntax of Spreadsheets with Constraints

Conceptually, a spreadsheet is a partial function from cell references, pairs of
natural numbers representing row and column, into cell content, valid expressions involving numbers and operations on cells. Our example ssA in Figure 2
could be represented by a mathematical object similar to this one:
ssA = {(1, 1) 7→ 14, (1, 2) 7→ 25, (1, 3) 7→ (1, 1) + (1, 2)}
where (1, 1) + (1, 2) is an informal representation of the cell content A1 + B 1.
Our formal representation of spreadsheets is a partial function from Address,
the Cartesian product of natural numbers, into cell content:
Spreadsheet = Address →
7 Cell
Address = N × N
Cell content have two components: an expression and a constraint. Example ssB follows this grammar:
Cell ::= Expr [ | Constr ]
where square brackets represents optionality of the constraint component.
Without any loss of generality, constraint omission is equivalent to a trivial constraint (>), so we assume that the constraint always exists. Figure 3
shows the complete abstract syntax 2 for cell content.
2

For readability reasons, we present the components in the form of an ambiguous grammar.
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Cell = Expr × Constr
Expr ::= ExprQ
Constr ::= > | Constr ∧ Constr | ConstrQ
ExprQ
UnaexprQ
UnaopQ
BinexprQ
BinopQ

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

Address | Q | UnaexprQ | BinexprQ
UnaopQ ExprQ
+ | −
ExprQ BinopQ ExprQ
+ | − | ∗ | /

ConstrQ ::= ExprQ RelopQ ExprQ
RelopQ ::= = | < | >
Fig. 3. Abstract syntax of spreadsheets with constraints

Since we are going to focus on linear constraints over rationals, the formal
model for constraints in Figure 3 have been defined as
Expr ::= ExprQ
Constr ::= . . . | ConstrQ
where ExprQ are arithmetic expressions on rational numbers and Constr are
built by mean of atomic constraints, application of predefined constraint predicates to CLP(Q) terms (ExprQ ), or conjunction of another constraints.
Nevertheless, our formalisation enables one to easily extend the set of
domains adding, for example, constraints on finite domains:
Expr ::= ExprQ | ExprZ
Constr ::= . . . | ConstrQ | FDConstrZ
The spreadsheet ssB presented at the begin of the section would be represented by the following mathematical object:
ssB = {(3, 4) 7→ (100, (3, 4) = 1.45 ∗ (3, 5)), (3, 5) 7→ (3, 5)}
3.2

Translation Function

We explain in this section the syntax-directed translation of a spreadsheet
into a CLP program. The abstract syntax of CLP Programs that our tool
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Prog
Clause
Goal
Lit
Atom
PS
Term
Var
FS

=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

P Clause
Atom :- Goal.
Lit, . . . , Lit
Atom | ¬Atom
PS(Term, . . . , Term)
globalcon | = | < | > | . . .
Var | FS(Term, . . . , Term)
A1 | A2 | B1 | . . .
Q | +/1 | -/1 | +/2 | -/2 | */2 | //2
Fig. 4. Abstract syntax of CLP programs

generates is defined in Figure 4. The CLP program generated has only one
clause and establishes a global constraint on all the cells simultaneously. We
generate a predicate called globalcon, that associates non null cells with
a unique variable corresponding with the solution for the cell, taking into
account the information contained in all the cells globally. The full definition
of the translation function can be found in [1]. Let us just show the resulting
CLP programs for the previous examples:
Example

4

Automatically Generated CLP program

ssA

globalcon([(1,1,A1),(1,2,B1),(1,3,C1)]) :{ A1 = 14, B1 = 25, C1 = A1 + B1 }.

ssB

globalcon([(3,4,D3),(3,5,E3)]) :{ D3 = 100, D3 = 1.45 * E3 }.

Tool Architecture

We can see in Figure 5 that our application has five main components. Let
us briefly describe the functionality of each one. The Graphic User Interface
(GUI), a spreadsheet appearance, with cells arranged in a matrix of rows and
columns. To fill in a cell the user clicks on it and just writes down its content following a quite standard concrete syntax for cell content of spreadsheets
augmented with constraints. Once the user fills in a cell the “Front-end” component processes each cell content in the spreadsheet: it checks the syntax is
correct and constructs an abstract syntax tree that implements the mathematical objects defined in Section 3.1 (see Figure 6 for the UML model of the
abstract syntax trees). The “Back-end” component generates a CLP program
that is the implementation of the translation function in Section 3.2. It follows
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Fig. 5. Tool architecture

Fig. 6. AST UML class diagram.

the layout of a Visitor pattern [2],
The “Prolog Constraint Solver” component starts a Prolog engine with the
CLP extension, loads the generated program and returns a solution following
the same concrete syntax of cell content. Finally, the solution is parsed by the
“Presenter” component that shows it in the GUI component to the user.
The application is written in Java, the GUI uses Java Swing components,
the Front-end has been implemented by using JavaCC and the Prolog engine
used is Ciao Prolog. 3 The prototype can be freely downloaded and tested:
http://babel.ls.fi.upm.es/software.

5

Using the Tool

We illustrate the interaction with our tool by solving two of the examples
stated in Section 1. In the invoice example (Fig. 1), the user would follow
these steps:
3

Available from http://www.ciaohome.org.
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(i)

Instead of iteratively changing the discount rate until 140.00e is achieved,
the user types a constraint into E 27:

(ii)

Then, the user removes the discount
rate of 10% from cell B 29 or types the
following into it:

(iii)

The solver works out a solution to the
constraint system
(Discount)D10 = B 10 ∗ C 10 ∗ B 29/100,

E
27 E 10 + . . . + E 26 | E 27 == 140
B
29 B 29 | TRUE
B
29 12.47

(Subtotal )E 10 = B 10 ∗ C 10 − D10,
..
.
E 27 = E 10 + . . . + E 26,
E 27 = 140,
B 29 = B 29

The “dollars vs. euros” example was about mutual dependency of cells in two
adjacent columns, say D and E:
(i) The user doesn’t know if prices for items are expressed in dollars (D) or
euros (E). It is enough to say how each currency depends on the value of
the other one:
Dollars
3

Euros

= D3 | D3 == E 3 ∗ 1.4501 = E 3 | E 3 == D3 ∗ 1/1.4501

(ii) Now it is possible to change the value in one column and get the appropriate currency in the other just by substituting the variable after the
equality symbol.
Dollars
3

Euros

= D3 | D3 == E 3 ∗ 1.4501 = 2 | E 3 == D3 ∗ 1/1.4501

(iii) obtaining the following answer:
Dollars Euros
3

6

2.9002

2

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a tool that explores the integration of constraint solvers in spreadsheet applications. A minor extension to the standard
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language of spreadsheets and the coordination with an existing CLP environment allows our tool to effectively compute in the presence of incomplete
information. We have applied this capability to solve input cells in order to
reach some aims in the output cells. For example, the tool computes the discount to be applied to a customer when we do not want to exceed the net
value of the invoice. Another immediate benefit is that the spreadsheet offers a simple and sound solution to the problem of circular references in cell
formulas as shown in Section 5.
We can mention some extensions planned for our prototype:
•

Other constraint domains and their integration. On one hand, this improvement requires to extend the abstract syntax and concrete grammars.
For the introduction of finite domains (CLP(FD)), for instance, we need to
extend the syntax to express intervals and membership. Such an extension
would be useful, for instance, to solve schedule problems, although user interaction would be slightly more complex given that some mechanism to
iterate through different solutions would be necessary. Also, a type system
would be mandatory in the case of mixing different domains under the same
expression syntax, at least for ensuring that constraints are not used in a
potentially inconsistent way.

•

Improving usability. For the sake of simplicity, our prototype allows to
write a constraint that affects any cell in the content of any other cell, and
we have not answered to some important questions on usability: should we
allow a set of constraints for every cell? should we allow just a global set of
constraints? should the system answer with any constraint that affect a cell
in the resulting content of that cell? should the application keep a separate
content for the user input and another for the answer of the solver?
A proper answer to these questions is crucial for the end-user adoption
of our proposal.
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Resumen
En esta charla discutimos la relación entre distintos artefactos semánticos
del cálculo λ, poniendo especial atención en una estrategia normalizante en el
cálculo λV de Plotkin [6], a la que llamamos strict normal order.
Siguiendo [2,4] es posible interderivar normalizadores big-step a partir de
nociones de reducción small-step—obteniendo máquinas abstractas como paso
intermedio. Esta interderivación conecta dos modos de entender la semántica de los lenguajes de programación radicalmente diferentes. Por una parte
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los evaluadores composicionales—muy próximos a la visión del programador
funcional—y por otra parte la iteración de reglas de reescritura—sucesión de
pasos de computación hasta llegar a un término irreducible o valor.
Proponemos un ejercicio tomando como base el cálculo λV de Plotkin [6]
y la estrategia strict normal order. A partir de una definición small-step derivamos la definición big-step. Usamos sistemas de inferencia à la Hilbert—
formulas, axiomas y reglas de inferencia—como formalismo común. A diferencia de call-by-value, strict normal order lleva a cabo full reduction, eliminando
todos los redexes de un término, incluso si se encuentran en el cuerpo de una
abstracción. En [5] mostramos que el mecanismo de hibridación resulta en
estrategias estándar que llevan a cabo full reduction. En efecto, strict normal
order se obtiene de esta forma, tomando call-by-value como subsidiaria.
Las estrategias estudiadas en [5] son siempre big-step. Al considerar sus
correspondientes small-step, la propiedad de absorción entre estrategias hı́bridas y sus subsidiarias se desprende fácilmente: las reglas de inferencia à la
Hilbert que definen a las subsidiarias son subconjuntos de las que definen a
las hı́bridas.
Las interderivaciones entre artefactos semánticos se han mostrado muy útiles [1,3] , tanto por conectar evaluadores y máquinas abstractas—mostrando
la equivalencia de artefactos ya conocidos—como por establecer las guı́as para
el diseño de nuevos artefactos—reflejando posibles variaciones de los evaluadores en sus correspondientes máquinas, y a la inversa. Explotamos de nuevo
esa utilidad, al corroborar una propiedad de los evaluadores big-step considerando una relación sencilla entre sus correspondientes nociones de reducción
small-step.
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Abstract
The system dependence graph (SDG) is a data structure used in the imperative paradigm for different static analysis, and particularly, for program slicing. Program slicing allows us to determine
the part of a program (called slice) that influences a given variable of interest. Thanks to the SDG,
we can produce precise slices for interprocedural programs. Unfortunately, the SDG cannot be
used in the functional paradigm due to important features that are not considered in this formalism (e.g., pattern matching, higher-order, composite expressions, etc.). In this work we propose
the first adaptation of the SDG to a functional language (Erlang) facing these problems. As a
proof-of-concept, we have implemented a program slicer for Erlang based on our SDGs.
Keywords: Erlang, Program Slicing, System Dependence Graph

1

Introduction

Program slicing is a general technique of program analysis and transformation
whose main aim is to extract the part of a program (the so-called slice) that
influences or is influenced by a given point of interest (called slicing criterion)
[12,11]. Program slicing can be dynamic (if we only consider one particular execution of the program) or static (if we consider all possible executions). While
the dynamic version is based on a data structure representing the particular
execution (a trace) [7,1], the static version has been traditionally based on
a data structure called program dependence graph (PDG) [4] that represents
1
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

main() ->
Sum = 0,
I = 1,
{Result,_}=while(Sum, I,11 ),
Result.

(1) main() ->
(2)
(3)
I = 1,
(4)
{Result,_}=while(undefined, I,undefined).
(5)

(6) while(Sum, I,Top) ->
(7)
if
(8)
I==Tope -> {Sum,Top};
(9)
true -> {NSum,NI}=a(Sum, I),
(10)
while(NSum,NI,Top-1)
(11)
end.

(6) while(_, I,_) ->
(7)
if
(8)
(9)
true -> {NSum,NI}=a(undefined, I),
(10)
while(undefined,NI,undefined)
(11)
end.

(12) a(X,Y) -> {add(X,Y),
(13)
(fun (Z)->add(Z,1) end)(Y)}.

(12) a(_,Y)-> {undefined,
(13)
(fun (Z)->add(Z,1) end)(Y)}.

(14) add(A,0) -> A;
(15) add(A,B) -> A+B.

(14)
(15) add(A,B) -> A+B.

Fig. 1. Original Program

Fig. 2. Sliced Program

all statements in a program with nodes and their control and data dependences with edges. Once the PDG is computed, slicing is reduced to a graph
reachability problem, and slices can be computed in linear time.
Unfortunately, the PDG is imprecise when we use it to slice interprocedural
programs, and an improved version called system dependence graph (SDG) [6]
has been defined. The SDG has the advantage that it records the calling
context of each function call and can distinguish between different calls. This
allows us to define algorithms that are more precise in the interprocedural
case.
In this paper we adapt the SDG for the functional language Erlang. This
adaptation is interesting because it is the first adaptation of the SDG to a
functional language. Functional languages pose new difficulties in the SDG,
and in the definition of algorithms to produce precise slices. For instance,
Erlang does not contain loop commands such as while, repeat or for. All
loops are made through recursion. In Erlang, variables can only be assigned
once, and pattern matching is used to select one of the clauses of a given
function. In addition, we can use higher-order functions and other syntactical
constructs not present in imperative programs. All these features make the
traditional SDG definition useless for Erlang, and a non-trivial redefinition is
needed.
Example 1.1 The interprocedural Erlang program of Figure 1 is an Erlang
translation of the running example of [6]. We take as the slicing criterion the
expression add(Z,1) in line (13) of the left program. This means that we
are interested in those parts of the code that might affect the value produced
by the expression add(Z,1). A precise slice w.r.t. this slicing criterion would
discard lines (2), (5), (8), and (14), and also replace some parameters by
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anonymous variables (represented by underscore), and some expressions by a
representation of an undefined value (atom undefined). This is exactly the
result computed by the slicing algorithm described in this paper and shown
in Figure 2. Note that the resulting program is still executable.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 introduces some preliminaries. The Erlang Dependence Graph
is introduced in Section 4, and the slicing algorithms are presented in Section
5. Finally, Section 6 presents some future work and concludes.

2

Related work

Program slicing has been traditionally associated with the imperative paradigm.
Practically all slicing-based techniques have been defined in the context of imperative programs and very few works exist for functional languages (notable
exceptions are [5,9,8]).
There have been previous attempts to define a PDG-like data structure
for functional languages. The first attempt to adapt the PDG to the functional paradigm was [10] where they introduced the functional dependence
graph (FDG). Unfortunately, the FDGs are useful at a high abstraction level
(i.e., they can slice modules or functions), but they cannot slice expressions
and thus they are insufficient for Erlang. Another approach is based on the
term dependence graphs (TDG) [3]. However, these graphs only consider term
rewriting systems with function calls and data constructors (i.e., no complex
structures such as if-expressions, case-expressions, etc. are considered). Moreover, they are not able to work with higher-order programs. Finally, another
use of program slicing has been done in [2] for Haskell. But in this case, no
new data structure was defined and the abstract syntax tree of Haskell was
used with extra annotations about data dependencies.
All these works have been designed for intra-procedural slicing, but they
lose precision in the inter-procedural case. This problem can be solved with
the use of a SDG. From the best of our knowledge, this is the first adaptation
of the SDG to a functional language.

3

Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some preliminary definitions used in the rest of
the paper. For the sake of concreteness, we will consider the following subset
of the Erlang language:
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pr

::=

fn

f

::=

atom f cn

fc

::=

(pm ) → en | (pm ) when gn → eo

p

::=

l | v | hpn i | [pn ] | p1 = p2

g

::=

l | v | hgn i | [gn ] | g1 op g2 | op g

e

::=

l | v | hen i | [en ] | e1 op e2 | op e | e1 (en ) | p=e |

l

::=

number | string | atom

ic

::=

gm → en

cc

::=

p → en | p when gm → en

op

::=

+ | − | ∗ | / | div | rem | not | and | or | xor | == | /==< | < | >= | > | =:= | =/= (Operation)

|

(Program)
(Function Definition)
(Function Clause)
(Pattern)
(Guard)
(Expression)

if icn end | case e of ccn end fun atom/number | fun f cn end
(Literal)
(If Clause)
(Case Clause)

An Erlang program is a collection of function definitions. Note that we
use the notation fn to represent the sequence f1 . . . fn . Each function definition is formed in turn by a sequence of n pairs atom f c where atom is
the name of the function with arity n and f c is a function clause. Function
clauses are formed by a sequence of patterns enclosed in parentheses followed
optionally by a sequence of guards, and then an arrow and a sequence of
expressions (e.g., f (X, Y, Z) when X > 0; Y > 1; Y < 5 → X + Y, Z.).
A pattern can be a literal (a number, a string, or an atom), a variable, a
pattern matching between two patterns or a tuple or list of other patterns.
Erlang variables are single-assignment, this means that once assigned their
value cannot be changed. They are represented by an alphanumeric sequence
headed with a capital letter or underscore. Anonymous variables are represented by underscore, however, in the following, they are represented by ⊥ to
clarify the notation. Following the same idea, we will represent tuples with
hen i instead of {en }. Guards are similar to patterns, but they must represent a boolean value, and they do not allow pattern matching. Expressions
can be literals, variables, tuples, lists, operations, assignments, applications,
if-expressions and case-expressions, function references and declarations of
anonymous functions, which are formed by a sequence of function clauses as
in function definitions. In Erlang, when a call to a function is evaluated, the
compiler tries to do pattern matching with the first clause of the associated
function definition and continues with the others until one succeeds. When
pattern matching succeeds with a clause then its body is evaluated and the
other clauses are ignored. If no clause succeeds then an error is raised.
In the following we will assume the existence of a function position that
assigns identifiers (that we call program positions) to each syntactic construct
of a program (e.g., patterns, guards, expressions etc.). Program positions are
used to uniquely identify each element of a program. In particular, the program position of an element identifies the row and column where it starts, and
the row and column where it ends. Analogously, we use function component
which is the inverse of position; that is, it returns the component associated
to a given position. Additionally, we need function vars, which returns all the
variables contained in a given expression.
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pos
in fclause

pos
in fname/arity

!"

fc1

posg
gn

posp1
p1

fcn

pose1
e1

pospm
pm

!"

pos
out fname/arity

!"

poseo
eo

pos
out fclause

(a) Functions

(b) Clauses

pos
case

pose1,1
e1,1

posp1
p1

!"

pospn
pn

posg1
gp1

!"

posgn
gqn

!"

pose1,m
e1,m

posen,1
en,1

!"

pos
if

posg1
go1

pose1,1
e1,1

posen,o
en,o

!"

(c) Cases

posgm
gpm

!"

pose1,n
e1,n

posem,1
em,1

!"

posem,o
em,o

(d) Ifs
pos
call

pose
e

pose1
e1

!"

posen
en

pos
return

(e) Calls

Fig. 3. Graph representation of Erlang programs

4

Erlang Dependence Graphs

In this section we adapt the SDG to Erlang. We call this adaptation Erlang
dependence graph. Its definition is based on a graph representation of the
components of a program.
Definition 4.1 [Graph Representation] The graph representation of an Erlang program is a labelled graph (N , C, F) where N are the nodes, C are the
edges, and F is a set of functions:
type : N → T
position : N → P
f unction : N → {(atom, number)}
The set F of functions define the labels of each node in the graph. Total function type returns the type of a node. T is the set of node types:
f unctionin , f unctionout , clausein , clauseout , pattern, guards, expression, case,
if, call and return. The total function position returns the program position
associated to a node. Partial function f unction is defined for nodes of types
f unctionin and f unctionout , and it returns a tuple containing the function
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name and its arity.
The graph of a program is compositionally constructed according to the
cases of Figure 3. Each node is labelled with its associated position and its type
or its component (in the case of patterns, guards and expressions). Nodes of
types f unctionin and f unctionout also include the function name (fname ) and
its arity as it is defined in f unction. The value of fname is ⊥ for all anonymous
functions. For each function in the program (including anonymous functions),
we build a graph according to Figure 3a. The dotted nodes represent the
graph associated to each function clause that is represented as in Figure 3b.
Note that nodes of type f unctionin are connected to the node of type clausein
in each clause. And analogously, each node of type clauseout is connected to
its associated node of type f unctionout . Moreover, the node representing the
guard of the clause (the one with label g) is optional. It only appears in those
clauses with guards (i.e., all guards are represented with a single node). If no
guard exists, then the node of type f unctionin is connected to the patterns
(nodes labelled with pi ). Finally for each case-, if- or call expression in the
program we build a graph according to Figures 3c, 3d, and 3e respectively.
Before we formally introduce a definition for Erlang Dependence Graphs,
we need to introduce some functions, needed to build the new type of edges
used in the definition. With the graph representation we have build a graph
for each expression separately, but there is not any relation between them. .
To give a representation for these relations we use structural edges. Basically,
these edges go from a node of type expression to a node of type if , call,
call or f unctionin (for anonymous functions). This is an important difference
w.r.t. System Dependence Graph of [6]. The construction of these edges is
mainly based in function structural, which given a node ns and a expression
e contained in its program position returns a set of structural edges from ns
to to the starting nodes of required expressions inside e. Additionally the
function needs the graph G to search inside its nodes.
The rest of functions are mainly used for the construction of input and
output edges. These edges follow the same philosophy as in [6], i.e. they are
used to join a call with their function definition. In our context, it is far to be
an immediate result, because pattern matching and higher-order impose some
difficulties. In fact, commonly a call could be connected by means of these
edges to more than a clause, even to different functions. As we do not perform
any data analysis, a call of this type X(0) should be join to all the matching
clauses for all the functions with one argument. Input nodes go from the call
arguments of a call to the definition parameters of a clause, and also from the
return node of a call to the in node of a clause. Output nodes go from the
out node of a clause to a return node of a call. In order to build these graphs
we need to know , first the function that could be applied to a given call,
and after for each call, the clauses that could match it. This functionality is
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implemented by means of functions f unctions and clauses.
Function f unctions receives as inputs the call expression e (i.e., in expression g(X) this expression is g), the call arity n and the graph G. Then, it
returns a tuple containing the set of nodes that defines the applicable functions, and the clauses of these functions.
Function clauses receives the clauses f cm calculated with f unctions, the
arguments of the call en , and again the graph G. Additional parameter i is
an integer which store the last clause of f cm where the matching have been
tried. After, it returns a set of in clause nodes, representing the applicable
clauses for en . The main idea is to go orderly trying to satisfy a strong pattern
matching (i.e., a strong pattern matching between a pattern and an expression
happens when they match independently of the values of the variables inside
the expression), and then stopping the searching, or a weak patten matching
(i.e., when the matching depends on the values of the variables inside the
expression) returning in this case the corresponding node and follow searching
more applicable clauses. When there is not pattern matching, the search
follows in the next clause.
Additionally to the new edges described above, we add two edges more
in the next definition. Data edges conceptually represent that the value of a
node component depend on the value of other node component. The edge go
from the node giving the value, to the node dependent of this value. Also,
in the next definition summary edges are introduced, with exactly the same
philosophy as in [6]. We are now in a position to formally introduce the Erlang
Dependence Graphs.
Definition 4.2 [Erlang Dependence Graph] Given an Erlang program P, its
associated Erlang Dependence Graph (EDG) is the directed labelled graph
G = (N , E, F) where N are the nodes and E = (C, S, D, I, O, R) are the
edges. (N , C, F) is the graph representation of P being C the control edges.
The rest of edges are built as follows:
•

•

The set S represents structural edges. Each edge of this type connects one
node of type expression with a node of type f unctionin , case, if, or call.
Given a node n of type expression, its associated control edges are equal to
structural(n, expressionF (n), N , F).
The set D represents data edges. There is a data edge from node ns to node
nt when:
· typeF (ns ) ∈ {pattern, expression}, typeF (nt ) ∈ {pattern, guards, expression }, node ns assigns a value to some variable that is used in node nt and
there not exists a node reachable from nt following control and structural
edges that use the variable in the same position.
· (nt → ncase ) ∈ S, component(positionF (ncase )) = case of ccn end and
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positionF (ns ) ∈

S

→en ∈ccn

{position(en )}.

F
· (nt → nif ) ∈ S, component(position
(nif )) = if icn end and
S
F
position (ns ) ∈
{position(en )}.
→en ∈icn

· (nt → ncall ) ∈ S, typeF (ns ) = return, typeF (ncall ) = call and
positionF (ns ) = positionF (ncall ).
S
· typeF (nt ) = return, component(positionF (nt )) = e(en ) and ns ∈ ns.

(ns, )∈f unctions(e,n,G)

· (nt → nf un ) ∈ S, typeF (ns ) = functionout , typeF (nin ) = functionin and
positionF (ns ) = positionF (nin ).
· (nt → ns ) ∈ C ∨ (nt → n0 ), (n0 → ns ) ∈ C, typeF (ns ) = pattern,
typeF (nt ) = clausein and component(patternF (ns )) 6= v ∨
(component(patternF (ns )) = v ∧ ∃np such that (nt → np ) ∈ C ∨
(nt → n00 ), (n00 → np ) ∈ C, typeF (np ) = pattern and
component(patternF (np )) = v).

•

Set I represent input edges. Given a node ncall with
component(positionF (ncall )) = e(en ), we build these arcs as follows:
· We have an input edge from node nei to npS
for all i ∈ 1...n where
i
clauses(f cm , en , 1),
positionF (nei ) = position(ei ), nclause ∈
( ,f cm )∈f unctions(e,n,G)

F

component(position (nclause )) = (pn ) → , (nclause → npi ) ∈ C,
and component(positionF (npi )) = pi .
F
· We have an input edge from node nret to
S nin where position (nret ) =
F
clauses(f cm , en , 1).
position (ncall ), nret 6= ncall ,nin ∈
( ,f cm )∈f unctions(e,n,G)

•

Set O represents output edges. Given a node ncall with
component(positionF (ncall )) = e(en ), we have an output node from node
F
F
nout to nS
ret where position (nret ) = position (ncall ), nret 6= ncall ,
F
clauses(f cm , en , 1), position (nout ) = positionF (nin ),
nin ∈
( ,f cm )∈f unctions(e,n,G)

•

5

and nout 6= nin .

Set R represents summary edges. Given a node ncall with
component(positionF (ncall )) = e(en ), we have a summary edge from node
nei to nreturn with positionF (nei ) = position(ei ), typeF (nreturn ) = return
and positionF (nreturn ) = positionF (ncall ) if ∃narg such that (nei → narg ) ∈
I, and there is a path from narg to nout following control, structural and
data edges with nin → narg ∈ C and positionF (nout ) = positionF (nin ).

Slicing Erlang Specifications

The EDG is a powerful tool to perform different static analysis and it is
particularly useful for program slicing.
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In this section we show that our adaptation of the SDG to Erlang is conservative in the sense that previous algorithms for the SDG also work with
the EDG with small modifications. Our notion of slicing criterion considers a
collection of points in the program identified by nodes in the EDG.
Definition 5.1 Given an EDG G = (N , E, F), a slicing criterion for G is any
set SC ⊂ N .
Traditional algorithms for slicing work with the EDG except for one slight
modification. The graph traversal of the EDG is done as usual, the traversal
of the graph follows backwards all paths, but when we reach a node from a
structural edge, then we continue the path following all edges except those data
edges whose source node is reachable from the target node of the structural
edge. Therefore, in the case of intraprocedural programs, slicing is performed
in linear time with a single traversal of the EDG.
The slicing procedure is divided into two steps. The first one receives as
parameter the nodes corresponding to the slicing criterion, and traverses backwards the graph following all kind of edges but input and output ones. When
this process ends, input edges are followed, getting some nodes of type return
corresponding to the calls to the function clause that has been processed in
the previous process. From these return nodes, following summary edges is
possible to arrive to some parameters, but also following the input edges of the
arguments. So in this special case, the idea is not following summary edges,
and just to follow the data edges incoming to these return nodes. The process
continues in the same way until no more nodes are added. The second stage
follows all kind of edges but input edges until no more nodes are added.

6

Conclusions

This work adapts the SDG to be used with Erlang programs. Based on the
EDG, we have implemented a program slicing technique that precisely produces slices of interprocedural Erlang programs. This is the first adaptation
of the SDG for a functional language. Even though, we implemented it for
Erlang, we think that it can be easily adapted to other functional languages
with slight modifications.
The slices produced by our technique are executable. This means that
other analyses and tools could use our technique as a preprocessing transformation stage simplifying the initial program and producing a more accurate
and reduced one that will predictably speed up the subsequent transformations. Our implementation of the technique is publicly available at:
http://kaz.dsic.upv.es/slicErlang.html
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